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tailor- made
....

.................................... : ......

flexible cables

for electronic
equipment
If you need special multi -unit low -loss

cables for electronic equipment -let us design
and manufacture them to your requirements.
They may include coaxial, twin, quad and small
power or control cores in any combination.

BICC can offer you specialised production facilities for this work. as well as the
services of skilled engineers who have tailormade low -loss cables for all current requirements.

Polythene -insulated

P. V.C. sheathed multi -

core cable with micro-

phone and control

cores for film studio
use.

Multicore polythene insulated and sheathed

television camera
cable.
Overall diameter 0.5 inches.

Why not take advantage of this opportunity? Write to -day and let us assist you
with your problems.

Cables on right are examples which
have been designed and manufactured by BICC
to meet specialised needs.

P.V.C. sheathed multi core polythene -insulated flexible television

camera cable. Overall
diameter 0.8 inches.
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LOW -LOSS CABLES
BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S CABLES LIMITED
NORFOLK HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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Important trends in
VALVE DESIGN
MULLARD NONODE F.M. DETECTOR TYPE EQ80
Although frequency modulation is not
employed in the British television
system, a valve suitable for use as an
F.M. detector has been included in the
Milliard

World Series

(b) If g3 is sufficiently negative to gz

of television

valves, because the F.M. technique has
been adopted for the sound transmission
in the television systems of some other
countries.

The EQ80 is a nonode (nine electrode
valve) which can be operated as a combined F.M. detector and limiter.
Of its seven grids, g, is a biasing grid;
ga, g4 and g6 are a rPelerator grids;
R.
+Vb

(c)

the whole of the cathode current
will flow to g2, but, if g3 is even
only slightly positive to g2 most
of the current will flow towards
the remaining electrodes, i.e. in
the direction of the anode.
Because the total cathode current
has been determined by the
potential of g2, an increase in the

positive potential of g3 will only

slightly affect the value of the
current towards the following
electrodes.
(d) Similarly, if go is sufficiently nega-

tive with respect to g4, the whole
of the current will flow to g4 and

the anode current will be zero;
but if go is even only slightly
positive, most of the current will
flow to the anode, and its value
will be practically independent of
the positive potential of go.

250

Rx (KLI)

34
26

200
170
21
g3 and go are signal grids; and g7 is a
suppressor grid connected internally to
the cathode.
The operation of the EQ80 as an F.M.

6.3V

Ih

0.2 A

Characteristics
Values refer to circuit shown
Vb
Vg2, g4, g6

170 to 250 V
20 V

-4 V

Vg3

Vin(g3)r.m.s.

12 V

-4 V

Vgs

12 V
Phase angle between
signals in g3 and gs 90°

Vin(g5)1*.M.S.

current will flow unless both g3 and go

are positive, and that the value of the

Ig2

anode current will, to a great extent, be
independent of the positive potentials
on these two grids.

Ig3
1g5

0.03 mA

Ra

ra

g4

+86

5 M

voltages between which there is a vary-

ing difference in phase, and if, as can

quite easily be arranged, the phase

Reprints

of this article

together

with

difference between these two voltages additional data may be obtained free

varies substantially linearly with the
instantaneous frequency of the F.M.
signal, anode current will flow only

of charge from the address below

during that portion of each period when

both g3 and go are positive, and the
detector is based upon the following duration of that portion will depend
considerations:upon the phase difference at the moment.
(a) If the potentials of g1 and g2 are This means that the mean anode
fixed, the cathode current is sub- current varies with the instantaneous
stantially constant and its value value of the phase difference-in other
is determined almost entirely by words the valve operates as an F.M.
the potential of gg.

parallel operation, A.C. or D.C.
Vb

0.33 M
0.28 mA
1.5 mA
0.09 mA

If to g3 and g5 are applied signal
(v)

Heater Suitable for series or

la

It will thus be seen that no anode

Vb

RATINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS

detector and limiter.
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Half a Loaf
IN

spite of constant pressure for several months,
the authorities hold out no promise of restoring the Airmet transmissions of meteorological
data. In November, the Postmaster General,
answering in Parliament several questions on the
subject, acknowledged the value of the service to
various sections of the community but expressed
regret that it had been found impracticable to
make any broadcast frequency available for the
restoration of the service. He went on to say the
possibility of improving the weather information
available to the public was being considered in conjunction with other departments and the B.B.C.,
and he understood that some amplification of the
B.B.C. weather forecasts would be introduced
shortly.
From this we gather there is little prospect of
resumption of the original Airmet service, transmitted either by the Air Ministry or the Ministry
of Civil Aviation, and we are confirmed in our
belief that any improved service for which we may
hope will eventually be broadcast by the B.B.C.
The Corporation is, we believe, the proper authority
for distributing a service that, after all, is of more
or less direct benefit to the whole community, though
only of incidental concern to any particular
Ministry.
Unfortunately, however, the " amplified "
B.B.C. weather service foreshadowed by the Postmaster General has turned out to be something
that can barely be called even a compromise. All
we can say in its favour is that the change in the
method of forecasting does at least acknowledge the
possibility of improving the old system. The total
time given daily to the weather has not been
increased, but the 6 p.m. bulletin has merely been
improved insofar as the various stations deal with
the weather in their own areas, and so can treat
it in somewhat greater detail than if they were dealing with the country as a whole. That, of course,
is a step, but only a very small one, in the right
direction. The B.B.C. authorities must go much
farther when they ultimately assume the responsibility -which we believe will inevitably he theirs
WIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1950

-for distributing

the improved service of weather
bulletins of which this country, with its uncertain
island climate, stands so much in need.
It is no business of Wireless World to go into the
question of what constitutes an acceptable service.
All we need say is that it should be much more
detailed, localized and frequent than at present.
Our concern is merely to press for a proper use to
be made of radio in the one sphere where it is the
only practicable medium for the distribution of
information to the general public.
We believe
fresh weather charts are prepared at the Central
Meteorological Office every three hours of the
twenty -four, and it can be argued that broadcasts
should be no less frequent. It must be galling for
a forecaster to be unable to pass on up -to -date
information for the reason that there may not be
another broadcast for as long as 13 hours. Then
there is the question of data (as opposed to forecasts) which, on the Airmet system, allowed the
listener to follow the pattern of rain or sunshine
across the country and, if not to do his own
forecasting, at least to cross -check the official
assessment of the situation as it affected him
personally.
We doubt whether it was worth while disturbing the old- established B.B.C. routine for the trivial
change that has been made. Something much
more drastic, providing the detailed localized and
frequent bulletins admitted to be necessary, must
be done if radio broadcasting is to establish itself
as the source par excellence of up -to -date weather
information.
Fairly obviously, the ideal bulletin, or rather
system of bulletins, would be planned by ,1
meteorologist with a sympathetic understanding of
the needs of the widest possible circle of listeners.
Not only should the information most needed by the
majority be given, but the timing and make -up of
the various sections should be so arranged and
standardized that the user of the service would be
able to obtain what he wanted without wasting too
much time in listening to those parts of the bulletin
outside his individual concern.
425

Aerial Feeder Connections
Ba lance-to-Unbalance Transformer
By W. T. COCKING, M.I.E.E.

THE connection between the aerial and the
receiver does not always receive the attention
which it deserves, even in these days when so

much is known about cables and their terminations.
The need for matching is generally realized but the
desirability of including balance -to- unbalance transformers is all too often unrecognized.
The ordinary receiver requires an unbalanced
input that is, of its two input terminals one is
earthy and the other is live. The dipole aerial,
however, is balanced to earth. Neither of its two
terminals is earthy, but they undergo equal and
opposite variations of potential with respect to earth.
Feeder cables are of two kinds, balanced and
unbalanced. The first is the twin -wire feeder, which
may or may not have an outer screening sheath. It
is intended to operate in the balanced condition so
that at any point along its length the potentials of
its two wires are equal and opposite with respect to
earth. Such a feeder is clearly suited for direct
connection to a dipole aerial, both being balanced
structures, but is not suitable for connecting directly
to the receiver.
The second type of feeder, the unbalanced, is the
coaxial cable. Equally clearly this is suitable for
connecting to the receiver but does not fit into a
direct connection to the aerial.
In practice, both kinds of feeder are commonly
used in direct connection to both aerial and receiver
and these improper operating conditions do not have
any very obvious effect on the performance The loss
of signal is usually negligible, and although the polar
diagram of the aerial may be affected somewhat the
alteration is not at all evident.
;

effectively earthed by capacitive coupling between
the windings of the input transformer. The feeder
is operated in a balanced condition at the aerial and
in an unbalanced at the receiver and there is a gradual
transition from the one to the other along the feeder.
Now any voltages induced in the feeder, say at
point A, by a local interference field, are equal in
each wire and act in the same direction in both.
Interference currents thus flow in the same direction
in both wires.
At the receiving end the current in the earth wire
flows to earth without harm but the current in the
live wire flows through the coupling coil and so
induces an interference voltage into the tuned
circuit. However, if the feeder is terminated by a
balanced circuit, such as a push -pull transformer, this
can be avoided. This is shown at (b). The equal
currents in the two wires flow through the two
halves of the coupling coil and oppose each other in
the winding. There is then no interference voltage
induced into the tuned circuit.
In practice, the capacitance between the windings
has a serious effect and the precise arrangement of
Fig. i(b) does not provide adequate immunity from
interference. The effects of the capacitance can be
overcome, however, by interposing a screen between
the windings, as indicated in Fig. i(c). If the
secondary is the tuned -grid coil of the first valve,
the use of a screen may not be permissible, however.
The screen greatly increases the capacitance of the
circuit and so necessitates a lower inductance and a
smaller shunt damping resistance if the bandwidth is

Twin -wire Feeder
One characteristic of the system, however, is
greatly affected. The feeder becomes liable to pick -up
signals and so acts in some measure as an aerial
instead of merely conveying the signals picked up by
the aerial to the receiver. In many domestic installations this does little harm. However, if the feeder
passes through a region of local interference it picks
it up and passes it to the receiver, whereas it should
be immune to it.
There is no doubt at all that in buildings containing
electrical machinery a serious amount of interference
can be picked up by the feeder. It is probable, too,
that in the domestic installation more ignition
interference may be picked up by the feeder than by
the aerial in certain cases. It may well be that this
will occur only in exceptional cases, but it is a point
to watch.
A twin -wire feeder connected between the aerial
and the first circuit of the receiver is shown in
Fig. I (a). Even if the earth connection to one side
of the feeder is omitted, this feeder wire will be
426

A

Fig. r. (a) Dipole aerial
connected by a balanced
line to an unbalanced receiver input circuit; (b)
balanced receiver circuit
and (c) balanced input with
screened primary.

(c)
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to be maintained. In its turn this means a reduction
of the voltage step-up between the feeder and the
grid of the valve.
With a coaxial feeder the difficulty arises at the
aerial end. Referring to Fig. 2, an interference e.m.f.
induced in the outer of the cable sets up a current
in it which flows round the complete circuit cable
outer, lower half of dipole, capacitance to earth.
The field here naturally energizes the upper half of
the dipole also and a current is passed through the
inner of the cable to the receiver. In effect, there is
one closed circuit from earth through the cable outer,
the lower dipole element and its capacitance to earth
and there is a second closed circuit from earth
through the receiver coupling coil, the cable inner,
the upper dipole element and its capacitance to earth.
The capacitance to earth of the two halves of the
dipole is largely common to both circuits and couples
the two so that interference picked up in one circuit
is transferred to the other.

Fig. 2. (a) Dipole aerial connected by an unbalanced
feeder to a receiver, and (b) a balance -to- unbalance
transformer at the aerial.

Transformer Coupling

Fig. 3. In order to avoid a high- capacitance circuit at
the receiver input a separate balun can be used.

This effect can be avoided by including a push -pull
transformer at the aerial end of the cable, as shown
in Fig. 2 (b). An interference current in the cable
outer is now passed to the centre tap on the transformer primary and ideally divides equally through
the two halves of the winding and passes to the two
halves of the aerial. The currents are in opposition
in the transformer and nothing is induced into the
secondary which is connected to the inner of the cable.
Exact equality of currents may not be achieved
because the capacitances to earth of the two halves
of the aerial may not be equal. An electrostatic
screen between windings is also often advisable, just
as in the case of a receiver input transformer.
This form of transformer is very effective in
reducing the pick-up of interference by a coaxial
cable and in cases of bad interference can improve
the signal/interference ratio by 20 db or more. It
is not a method commonly adopted, however,
largely because of the practical difficulty of weatherproofing the transformer. More often an equivalent
result is achieved with resonant sleeves.
The use of such sleeves, or of resonant lengths of
line, offers severe difficulties to the experimenter
because it is not easy to determine their proper
dimensions. They require adjustment in situ on the
aerial. In addition, proper weather -proofing is not
easy. The transformer of Fig. 2(b) is much more
suitable for the amateur since it requires no adjustment, but the problem of weather -proofing is a
difficult one for him to solve.
Although the actual coupling difficulties are much
the same with any type of feeder the twin wire has
the great advantage that the coupling, transformer
can be in the receiver and need not be up with the
aerial exposed to the weather. Because of this, any
adjustments to it can be carried out much more
easily. It does seem, therefore, that the twin -wire
feeder is more suited to amateur use than coaxial.
It is also becoming more widely used in commercial
television receivers, partly because it is cheaper and
partly because there are no weather -proofing difficulties of the balance -to- unbalance transformer or

" balun."
The precise arrangement of Fig. 1(c) is not often
used at television frequencies, largely because the
screen between the windings makes the capacitance

(b)

r---r--+

jT

The LC network shown gives a balun action
without being a transformer.
Fig. 4.

on the tuned circuit so large that the voltage step -up
in the transformer is greatly reduced. Instead a
separate coupling transformer is often used. This
arrangement is shown in Fig. 3 and the transformer
is of I I ratio with a centre -tapped winding and a
screen between the windings. Because of the low
impedance of the circuit-72 SZ on each side-the
capacitance is relatively unimportant.
If the transformer is physically close to the input
circuit of the set the two can be directly connected,
but if it is more than a few inches away a length of
coaxial cable should be used to join them, as shown
:

in Fig. 3.
This form of balun is not hard to construct and
would be very easy were it not for the screen. Very
tight coupling between the windings is necessary and
the screen makes it difficult to get this. It is, however,
possible to approach the screened condition very
closely, without actually using a screen, by a particular form of construction. The secondary is
wound with a strip of copper foil interleaved with
paper for insulation. About 12 turns of fin strip,
interleaved with a fin strip of paper, on a i-in
diameter former is about right. The inside end of
the winding is the " hot " end and the outside end is
c
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earthed.
The centre -tapped primary of about
12 turns is wound as a single layer of wire outside
the earthy turn, so that capacitive coupling exists
only to one turn of the secondary.
It is possible to obtain the balun effect without an
actual transformer, however, and an interesting circuit
which is used in the latest Pye receivers is shown in
Fig. 4. It has been previously described,1 but is not
as well known as it should be. The balance -tounbalance is obtained from the network comprising
the two equal inductances L and the two equal
capacitances C.
The network has the configuration of a bridge and
exact analysis can be quite complex. Fortunately,
much of this complexity can be avoided if a little
ingenuity is employed in devising equivalent circuits.
The well -known star -delta theorem, in particular, is a
great help.
We want to know three things about the circuit
(a) Its input and output impedances.
(b) The ratio of the input to the output voltages
(or currents or powers).
(c) Its balance.

Impedance
Let the impedance of the circuit connected to the
input be ZB and that connected to the output be Zu.
The circuit can then be drawn as in Fig. 5(a). The
first thing to be noticed is that it is reversible. If we
find the input impedance in terms of L, C and Zu the
output impedance is given by the same expression if
we substitute ZB for Zu in it. We can see also that if
ZB and Zu are equal the input and output impedances
will also be equal.
To find the impedance we re -draw the circuit as in
Fig. 5(b) where Zu is split into two impedances in

parallel. The network comprises the series connection of two triangles of impedances (deltas), but
twisted at their connection. If we apply the star delta theorem to each we get the arrangement of
Fig. 5(c), the corresponding points of connection in
(b) and (c) being similarly numbered.
We can see at a glance that the input impedance is
ZIN

=

2Z3

+

(Z1

+

Z2)/2

and inserting the L, C and Zu values by means of the
star-delta theorem (see Appendix) we get
I /jwC
2L /CZu -}- jwL
Z1N =
ZU 2Z,3 + 7wL + I /jwC
It can at once been seen that

if L/C

=

Z02 all

terms in the fraction cancel and ZIN = ZU at all
frequencies. Similarly, the output impedance Zu
ZB.

If L/C does not equal

Z02,

then at the resonance

"Aerials for Metre and Decimetre Wavelengths," by R. A. Smith,

p. tos, Cambridge University Press.

frequency of LC, and only at this frequency, ZIN =
The circuit then acts as an impedance
L /CZU.
transformer of ratio ZIN Zu :: L /CZU2 I. This
action is not usually necessary and in what follows it
will be taken that L/C ZU2 = I, so that ZU = ZB =
ZIN = Zo. The terminal impedances must, of course,
be pure resistances in this case, but this is the assumption usually made with circuits of this nature.
:

:

Transfer Ratio

It is possible to determine the ratio of output to
input power from the circuit equations, but it is
unnecessary to do so in this case. In the matched
condition ZB = ZIN and Zo = ZU. The whole of the
power delivered by the input feeder of impedance ZB
is, therefore, absorbed by the network without
reflection. The whole of the output power of the
network is absorbed in the output feeder of impedance
ZU equal to Zo and again there is no reflection. The
network itself comprises pure reactances L and C
and so can itself dissipate no power. Hence, the input
and output powers must be equal.
With ZU= ZB = ZIN = Zo, therefore, the output
voltage, current and power are equal to the input
voltage, current and power at all frequencies and the
network introduces no loss.
In practice, of course, there will be some loss
associated with L and C but this can be kept small by
using high Q components.
Balance
Under one condition the balance is very easy to
determine. This is when the unbalanced signal in the
feeder is such that the two input terminals of the LC
network are always at the same potential to earth.
This means that in Fig. 5(a) the two ends of ZB are
at the same potential. They can, therefore, be
joined together without affecting anything. One LC
circuit then becomes a parallel- resonant circuit in
shunt across the input and the other becomes a
parallel-resonant circuit in series with ZU. The
equivalent circuit has the form shown in Fig. 6.
Since we are ignoring resistance losses in L and C
this parallel-resonant circuit is of infinite impedance
at resonance and at this frequency offers an infinite
barrier to unbalanced signals at the input. At any
frequency the ratio of output to input voltages is
Pp
e1

I
I

+ jx/(i

-

x2)

/I

I

+ x2 /(I

-

x2)2]

where x = w VLC.
If fo is the resonance frequency and df is a small
change of frequency from this value (df<fo) then

approximately
Fig. 5. Circuit of
balun with its terminating impedances
(a), an equivalent (b)
and a further equivalent (c) obtained by

p

the

star -delta

theorem.

(a)
428

(b)

(c)
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that is needed. It has the disadvantage that it must
Fig. 6.
Equivalent circuit of
balun to unbalanced voltages in
the feeder.

e,

be adjustable for different stations whereas it is
possible to make a transformer which will cover the
whole television band. As usual, every system has
its advantages and disadvantages and, again as usual,
the choice depends on the importance which is

attached to each in individual circumstances.
APPENDIX

Star -delta Theorem
Fig. 7.
The balun
as a unit.

^JTPUT
INPUT

Referring to Fig. 5 we designate the delta impedances
by the terminal numbers between which they are connected and the star impedances by the terminal numbers
to which they are connected. Then
Z1

Z2

e0
e3

t
[

7.3

where Z =

+

(fo /241)2j

f

ff

when

t4

Z127.13 /Z

= Z12Z23 /Z
= L13Z23 /Z

Z12

t

Z13

+

Z23.

(fo /24f)2

In television applications we are interested, in a
band of 3.5 Mc /s covering the sound and vision
carriers. The maximum value of 4f is thus 1.75 Mc /s,
so that the smallest value of fo /24f is 43.25/3.5 =
12.35.

The discrimination of the circuit against unbalanced signals in the feeder is infinite at the centre
of the band and falls to about 22 db at the band edges
in the worst case.
Circuit Values
The choice of L and C values for the circuit is very
easy. For the conditions discussed, namely, ZB =
Zu, only two conditions have to be met and these are
L/C = Zv2 and LC = r /woe. Therefore, C = Io6/
woZu and L = Zu /cup where coo = 6.28 times the
mid -band frequency. The units are pF, µH, Mc/s and
f2.

As an example, if the frequency is 43.25 Mc /s and
Zu is 720, we get C = 5r pF and L = o.265µH.

Adjustment
Having computed the circuit values the proper
values of capacitance should be used since capacitors
can usually be bought with values sufficiently close
to the correct ones. In any case, the values are such
that they can easily be measured.
The inductances should be adjustable. Consider
the LC network as a unit, Fig. 7, with two output
terminals joined either directly or through a coaxial
cable to the receiver. Join the two input terminals
together and to a signal generator operating at the
mid -band frequency. Adjust the inductance joined
to the non -earthy output terminals for minimum
output from the receiver. Reverse the output connections, so that the other inductance is joined to the
non -earthy output terminal and adjust this second
inductance for minimum output.
Adjustment is probably unnecessary when the
proper dimensions of the coils have been determined.
In production, an adequate balance is probably
obtainable without individual adjustment once the
proper winding has been determined.
This circuit has the great practical merit of
being very simple and over the bandwidth of a
television signal it gives a discrimination against an
unbalanced signal of over 20 db, which is probably all
WIRF.LriSS WO.tLD, DECEMBER 1950
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book has long since become established as the
radio serviceman's friend and adviser, dealing as it
does with the location and cure of the innumerable
faults which can develop in broadcast receivers and
their associated equipment.
Radio amateurs, as well
as professionals, however, have also found it invaluable
in solving many of the problems that arise in experimental and constructional work.
This eighth edition has been revised and brought fully
up to date ; in particular the chapter on television receiver defects has been completely rewritten.
Apart
from domestic sets, short-wave receivers and converters
are covered, and there is also a special chapter devoted
to servicing with the cathode -ray oscilloscope. Methods
of ganging receivers of both the " straight " and super het types are given in detail, and the all- too -common
problems of hum and distortion are treated with the
same thoroughness.
A useful appendix contains much information of the
kind constantly required in everyday servicing work,
and a very complete index has been provided to give
the book added value for reference. " Wireless Servicing Manual " can be obtained from our Publishers, price
Its 6d (postage 5d), or from any bookseller.

Technical Instruction for Minim.
Radio Officers
ONE important feature of this book which will appeal
to radio officers is that it provides a complete theoretical course for the P.M.G.'s certificates in radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony, together with a syllabus and
a specimen examination paper.
Originally published
as the " Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless
Telegraphists," it is now available in a ninth, revised,
edition, the title having been changed in recognition
of the fact that the sphere of activity of the marine
radio officer has grown considerably in the course of the
years.
Nevertheless, the main object of the hook
remains unchanged -to provide simple instruction in
general radio principles and practice for all those who
operate marine wireless equipment.
Revision has been carried out on an ambitious scale.
New chapters have been added on the cathode -ray
oscilloscope, on e.h.f. generators such as the magnetron,
and on radar recognition systems whilst descriptions
of new apparatus put in service since the war replace
those of older equipment now out of production. The
Instruction can be obtained from our Publishers, price
6os (postage gd), or from any bookseller.
;
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Simple Valve

Voltmeter

An Inexpensive Instrument with Good Zero Stability
By S. W. AMOS,* B.Sc.(Hons.), Grad.I.E.E.

DURING the past year the author has constructed and used a number of simple types
of valve voltmeter consisting of a detector
followed by a d.c. amplifying stage. One result of
this experience has been to underline the importance
of two properties which are not sufficiently stressed
in constructional articles on such instruments, yet
are as important as accuracy of calibration, good
linearity and high input impedance. These properties
are zero stability and zero error and may be defined
as follows
Zero Stability. The instructions for operating a
valve voltmeter usually recommend that the zero
control be operated to adjust the reading to zero,
with the input short-circuited, and after the instrument has been switched on for at least several
minutes. The instrument is then ready for use.
With a perfect instrument the reading for no signal
input will remain steady at zero without further
adjustment of the zero control no matter how long
the instrument is in use. This ideal is difficult to
obtain, and there is usually some fluctuation of the
no- signal reading. The steadiness of the no- signal
reading is known as the zero stability.
Zero Error. After the zero control has been
operated to adjust the no- signal reading to zero, there
should be no change in reading when the range switch
is operated. In this article such a change in reading
is termed zero error and, by good design, can be
eliminated completely.

:-

Time Saving
If zero stability is poor the no- signal reading must
be adjusted to zero before every reading. It is usually
necessary to short -circuit the input before adjusting
the control, and this may involve disconnecting the
input terminals or the probe contact from the source
If the reading
of voltage under measurement.
obtained on re- connecting the voltmeter in circuit
is too small or too large, the range switch must be
operated, and if the instrument has appreciable zero
error, this will change the no-signal reading, necessitating a further adjustment of the zero control and
disconnection of the input. With a poor instrument,
therefore, it may be necessary to adjust zero before
every reading and after every alteration of range.
To show how large the change in no- signal reading
may be, the following figures were noted for two of
the valve voltmeters used during the tests. In one
model the no- signal reading varied over 3o per cent
of full -scale reading during a period of several hours
and never reached stability ; in another, when zero
was adjusted on one range, a reading of 5o per cent
Engineering Training Dept., B.B.C.
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of full -scale deflection was obtained on switching to

another range.
By combining the best features of all the instruments tested in a single valve- voltmeter circuit, an
instrument was produced having good zero stability,
no zero error and a satisfactory performance in other
respects. It is a simple two -valve instrument
incorporating a robust o 0.5 mA. moving-coil
meter and can be built using ex- Government components for less than L4. Details of the performance
are given below.
I. After an initial warming -up period of io minutes,
the no- signal reading of the instrument does not
vary by more than 2 per cent of full-scale deflection
no matter how long the instrument is in use and is
unaffected by fluctuations in mains voltage. This
is the maximum no- signal variation and occurs on
the most sensitive range ; on other ranges the zero
stability is better.
2. If the no- signal reading is adjusted to zero on
the most sensitive range, there is no change in
reading on switching to the less sensitive ranges, i.e.,
there is no zero error.
3. The input resistance is unaffected by range
switching and, in the particular circuit described, is
If a particularly high input
approximately 3.8 M
resistance is required, a value of over 5 ma can be
obtained by a slight sacrifice in zero stability. The
input capacitance depends on the construction of the
detector circuit, and by careful probe design can be
reduced to approximately 5 pF.
4. The model described gives a full-scale deflection
for 2.5, 25 and 25o volts peak input, but intermediate
ranges can easily be added if desired. The range
switch is a single -pole type, and, for each additional
range, only one extra fixed resistor and one extra
contact on the switch are required. The range
resistors must be accurate, but are not of high value,
the highest being 200 kû.
5. The linearity of the instrument is illustrated
by the curves of Fig i ; it is good except near zero
on the most sensitive range. Non -linearity on this
range as a whole is less serious than might be expected,
because full -scale deflection corresponds to a higher
input voltage (2.5 volts peak) than is usual for the
most sensitive range of a valve voltmeter. This
insensitivity must be accepted to obtain high zero
stability with such a simple circuit, but it has the
advantage that no calibration curve is necessary on
any of the ranges and no alteration to the meter
scale is required.
The basic circuit of the valve voltmeter is given
in Fig 2. It contains a signal diode VI direct coupled to the grid of a cathode follower V2. The
meter M is connected between the cathode of V2
and that of V3, which is a similar triode with the

-

a
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same value of cathode load. The grid of V3 is
connected to a diode circuit which is similar to that
feeding V2 and completes the symmetry of the circuit.
When a signal is applied to VI, the diode conducts
and a negative potential equal to the peak value of
the applied signal is developed at the diode anode.
This is applied to the grid of V2, reducing the valve
current and causing the cathode potential to fall,
with the result that the meter shows a reading.
Similarly if a signal is applied to V4, the grid of V3
is driven negative and the meter gives a reading in the
opposite direction. If the same alternating signal
is applied to both diodes, the same value of steady
negative potential is applied to the triode grids and
the meter gives no deflection. This circuit thus'
measures the difference between the peak values of
the signals applied to VI and V4. Normally, however, no signal iS applied to V4 and the meter indicates the peak value of the signal input to Vr.

Neutralizing Supply Fluctuations
The zero stability of this circuit can be appreciated from the following argument. The simplest
type of d.c. amplifier for a valve voltmeter consists
of a single valve with a meter in the anode circuit,
and possibly a circuit for backing off the standing
anode current. The zero stability of such a circuit
is poor because the anode current varies with changes
in h.t. and l.t. supply volts. An improved performance is obtained with a double valve circuit,
the meter being connected between the anodes;
the anode currents now rise or fall together with
variations in h.t. and 1.t. supply. This circuit is
capable of good zero stability provided the two valves
have identical characteristics, but difference between
the valves will cause the no-signal reading to wander.
In Fig. 2, both triodes have considerable current
feedback due to the large value (47 kit) of cathode
resistor ; this effectively equalises any differences
that may exist between the characteristics of the
valves, and the two valves need not necessarily be
identical. The cathode currents, and hence cathode
potentials, rise and fall to the same extent with
variations in h.t. or l.t. supply, and provided the
cathode potentials are initially the same the meter
does not respond to such variations.
Fluctuations in no- signal reading can result if the
grid-circuit resistance is increased beyond a certain

limit. For the particular valve used (6SN7), the zero
stability is good, if the resistance is to MD, or less.
Fluctuations in no- signal reading can also be
caused by the diode detector.\ A diode with a highvalue load such as is used in valve -voltmeter circuits
gives an output of approximately r volt even with
no signal input this output is caused by arrival at
the anode of electrons released from the cathode with
appreciable initial velocities. This standing output
varies and gives rise to changes in no- signal reading ;
it is also responsible for considerable zero error in
valve voltmeters.
Changes in no- signal reading
due to this cause are eliminated in this instrument,
as in others, by use of the balancing diode V4 in
the same envelope as VI and with the same load
value. Any variations in standing output from Vr
are accompanied by similar variations in output from
V4 ; these outputs are applied to V2 and V3 in the
same sense and thus produce no meter deflection.
The magnitude of zero error depends on the method
of range switching. If range switching is carried
out by a potential divider in the diode load circuit,
the fraction of the standing output applied to the
amplifier is varied by the range switch and zero
error is inevitable unless a balancing diode with a
similar potential divider is used. This involves
two sets of close -tolerance resistors and two switch
units for this reason the method was rejected.
Range- switching is effected in this instrument by
a single-pole switch which alters the resistance in
series with the meter. When the zero control has
been adjusted until there is no current in M, alteration of the resistance in series with M cannot change
the reading, and there is thus no zero error. It is
best to adjust zero on the most sensitive range.
On the least sensitive ranges V2 must be capable
of accepting large inputs without distortion and this
is only possible if the p.d. across the cathode load
for no diode input signal (known as the standing
p.d.), exceeds the maximum input to V2. If there
is no potential divider between the output of VI
and the input to V2, the maximum input to V2
would be ego volts for a 250-volt peak input signal
to VI. This implies a p.d. across Rg of at least
ego volts and an overall h.t. supply of the order of
4O0 volts. The necessity for so high an h.t. supply
is avoided in this instrument by including a fixed
potential divider R1R3 between VI and V2 which
reduces the input to V2 to 0.4 of the diode output,
;

;

Fig. r. The calibration curves show good
linearity.
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The new Eddystone Model 74o inexpensive communications receiver shown by Webb's Radio.

really comprehensive displays. The Webbs Radio
exhibit was one, and this included a well- represented
range of Eddystone parts, while the other was Q-Max
who included some very well -made transmitter tank
coil assemblies in single and multi -band types, each
incorporating a split-stator condenser, self -supporting
anode coils, variable coupling coils and switching
where appropriate.
Oliver Pell Control helped to extend the component
display into the field of mains transformers and chokes,
and they were ably supported by Woden Transformer
Company with a range of potted types.
A minor surprise was to find E.M.I. Sales and Service showing a few components. They were grouped
in a section devoted to exclusively amateur apparatus
and comprised a big selection of i.f. transformers and
some mains transformers. Here were seen also some
ioj-in and 13 -in elliptical loudspeakers of 5 ohms impedance and an inexpensive nickel -plated hand -type
carbon microphone.
Quality enthusiasts were catered for by the Decca
Record Company in the form of their 12 -in DuoCentric loudspeaker which is said to have a flat
response from 3o to 20,000 c / S. It has a 2 -in diameter speech -coil of 18 ohms impedance and will
handle 10 watts if necessary.
It was a little disappointing to find so few valves
this year, especially transmitting valves, and the
visitor had to be satisfied with the very limited range
shown by G.E.C., which consisted mainly of receiving types in the miniature series. One exception was
a v.h.f. double tetrode, the TTI7, but its price placed
it beyond reach of the average amateur. Incidentally,
some of the new miniatures could find application in
the early stages of transmitters.
Rectifiers there were in abundance, but apart from
the G.E.C. germanium crystal valve, they took the
form of selenium or copper -oxide types shown by
Westinghouse and Salford Instruments. Among the
exhibits of Westinghouse, the HT2 and HT3 units
were of particular interest, as they are rated at 350 -o35o V and 5oo -o -5ooV r.m.s. input respectively and
give 200 mA d.c. output as full-wave rectifiers.
E.H.T. rectifiers and voltage- doublers and treblers
for c.r. oscilloscopes and television sets were appropriately included by Westinghouse, as equipment of
this kind holds considerable interest for a large body
of amateurs.
Whilst there was nothing outstandingly new in
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Westinghouse full -wave selenium rectifiers, the HT53
(back) and HT52 (front) for 500- 0 -500V and 350- o -350V
r.m.s. input respectively and 200 mA d.c. output.

test apparatus, what it lacked in this respect it made
up for in quantity. More than half the total number
of firms exhibiting had something in the nature of a
test set. Avo, as usual, had a very comprehensive
display which included nine different types of the
well -known Avometer.
Sangamo -Weston showed
two versatile instruments in the shape of the S75
multi-range set and the E772 Super Sensitive
Analyser; Taylor had bridges, signal generators and
a fine display of single-range pointer instruments
suitable for rack -mounted transmitters and also for
small portable sets; G.E.C. showed the Miniscope
oscilloscope with its various accessories and E.M.I.
had a range of frequency measuring sets introduced
especially for the amateur station. There were some
miniature absorption wavemeters on Q-Max and
Webbs' stands, while Salford included a quartz
crystal activity measuring set.
Three firms showed communications receivers this
year. The BRT400 occupied the most prominent
place on the G.E.C. stand and attracted considerable
interest. This handsome receiver covers 150 kcs to
33 Mc / s, can be operated from mains or batteries
and contains 14 valves. The bandwidth is variable
in six steps from 500 c / s to 9 kc / s and it has a crystal
filter.
A set designed especially for the amateur bands is
the Q5 / roX communications receiver made by
Q -Max. It covers the six amateur bands only between 1.8 and 3o Mc /s, including the awaited 21Mc / s one, employs the double superheterodyne
principle with the first i.f. at 5 Mc / stand the second
at 465 kc / s. A crystal filter is fitted, also an " S "
meter and a six -position selectivity,' switch giving
bandwidths of from 200 c / s to 15 kc / s; there is also
a lookc /s crystal calibrator and the price is just over
X50.

A new and inexpensive communications receiver is
the Eddystone Model 740, shown by Webbs Radio.
This is an orthodox superheterodyne with the i.f. on
45o kc / s and its coverage is 485kc / s to 3o.6 Mc /s, in
four overlapping bands. All -glass miniature valves
are employed and despite the low price of under £30
it has all the usual communications receiver features
of b.f.o., noise limiter, provision for S " meter, r.f.
and a.f. gain controls and bandspread.
Some unfamiliar types of aerial were seen on
G.S.V.'s stand. One, which took the form of a cone
surmounted by a disc, has been developed for wideWIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1950

Compact water-tight centre unit for dipole aerials
shown by Telecraft. Ebonite bushes are used for the
dipole rods and a rubber washer is fitted underneath
the cover plate.

E.M.I. Sales and Service 20 -W speech amplifier, ,the
Model PAT 8r. There is a model for rack mounting also.

band operation. Two models are available; one
covers 400 to 1,200 Mc /s and the other Boo to 5,000
Mc / s. It is claimed to be an efficient radiator with
low- angle, omni- directional characteristics. Various
forms of broad -band ground -plane aerials, and a
comer reflector for 4zo Mc / s, completed an interesting display.
A neat and compact centre unit, designed primarily
for television aerials, but equally applicable to
amateur aerial assemblies, was shown by Telecraft.
Described as a " dipole feeder box," it is made of
die -cast light alloy and all inlet points, such as for
the dipole elements, cross arm member and cover
plate, are fitted with waterproof seals.
Modulation amplifiers form an important part of
every amateur transmitter and for many purposes the

commercially made gramophone amplifier answers the
A wide range tone control is
purpose admirably.
most useful, especially for DX operation. This
facility was provided in the models shown by E.M.I.,
their Type PA18r, rated at 20 watts output, has an
input (microphone) sensitivity of o. r V and is designed for 15 -ohm microphones. The circuit comprises two stages of voltage amplification, bass and
treble tone controls and a push -pull output stage
using KT66s in class AB'.
A gramophone amplifier, also with provision for a
microphone input, is the Decca model AP /IX. Its
response is flat from 20 to 2o,00o c/ s and it gives 7
watts output using a pair of PX25s in a class A pushpull and with negative feedback. A wide -range tone
control is incorporated.

Self-Tuning Car Radio
Automatic Programme Selection by Foot -operated Switch
TN order to simplify programme selection on car
radio receivers the Delco Radio Division of
General Motors in America have developed a
tuning system which is possibly the nearest approach
to the automatic yet evolved. The tuning system of
the radio set is actuated by a spring motor which,
when set in motion, sweeps from one end to the
other of the waveband. When the tuner reaches
the end of its travel an electrically operated solenoid
mechanism returns it, almost instantaneously, to the
beginning, at the same time rewinding the motor
spring.
Immediately a radio carrier is encountered the
mechanism is stopped and the receiver locks in on
the station. It is claimed that the lock -in takes
place within I kc /s of the carrier frequency. If
the programme so selected by the set holds no interest
the station -seeking process can be set in motion once
again merely by depressing a conveniently placed
foot -switch.
It would obviously be impracticable for the tuner
to be arrested by every carrier intercepted, as the
system would be halted every 8 or io kc /s throughout the waveband covered. An over -riding control is,
WIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1950

therefore, incorporated which establishes a minimum
receiver sensitivity so that carriers of a certain
strength only actuate the' stopping mechanism. This
control can be set to operate on any desired strength
of signal, from one almost obscured by local electrical
noise to the most powerful likely to be encountered
in normal use.
The system of radio networks employed in America
favours continuity of a programme when travelling
long distances as it ensures the best possible recep
tion under all conditions. But the ability to change
stations so readily, and with such perfect safety when
the driver is alone in the car, is a feature that should
have a great appeal to those who like to have the
receiver working when negotiating crowded thoroughfares or driving along difficult, twisty roads where the
driver cannot afford to take his attention off the road
for a moment.
The system has so far been applied to single -waveband receivers only, but there seems no reason why
it should not be extended to multi- waveband sets.
However, in order to avoid undesirable complications
a manual wave -change switch might have to be
incorporated.
-
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Sidelights vn

Loudspeaker Cabinet Design
(Concluded from page 385 of the previous issue)

Motional Impedance and Acoustic
Output in Vented Cabinet Systems
By D. E. L. SHORTER,*
N the first part of this article it was seen that
although an " infinite baffle " type cabinet of
ample volume is often regarded as the ideal
mounting, the full potentialities of such a system
cannot always be realised in practice.
Consider now the case of a vented cabinet. Here,
an auxiliary sound outlet is provided in the form of
an aperture which, in conjunction with the cabinet
volume, forms a Helmholz resonator tuned to some
frequency near the lower end of the band to be

covered by the loudspeaker. Such an arrangement
possesses the advantage that the acoustic impedance
presented to the cone at low frequencies is relatively
high, so that the cone velocity, and hence the motional
impedance, are restricted. The electrical mismatch
referred to in the last section is therefore much less
serious than in the case of a closed cabinet. This
feature of the vented cabinet, coupled with the extra
sound output obtainable from the vent, make it
possible to maintain a uniform low frequency response down to the limit imposed by the size of the
cabinet and the constants of the unit. It may, however, be remarked in passing that because the difference in performance between the closed and vented
cabinet systems depends so much on the difference
in electrical impedance characteristics, no general
comparison between the two can be made without
taking account of the efficiency of the cone unit
employed and the output impedance of the amplifier
used. This article is concerned only with the conditions of high unit efficiency and low source impedance (less than one third of the minimum loudspeaker impedance) met with in modern high-quality
equipment.
The general properties of the vented cabinet are
treated in existing technical literature and need not
be discussed here. It may be well, however, to
mention certain special features which must be
borne in mind if the best results are to be obtained.
The normal mechanism of electrical damping of a
loudspeaker depends on the e.m.f. generated by the
motion of the speech coil. This e.m.f. provides a
circulating current via the output of the driving
amplifier, and any energy left stored in the system
at the cessation of the incoming signal is thus dissipated. However, at the frequency of the vent
resonance (i.e. the résonance between the acoustic
inductance of the vent and the acoustic capacitance
of the cabinet volume), the motion of the speech coil
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that no appreciable electrical damping can
take place. The energy dissipated by mechanical
resistances and by the radiation of sound is generally
small, so that the vent resonance, on which the maintenance of the bass response depends, is quite lightly
damped. This condition, which shows itself in a relatively sharp cut -off in response at the lower end of
the frequency band, inevitably involves bad transient
response and may lead to " boomy " quality. Fortunately, the tolerance of the ear for resonance
effects increases rapidly with decreasing frequency
and it seems to be a safe rule, for the highest quality
of reproduction, to make the vent resonance frequency
6o c/s or less. Where this requirement cannot be met,
the effect of closing the vent altogether should be
determined by ear. Male speech is probably the best
programme material for this test. In some cases it
may be found that the loss of bass occasioned by
the closing of the vent is in fact the lesser of two evils
is so small

Impedance Tests
Some caution is necessary in interpreting the results
of electrical impedance measurements on a vented
cabinet system. Impedance measurements are of great
assistance in setting the vent resonance to the desired
frequency, while many of the standing wave effects
can be shown up clearly by balancing out the static
component in the manner described in the first part of
this article. However, since the cone is not the sole
source of sound, the simple relationship between

motional impedance and acoustic output existing
in a closed cabinet does not hold in this case. To
illustrate the argument, let us draw the equivalent
electrical circuit, shown in Fig. 6. This consists of the
circuit of Fig. 4 extended by the addition of Rv,
representing the radiation resistance of the vent and
L,., the acoustic inductance of the vent plus the
effects of its radiation reactance. Let fv be the
frequency of the vent resonance, i.e. the resonance
of Lv with C,, ; and assume for the sake of simplicity,
that the cone resonance frequency is the same.
Below fv, the series combination LUC, appears as a
capacitance and the parallel combination LvC0
as an inductance and the overall effect is to produce
a series resonance at some frequency f, in this region.
Above f,,, LLCU, appears inductive and LN,Ci; capacitive and a second series resonance appears at some
;

;

*
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frequency f2. The resonances at f, and f2 are responsible for the characteristic double hump in the
electrical impedance frequency characteristic of a
vented cabinet and, it may be noted, are subject
to the circuit damping represented by R.
It is very tempting to assume that because the
addition of a vent has produced an impedance hump
at some frequency f, below that of the cone resonance,
the frequency range of the loudspeaker has been
correspondingly extended. To see whether or not
such a hope is justified it is necessary to consider
the phase relationship between the alternating air
currents which flow in the cone and vent apertures
and which are represented in Fig. 6 by IU and Iv
respectively. IU originates at the back of the cone
and Iv must therefore be reversed in phase with
respect to III if the acoustic output of the vent is to
reinforce that from the front of the cone. Consider
now the parallel resonance circuit LvCv for which
III represents the total current and Iv the current
in the inductive branch. At f,,, the frequency of
resonance, I, and Iv are approximately in quad the desired antiphase condition is
rature ; above
the two currents become
approached, but below
more nearly in phase. This reasoning, which is
independent of the values of LU and C,, and therefore
holds good whether or not the cone and vent resonrepresents
ance frequencies are equal, shows that
a turning point in the phase relationship between the
cone and vent outputs. The resonance at f2, which
indicates an increase in the sound output
is above
which is below f
of the system while that at
indicates a decrease. Thus the effective frequency
range of the system can hardly be expected to extend
to fl
Before leaving the circuit of. Fig. 6, it may be
pointed out that by the reasoning already applied
in the case of ELV in Fig. 4, the variation of the
voltage ELv with frequency represents the frequency

f

f

f

f,

f

,

ELv

_A
Fig. 6. Equivalent

electrical circuit
of vented cabinet
loudspeaker at low
frequencies.
Ew

characteristic of the sound emanating from the vent
alone. Care must be taken, however, not to carry
the analogy too far. To take the voltage across ari
inductance, instead of the current through it, is a
convenient way of introducing a factor proportional
to frequency the artifice is however limited to giving
frequency characteristics for a given set of circuit
constants. EL and E,,v do not represent actual
sound levels and cannot be directly added to give
the total output from the system.
;

Cabinet Volume
In designing a vented cabinet, the first quantity
to be fixed is usually the vent resonance frequency
f since this roughly determines the low frequency
range of the system. Although the value of the
product LvCc is thus automatically decided, the
performance of the system is not yet fixed the
response characteristic for the first octave or so above
depends very much on the ratio 1,v /Cc. Thus,
with a large cabinet and a large vent opening (Q
large, Lv small) the response can rise to a peak in
the bass while a small cabinet with a small vent
(Cc small, Lv large) will give much the same effect
;

f

Vented cabinet for r5 -in
coaxial monitoring loudspeaker, with back re-

moved to show the

damping partition. The
vent opening is in the
base of the cabinet.
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Fig. 7. Free -air axial response of a vented loudspeaker
and corresponding impedance characteristic (a) inner
surface of cabinet lined in conventional manner (b)
with the addition cf felt partition giving optimum
damping (c) excessive damping in partition.

as a completely closed cabinet, i.e., there may be a
bass loss. Between these two extremes, there will
be a pair of values for Li, and Cc which gives the best
approximation to a flat frequency response. The
cabinet volume required for this last condition depends on the efficiency of the cone unit and the output
impedance of the driving amplifier ; a practical
example will be given later to show the type of result
that can be obtained.
It will thus be seen that no spectacular reduction
in the size of cabinet required for a given lowfrequency response can be obtained by simply
raising the value of Lv. To be on the safe side, it is
better to work out the volume of a new design on the
basis of a plain (i.e., unflanged) vent of area approaching that of the cone itself', even though the vent to
be used finally may be somewhat smaller.
Many of the points discussed in the foregoing
paragraphs can be illustrated by the example of a
vented cabinet designed for use with a 15 -in. coaxial
unit for high quality studio monitoring. A photograph of the experimental prototype appeared in the
first part of this article ; two views of the final model
produced from this by the B.B.C. Designs Department are shown on the previous page. Fig. 7
gives the free-air axial frequency response and
impedance characteristics. As in the case illustrated
in Fig. I, the output impedance of the driving amplifier was low (in this instance, about }th of the minimum loudspeaker impedance). The impedance characteristics show, to a decibel scale, the variation in
voltage appearing in the speech coil fed with constant
currFent, no attempt being made in this case to balance
out tuie static component.
The -dotted curves of Fig. 7(a) show the perfor' " Vented Louaspealçer Cabinets," by C. T. Chapman, Wireless World,
October, 1949.
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mance of the loudspeaker when the cabinet was
lined with kapok quilt and carpet felt and the internal space left free. In this condition, a serious internal resonance, the effect of which can be seen on the
impedance characteristic, occurs just below 120 c /s.
The full line curves (b) show how this resonance was
suppressed by introducing into the cabinet a partition
having a window about 17o sq. in. in area covered
with three layers of quarter-inch carpet felt. The
position of this window is indicated in the photograph
by dotted lines. It will be seen that the damping
partition introduced to remove the 120 c/s resonance
does not seriously affect the frequency response
elsewhere in the pass band of the system, although
the smaller of the two remaining humps in the
impedance characteristic, which lies outside the pass
band, is suppressed altogether. The quantity of
material used on the damping partition, while not
critical, must not depart too far from the optimum ;
the chain dotted curve of Fig. 7(c) shows the effect
upon the frequency response of using too many layers
of felt between the two parts of the cabinet. In this
particular design, the cone unit and vent are respectively above and below the division so that the reponse obtained with a very high impedance partition
naturally tends towards that of the top compartment
alone acting as a closed cabinet.
The volume of the cabinet of Fig. 7 was restricted by
considerations of space to rol cu. ft. The response
was not required to rise at the bass and it was therefore possible to make the acoustic inductance of
the vent relatively high and to keep the resonance
frequency low. The radiation from the vent is made
just sufficient to maintain the response curve almost
level down to the cut -off point and the design thus
represents the optimum for the particular set of
conditions in which it is used.
It should be noted that the fall in response below
5o c/s is quite sharp and on a transient signal, the
system " rings " in the region of cut-off ; but at this
low frequency the result is not offensive to the ear.
The cabinet of Fig. 7 has passed a number of subjective tests involving a direct comparison between
original and reproduced sounds and the satisfactory
performance indicates that a vented enclosure is
capable of doing justice to the best loudspeaker units
at present available.

Register of British
Manufacturers
"F.B.I. Register o:
the standard work of reference on British goods and their manufacturers, is now
available. This new edition has more than r,000 pages,
.and contains a classified buyers' guide listing in alphabetical order 5,000 products and services (showing under
each heading the British firms that supply them). In
another section are the postal and telegraphic addresses
of all members of the Federation of British Industries,
their main products and, in many instances, details of
home and overseas branches and agencies. An alphabetical list of brand and trade names is also given.
Published for the Federation jointly by Kelly's
Directories and our Publishers, home inquiries for copies
should be addressed to Kelly's Directories Ltd., 186,
Strand, London, W.C.2, and overseas inquiries and those
from the book trade should be made to F.B.I. Register,
Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.I. The price is £2 2S.
1950-5r edition of the

THE
British Manufacturers,"

,
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Viewers Now 511,000 . Amateurs' Charter . Festival
Station , U.S. Uproar Over Colour
Half a Million Viewers
TELEVISION licences in the U.K.

passed the half million mark
during October. At the end of the
month the total was 511,150, an increase of 40,350 during the month
and 322,800 on the October, 1949,
figure. The number of " sound "
licences in force was 11,805,700,
giving a grand total of 12,316,85o,
an overall increase of 192,600 during
the previous twelve months.

Australian Television
WE

learn from

a report in

our

associated journal Wireless
Trader that standards for the
projected television stations in
Australia have now been fixed. As
in the " European " standard, details of which were given last
month, there are to be 625 lines per
picture with interlaced scanning,
the picture aspect ratio will be 4:3,
negative picture modulation (black
level 75 per cent of carrier) will be
employed, and frequency modulation used for sound.
Vestigial sideband transmission in
a channel of 7.5 Mc / s within the
181.5 to 2o4-Mc/ s bands will be
employed.
,The power of the first station at
Sydney will be 5 kW, vision, and
2.5 kW, sound.

Amateurs' Freedom
WHEN

opening

the

R.S.G.B.

Amateur Radio Exhibition,
which is reviewed elsewhere in this
issue, the Managing Editor of Wireless World, referring to the late
Lord Derby as " the father of
amateur radio," said that had it not
been for his attitpde towards the
amateur when, as P.M.G., he introduced the first Wireless Telegraphy
Bill in 1904, it is quite conceivable
that private experimental licences
might never have been granted.
Lord Stanley, as he then was, in
introducing the second reading of
the Wireless Telegraphy Bill, addressed the House with these words,
which Mr. Pocock quoted
The
class with whom I have the greatest
sympathy are those who wish to go
in for experiments in this science,
and I have been able to frame a
clause which will give absolute freedom in that direction, merely requiring registration on the part of
those who wish to engage in experiments. In a matter of this description the House will doubtless desire
that the Act should he administered
:

as liberally as possible, and I shall
certainly do my best in that direction. For what it is worth I will
give an undertaking that no request
for a licence for experiments shall
be refused unless the refusal has
been approved by me personally."

Festival Amateur Station
DURING the summer of 1951 a
mobile version of the Festival
of Britain exhibition on the South
Bank in London will visit four of
the great inland cities of Great
Britain where, among the 5,000 odd
exhibits, an amateur radio transmitting station will be set up and
operated by local amateurs.
The cities to be visited and the
dates concerned are
Manchester, May 4th to 26th.
Leeds, June 23rd to July 14th.
Birmingham, August 4th to 25th.
Nottingham, September 15th to
October 6th.
The transmitting station will have
its own call sign and a QSL card is
being designed especially for the
occasion.
Up -to -date equipment is to be
supplied by the radio industry and
the station will be enclosed by glass
so that while visitors can see, and
hear -by means of external loudspeakers -what is going on, the
operators can work undisturbed.
The full co- operation of local
amateurs is needed to ensure the
success of this enter-

:-

Colour Quandary
AS

recorded

elsewhere

in

this

it would appear that
American opinion has crystallized
strongly against the F.C.C. decision
to adopt the C.B.S. frame- sequential system of colour television.
A temporary injunction to restrain the F.C.C. from enforcing its
order for the adoption of the C.B.S.
system was successfully brought re.
fore the Chicago Federal Court by
R.C.A. and N.B.C. a few days before the C.B.S. was due to start
regular transmissions. A correspondent in New York writes " This,
of course, is just the opening gun on
a long legal battle which will probably go all the way up to the
Supreme Court, which may take
years. Unless something unforeseen
takes place, C.B.S. will be prevented from starting their colour
broadcasts (except experimentally,
of course). Meanwhile, R.C.A. and
other manufacturers are working
overtime trying to perfect their all electronic systems." A description
of the new General Electric system
is given on page 443.
issue,

Engineers' Protest
THE recent announcement by the
Durham County Council mak-

ing membership of a professional
body or trade union a condition of
employment has called forth a statement from the Engineers' Guild -an
association of chartered civil,

prise, and an

- in

amateur in ea ch

town
name

whose

-

the licence
will be taken out
will be responsible
for maintaining a
rota of operators to
man the station.
A n announcement
will be made on
this matter at a
later date.

-"
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CIRCUIT
television transmission, using home constructed
gear,
was demonstrated by
CLOSED

members of the
British Amateur

Television Club dur ing the recent R.S.G.B.
amateur exhibition.

4s`'

mechanical and electrical engineers.
In it the Guild states that to
require that " professional engineers
be members of a trade union or any
other organization, apart from such
as are recognized as conferring an
appropriate professional qualification, constitutes an unwarrantahle
interference with their professional
and personal freedom and is contrary to the interests both of the
engineering profession and of the
public which it serves."

Rutherford Memorial
ALTHOUGH the name of Lord
Rutherford (1871 -1937) is inseparably linked with the study of
nuclear physics it was in the realm
of wireless that he made some of
his early studies. It is recorded
that in 1896 he succeeded in transmitting signals over a distance of
half a mile using a magnetic detector of his own invention.
To commemorate the work of
Rutherford an appeal is made by
the President of the Royal Society
for donations to create a memorial
fund. The committee set up by the
Royal Society under the chairmanship of Sir Henry Tizard proposes
that the memorial, for which
£100,000 is the target, should take
two forms:

-

(1) Rutherford Scholarships tenable for
three years, to be awarded to post- graduate
students within the British Commonwealth,
for research in the natural sciences with a
A
preference for experimental physics.
scholar will normally be required to carry out
his research in an Institution in some part
of the British Commonwealth other than
that in which he graduated; and
(2) A Rutherford Memorial Lecture to be
delivered at intervals at selected university
centres in the British Commonwealth overseas, at least one in three to be given in
New Zealand, where he was born.

Ambulance Radio
MORE than fifty ambulances and
vehicles for sitting patients are
being equipped with Pye r5 -watt
transmitter -receivers by the Essex
County Council in readiness for the
inauguration of the Ambulance Service radio -telephone system early in
the new year. The main roo -watt
station (Pye PTC 30o), working on
86.975 Mc /s and using a rzo -ft
aerial mast on Danbury Hill, will
cover most of the county.

The transmitter and its standby
set will be remotely controlled by
land line from the Ambulance H.Q.
distance of about
at Chelmsford
five miles.

-a

per cent staff, 31 per cent and
valve replacements, 14 per cent.
In addition to the usual numerous
illustrations and programme matter
there are a number of contributions
dealing with various technical
aspects of the corporation's activities both in sound and television.
In the report on the work of the
Engineering Division it is recorded
that the total power of the B.B.C.
stations employed for overseas
The
transmissions is 3,140 kW.
transmitters radiating the Home,
Light and Third Programmes
account for 923.5, 661.55 and
The Year
78.45 kW respectively.
Book costs 3s 6d.
41

;

Television Receivers

B.B.C. Year Book
CAPITAL cost and running costs
of a modern r5o -kW broadcasting station, broken down to show
the comparison between expenses on
equipment,
maintenance,
staff,
power, etc., are given in an article
by R. T. B. Wynn, the B.B.C.
Deputy Chief Engineer, in the
He is
B.B.C. Year Book, 1951.
writing on the use of unattended
multi-unit transmitters employing
" electronic listeners " as a saving
in manpower and reduction in
running costs. The staff released
from the tedium of monitoring are
being employed for development
work.
In the table of running costs for
a transmitter operating for eighteen
hours a day, power accounts for

THE long- awaited third edition of
W. T. Cocking's " Television
Receiving Equipment " is now

available from booksellers, price
18s, or by post from our publisher,
price 18s 8d. This edition, which
has been completely revised and enlarged by some 5o per cent, gives an
exhaustive and lucid description of
each stage of a television receiver
and deals with practical details of
receiver design. Two of its twenty three chapters are devoted to faultfinding and servicing.

PERSONALITIES
Edward Appleton, G.B.E.,
Sir
K.C.B., F.R.S., has been awarded by
the Royal Society one of the two Royal
Medals for this year " for his work on
the transmission of electromagnetic

Contributions should be sent to
the Rutherford Memorial Committee. The Royal Society, Burlington House, London, W.I.

Long -range Television"
IN the article under this heading

cc

which appeared in our last issue
a line of type was inadvertently
omitted from the paragraph follow-

ing the sub -heading " Comparison
with Ionospheric Data " on P.408.
The paragraph should read
" It is not feasible to compare
these results with any measured
m.u.f. (maximum usable frequency)
data, because no such charts are
published, and there do not exist
enough measured critical frequencies
over this path on which to estimate
the actual m.u.fs which prevailed.
It is possible, however, to compare
the results with the predicted m.u.f.
for the path, as obtained from the
world ionospheric contour charts,
which are compiled on the basis of
past measured data supplied by the
ionospheric
of
world network
measuring stations."
:
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ELECTRONIC COMPUTER. -This picture shows the Automatic Computing
Engine designed and constructed at the National Physical Laboratory.
Employing some goo valves it will tackle any problem in arithmetic and
carry out in a few minutes computations which take many months.
WIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1950

waves round the earth and for his
investigations of the ionic state of the
upper atmosphere." He recently received at the hand of H.R.H. Princess
Elizabeth the Society's Albert Medal,
the award of which was recorded in our
July issue.
Major H. S. Prince (Retd.), M.B.E.,
M.Brit.I.R.E., Assoc.I.E.E., has been
appointed Deputy Chief Inspector
(H.Q.) in the Inspectorate of Electrical
and Mechanical Equipment (Ministry
of Supply) which carries with it an
Assistant Directorship in the Engineers'
Pool in the M.o.S. During the 1914 -18
war he was attached to R.E. (Sigs.) and
during and since the last war he was
on several technical missions to the
U.S.A. Between the wars he was with

Bumdept and later with Philips.
J. Vivian Holman, who is a director
of Philco (Overseas), Ltd., and Philco
(Great Britain), Ltd., has relinquished
the executive posts he held with Radio
and Television Trust, Ltd., and its
subsidiary companies.

OBITUARY
J. Joseph, C.B.E., M.I.E.E., who
founded Radio Instruments, Ltd., in
1922, and was a director of Aeronautical
and General Instruments, Ltd., which
took over R.I. in x936, died recently
at the age of 76. For some years prior
to founding R.I. he was with H. W.
Sullivan, Ltd.
William D. Loughlin, the designer of
the original " Q " Meter, who was
chairman of the Boonton Radio Corporation of Boonton, New Jersey, of
which he was founder, died on November 1rth.

IN

BRIEF

Amateurs' Exam.-The report of the
City and Guilds examiners on the
Radio Amateurs' '95o Examination
records that the number of candidates
was slightly fewer than in former
years-823 compared with 885 in 1949.
The percentage of passes was, however,
79.4 compared with 71. In addition to
the candidates in this country there
were 10 overseas entries against last
year's 23, of which 7 and 8 passed,
respectively.
Marconi's famqus yacht Elettra, the
floating laboratory on board which he
conducted many of his important experiments, is to have a modern successor, Elettra II, recently purchased
by the Marconi International Marine
Communication Co. After Marconi's
death, the Elettra was acquired by the
Italian Government to serve as a wireElettra II, a 72 -foot
less museum.
twin -screw diesel yacht, will be fitted
out as a floating laboratory to enable
the development of marine radio and
navigational aids to be carried out at
sea.
" W.W." Diary. -Readers are reminded that copies of the Wireless
World Diary for 1951 are obtainable
from booksellers and stationers -to
whom our publisher has distributed
all available copies. In addition to
the week- at -an- opening diary section
it includes eighty pages of reference
matter of the type frequently required
but rarely readily available. The price
of the Rexine edition is 3s. 8d. or in
Morocco leather 5s. 6d.
-
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THE NEW LOCATION of the Welsh television station at Wenvoe is
indicated on this map on which is also shown the original site (dotted) at St.
Nicholas and the existing broadcasting stations in the Bristol Channel area.
Welsh Television.-Local objections
to the use of the site originally chosen
at St. Nicholas, Glamorgan, for the
Welsh television station has necessitated the acquisition of another. The
P.M.G. stated in the House that
negotiations were proceeding for the
acquisition of a site on St. Lythan's
Downs, near Wenvoe, Glam.
Ocean Weather Ships.-Changes in
the call-signs of the British Ocean
Weather Ships stationed in the North
Atlantic are announced by the Ministry of Civil Aviation. The W / T call
of station " I " is now 4YI instead of
MEA and that of station " J " is 4YJ
instead of MEB. The R /T calls have
also been changed. They are now
" Ocean Station Item " and " Ocean
Station Jig." The m.f. non-directional
beacon identification signs used by the
ships have also been changed. They
are now YI and YJ instead of QI and
QJ. The frequency of beacon station
" I " has been temporarily changed
from 390 to 388 kc / s.
Electronics Exhibition. -The Second
Exhibition of Industrial Electronics
to be organized by the Midlands Branch
of the Institution of Electronics will
be held in Birmingham from 1st to 6th
January. The second day of the exhibition will be set aside for a private
trades preview for which free admission tickets are obtainable on request
from the Chairman, Institution of
Electronics, 32, Beech Road, Bourn ville, Birmingham, 3o.
is announced by
Suppression.
British Transport that all petrol -engined
vehicles regularly operated by the organization within the service areas of
the present television stations are to be
fitted with interference suppressors.
The number of vehicles to be suppressed is sixteen thousand. Another
contribution to the campaign for the
suppression of interference is announced
by City Motors of Oxford. All new
and used cars and petrol- driven commercial vehicles supplied by them or
their branches are being fitted with
suppressors and will bear a label stating
this.
Experiments on the confidential transmission by television of banking
records are being carried out by Pye
in collaboration with Glyn Mills & Co.,
the bankers, whose records office is
situated some miles from the company's head office.

-It

Measuring Interference. -The British
Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association (E.R.A.) has issued
a report entitled " The Measurement
of the Time Constant of a Critically
Damped Meter," by S. F. Pearce, which
analyses the response of such a meter
in equipment for measuring radio interference.
The 8-page duplicated
report is obtainable from the E.R.A.,
Thomcroft Manor, Dorking Road,
Leatherhead, price 3s. 3d., including
postage.
Tactile Training. -Among the exhibits used for the Exhibition for the
Blind and Partially Sighted recently
held at the Science Museum, South
Kensington, was a five-foot cut -away
model of a Mullard all-glass valve. By
means of this model and descriptive
labels in Braille the sightless were able
to feel the disposition of the various
electrodes.
" How the Brain Works. " -During
the recent television programme with
this title, which was one of the Reith
series of lectures, the Ediswan eight channel electro-encephalograph was
used to demonstrate the method by
which electrical impulses from the
brain can be measured and recorded.
E.I.B.A.-Among the prizes awarded
at the recent Electrical Industries Ball
at Grosvenor House in aid of the Electrical Industries Benevolent Association
were a television receiver given by
Ekco, two all-dry portables given by
Cossor and a broadcast receiver given
by Ferranti.
I.E.E. Students.-This year's chairman of the London Students' Section
of the I.E.E. is I. J. Shelley, who is
in the television transmission section
of the B.B.C. Designs Department.
" Telefunken- Zeitung." the journal
published by Telefunken Gesellschaft
fúr drahtlose Telegraphie, Ber:in,
which ceased publication during the
war, has reappeared. The first postwar issue is numbered 87/88.
Next Year's Ideal Home Exhibition,
organized by the Daily Mail, will be
held at Olympia, London, from March
6th to 31st.
Television Viewers.-A leaflet has
been prepared by the British Television Viewers' Society setting out the
objects of the Society which has developed from the Croydon and District
Television Viewers' Society formed in
'947 A recent addition to the activi441

ties of the Society is the formation
of a Technical Branch.
Particulars
of membership are obtainable from the
Secretary, L. G. Pace, 140, Fairlands
Avenue, Thornton Heath, Surrey.

BUSINESS NOTES
New Brimar Factories. -In an

effort
to increase the output of Brimar receiving valves and cathode -ray tubes, the
Receiving Valve Division of Standard
Telephones & Cables at Footscray,
Kent, is opening a number of Feeder
Plants, mainly in country districts, in
the county. The main purpose of these
Feeder Plants is to take advantage of
relatively small groups of suitable
labour in country districts. The exception is at Rochester where a fairly large
area of a former aircraft engine factory
at Rochester Airport has been acquired.
Pye inform us that the decision of
the Swedish Air Force to use a.m.
equipment instead of f.m. for its ground
and air radio services was considerably
influenced by the demonstration of Pye
mobile and fixed equipment working
on a frequency of about 16o Mc /s. A
range of some 33 miles was attained
between the 15 -watt fixed station and
the 5-watt mobile. Similar equipment
has been ordered by the Luxembourg
authorities for use on fire tenders at
the airport.
Turkish S.W. Station. -A new rookW short -wave broadcasting station at
Elimesgut, about ro miles from
Ankara, was opened by the Turkish
Broadcasting Administration at the
beginning of the month. The transmitter, aerial system- consisting of five
250 -30oft masts supporting the arrays
-and some ancillary equipment were
provided by Marconi s. The company
also supplied an Outside Broadcasting
unit incorporating a short-wave radio
link.

C.R.T. Testing. -A new service depot
for testing Ediswan cathode-ray tubes
has been opened by the Edison Swan
Electric Co., at Perfecta Works, Hen stead Street, Bromsgrove Street, Birmingham,

5

(Tel.: Midland 6425).

Belling -Lee.-In the review of television accessories at the radio exhibition in our October issue it was inadvertently stated that Belling and
Lee used a folded dipole in their multi element aerial systems. This firm has
always favoured the plain dipole, even
for fringe -area arrays, and they fit a
quarter -wave transformer to match the
aerial to the feeder.
United Nations Headquarters at Lake
Success, New York, is calling for tenders
by December 27th for equipment for a
sound -reinforcing system. Among the
apparatus required are 1,50o table and
chair loudspeakers, a number of horn type and cone reproducers and associated transformers.
Particulars are
available from the Commercial Relations & Exports Department (Industries Branch) Board of Trade, Room
IoSo, Thames House North, Millbank,
S.W.I. Reference CRE (IB) 70985/50.
G.E.C. announce that their communications receiver BRT.400 is used by all
the Swedish armed forces and the Post
and Telegraphs Department.
Market Investigation. Whilst visiting the Rhodesias and South Africa
between March and September next
year the managing director of W. J.
Groom & Co., of 22, Fenchurch Street,
London, E.C.3, offers to investigate
and report on the question of representation for British manufacturers in
these countries.
J. H. Brierley, Ltd., the well -known
manufacturers of sound recording and
reproducing equipment, are moving on
January 1st from 46, Tithebarn Street,
Liverpool, to new factory premises on
the Kirby Trading Estate, Liverpool.
Robshaw Brothers, Ltd., of 232 -4,
High Street, Rochester, Kent, have
been appointed the sole distributors in
the United Kingdom to the wholesale
and retail trade of Igranic jacks, plugs,
rheostats and potentiometers.

-

Pulse Generators," by W. S. Melville,
B.Sc. (Eng.), at 5.30 on January loth at
Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
North -Eastern Radio Group.
The
Operation and Maintenance of Television Outside -Broadcast Equipment,"
by T. H. Bridgewater at 6.15 on January 15th at King's College, Newcastle on -Tyne.
Northern Ireland Centre.
"Fifty
Years' Development in Telephone and
Telegraph Transmission in Relation to
the Work of Oliver Heaviside," by
W. G. Radley, C.B.E., Ph.D. (Eng.),
at 6.45 on January gth at Queen's
University, Belfast.
Western Centre.
" Oliver Heaviside," by Professor G. H. Rawcliffe,
M.A., D.Sc., at 6.o on January 8th at

-"

-

-

the Technical College, Bath.
British Institution of Radio Engineers
London Section. -A Symposium on
Hearing Aids
Deafness; its Clinical
Aspects, and the Possibilities of its
Alleviation Medically and by Deaf
Aids " by E. R. Garnett Passe,
F.R.C.S.; " A Master Hearing Aid " by
E. Aspinall, B.Sc.; and " The Design
of Commercial Hearing Aids " by J. P.
Ashton, B.Sc (Eng.), at 6.3o on January loth at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel
Street, Gower Street, W.C.r.
North Eastern Section.
Stages in
the Development of a Small High -Frequency Oscilloscope " by H. A. Dell,
B.Sc., Ph.D., at 6.0 on January loth at
Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle -on-Tyne.
North Western Section.-"Marine
Radar " by G. W. L. Davis at 6.45 on
January 4th at the College of Technology, Manchester.
Scottish Section.-"Frequency Modulation and F.M. Measuring Equipment"
by E. D. Hart, M.A., and A. G. Wray,
M.A., at 6.45 on January nth at the
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, Glasgow.
South Midlands Section.
Ultrasonic Generators for High Powers " by
B. E. Noltingk, Ph.D., at 7.0 on January 17th at the Exhibition Gallery,
Public Library, Rugby.

-"

-"

-"

MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers
The Use of SaturRadio Section.
able Reactors as Discharge Devices for

-"

GOVERNMENT RESEARCH
Published Reports on the Work of the N.P.L. & D.S.I.R.
REPORT of the work carried out at the National
Physical Laboratory during 1949 is now obtainable
from H.M. Stationery Office. It covers the activities of
the ten Divisions of the Laboratory and that of the
Electronics Section which, until 1948, was attached to
the Radio Division. The recently published report of the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research for
1948/49 also devotes a few pages to radio research.
During the year preliminary work for the inauguration
of regular transmissions of standard radio frequencies was
undertaken, the Electricity Division accepting responsibility for the actual standard of frequency and the G.P.O.
for the transmissions which are made from Rugby.
Other activities of this division included work on
dielectrics at the extra high frequencies and examination
of polytetrafluorethylene (P.T.F.E.) as a dielectric in
LA.

radio -frequency cables.
Among the subjects investigated by the Radio Division
is the measurement of radio noise of all kinds and improve-
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ment in the technique. of locating thunderstorms and
atmospheric disturbances by radio direction finding.
Curiously enough, more precise knowledge of the propagation characteristics of the really long waves (2,000
to zo,000 metres) was found necessary during the development of new marine and aeronautical navigational aids.
It has so far been revealed that for frequencies of about
16 to 20 kc / s the effective reflecting region in the ionosphere appears to be about 70 km during daytime and 85
to 90 km at night.
Ionospheric observatories are maintained and operated
by the Radio Division at Radio Research Station, Slough;
Fraserburgh, Scotland ; the Falkland Islands and Singapore. Hourly measurements are made of the height,
critical frequency and absorption factor of the ionosphere.
These observations are correlated with those made by
other authorities throughout the world.
The N.P.L. Report costs is 9d and the D.S.I.R. Report

5s 6d.
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Colour Television
Frequency- Interlace System
By A. DINSDALE

IF

the bandwidth available for television signals
were to be arbitrarily divided into three equal
parts, one for each message (or colour), the rate
of transmission of the entire information would have
to be slowed down to one -third that used in monochrome.
This could be done, of course, but the
flicker problem would be a serious limiting factor to
commercial acceptance. A way of transmitting the
three message simultaneously in the same frequency
spectrum, by the use of frequency multiplexing, or
" frequency interlace," is therefore desirable.
As the term frequency interlace implies, the frequencies employed by the three messages are sandwiched so as to be non -interfering. This can be done
in scanned information systems like television because
it has been found that the video frequencies associated with a television signal are bunched around harmonics of the line frequency, and that a large part
of the available spectrum is unused. It has been estimated that about 46 per cent of the space between
harmonics is not occupied.*
Suppose the video -frequency bandwidth available is
4 Mc / s. Furthermore, let it be assumed that scanning frequencies compatible with monochrome television are to be used, namely, a vertical or frame frequency of 6o c /s, and a line rate of 15,75o c /s. This
results in the U.S. standard 525 -line system employing two -fold interlace. Suppose that the three primary colours elected to be used in the system are
green, red and blue.

At the camera the composite television picture
being televised is split by electro- optical means into
three separate groups of signals associated with the
Each channel may contain
three primary colours.
frequencies extending up to 4 Mc /s. The signals
associated with the colour green may be regarded as
the basic signals, and may be used to modulate the
picture carrier in the same manner as in a monochrome transmitter.
Since the line frequency is 15,75oc/s, it will be
found that the sideband energy is chiefly bunched at
frequencies spaced from the carrier by 15,750 C / s,
31,5ooc /s, 47,25oc /s, etc., out to 4Mc /s. It is
planned to use the spaces between these harmonics to
transmit the information associated with the two remaining colours.
The video frequencies associated with a second
colour (e.g., red) may be utilized as modulating frequencies for a video -frequency subcarrier. This subcarrier frequency is carefully selected to lie exactly
midway between two harmonics of the line frequency,
or in other words, at an odd multiple of half the line
frequency. Half of 15,75oc/s is 7,875c/s, so that a
" A Theory of Scanning and its Relation to the Characteristics of the
Transmitted Signal in Telephotography and Television." Pierre Mertz and
Frat,k Gray, Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 18, No. 8 (July 1984),
pp. 484.518.
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IN the United States the subject of colour television

has been under heated discussion for some time,
and the Federal Communications Commission has
been holding hearings and viewing demonstrations
of rival systems developed by Columbia Broadcasting
System, Radio Corporation of America, and Color
Television, Inc. The main issues have been which
system to adopt, and which frequency bands to assign
to colour. While discussion rages, some 7,000,000
black- and -white sets have been sold, and manufacturers are turning out more at the rate of half a
million a month.
Recently, the F.C.C. announced that it was prepared to recommend the C.B.S. system, even
though this system uses a mechanically driven
colour disc, and cannot be received on existing
black- and -white receivers. In making this "threat"
the F.C.C. blasted receiver manufacturers for not
making their black- and -white sets so that they could
be used to receive C.B.S. colour transmissions in
black -and- white, and gave the manufacturers thirty
days to make up their minds what they wanted to do.
If manufacturers complied, the F.C.C. promised
to reopen the entire discussion and consider other
systems which might become available, and which
promised to provide receivers easily interchangeable from colour to black- and -white. If the manufacturers will not agree to modify their present sets,
then the F.C.C. threatens to issue an immediate
order adopting the C.B.S. system.
Meanwhile, the General Electric Company, at the
eleventh hour, announced a new system of its own,
a system worked up by R. B. Dome, an engineer
in G.E.'s Electronics Park plant at Syracuse, N.Y.
Although still in the strictly theoretical stage, G.E.
took the extraordinary step of announcing it to try
and get under the wire of any F.C.C. decision. If,
in spite of everything, the F.C.C. adopts the C.B.S.
system, this new, proposed G.E. system may never
be developed to the point of practical application.
The description of the new proposed frequencyinterlace system given in this article is based on
data supplied to the F.C.C. by the General Electric
Company.
Vie.

frequency of 3,583,125 c /s, which is the 455th multiple of 7,875 c /s, may be selected. Now this sub carrier is modulated with video signals of the red channel, and the modulated wave is superimposed on the
greén channel signals. It is evident, then, that the
red video signals will lie halfway between green signal
line-frequency harmonics, in unused parts of the
spectrum.
The entire red spectrum is not used as modulating
frequencies, since a number of investigators have
found that acceptable colour reproduction may be obtained by identifying only the lower video frequencies
with their respective colours. The higher video frequencies may be transmitted either by green alone
or by the principle of mixed highs. Good reproduction will be obtained if red is transmitted as red out
to only 1 Mc /s. Furthermore, use may be made of
vestigial -sideband transmission of the red signal, so
that the lower sideband is the dominant one. The
spectrum of the combined green and red signals may
therefore be as shown in Fig. 1.
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Spectrum of green and red video frequencies
as radiated.

This signal may be received by a conventional
monochrome receiver insofar as the r.f., i.f., and
second detector are concerned. The video frequency
spectrum out of the detector would then be as shown
in Fig. 2. A more detailed view of the frequency
spectrum in the vicinity of the red sub -carrier is
shown in Fig. 3.

Colour Signal Separation
The way in which the signals associated with the
two colours are interleaved is now clearly revealed.
It is necessary now to provide some means at the
receiver for separating the signals for portrayal on the
picture tube of the correct colour. One way of accomplishing this would be to employ an elaborate wave
filter having multiple pass bands for the desired frequencies, and multiple elimination bands to exclude
the undesired frequencies. Such a filter would probably be too expensive for home receivers because of
the large number of sections indicated.
Fortunately, a cheap natural filter is available in
the form of the human eye. The satisfactory opera.
tion of the system depends to a considerable extent
on the physiological phenomenon known as persistence of vision. It will be observed that any one line
of the green television picture will be modulated in
intensity at the rate of the red sub -carrier, but that
two frames later in time, namely, in r /3oth of a

r

1\

3.48 4.0

Mc /s )

Fig. z. Spectrum of green and red video frequencies at detector output.

second, the modulation effect will be 18o° out of phase
with the modulation of the first frame. Thus, a
lighter " dot " on field No. r will appear as a darker
" dot " on frame No. 3, and vice versa, so that in the
eye the mean illumination tends to average out to a
medium background.
This principle is illustrated in Fig. 4, in which are
depicted light intensities along a single green line in
frame No. r and in frame No. 3. The sine wave is the
red sub-carrier simultaneously present, and is shown
here to be amplitude -modulated by low- frequency red
picture signals. If the eye were a perfect long -time
integrator the visual sensation would be given by the
line marked " mean intensity " which corresponds in
this case to the desired green signal. The repetition
rates involved here are not fast enough to give perfect integration, but the practical result is believed to
be sufficiently close to the ideal to be commercially
acceptable.
Moreover, the superposition of frames yields twice
the number of dots per line as one frame alone gives,
so that a very fine dot structure results. Its fineness
is comparable to horizontal scanning line structure
and disappears at substantially the same distance
away from the picture tube that normal line structure
disappears. Thus, although both the red and green
signals appear on the green gun, the red is effectively
filtered out by the eye and only the green remains.
The information contained in the red camera signal

Fig. 5. Alternative possibilities for the location of the
blue subcarrier.
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above i Mc /s and up to 4 Mc /s may be superimposed
on the green signal to yield a mixed -high signal above
I Mc /s.

The video frequencies associated with the third
colour, blue, may be transmitted as modulation on a
second sub -carrier. Again, as in the case of the red
signals, only the lower blue frequencies need be transmitted, so that a comparatively narrow channel
should suffice. A blue video band up to 0.2 Mc / s
may be sufficient. Fig. 5 shows several alternate possible locations for the blue sub -carrier. It is not yet
known which of these various methods is likely to provide the best all -round performance. Consider, for
example, the third alternative in which the red sub carrier is shown moved down to about 3.2 Mc /s, or
to 3.789375 Mc / s, the 405th multiple of 7,875 c / s,
while the blue carrier may be located just under
4 Mc /s at 3.898725 Mc /s, the 495th multiple of 7,875
c /s. (The 3.789375 Mc /s signal may be derived from
the 3.898725 Mc / s signal by dividing the latter by II

and then multiplying the quotient by 9.)
Again, as was the case with red and green, the blue
signal appearing on the green gun is effectively filtered
out by the eye, as are the green signals appearing on
the red and blue guns. The blue and red signals, since
they do not overlap in frequency, do not exhibit
this effect.
As stated before, the high video frequencies may
be represented by the
green channel alone. In
order to avoid a greenish
tinge to high fregreen
the
quencies
highs may be taken off
the green video channel
by the shunt connection of a suitable high pass filter and added to
the blue and red guns
(as well as direct con nection to the green
PLIFIER
gun) of the reproducing
to
produce
means
T
black - and - white fine
WIDEBANO
Alternatively,
detail.
blue and red highs may
be added to the green
Lt
channel at the transmitter and taken off
from the green video
channel in the receiver
IFT
to feed the blue and red
guns as well as the green
gun. The cut -off fre3'9 Mc /s
AMPLIFIER
quency of the high -pass
filter would be selected
at approximately the
cut-off frequency of the

amplifier purposely, so that the blue channel will not
be adversely attenuated before it is detected in the
blue detector.
Following this detector is an amplifier and tuned
circuits centred around the blue subcarrier to remove
effects of the sound carrier and the red subcarrier.
The blue detector yields the blue low-frequency video
signals which are amplified and fed to the blue gun
grid.
Appropriate sound traps (and if desired blue sub carrier traps) are employed before the green and
mixed -highs detector. The output of this detector
is amplified and fed to the green gun. Two shunt
circuits leading from the anode of the green -channel
amplifier feed respectively the red detector through
a 3.z -Mc / s band -pass circuit and the mixed-high filter
for the addition of mixed highs into the red and blue
guns. The 3.2 Mc/ s filter feeds a red signal detector
and the output of the detector feeds a red amplifier
connected to the red gun.

Inter -colour Cross -talk
The receiver as shown here employs six sets of
valve elements over and above those a receiver would
employ if designed to receive black- and -white pictures. By using available combination type valves,
the actual number of valves may be as low as three.
The polarity of the detectors may be reversed from
SOUND
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ANTI-CROSS-TALK

%%-

I.F.

red -channel
low -pass
filter, or in the example
given, at about r Mc / s.
A schematic of the
colour section of a
simple receiver for the
reception of a television
transmission of ' the
form of Fig. 5 (c) is
shown in Fig. 6. The
U. is kept wideband at
the anode of the last i.f.
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FILTER
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R

DETECEDTOR
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Fig. 6.
Schematic
diagram of colour
receiver for frequency
interlace system.
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product. These are d.c. restorers and a.g.c. The
green a.g.c. and the green restorer are the same as for
black- and -white receivers and need not ire discussed
in detail. The red and blue d.c. restorers are likewise
conventional.
A.g.c. for the red and blue channels will probably
be needed in a practical receiver to take care of
receiver i.f. response variations due to tuning and
effects of a.g.c. on the i.f. response shape.
Many methods of transmitting reference signals for
use by the a.g.c. systems will suggest themselves, but
one of the simplest methods is that adopted by communication services which employ suppressed carrier
channels. This method is to transmit a pilot signal
of fixed amplitude, which may be continuous except
for blanking intervals, but which lies outside the
normal communication channel frequencies. Thus,
in the red channel, a continuous unmodulated wave
at a frequency of r r Mc / s from the red carrier might
be used as a pilot frequency.
Another pilot frequency 22o kc / s from the blue
channel carrier could be used for blue a.g.c. In a
practical receiver, however, it is quite likely that
the red and blue signals would maintain their relative

those shown to produce the right phase of light
intensity; i.e., a positive picture. Alternatively, the
picture tube gun connections may be reversed to
achieve the same result.
A mathematical analysis of the action of the green
detector shows that some of the red low video frequency modulation will appear as low frequency in
the detector output because the system is single side banc:. The presence of this low- frequency spurious
signal in the green channel may cause an undesirable
cross -talk effect making itself evident in a change in
hue but not in geometrical design. This colour shift
cross -talk effect may be reduced to a small amount
if desired by feeding some low- frequency red signals
into the green gun in phase reversal to the cross -talk.
Again depending upon the modulation polarity of the
red signals, the anti- cross -talk connection may be
made either to the cathode or to the grid of the green
gun as required. It is shown here connected to the
grid of the green gun.
The simpler receiver shown in Fig. 6, while it contains sufficient circuit elements to receive colour pictures, has for simplification purposely omitted two
factors which may be desirable in a commercial
.
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magnitudes fairly well, but that the green might
change with respect to them depending upon the
position of the green carrier along the slope of the
i.f. response characteristic. Therefore, a single a.g.c.
for the red and blue channels may prove to be
adequate, in which case a. pilot frequency may be
radiated in the vicinity of 3.65 Mc /s in the guard
band between the blue and red channels shown in
Fig. 5 (c).
The exact frequency for the pilot may be 3.646125
Mc/s, the 463rd harmonic of 7,875c/s. This frequency may be generated by subtracting the eighth
harmonic of 31,500 c / s from 3.898125 Mc /s. This
pilot would then lie 252 kc / s below the blue carrier,
or 456.75 kc / s above the red carrier in a position so
that the pilot carrier can be eliminated from the blue
and red low- frequency signals by the use of suitable
traps, and so that its effect on the green picture will
be cancelled by the eye.
The pilot a.g.c. signal may be amplified and rectified to obtain a.g.c. -d.c. control voltage which may
be applied to the 3.9 Mc / s blue signal amplifier as
control grid bias. The d.c. may also be applied to
an amplifier which may be inserted in the system
shown in Fig. 6 just prior to the red detector. D.c.
delay voltage may be employed on the a.g.c. rectifier
to make the output become quite uniform regardless
of variations in output over a suitably wide range in
magnitudes. Actually, of course, since the receiver
WIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1950
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PULSE
GENERATOR
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Fig. 8.

5646125

kc /s

as a whole has its gain controlled by the green
channel, it is not likely that very extreme ranges in
input variations to the red and blue channels would
occur.
The d.c. delay voltage may be made adjustable if
desired so that the service man at the time the
receiver is installed may adjust this control (as well
as the individual red and blue gain controls) for best
colour balance.
Time-delay networks may be required in the green
and red channels to give a resultant overall uniform
time -delay equal to the time -delay of the blue low frequency channel, because the blue channel is the
narrowest and therefore will probably have the
greatest inherent time -delay.
A block diagram of the colour portion of a receiver
incorporating some of the finer points mentioned in
the above discussion is shown in Fig. 7. This
receiver employs the following valve functions above
what is required for a black- and -white receiver
(a) One 2.2 -3.5 Mc /s Red i.f. amplifier.
(b) One Red diode detector.
(c) One o -1 Mc /s Red video amplifier.
(d) One Red restorer diode.
(e) One Blue diode detector.
(f) One 3.6- 4.oMc /s Blue i.f. amplifier.
(g) One Blue diode detector.
(h) One 0 -0.2 Mc /s Blue video amplifier.
(i) One Blue restorer.
.

:
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Spectrum at output terminals of transmitter
adder

(j) One 3.64 Mc / s a.g.c. carrier. amplifier.
(k) One a.g.c. rectifier diode.

These eleven valve functions can, of course, be
obtained by employing fewer than eleven separate
valves when use is made of double -purpose valves.
The picture tubes which may be employed as an
electro- optical transducer in the receiver may be any
of the forms described in the literature including
(a) Three separate tubes, one for green, one for red,
one for blue.
(b) A three -gun single tube as demonstrated by
R.C.A.
(c) A single -gun single tube as demonstrated by
R.C.A.
The first two forms of the transducer, (a) and (b),
require no additional apparatus, but the third form
would require a circular sweep generator and an autosampler, the total number of added valves possibly
being as high as six. For this reason, and for reasons
of avoiding the problems attendant to optical registration, form (b) would appear to be the preferred
form for the transducer.
The transmitter for the frequency -interlace colour
system would be a standard transmitter with some
modifications. A block diagram is shown in Fig. 8.
An adder having six input terminals is shown in this
diagram into which may be fed
I. Green video signals.
2. Red lows on a subcarrier.
3. Red highs direct.
4. Blue lows on a second subcarrier.
g. Blue highs direct.
6. A.G.C. pilot signal.
The adder output frequency spectrum would then
look like that shown in Fig. 9.
Time -delay networks may also be required in the
transmitter, and, if so, would probably go into the
green and red channels, since once again the blue
channel will be retarded the longest inherently because of the relatively narrow bandwidth devoted to
Time-delay netblue low- frequency components.
works may also be required in the red high and blue
high circuits as indicated in Fig. 8.
The video signal is capable of being transmitted
over cable and radio -relay networks without loss of
fidelity providing the characteristics of the network
are such as to provide good transmission up to 4
Mc /s. If the cable or radio link has a pass band of
only 2.8 Mc /s, the picture is still usable as a blackand -white picture, but not as a colour picture because the blue and red information would be missing
or incomplete.
Anomalous transmission vagaries at u.h.f. are rare
and hence it is not anticipated that any difficulties
will be encountered which would temporarily blot out
:

:
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a portion of the radiated band, thereby removing a
blue or a red carrier and their sidebands. Instead, it
is to be expected that a continuous flow of all of the
information would be received.
This colour system is compatible in that present
black-and -white receivers, regardless of video bandwidth, may be used to receive colour transmissions
in black-and -white. The green picture would constitute the signal employed in reception. Cross -talk
would cause no trouble because it is geometrically in
the same position on the screen as the green signal
itself. If the polarity of modulation is chosen carefully, the black- and -white tube may actually be
aided by the cross -talk to give lights and shadows
even when the greén component is weak.
When the colour receiver is tuned to a black -andwhite transmission, all of the guns may be fed from
_, the main signal. The operator of the receiver may
do this manually in low- priced receivers. Switching
would be indicated because the red and blue channels would be dead and the picture would be green.
On the other hand, if the receiver were switched for
standard black- and-white reception, and a colour signal were tuned in, the operator would have no positive signal that the transmission was in colour and
would have to " try " the colour switch to see if it
were in colour. On a more expensive receiver, the
switching could be accomplished automatically. For
example, if the pilot signal at 3.64 Mc / s is employed
its presence in colour transmissions could be used to
operate a relay to do the colour switching. An absence of 3.64 Mc /s would fail to close the relay so
that the receiver would automatically be set up for
black- and -white reproduction.
As yet this system has not been completely set up
and demonstrated. However, preliminary laboratory
tests have been made to verify some of the basic
principles.
For example, a continuous -wave oscillation frequency representative of a red carrier has been superimposed on a black-and -white picture and it has been
determined that the best frequencies for it are any of
those lying between line frequency harmonics. When
the injected frequency coincides with a line frequency
harmonic, vertical black- and -white bars are visually
evident. When the frequency of the injected wave
is shifted to lie midway between harmonics of the
line frequency, two effects are noticed :
(I) A dot pattern replaces the vertical line pattern.
(2) The variations of light intensity are reduced.
These points substantiate the theory.
Secondly, low- frequency amplitude modulation has
been applied to the injected carrier and low- frequency
cross -talk observed ; but the low frequencies at the
output of a detector, tuned to the injected frequency,
when inserted into the video channel in the proper
corrective phase, substantially removed all traces of
low- frequency cross -talk. This experiment therefore
verified the anti -cross -talk possibilities referred to in

the description of the system
When the injected carrier frequency is above 3
Mc /s the fine dot pattern has about the same quality
as normal line structure and disappears at about the
same viewing distance from the picture tube. No
observable " twinkle, " ' flicker, " or " crawling "
could be obtained in any of the tests, indicating freedom from these particular types of disturbance.
The proposed frequency-interlace colour television system appears to offer the following advantages over other known systems :
I. All precision equipment is localized at the
`

-
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transmitter, so that the receiver ,:an be relatively
low in cost, reliable in operation, easy to adjust and
maintain, and simple in construction. It is estimated that only six more valves are required than

The anticipated disadvantages of the system are:
I. The requirement of either (a) more accurate
receiver alignment and tuning, or (b) an effective
automatic gain control on each colour.
2. Possible colour fringing due to differential timedelay in propagation between colour carrier frequencies. (This is not expected, but tests ultimately
should be made to check it.)
3. Full 4 Mc /s bandwidth is required in relaying.
4. Possible second-order colour fringing due to
incomplete " physiological filtering " in rapidly
moving objects.

NEW BOOK

ter referred to). Errors are rather disconcertingly
frequent; for example, equation 34 is wrong by a factor
of 4, and is by no means in its simplest form and the
Proc. I.R.E. reference at the foot of p. 147 is 10 years
out. Notwithstanding these criticisms, the book can

in a monochrome receiver.
2. The receiver should be free from colour shifts
due to noise interference.
3. The system is inherently compatible with present (American) monochrome standards.
4. The receiver should exhibit a complete absence
of twinkle, crawl, or flicker and of field -sequential
colour fringing.

The Theory and Design of Inductance Coils. By V. G.
Welsby, Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E. Pp. 18o; 6r diagrams
and photographs. Macdonald & Co. (Publishers),
Ltd., 43, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4. Price 18s.
ANY radio engineer worthy of the name can design
an air -cored tuning coil or an iron-cored smoothing choke with confidence that a sample made up to
his instructions will turn out to have an inductance
reasonably close to specification. His expectations
regarding its a.c. resistance or Q may be rather vaguer,
however. When it comes to designing a dust -cored coil
to a specified Q (as well as inductance), and to a specified harmonic distortion limit, very many will have to
admit the necessity of falling back on trial- and -error,
aided by such experience as they possess. The pre- calculation of losses, especially in high- frequency iron -cored
coils, and clear knowledge of how they are related to
dimensions and frequency, is not a widely distributed
ability There is, therefore, ample need for this new
book, by a specialist on the subject at the G.P.O.
Research Station. It covers the design of the many
types of inductors used in communications, and is
applicable to others, such a fluorescent lighting chokes.
One source of difficulty is the large number of vari
ables, both physical and electrical. Another is the non linearity of ferromagnetic materials. The author has
gone far towards reducing such matters to routine
design, and has devised graphical methods to minimize
labour; but it must not be supposed that one can skip
the theory and employ a few, cut -and -dried results.
Many of the results are valid only within certain limits,
and must be used intelligently. Some of them
admittedly can give no more than a rough idea. Their
main value is to point in the direction one should go.
The first trial sample gives a result that is not quite
acceptable how can it best be modified?
After two introductory chapters defining inductance,
a.c. resistance, and Q, in relation to series and shunt
equivalent circuits, and dealing with the effect of self capacitance, the calculation inductance and losses of
air -cored coils is treated. The design of stranded wire is
an original contribution by the author, who then goes
on to deal in turn with coils having laminated and dust
cores. The self- capacitance of coils is the subject of a
short chapter. The results are then applied to the
problem of Q and its variation with dimensions and
fiequency.
Harmonic distortion and impedance
measurements are then discussed and finally there are
some numerical examples of how typical design problems might be solved.
The treatment is on the whole clearly and logically
presented. One could wish that wherever the author
had fallen back on " it can be shown " he had provided
a reference. A list of symbols would also have been a
great help. " Qo " appears on p. 43 without a clue to
its meaning (until p. 108, and there both the nomenclature and the equation disagree with the earlier chap;

;
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be highly recommended.

M. G. S.

CLUB NEWS
Bexley. -Meetings of the North Kent Radio Society
(G3ENT) are held on the second and fourth Mondays of the
month at 7.30 at the Freemantle Hall, Bexley. Sec.: L. E. J.
Clinch, 8, Windsor Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.
Coventry.-Among the subjects to be dealt with at forth-

coming meetings of the Coventry Amateur Radio Society,
which are held on alternate Mondays at 7.45 at the B.T.H.
Social Club, Holyhead Road, are " Top Band Transmitting "
and " Super Modulation." Sec.: K. G. Lines, G3FOH, 542,
Shorncliffe Road, Coventry.
Edinburgh. -Arrangements made for members of the Edinburgh Amateur Radio Club, who meet on Wednesdays at
Unity House, 3, Hillside Crescent, include a lecture on
" U.H.F." and a visit to the local Police radio station. The
club's transmitter GM3HAM is in operation on 8o metres,
c.w., on alternate Wednesdays. Sec.: D. A. E. Samson,
GM3EQY, 56, Elm Row, Edinburgh, 6.
Richmond.-Meetings of the Richmond & District Radio
Society are held on Wednesdays at 7.3o at the Richmond
Community Centre. Sec.: W. Crossland, 5, Spring 'Grove
Road, Richmond, Surrey.
Southall.- Future meetings of the West Middlesex Amateur
Radio Club, which meets on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each month, will include an exhibition of home -constructed gear and a general discussion on " My Interest in
Radio." A morse class is held for half an hour prior to each
meeting. Sec.: P. F. Blomfield, G3EDH, 253, Harrow View,
Harrow, Middlesex.
Southwick. -The Southwick and District Radio & Television Club has been re- organized and weekly meetings are
being held on Tuesday evenings at the " King's Head,"
Fishersgate, Sussex. Sec.: E. Basilio, r51, Vale Road, Port slade, Sussex.
Sunderland.-At the meeting of the Sunderland Radio
Society on January 55th at 8.0 in the Y.M.C.A., Toward
Road, R. V. Duesbury will speak on " Hams Abroad." Sec.:
C. A. Chester, 38, Westfield Grove, high Barnes, Sunderland.
WakeSeld.-A series of Mullard film strips covering the
characteristics and applications of valves are being shown to
members of the Wakefield and District Amateur Radio
Society. Meetings are held on alternate Wednesdays at 7.30
at Service House, Providence Street, Wakefield. Sec.: W.
Farrar, G3ESP, " Holmcroft," Durkar, Wakefield.
Watford. -Lectures on radio fundamentals and the early
history of television will be given at the meetings of the
Watford and District Radio and Television Society on the first
and third Tuesdays in January and February. Meetings are
held at 7.30 at the Cookery Nook, The Parade, Watford.
Sec.: R. W. Bailey, G2QB, 32, Cassiobury Drive, Watford,
Herts.
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exerting pressure on them, so causing gaps to appear
between the stylus point and the opposite wall of the
groove. From the foregoing it would therefore appear
that the important factor in this question of continuous contact between stylus and groove walls is the
degree to which " looseness " occurs rather than the
fact that it does occur at all.
Coming back to the fine thorn point it seems clear
that the extreme tip will very rapidly be worn to
the contour of the bottom of the groove and may thus
fit .it well enough as long as the total damping and
inertia, as reflected at the needle tip, is light enough
not to prevent the needle tip from following the
lightest guidance from the groove. At the end of
its life, before re-sharpening, the thorn point has worn
large enough to fill the groove to the maximum allowable extent before distortion becomes apparent and
it seems probable that it reaches the minimum size for
sufficient 'fit very quickly after being put into use.
One advantage of the fine point would appear to be
that it will be less subject to " pinch effect."
To a possible criticism that a long very acute point
on a thorn will tend to increase the pliability of the
thorn material, which was one of its main weaknesses
in the old heavyweight pickup era, it might be
answered that the amount of " bending " of the thorn
needle, under the influence of the recorded vibrations,
will surely be a function of the damping, mass and
inertia of the moving parts it has to drive. ,Provided
these load factors are small enough there seems very
little to bend the thorn against.
However, even if it is accepted that the thorn does
flex slightly under the influence of the highest frequencies, it seems not inconceivable that it may still
be a good medium for transmitting to the voltage generating element transverse vibrations induced in it
by the record groove, in the same way that paper
loudspeaker cones successfully transmit complex
waves from their apexes to their peripheries up to
really high frequencies. The analogy between cones
and styli must not be carried too far, of course, because the whole surface of the cone (more or less) is
radiating the sound we hear, whereas the stylus is
not. Nevertheless it may be legitimate to suggest
that just as metal cones, used as direct radiators, i.e.,
not horn-loaded, result in more prominent resonances
(vide Briggs, " Sound Reproduction," 2nd ed., p. 66)
compared to paper cones, it may perhaps be that
metal- shafted semi -permanent styli are also subject
to more pronounced natural resonances, if and when
they vibrate in wave motion, than the softer and
lighter thorn. These thoughts are offered as no more
than possible theories to explain the surprisingly good
performance of thorn needles, when most of the generally accepted factors making for good reproduction
are apparently against them.

Long -playing Records
In connection with long -playing records, it may be
of interest to the experimenter to note that the writer
has been able to obtain excellent reproduction with
a very finely pointed thorn, used in the pickup referred
to above, but with the weight reduced to 5 or 6 gm.
One thorn under these conditions will play one side of
a to-inch record without noticeable deterioration. One
r2 -inch side is just within its capacity though there
is a tendency towards a slight falling off in quality
right at the end, depending largely on one's success
in producing a really fine point initially. The decline
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not serious, but it can -be distinguished. As might
be expected, a certain amount of care is essential in
inserting the finely pointed thorn into the pickup.
Fig. 6 shows one of the thorns after playing one side
of a to-in L.P. record. The writer was not able to
photograph it with a o.00i -in radius sapphire for comparison, but again some idea of its final size can be
estimated by reference to the other photographs. The
particular advantage of using thorns in connection
with L.P. records is that one pickup head can be used
for both L.P. and standard 78 r.p.m. records, as long
as the downward pressure is variable within the appropriate range.
is

Record Wear
A further criticism of thorn needles has been that
they wear records quite appreciably by picking up
dust in the grooves and holding it, turning themselves
into a kind of abrasive instrument. It is naturally
not easy to get direct visual evidence of this fact one
way or the other, and the frequent changing and
sharpening of thorns would be no joke if one seriously
attempted endurance tests. The record would most
probably endure longer than the tester. The writer
unfortunately is not in a position to offer any photographic evidence of records before and after playing
with thorns in lightweight pickups, but it can be reported that the aforementioned " Danse Macabre,"
after some fifty playings exclusively with thorns in
the moving-coil pickup referred to, still plays indistinguishably from new (the comparison, of course,
being made against recent new records). Most keen
record collectors take the trouble to brush their records before playing in an attempt to remove as much
dust as possible, and it therefore seems likely that
abrasion by dust held by the thorn, if it exists, can
be reduced to negligible proportions if light pressures
are used and the point itself is kept down to minimum
size for tracing accuracy at high frequencies
As has been said, and on the lessons of bitter experience, thorn users will take a lot of convincing that
their needles do not result in minimum record wear,
whatever the thorn's other shortcomings. If lightly
damped pickups with needle pressures in the region
of 14 gm are used in conjunction with properly shaped
thorns it seems likely that even longer lives can be
expected from records than has been the case in the
past, allied to reproduction of a very high order.

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE
Broadcast Receiver, Marconiphone Model T26A brief
details in a leaflet from E.M.I. Sales & Service, Ltd.,
Hayes, Middlesex.
Government Surplus Equipment, an illustrated catalogue from Lyons Radio, Ltd., 3, Goldhawk Road, Shepherds Bush, London, W.12.
Radio -frequency Cables catalogued in an illustrated
brochure from the Telegraph Construction & Maintenance
Co., Ltd., 22, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.2.
P.M. Focus Units, Elac Mark II, described briefly in a
leaflet from Electro Acoustic Industries, Ltd., Stamford
Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, N.15.
Cable Manufacture ; a descriptive brochure to mark
the opening of a new factory, from W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., 95, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.
Radio -telephones and their applications described in a
well -illustrated catalogue from Pye, Ltd., Radio Works,
;
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What is the Difference Between an E.M.F. and a
P.D. ?
THE word " Voltage " is a general term covering
both electromotive force (e.m.f.) and potential
difference (p.d.). Most of the books that teach
electrical principles emphasize the importance of distinguishing between these two things. One reason
why e.m.f. and p.d. tend to become confused may be
because they are both measured in volts. Not in itself
a very good reason, surely ; nobody finds it difficult
to distinguish between tomatoes and parsnips because
they are both sold by the pound. The chief difficulty,
probably, is that neither e.m.f. nor p.d. can be seen,
and many of the necessary circuit calculations can be
done quite successfully in terms of " voltage," so

why bother?
The answer is that the ability to cope with the
trickier problems in electricity depends on a clear
mental picture of what goes on. And a clear mental
picture of an electrical circuit is impossible with only
a hazy idea of " voltage."
This distinction between e.m.f. and p.d. is one of
the most difficult of the basic ideas to grasp. Or so
I think. A useful working picture of it can be formed
by any reasonably intelligent student in a few minutes. But later on he may wonder if the dividing
line is quite so clear -cut as it seemed at first.

Moreçroft's Distinction
These thoughts came into my mind when I hap pened to turn back to an old guide and counsellor
Morecroft's " Principles of Radio Communication,"
dated 1921. This book has stood the test of time
much better than many that have been written since.
Only the other day I read a post -war article (War
No. 2 ; not No. 1!) in which the author stated very
cocksurely that whatever else might happen the signal current in the anode circuit of a valve must
always be in phase with the grid voltage. If he had
looked up h:1 Morecroft he would have spared his
readers this misdirection, for the contrary is shown
not only in theory but backed up by photographed
oscillograms from actual circuits. And this author
evidently had Morecroft handy, because he referred
to his teaching on e.m.f. and p.d. That was how I
came to look it up.
Curiously enough, it was just here where, for the
first time I wondered if Morecroft hadn't slipped just
a little. He illustrated the distinction with two dia-

-

.

grams (reproduced here as Fig. 1), one of them showing a current being maintained through a resistance
by a battery-a source of e.m.f. -and the other a
momentary current passing through a wire joining
two balls, one charged positively and the other negatively and therefore having a p.d. between
Regarding the latter Morecroft says, " There them.
is no
action taking place which tends to maintain the

difference of potential between the two balls ;
such a
combination does not generate an electromotive
force."
Now, I suppose that strictly according to
wording of this it is perfectly correct. That the
is,
emphasis is on " maintain " and " generate." if the
only objection is that as the chosen example My
illustrating the difference between e.m.f. and p.d.for
it
is likely to lead the reader to suppose that
in
the
charged -ball system there is no e.m.f., and especially
that the distinguishing feature of an e.m.f. is its
ability to maintain the flow of current for a relatively
long time, as a battery does. (Do I hear
protest from owners of battery- driven sets ) cries of
I am not using this quotation for
purpose of
trying to show how much cleverer I the
am than Prof.
Morecroft. Far from it ; if everything I had written
in the last thirty years could bear such close scrutiny
now as " Principles of Radio Communication,"
might really have something to boast about. No I;
it just happened to set going some thoughts on
exactly what are the distinguishing marks of an
e.m.f. This is not just technical hairsplitting or
armchair theorizing ; one of the most useful practical
" laws " in circuitry is Kirchhoff's second,
in
its most usual form says that if you add upwhich
all the
e.m.f.s round a circuit (with due regard for +and
if
there are any opposing one another), and also add up
all the potential drops due to resistance, the two
totals will be equal. And there is this important
point, that the " sign " (+ or
of a p.d. depends
on the direction of the current, but that of an e.m.f.
does not. So one really ought to be able to tell with
certainty which is which.
!

)

P.D. Without an E.M.F.?
In purely d.c. circuits, with only resistances and
batteries, there is no real difficulty. Anybody who
has had the elements of the matter explained to him
should be able to see that the voltage between the
terminals of a battery when it is supplying current
is not the e.m.f. of the flattery (nor, to satisfy
legally- minded, is it even equal to the e.m.f. of the
the
battery), because there is a voltage drop inside due
to its own resistance and this drop is deducteditfrom
CURRENT MAINTAINER

INSTANTANEOUS

Fig. 1. Is it fair to use these examples to illustrate
the
difference between e.m.f. and p.d ?
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the e.m.f. to give the terminal voltage. The only
thing that might start an argument here is the question of whether it is possible to have an e.m.f.
without a p.d., or vice versa. A dead-shorted battery
might possibly qualify as an example of the former.
And Morecroft seems to give the charged balls as an
example of a p.d. without an e.m.f. But that is going
beyond a d.c. circuit in its strictest sense, by bringing
in a capacitance.
Well, let us bring it in. I think we can agree with
Morecroft that a pair of stationary oppositely charged balls-or capacitor plates-cannot maintain
a p.d. steadily while it is causing a current to flow,
and does not generate an e.m.f., if that must be
understood to mean returning the positive charges
back
that have reached the negatively-charged ball
by a different route to the other ball, there to continue through the conducting path to keep the
current going. His charged capacitor can be likened
to a switchback in which the cars have, by some
means unspecified, been lifted to the upper stage.
From there they can " flow " to ground level around
the track " circuit." And then the movement stops.is
To maintain the flow of cars, a source of power
needed to return the cars against the force of gravity
to the upper or " high potential " level. Morecroft
would no doubt explain that this power lifting gear
is the " e.m.f. ", without which the flow of cars ceases
when the original " charge " has reached the ground.
You can, if you prefer, substitute a filled reservoir
on top of a hill to represent the p.d. and a pump to
represent the e.m.f. Either way it seems to clinch
the matter pretty definitely and clearly.
But wait Let us approach the thing from a different direction by a rather roundabout route and see
how it looks.
The most important sources of e.m.f., it will be
agreed, are not batteries but electromagnetic genera-a
tors. Now continuity of voltage is not at all
characteristic feature of this method of generating
an
an e.m.f. To make it continuous necessitates
elaborate system of multiple poles, distributed armature windings, innumerable commutator segments,
elecand brushes. Even then there is a ripple. So
up and
trical engineers have more or less given that
in
standardized on power systems delivering voltage
alternate positive and negative pulses each lasting
only a hundredth of a second or thereabouts ; less
distime perhaps than our " momentary " capacitor
charge. So the mere length of time that a steady
current flow can be maintained hardly seems to be
the proper criterion of an e.m.f.
!

True Mark of an E.M.F.
A more fundamental basis for identifying e.m.f.
a power
is by considering the transfer of power. In
station it is abundantly obvious that the generators
for
are giving out electrical energy in exchangefixed
mechanical energy. We learn that there is aelectric
rate of exchange. To raise the potential of an the circharge so that the charge can flow through of some
cuit resistance necessitates the expenditure
an e.m.f.
kind of energy. In fact, the real measure of
is the amount of energy that is put into the charge.
of too
If a charge of one coulomb is given an energy
must
joules ( =watt -seconds), then the e.m.f. doing itenergy
be too volts, and to generate this electrical spent.
too joules of some other sort of energy must be
(The usual answer, that one volt is the e.m.f. re-

quired to drive one amp through one ohm doesn't
really define voltage, as you discover later when you
have to define resistance and find yourself in a vicious
circle.)
In an electrical generator the e.m.f. is produced by
moving a magnet. If the e.m.f. acts in a closed circuit
so that it causes current to flow, then the current
sets up its own magnetic field, and it is the mechanical force needed to move the magnet against the
attraction or repulsion of this field that demands an
input of mechanical energy. The fact that the e.m.f.
only lasts as long as the possibly brief moment that

the magnet is kept in motion relative to the circuit
does not in any way disqualify it from being an
e.m.f.
As we all know, it makes no difference whether the
magnet is a permanent magnet or an electromagnet,
and if the latter then it is not necessary for it tp be
change in strength of magnetism
actually moved
is enough. In this case the input of energy can be of
the same kind as the output -electrical -yet I imagine
nobody would say' that all the books are wrong in
speaking of the induced e.m.f. Anybody who, like
me, had just said that e.m.f. is a result of the expenditure of some other kind of energy could easily
talk himself out of any criticism by pointing out that
there is a double conversion of energy in this case:
first from electrical into magnetic, so that the immediate cause of the e.m.f. is an expenditure of magnetic energy.

-a

Squaring up Kirchhoff
This argument holds even if the input and output
circuits are the same, giving self-induction. It may
be worth thinking this out in some detail. Consider
the arrangement shown in Fig. 2(a), in which all resistance except R is negligible. If S, is now closed
(b), a current flows, of strength I equal to E /R. Or,
as Kirchhoff would put it, the p.d. IR, between c and
d, is equal to the e.m.f. E acting from a to b.
Neglecting the inductance of the leads, etc., the current jumps to its full value immediately the switch
is closed. If now Sr, is also closed (c) the voltage E
is placed across the inductance L. Since L has no
resistance, the ultimate current would theoretically
be infinite ; but directly any current starts to flow
it sets up a magnetic field around the coil, and the
growing field generates an e.m.f. EL that tends to
oppose the growth of current. This e.m.f. must obviously be equal to E. So the rate at which the
current grows is such as to make it so. Ìf L is in
henries, the required rate is E/L amps per second.
There is no IR drop in the battery-and -coil circuit,
but also there is no net e.m.f. (EEL=o), so
Kirchhoff is satisfied.
While current is flowing through R, the electrical
energy put into it by E against the resistance is
being converted into heat energy. The electrical
energy put by E into the L branch against EL must
also be going somewhere ; it is being stored as magnetic energy.
Next, suppose that after the current through L
has grown to a substantial number of amps, S, is
opened (d), cutting off the source of e.m.f.ButThe
current through R from E. instantly ceases. If it the
did
current through L cannot instantly cease. cease with
so, the strength of magnetic field would
the
it, and induce an infinitely high voltage across
highly
be
would
absurd
weren't
it
if
which
resistance,
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interesting. What actually happens is that the current diminishes gradually, and the resultant diminish-.
ing of the magnetic field generates an e.m.f. in the
opposite direction, from e to f, driving current in the
same direction as before through L, but in the opposite direction to the original through R. Applying
Kirchhoff, we now have EL equal to the p.d. across
R. As the current falls, so does this p.d., and so
does the e.m.f., and so does the rate at which the
current falls. So it gradually tails off, just like the
current discharge of a capacitor.
Just like the current discharge of a capacitor.
Perhaps you were forgetting Morecroft's brass balls in
Fig. r. We have nearly worked our way back to
them. Can anybody deny that EL in Fig. z was an
e.m.f.? It even has a full official title -the e.m.f. of
self-induction. Without it there would be no end of
a job squaring up Old Kirchhoff. From the energy
transfer point of view, too, EL ranks as an e.m.f. ;
magnetic energy is disappearing and an equal amount
of electrical energy is being created ; this in turn
being converted into heat energy in R.
Now go through the whole Fig. z process again,
substituting a capacitor C for the inductor L. There
is no need for me to describe it in detail. The main
thing is that a certain amount of energy will become
stored in C as an electric field, and in the final
event this stored energy will develop a voltage which
will drive a tailing -off current through R. The two
cases are so closely parallel that I for one would not
care to deny the driving force for this current the
title of e.m.f. The only argument even a prosecuting
lawyer could try would be to claim that in the case
of the discharging capacitor the source of energy is
an electric field, so that there is no conversion to
electric energy from a different kind. And although
an analogy isn't strictly evidence, what about the
switchback?
The defence would then point out that the switchback with its raised cars can, even without a driving
engine, lift weights from ground level. All one needs
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Fig. 2.

(d)

Sequence of switching in an imaginary
experiment to shed light on the difference between
e.m.f. and p.d.
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a pulley arrangement, whereby the raised cars can
be allowed to fall and the energy so released is
capable of raising other cars (admittedly not so
heavy, owing to frictional losses).C"The fact that this
process cannot be kept up indefinitely makes no
difference in principle. As a matter of fact, a Wimshurst machine is an example of how a capacitor
discharge can be kept up continuously, by the
expenditure of mechanical energy. Even if the argument about the electric field not being a different kind
of energy from the electric current were sound -which
is distinctly doubtful
would not only make the
discharging capacitor circuit a very awkward customer for Kirchhoff's second law; it would also be a
very inconvenient point of order to press, for it would
mean upsetting the beautiful balanced pattern of two
opposite kinds of reactance. A.c. would be opposed,
in inductive reactance, by the e.m.f. of self-induction
-and in capacitative reactance by heaven knows
what. Wherever the dividing line is to be drawn
between e.m.f. and p.d., please don't let it be here.
It would be about as unhappy as the 38th parallel
in Korea.
is

-it

Cause- and -Effect Fallacy
Where should the distinction be drawn? I warned
you that this question was not going to be quite so
simple as it is sometimes made out to be. But if you
must ask, I would say that an e.m.f. is present only
where the exchange of energy in the circuit is
reversible. The voltage across a resistance is a p.d.,
set up by the operation of an e.m.f. somewhere else,
but not itself an e.m.f., for no part of the electrical
energy which is being lost in the resistance as heat
can be directly restored to the circuit by the resistance. But when electrical energy is used to run a
motor or charge a battery or magnetize a coil -or
charge a pair of brass balls
back- e.m.f. is set up
which is capable, given suitable conditions, of reversing the energy transfer.
I looked up all the books I could lay my hands on,
and all except one were careful never to mention
e.m.f. in connection with a discharging capacitor.

-a

Why?
A broad difference is that e.m.f. is a cause; p.d.
tip effect. On this basis it might seem right to say
that the charge on the balls is the effect of an e.m.f.
that must have been exercised previously-and therefore not itself an e.m.f. But those few added words,
in my opinion, are just where the fallacy lies. For,
you see, an effect can in turn be a cause. When you
pump your bicycle tyre you exert an " air -motive
force," and the result is a pressure difference between
the inside of the tyre and the outside. Nothing but
such a force could make the air more against the
internal pressure. But this effect, this "p.d. ",
could in its turn be used as an " a.m.f." to inflate
a toy balloon.
So is there any need to be so shy about calling the
voltage across a charged capacitor an e.m.f.? The
main thing, of course, is to be quite clear in one's
mind. What we call it is not quite so important.
Calling the funds expended on entertaining lady
friends " expenses " may not prevent a man from
understanding quite clearly what he is doing. It may
(for a time) mislead other people. It may (in time)
even mislead his own judgment. The best thing is
not only to understand things clearly but to express
them so that everybody else knows what is meant.
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Some of the things one hears about voltages don't
quite come up to this ideal. We all know the newspaper paragraph reporting that " ro,000 volts passed
through his body," followed by a statement on the
subsequent lamentable condition of the said body.
And when someone tells us that he got a shock of
about the same voltage from his sparking plug without any such dire results, he is likely to account for
it by saying that " of course there wasn't so much
current behind it." Such statements are liable to
confuse seekers after true knowledge, who find difficulty in reconciling them with Ohm's Law. Are there
different kinds of voltage, some of which are more
hurtful than others? The question crops up a good
deal now in connection with television sets. Some
of these, we are told, are liable to cause a death in
the family if handled internally before switching off,
while the recent types, in spite of delivering somewhat higher voltages, are more or less harmless.

It is true that the effect on one's body of maintaining a given voltage across it depends not only on the
voltage but also on its duration. Whereas a t µF
capacitor charged to z,000 volts can give a dangerous
shock, a few pF charged to the same voltage is quite
harmless because it is all over so quickly. Even if
the brief voltage is continually repeated, as from a
r.f. source. the result is heat rather than shock.
That alone would explain the relative harmlesness of
those few television models that derive their e.h.t.
from a r.f. oscillator. But in these and also the
popular " flyback " types the fact is that if your body
becomes an unintentional load resistor in the circuit
the voltage is just not maintained. The internal
impedance of the source is so high compared with
that of the body that most of the available voltage
occurs across it, and you receive only a low voltage.
The idea that you are standing thousands of volts
is therefore quite wrong.

Transmission Through Tunnels
Characteristics and Performance of Metre and Decimetre Waves
By

J. B. LOVELL FOOT,

A.M.LE.E. (General Electric Company's Research Laboratories, Wemb'ey).

URING the past year a series of tests has
been carried out by the Research Laboratories
of the General Electric Company to determine
the propagation characteristics and behaviour of
decimetre radio waves in railway tunnels. The
practical applications of this work have still to be
decided, but the subject is of sufficient general
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Lees Moor tunnel where the tests en 82 Mc s
were carried oui
Fig. i.
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interest for an examination at this stage of the
more important results obtained.
The tests to be described are a continuation of
earlier work carried out in the metre -wave band, one
of the objects of which was to determine a system
suitable for communication between a moving train
and signal boxes. Although long tunnels on main
lines are re'.atively infrequent in this country, it is
the comparatively small stretch of track through
the tunnels that presents the greatest technical difficulty. Any radio system must be capable of operation without interruption, and communication from
within a tunnel is of considerable importance. The
chief interest is consequently centred on the problem
of how this can be provided.
The Keighley district of Yorkshire was chosen for
the original metre -wave tests. since the track here
is one of the most difficult stretches in the country
to cover by radio. Part of the route includes the
Lees Moor tunnel, which is 1,527 yards in length and
curves considerably (see Fig. r). At the northern
end, the Ingrow signal box is about r miles from
the tunnel mouth and a further I -mile separates
the southern end of the tunnel from the Cullingworth
signal box.
Two ro -watt f.m. transmitters operating on a frequency of 8z Mc Is were installed with receivers at
these two signal boxes and c.mni- directional aerials
were mounted zo ft above the ground. A similar
equipment was placed on a platelayers' trolley
which had an aerial fitted on the back. Communication between the signal boxes was satisfactory over
the intervening hill but, between the mobile set and
either of the fixed stations in the signal boxes,
signals became too weak for satisfactory communication when the trolley was taken into the tunnel
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for more than 15 yards. The signal box equipments
were then taken to positions 20 yards inside the ends
of the tunnel. The aerials were mounted on 7 -ft
tripods and placed in the middle of the track. It
was now found, by moving the set on the trolley,
that the distance of penetration for satisfactory
signals was increased to 600 yards.
From these results it was concluded that three
relay stations -one placed near the middle and one
at each end of the tunnel-would be required to give
reliable communication over the whole distance. At
the time the tests were made, it was thought that
the high attenuation of signals in the tunnel was
mainly due to a screening effect between the transmitting and receiving aerials produced by the curvature of the tunnel walls. Subsequent tests carried
out in a straight tunnel at Watford, however, have
shown that the limiting distance is dependent more
on frequency than on the curvature of the track or
the transmitter power. The maximum distance for
satisfactory communication obtained in the Watford
tunnel with a power of io watts and at a frequency
of 82 Mc /s was no greater than that for the Lees
Moor tunnel. It was therefore decided to make tests
with decimetre -wave equipment when this became
available.
Tests on 1,400 Mc / s. -The first of these tests was
made through the straight Watford tunnel. This is
a brick-lined double -track tunnel I,800 yards long
and is situated about r mile north of Watford
Junction station. The equipment used for the test
consisted of a pair of f.m. transmitter-receivers; the
radiated transmitter power was about 0.5 watt at a
frequency of 1,40o Mc /s and the receiver sensitivity
for good communication about Io µV. A compact type of directive aerial, consisting of separate
transmitting and receiving dipoles mounted in a
simple corner reflector: was used at each end. These
aerials gave a beam width of about 40 deg (to points
6db down) aEd a gain of qdb compared with a
simple dipole.
For the first test, the sets were placed with the
aerials in the open at opposite ends of the tunnel
and close to the bank by the side of the track. The
aerials were directed towards the tunnel ends, a distance of about .4o ft (see Fig. 2). Strong signals

Fig. 2.
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were exchanged and it was at first suspected that
some freak reflection was providing a path over the
hill. The arrival of a train, however, proved that
the radio frequency path was in fact through the
tunnel. As the train proceeded from one end to
the other, a series of about 6 fades occurred ; this
showed up as a background noise in the receivers
during periods of low signal strength, but communication was not interrupted at any time. An audible
howl was noticed in both receivers as the train

entered the tunnel mouth, and this occurred again
as the train emerged at the distant end.
It was next decided to make a test with one set
mobile, and for this it was necessary to wait until
the section of track would be closed to railway
traffic. Some months later, the section was closed
for a period in order to allow maintenance work to
be carried out, and the equipments were again
taken to the site. One set was placed at the
northern end of the tunnel with its aerials mounted
on a 6 -ft tripod and placed between the tracks near
the mouth of the tunnel, the other set was placed
with its aerial on a trolley and wheeled into the
tunnel from the southern end. During the tests a
light engine and four trucks were standing in the
tunnel. Strong signals free from any noticeable
standing -wave effects were obtained. Simple dipole
aerials without reflectors were tried and noise -free
signals were still obtained. Satisfactory communication was also possible when the mobile aerial was
placed within a few inches of the track, or close to
the tunnel wall.
Having obtained strong signals inside the tunnel
for the whole length it was next decided to run the
mobile set into the open southwards towards Watford station, leaving the other set in the same position at the northern end of the tunnel. There was
the expected fall in signal strength as the distance
increased, but it was stili possible to obtain satisfactory communication as far as the station platform, which is I,800 yards beyond the tunnel mouth.
So far the x,400 -Mc /s tests had been carried out
in a straight tunnel and under line -of- sight, or near
line -of-sight, conditions, but it was now thought
desirable to repeat them in a curved tunnel. For
convenience the London area was chosen and a secdon of the Primrose Hill tunnel between South
Hampstead and Chalk Farm stations became avail able during a diversion of traffic. This also is a
double-track brick -lined tunnel its length is 1,r8o
yards and it is considerably curved (see Fig. 3).
Again one equipment was set up just outside one
end as in the Watford trials, and a trolley was provided for the mobile set. The performance in this
instance proved very similar to that obtained at
Watford, and no noticeable increase in the attenuation due to the curvature was found to take place.
In this case the track curved away outside the
tunnel mouth behind a high brick wall towards Chalk
Farm Station. When the mobile set was taken along
;
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tunnels at this
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about i5o µV at the receiver at the western end,
falling to 70 IN at the eastern end, was recorded and
no noticeable standing wave pattern occurred, this
being almost independent of the position of the receiving aerial. The trolley was then run out into
the open at the eastern end where the track curved
behind the high brick wall; here there was a more
rapid decrease in signal strength though good communication was still possible at 200 yards beyond the
TUNNEL
UNDER TEST

The six alternative positions of the 46o Mc /s
aerial (five outside the tunnel) from which the signal
strength measurements given in the text were compiled. The receiver was at the distant (eastern) end
of the tunnel.
Fig. 4.

here with the fixed equipment still at the distant
end, a more rapid decrease in the signal occurred.
The limit of good communication was at a point
about 40o yards beyond the tunnel mouth and off
the line -of-sight path.
Tests on 460 Mc / s: -There are many practical
reasons why it is preferable to use the lowest possible
frequency in any application for which transmission
through a tunnel is required. In the first place circuits and valves can be more orthodox so that the
equipment is cheaper to manufacture. Frequency
control difficulties are eased if direct crystal control
can be used and the power consumption is generally
lower for lower frequency equipment. Against this,
the size of the aerial is an important factor, for the
aerial may have to be fitted to a train and clearances
between rolling stock and the tunnel walls does not
allow the attachment of a large aerial.
In order to assess these advantages and disadvantages, the next tests were made at a frequency of
460 Mc / s. In this range the radiator of a quarter wave ground plane aerial is about 6in long only, and
this could be fitted to a train without too much difficulty should propagation prove satisfactory.
Primrose Hill tunnel was used for the propagation
trials. A transmitter was set up at the western end
of the tunnel and operated from the supply mains.
An omni -directional aerial was used and 70 ft of
coaxial feeder provided to allow its position to be
The equipment employed fremoved as desired.
quency modulation with a maximum deviation of
+45 kc / s. The radiated power was 6 watts, and
this could easily be reduced to 0.25 watt for the
purpose of the trials. The receiver sensitivity for
a usable signal was about 4µV. Crystal control was
applied to both the transmitter and the receiver
local oscillator.
The transmitter aerial was first erected in the
open, between the tracks ro yards from the tunnel
mouth. The receiver was placed with a simple
dipole aerial on a trolley as in the earlier tests. As
the trolley was moved relative to the transmitter
aerial, the signal strength at the aerial terminals was
estimated from readings of the limiter grid current in
the receiver taken at frequent intervals. The experiment showed that strong noise -free signals were
obtained throughout the tunnel length. A level of

tunnel.
With the mobile set returned to the eastern end of
the tunnel, the position of the transmitting aerial
at the western end was moved from the outside to a
spot 20 yards inside the tunnel (No. r, Fig. 4) ; the
effect on the received signal at the eastern end was
a reduction from 70 µV to 23 µV, or nearly as much
as reducing the output power from 6 watts to 0.25
watts. This interesting result was unexpected; the
explanation is not obvious and there would appear
to be a field for further investigation. The transmitting aerial at the western end was finally taken
further away from the tunnel mouth and a number
of short tests were made with the radiator placed in
positions indicated in Fig. 4. In the worst position
(No. 6) a brick building screened the radiating aerial
from the tunnel mouth, but in spite of this a r4 -µV
signal was received at the far (eastern) end.
The received signal with the aerial in the various
positions was as follows:- (r) 23µV, (2) 7oµV, (3)
74 µV, (4) 150µV, (5) 25 µV and (6) i4 V.
In conclusion, the work has shown that the lowest
frequency for operation in a tunnel appears to lie
between 82 Me / s and 46o Mc/s. At the lower frequencies the tunnel attenuation is high and relay
At the higher
stations at intervals are required.
there would appear to be no serious difficulties,
though to go above 460 Mc /s would probably introduce more problems in the equipment and increase
the cost.
The choice of the aerial position on a train raises
many problems, but the smaller size of the higherfrequency type is a great advantage. The possibility
of mounting the aerial at axle level should not be
overlooked since tests have shown a good field
strength near the ground. This, however, may be
ruled out owing to electrical noises produced by axles
and wheels, and will certainly give poorer results
when the train is in the open.
The author wishes to thank British Railways,
whose helpful co- operation made the work described
'

.

.

possible.

Colour Television in Trouble
JUDGING from technical journals recently received
from America, opinion in that country has crystallized strongly against the decision to adopt the C.B.S.
system of colour television. The F.C.C., as the responsible body, has come in for some hard knocks. TeleTech, in the November issue, characterizes the decision
as " fantastic " and accuses the F.C.C. of taking steps
never contemplated by those who framed the radio laws
of the U.S.A. Tele -Tech maintains it is not in the public

interest:-

To render obsolete ro million existing sets.
To require future set buyers to spend $30 to $130 on
gadgets they may never use.
To degrade picture quality and impose on the public a
small-picture system.
To disrupt the entire television industry.
To divert to colour television components that are
needed for the defence programme.
.
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Iadai' Cloud
Detector
Versatile

New

Warning

Equipment

for Aircraft

The scanner and associated equipment on its stabilized
mounting in the nose of an aircraft.

OF all the types of cloud which make life difficult
for an air pilot and unpleasant for his passengers, probably the worst are those known as
cumulo- nimbus. They have a solid and threatening
appearance which is due to their being composed of
heavier water droplets than the more soft and
misty cumulus clouds, and an aircraft passing
through them usually has to put up with thunderstorms, static electricity and bad air pockets, all of
which make the flight extremely uncomfortable.
There has consequently been a definite need for some
kind of device in the aircraft to give warning of
cumulo- nimbus clouds and enable a course to be
steered through them -particularly at night and in
poor visibility -and in view of their considerable
density, it is not surprising that radar has proved
successful. Early wartime experiments showed that
3 cm was about the most suitable wavelength, and
now a complete airborne equipment, using modern

.

techniques such as sealing and pressurization, has
been produced by the Electronics Division of Ekco
(E. K. Cole, Ltd.) in conjunction with the Ministry of
Supply. It has a p.p.i. display and therefore can
also be used for " map -painting, as well as for giving warning of high ground and preventing those collisions which occur so often with the sides of hills and
mountains. Trials carried out by B.O.A.C. on this
equipment show that it has a range of up to 4o miles
for cumulo-nimbus clouds and for coastlines with
cliffs, up to 25 miles for medium -sized ships, and up
to 12 miles for other (large) aircraft. Any clouds
which do not give a good response when they are ten
or more miles away are usually harmless.
The aerial system consists of an r8 -inch parabolic
reflector with a back -fed dipole and reflector positioned at the focal point. This produces a scanning
beam which swings back and forth in azimuth, passing through an angle of r50° once per second. By
way of illustration, Fig. i (a) shows how the entrance
to Southampton Water would be scanned by an aircraft approaching from the sea, the beam S being
swung through the r5o° arc from C to D. At the
same time, on the screen of the p.p.i. tube (b) the
time -base T is swung in synchronism through a corresponding arc of r50 °-as if it were pivoted at O at the
bottom of the screen. It therefore traverses a wedgeshaped sector of the screen, c to d, corresponding to
the wedge-shaped sector C to D on the map. The

8m

C

6m

U

AIRCRAFT

d

f
(a)

(b)

Fig. z. At (a) is a map of Southampton Water, showing how it would be scanned by an aircraft approaching from
the sea, at 4 miles from point X on the coastline. At (b) is the actual p.p.i. display as seen in the aircraft.
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trace of the time -base is normally kept invisible by
a negative bias on the grid of the tube, but the radar
responses are applied to it as brightening modulation. So, regarding point O as corresponding to
the position of the aircraft, or zero range, the
responses appear at various distances along T from
O according to the actual distances on the map, and
as T scans in synchronism with the search beam S
a true representation of the coastline is built up on
the screen. For the purpose of estimating distances,
bright-spot markers are applied to the time -base trace
at known intervals, and when scanning is in progress
these appear as brightened arcs which indicate distances in miles from O. The range of, say, a point X
on the coastline in (a) can be seen to be 4 miles because it appears on the 4 -mile arc on the screen.
When there are a number of radar echoes at short
range the screen around point O tends to become con gested and bearings cannot be taken with certainty,
so a device has been fitted to enable the centre of the
display to be opened out when required. The time base sweep, instead of being initiated simultaneously
with the brightening and marker waveforms, is
started in advance. This time interval is adjustable,
and the effect on the screen is that zero range is now
represented by a small arc some way out from the
centre, which is left clear. The time-base speed can
be altered to give two ranges, o -to and o -4o miles.
Circuit Arrangement
A -general idea of the radar system, which follows
conventional practice, can be gathered from the simplified block diagram, Fig. 2. The master timing pulse
for the whole equipment is produced at a repetition
frequency of 70o per sec. by the master pulse generator, a cathode -coupled multivibrator. On the one
hand this pulse triggers a thyratron- controlled modulator and so the to -kW magnetron, which generates
a t -µsec. pulse of r.f. energy at 9375 ±3o Mc/ s. At
the same time, the master pulse also triggers the time base generator and range- marker generator, thereby
synchronizing them with the transmitted pulse. To
obtain the back -and-forth scanning, effect on the p.p.i.
tube, the time -base waveform is fed through a magslip which is driven by the actual scanning mechanism

of the aerial system such that the relative phases of
its two outputs vary directly with the angular position
of the radar beam. These two saw -tooth outputs in
quadrature are then fed into two corresponding pairs
of deflector coils placed at right-angles to each other
on the p.p.i. tube, and the effect of the varying phases
in this deflection system is to rotate the time-base
trace about point O (Fig. t) in accordance with the
rotation of the radar beam about the nose of the air-

craft. The whole process can be likened to a remote
position control system in which mechanical angular
movement is transformed into variations of electrical
phases, only the coils at the receiving end, instead of
transforming the phases back into mechanical movement by rotating an armature, are simply used for
deflecting a c.r.t. trace.
The output from the magnetron passes through a
wave -guide duplexer which permits the aerial to be
used for both transmitting and receiving. In the
receiving section of this duplexer are two mixer
crystals coupled to a common klystron local oscillator.
One of these crystals mixes the local- oscillator frequency with a small portion of the magnetron output
and the difference frequency is fed to the automatic
frequency -control unit, which controls the frequency
of the local oscillator so that an i.f. of 45 Mc /s is
always maintained in spite of drift in the klystron or
in the magnetron. The other crystal mixes the received radar signals with the local oscillator and so
produces i.f. signals which are detected, amplified and
then passed to the p.p.i. tube as brightening modulation.
An essential feature of the equipment is that it
enables the pilot to tilt the plane of the radar scan
up and down from the horizontal to any angle within
±to °. This is necessary in the first place, of course,
to permit scanning of the terrain below. Secondly, it
enables the pilot to estimate the height of clouds and
high ground -and, iri fact, a navigational technique
for safe clearance of high ground has been worked
out which depends on there being no p.p.i. responses
within a certain range when the radar scan is tilted
downwards at a certain angle.
The mechanism consists of a remote positioning
servo system which tilts the parabolic reflector up and
down with respect to the dipole. Aeroplanes, how-
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Also mounted on the stabilized gimbal ring are the
transmitter -receiver unit and the servo -system unit,
so that the number of wave -guide rotating joints and
flexible cables required is kept to a minimum. ' If
desired, however, the gimbal ring can be dissociated
from the stabilization and locked permanently in a
plane parallel to the axes of the aircraft.
The equipment will work satisfactorily up to an
altitude of 25,000 ft when unsealed. Those units
which are likely to be fitted in unpressurized parts of
the aircraft, however, can be sealed and pressurized,
and they will then operate up to 40,000 ft. All components are within their ratings at ambient temperatures up to +55° C and the equipment is unaffected
by low temperatures down to -4o° C. Its total
weight is in the region of r5o lb.

ever, cannot be relied on to remain horizontal for very
long, and as this would normally make height estimation and map -painting impossible, it has been necessary to provide a stabilizing system to keep the scanner truly horizontal, irrespective of the position of the
axes of the aircraft. The reference horizontal is provided by a gyroscope mounted with the scanner on a
gimbal ring which can be moved about with respect
to the aircraft. Two coils in the gyroscope provide
electrical error -signals for aircraft roll and pitch, and
these signals actuate a servo system which drives the
gimbal ring so that it compensates for the aircraft
movement and returns the complete scanner and gyroscope assembly to the horizontal. Once in the horizontal, or balance condition of the servo, the error signals cease and the gimbal ring is left stationary.

Speech and Music
Preferred Relative Sound Levels Investigated by the B.B.C.
TABLE B

OPINIONS will always differ as to whether the
B.B.C. modulates too deeply on speech compared with music (or vice versa), but there
is little doubt that an optimum relationship exists,
and some interesting results are given in a recent
report* of research work undertaken by the Engineering Division of the B.B.C.
Originally, the object of the research was to establish quantitatively the known preference of musicians
and programme engineers for listening at higher levels
than ordinary listeners in the home, and to make due
allowance for this when adjusting tonal balance.
The results are summarized in Table A, and it is
interesting to note the wide divergence in preferred
levels between men and women programme engineers,
particularly when listening to speech.
Subsequently, the investigation was extended to
discover listeners' preferences in changes of level from
one type of programme to another. Sixty subjects
of both sexes, and ages varying from 15 to 65 years
were asked to participate; and each test, consisting of
thirty-six programme changes, included speech to
speech, music to speech, speech to loud -starting
music, speech to quiet -starting music and speech to

Preferred change in
level (db)

From
From
From
From
From

...
speech to speech
.
music to speech
speech to loud- starting music
speech to quiet- starting music
speech to interval signal ...

0

-4 to -5

+2
+2 to +3

-19

the interval signal (Bow Bells). In each case the
second programme was introduced at various levels
up to ro db above and below that of the first programme, which was set by means of an N.P.L. sound
meter to the optimum level indicated by Table A.
Listeners were given a score card and asked to mark
each test " Too loud," " Too soft" or " Satisfactory." Results were averaged and plotted, and the
conclusions summarized in Table B.
As might be expected, no change is indicated
between the preferred levels of speech following
speech, and these tests were introduced primarily as
a check on the validity of the method. The most
striking difference is between speech and the interval
signal, and there was less tolerance for changes in the
relative level of the interval signal than for other
programme changes.

* " Listeners' Sound -Level Preferences," by T. Somerville and S. F. Brownlees, B.B.C. Quarterly, Vol. 3, No.
4, and Vol. 5, No. 1.

TABLE A
Preferred Maximum Sound Level (db above 10-16 watts /cm2).

Programme Engineers

Public

Engineers

Musicians

Symphonic Music
Light Music ...
Dance Music
...
Speech...

...
...

Men

Women

78
75
75

78
74
73

71

71

88
79
79
74

Men

Women

90
89
89

87
84
83
77

84

88
84
84

80
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UNBIASED
Exhibition Nightmare
TN 1951 the radio exhibition is due
to make its debut at Earls Court
and I do hope that the opportunity
will be taken to arrange matters so
that it is less tiring than hitherto,
especially for the provincial visitor
with limited time to spare.
To my mind the mistake in the
past has been that manufacturers
have exhibited all their goods on
one stand. Thus, if you were in
search of a first -class radiogram and
wished to compare the efforts of one
manufacturer with another, you had
to go from stand to stand and elbow
your way through a lot of plebeian
clutter like table -top sets and portables to get at the radiograms.
Having seen manufacturer As
radiograms you had to fight your
way to the other end of the hall to
compare them with manufacturer

B's products.
I think, therefore, that we might

borrow an idea from the 195o Motor
Show where all the makers of tyres
were grouped together in splendid
isolation. In this section they exhibited tyres only and showed their
inflators and other wares on separate
stands elsewhere in the show. I
should not like it to be thought.
however, that I am handing a
bouquet to the motor industry at
the expense of our own, for, except
for this particularly striking instance of forethought and orderliness, the rest of the accessory stands
seemed to me to be scattered in the
same confusion as the Children of
Israel in the prophet's famous
vision. I learned of this confusion
by bitter experience when searching
for a good headlamp for the pram
of Free Grid Minimus, the offspring
of my daughter Faradia. She needs
this when collecting him late at
night from one of the crèches which
some cinemas, as a counterblast to

FREE GRID
the stay -at -home attractions of television, now thoughtfully provide so
that mothers can leave their infants
to be washed and refuelled while
they are enjoying the show.
At Earls Court next Autumn,
therefore, I hope to see radiograms
all grouped together in one section,
table -top sets in another and so on
so that the choice between one
maker's product and another's will
be made easier. It will mean, of
course, that some manufacturers
will have to have half -a -dozen
stands in different parts of the show,
but what does that matter? Earls
Court is quite big enough to contain
them.

Who Invented

It ?

T SEE that an American journal
has raised the old and rather
pointless question of " who invented
radar and when? " A lot depends
on what we mean by radar. It may
make it a bit easier if we call it
radiolocation as we did originally.
But even this does not really enable
us to solve the problem for radio location obviously means the locating of things by radio, and if we
take that definition I suppose we
must hand the palm to Professor
Röntgen and put the date at 1895
when the word " radio ' had purely
an X -ray association. " Röntgen
Revealing Rays" as they were once
called are most certainly used to
find hidden objects, more especially
by the medical profession, who, by
their aid, find with great precision
the exact location of Aunt Maria's
Bevan -sent teeth when she accidentally swallows them.
However, most people when they
talk of radiolocation have in mind
the position-finding of aircraft and
therefore they think of names like
Watson Watt and the year 1935.
But even so they are hopelessly out
of date for the N.P.L., as far back
as 1928, used radio waves to find the
position of meteorological balloons
which, being neither land, sea nor
submarine craft, are undoubtedly

aircraft.
The truth is, of course, that the
pinning down of an invention to a
man and a date is an almost
impossible task.

Stereoella
IN his resignation statement
Refuelling Service.

a few
"months ago the erstwhile controller of television made it clear
that in his opinion television is the
Cinderella of the B.B.C. services.
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Cacophonous infantile stage.

But nobody need shed any tears
over that for it won't remain so for
long whatever the panjandrums of
Portland Place may decide. For all
Cinderellas, following the example
of the original creation, have a
cuckoo -like habit of starting in a
small and humble way and finally
throwing all others out of the nest.
Sound broadcasting itself, now
grown as old and cantankerous as
one of the ugly sisters, started life
as a Cinderella not only in the entertainment world but in the radio
world also.
In the entertainment world we
heard in 1922 that broadcasting was
just a passing novelty soon to be
buried in the British Museum alongside the musical box and the zoetrope. In the radio world it was
considered as just a clutterer-up of
the ether which must not be
tolerated and which would, in any
case, never grow beyond the cacophonous infantile stage.
Way back in the late nineties and
early nineteen hundreds radio itself
was the butt of the cable companies
in their none too gentle jesting; an
upstart minx to be put in her proper
place. But in due course the jokes
ceased and we learned that a marriage had been arranged and would
shortly take place; and a most
fruitful marriage it has been, judging by the sturdy offspring which
the State eventually took over from
its proud parents. So, too, it will
be with television which will, before
long, rule the roost at Broadcasting
House and another Cinderella will
take its place. It looks as if this
new Cinderella is likely to be called
Stereoella unless a fairy godmother
can be found to outwit the evil stepmotherly machinations of M.
Bishop, the B.B.C.'s Chief Engineer, which, with bold mein kampf- like candour, he made no
bones about in his famous DeHereticis-Comburendis letter to the
Editor of this journal (W.W., April,
195o)
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opinions expressed by his correspondents.

E.II.T. Circuit
FEEL sure that students of the
craft of pulse technique would
welcome your comments on the e.h.t.
supply circuit described on pp. 365 -6
of the October issue.
The circuit is described as a
" tripler," whereas all good " flyback " engineers know this circuit
as a " doubler," only V3 and V5
being active in the generally accepted
role when the pulse is on.
V4 can be substituted by a
coupling resistor of a few megohms
resistance with little change in
performance when the pulse source
is of low impedance.

With a ringing transformer source
it is obviously necessary to use V4
as then the damping due to such a
coupling resistor is removed.
The question now arises Does V4
play an active role beyond its
function as a one-way coupling
resistor in view of the applied waveform ?
If it does not then the design for
25 -kV using a 9 -kV pulse will be
some 3q% low in output voltage.
Reference is suggested to RCA
Review, March 195o, or to RCA
publication ST -545, p. 21.
R. POLLOCK.
N. Wembley,
Middlesex.
:

Editorial Note. -Our correspondent is confusing the operating conditions of a voltage -multiplying
rectifier system operating on a pulse
input with those which exist with a
sine -wave, or damped sine -wave,
input. The so- called ringing -choke
circuit produces a damped sine wave
and the three rectifiers do in fact act
as a tripler and are all necessary.
Referring to the figure, on the first
half-cycle of amplitude va, V1 and V3
conduct and on the second half -cycle
of amplitude v2, V2 conducts. Cl is

,,

charged to vi on the first half -cycle.
On the second v2 and the voltage
across C1 act in series to charge C2
through V2 and so C2 is left charged
to v1 + v2.
When V3 conducts, on the first
half-cycle, vi acts in series with the
voltage across C2 and the cathode of
V3 becomes zv1 + v2 above earth.
If C3 were returned to earth it would
be charged to this voltage. It is,
however, returned to C. and so is
charged to 2v1 + v2 minus the voltage across C2 that is, to vi + v2.
The rating of C3 can, therefore. be
less than if it were returned to earth,
but in each case the output voltage
is 2vi + v2 and in with a high -Q
circuit this is nearly 3v1, since

ifh-/

POKTABCE

SOUND EQUIPMENT

;

V2

Portable Model

r ill.

If the input were a pulse, v2 would
be zero and the circuit would be a
voltage- doubler only. V2 could then
be replaced by a resistor with
slightly poorer regulation
and
efficiency.

have been

(open)

mulator and microphone with
cable. Power output is approximately 5 watts. The equipment
is a most useful outfit for political
meetings, religious gatherings,
auctioneers, etc., and numerous
other applications where no
electric supply mains are avail-

Measuring Buss Resonance
I

B 6S

Can you provide a public address
system at a moment's notice ?
With a B 65 it is simple-just
place the equipment in a suitable
position and switch on. Incorporated within an easily portable
case are the amplifier complete
with loudspeaker, rotary transformer, 6-volt unspillable accu-

con-

RECENTLY
structing a vented loudspeaker

cabinet, and, having: no beat frequency oscillator, was up against
the problem of measuring the resonant frequency of my moving coil
unit.
The problem was solved by using
a bicycle fitted with a rear -wheel
dynamo which is a simple form of
alternator.
The procedure is to invert the
bicycle and connect the loudspeaker
to the dynamo with a protective resistance of suitable value in series.
The pedals are then turned by hand
until resonance is obtained. The
detection of resonance is assisted by
placing a small wood shaving on the
diaphragm. The pedals are then
rotated steadily at that speed and
the number of revs. in half a minute

able.
Price complete £32 10 0

An external speaker can be attached if
desired.

PORTABLE

BATTERY -

MAINS AMPLIFIER,

'

V,

V2

B 619

Operates on 12-volt battery or by means
of separate plug-in adaptor unit, on A.C.
mains. Power output approximately
16 watts.
Full details of these models and others in the large
Trix range of eptisment available on re?uest.

Send for latest catalogues and price list.
THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
-5 Maple Place, Tottenham Court Road,
London, W. I.
'Phone : Museum 5817
Grams & Cables : " Trixadto, Wesdo, London."
I

AMPLIFIERS MICROPHONES LOUDSPEAKERS
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
counted (a watch with centre
seconds hand is helpful). All that is
necessary then is to count the
number of revs. of the dynamo per
rev. of the pedals. The revs. / sec.
of the dynamo gives the required
frequency (since it has two poles).
The speaker I tested was a ro -inch,
and initially a roo-f2 series resistor
was used. The voltage generated
at low speed is small, and after the
resonance has been located the resistance can often be reduced or
even omitted.
I made three tests:
(I) With 3 -speed in " normal."
(2) With 3 -speed in low gear.
(3) As in (2) but with a rubber
band round the dynamo friction
wheel.
The results in order were 71.5 c /s,
72 c/s and 72.8 c /s.
If the dynamo is properly set the
question of slip does not arise and
with a steady hand and careful
timing consistent results should be
obtained.
The waveform of such a dynamo
is probably pretty shocking, but
apart from simplicity and cheapness
the method has the further advantage of being an " absolute measurement" and is not subject to calibration errors or zero wandering,
etc.
A further use is to detect and
measure frequencies of 1.f. resonance
in panels of a speaker cabinet.
I do not wish to claim to be the
first to use the idea, but thought it
might be useful for other readers
who, like myself, cannot afford or
obtain the use of expensive gear.
ANTHONY W. BOVILL.
London, N.2.

Valve Heaters
T HAVE read C. F. K. Gaulder's
letter in your October issue with
interest, and wonder whether the
following might be of any interest.
Having been for many years very
keen on " quality reproduction,'
and living in a country district with
no access at that time to an a.c.
supply, but having a 50-volt d.c.
installation, I decided, about 15
years ago, that something must be
done to overcome the difficulty. The
result was that I built a superhet
receiver with six 4 -volt I -amp. a.c.
valves with the heaters in series.
The output of this was fed into a
paraphase push -pull a.f. amplifier
with two more 4 -volt valves and two
special indirectly heated power
valves giving 5 to 6 watts output.
This gave me eight 4 -volt heaters
in series. A small regulating resistance plus a low - voltage gas -filled
lamp acting as a barretter completed this heater circuit across the
50 -volt supply. The power valves
had 32 -volt heaters also supplied by
the 5o volts The H.T. supply was

continued

.

provided by a small rotary converter.
Now, the point of all this is that
with occasional trifling modifications
and improvement, I have run this
set for 15 years, and my valve renewals, apart from one or two new
power valves, have been quite negliThey have been tested
gible.
periodically and their efficiency has
remained remarkably high. I attribute this to two main causes: -(r)
the heaters are switched on 20 to
3o seconds before h.t. and (2) when
the convertor is switched on the h.t.
voltage builds up from zero volts,
producing no surge or shock.
There may be other causes, but
the arrangement has certainly given
good service.
JOHN OGILVY.
Forfar, Scotland.

The Coupling Capacitor
an addendum to " Cathode
Ray's " article in the October
issue, the attention of readers is
directed to the basic relation
1 amp into (or out of) 1 farad
AS

:

produces a change of r volt in r
second.
For practical use this is conveniently converted to
t mA r µF 1 volt t milli:

:

:

second.
Many smoothing and decoupling
problems are easily solved, with
sufficient accuracy, by the use of
this simple relationship, which does
not even demand a knowledge of the
value of Ir.
As an example, consider a valve
which is to be used as a pentode
cathode follower. The screen current varies from 5 mA by ±5 mA,
and the lower frequency is 50 c /s.
What capacitance must be used to
decouple screen to cathode?
A half-cycle lasts ro millisec, so
we have
r mA : r µF
5 mA : r µF
5 mA : I

that

rV

:
:

V
50 V
5

:
:

t millisec.

r millisec.

ro millisec.
:
And finally, if the screen -cathode
voltage is not to vary by more than
± 5 volts :
milli5 mA : ro µF : 5 V : to
:

sec.

The answer, of course, is then to
use a 16 -µF electrolytic, so that a
more academic approach has no
justification.
THOMAS RODDAM.

Television Visor
TRECENTLY noticed that there is
a distinct improvement in my
television picture when it is viewed
through a small aperture held close
to the eye. The effect consists in
a useful increase of image contrast
and of the detail perceivéd and, particularly with a foggy, unevenly lit
picture, can he quite remarkable. It

evident with an
equally
aluminized as with a non-aluminized
tube and is greatest when viewing
in darkness or reduced room lighting. As I am reactionary enough
to hold that this is still the best way
to view a television picture, whatever the tube or the gadgets affixed
to it, I find a " visor " constructed
on the above principle to be a useful
aid to maximum realism in viewing
It consists of an old pair of spectacles with black card substituted
for the lenses and a pair of one eighth inch holes punched the correct distance apart. This distance
was found by preliminary trial with
a piece of cardboard.
Should any reader try this out
and confirm the effect I would be
glad of suggestions as to an explanation. The effect of interposing the
aperture is evidently to " stop
down " the eye as with a camera
lens ; it seems that the iris
mechanism of the eye may not fully
adjust itself to the brightness of a
scene when this subtends an angle
as small as a television picture.
Probably some defect of the eye prevents the full detail being perceived
in these circumstances, there being
a degradation due to flattening or
halation. However, I find that the
" visor " gives no improvement in a
home cinema picture under any
conditions. If the above suggestions
have any weight this may be bound
up with a difference of spectral content, or of the means of presentation
Regarding the
of the picture.
former, I find personally that a
noticeably bluish screen colour gives
me a better impression of detail,
other things being equal, than a
warmer toned one.
E. G. HARRISON.
Sandiacre, Nottingham.
is

Circuit Diagrams
HEN drawing circuit diagram=
W
it is often difficult to cram in
component values by the side of the

appropriate symbol; things are
made even worse if one wishes to
draw attention to ratings, such as
wattage, voltage-working or tolerance. So it has become usual to
enumerate the various components
and give ratings in a separate panel
and /or discussion in the text. The
disadvantage of this method is
finding, say, " Rt0 " or " CZ, " in a
maze of circuitry. There seems to
be no consistency in the method
used to code the components, and I
suggest as an alternative a division
of the receiver, etc., into stages, or,
where this is ambiguous, arbitrary
divisions of the circuit by vertical
dash -dot lines. The components
could then be given a reference number first, to locate the section, and
then an identifying number-e.g.,
R4.3 being a resistor in the 4th secWIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1950
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tion (working, say, from the left).
A further convention for numbering is needed when drawing the circuit, and the most obvious one
seems to be marking the components
in the order one would " read "
down the section, i.e., left to right,
moving downwards from H.T.- to
the zero -potential line.
M. BAMFORD.
Macclesfield, Cheshire.
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INSIST ON BUI,GIN'

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Television Relay Loss?
DURING the televising of the current Radio Exhibition at Castle
Bromwich it was noticed that the
quality of picture was exceptionally
good in this district.
The Exhibition programme came,
of course, from Birmingham and
hence the transmission was direct,
viewers to London receiving it third -

hand.
At the end of the item the programme was switched back to Alexandra Palace, and a decided lessening in quality of picture was noticed.
I am given to understand that
there are two link transmitters for
vision, making 3 " hops " in all (including the main service transmitter)
and if the loss in quality is linear
per link, one may wonder what the
picture will be like from the proposed Scottish transmitter.
It would be interesting to know
whether viewers to the London
transmitter noticed a change in
quality, to the better of course, at
the above- mentioned change -over.
Burnley, Lancs.

C. LA\VSON.

Educating the Public
IFULLY endorse your editorial

comment on the lack of technical explanation and demonstrations
at our National Radio Exhibitions.
It would appear that the radio
industry does " face with complacency a situation where receivers are
bought on eye appeal," even if that
complacency is confined to the publicity department.
So long as radio receivers are
dressed up as pieces of furniture
" eye appeal " of the cabinet will
have to be considered, but I see no
reason why that should prevent the
manufacturer from explaining the
difference between his 18- guinea and
26- guinea models.
I have long advocated that the
radio industry should go further
than this, and that instead of plugging the old, old story of "Finest
Value," " Greatest Performance,"
" Sweetest Tone," etc., regardless of
price and specification, the industry should advise the public on
the technical attainments and limitations of their various models and
demonstrate that should a superior
performance be desired it can be obtained in a higher-priced model.
H. WILLAN CRITCHLEY.
Scarborough, Yorks.
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VALVE-TOP CONNECTORS
' BULGIN ' Valve -top Connectors : Above are shown a few of our
range. Contacting members are sprung and heavily Silver -plated. They
cover both simple and screen types, for all octal and' standard ' receiving
valves, rectifiers, etc. No other organisation can offer such a comprehensive range and meet so many needs.

& VALVE - HOLDERS
Chassis- mounting Valve- holders
All these valveholders have Silver- plated
contacts for low- contact -mil, even at very low voltage, and have integral solder tags for connection. The spring reinforced models are fitted with high tempered
rust -proofed steel springs.
Insulating material, in every case, is of best suitable degree, whether ceramic,
Moulded, or Laminated bakelite. Accuracy to recognised standards (B.S's.,
R.C.M.F., etc.) of spacing, grip, etc., is assured.
:

List No. V.85.

8 pin Int. Octal spacing.
Laminated bakelite Insulation general
purpose Valve- holder. Fixing hole
0.125in.¢, I }in. at centres.
Silverplated contacting members. A most
useful and widely used Valve- holder.

List

No. V.H.10. 5 pin British
pin spacing, insulation is of the highest
grade laminated bakelite.
General
purpose Valve- holder, Silver- plated
contacts.

List No. V.H.75. S pin List No. V.H.64. 5 pin List No. V.H.76. 4 pin
Small -U.X. spacing U.S.A.- spaced (90 °) British spaced Laminated
Moulded. Low loss for
high frequencies.
Also
specially
suitable
for
exacting tropical uses,
and

for high voltages.

Acorn, Moulded. This
Valve- holder is designed
for very high frequencies.
Fixing hole .156in.A

Ilin.

at centres. Silver -plated
contacts as in all " BULGIN " Valve- holders.

List Nos. V.1í.85, etc.
411
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c /

bakelite insulation, general purpose Valve -holder. Fixing .096in. 9S
1.13 16ín. at centre. Silver- plated contacts for
low- contact-mil, even at

low voltage.

List Nos. V.H.IO, etc.
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List No. V.H.75.

List Nos V.H.64, etc.

List Nos. V.H.76 -78.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE (185 /W.W.) PRICE 1/- POST FREE

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.
-PASS ROAD, BARKING

BYE

Telephone:

RIPpleway 3474 (5 lines)
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it's quicker
then to work out the answer. What
a boon it would be if one had on
one's desk a little instrument with
a set of keys and switches which
could be relied upon to give the
right answer to such problems in a
brace of shakes.
3572 x 2196 or ,/ 4126;

RANDOM RADIATIONS
By " DI_ALLIST "

Slow Warming Up
NO -ONE COULD AGREE more whole-

heartedly than I with those readers
who lament over the length of time
that modem mains valves take to
warm up. Having realized all of a
sudden that it is just about the
moment for a time signal, or for
some programme item that you specially want to hear, one switches on
and waits with growing exasperation
for what seems ages, although, in
fact, the actual time taken for the
set to come to life is only 3o or 4o
seconds. C. F. K. Gaulder's suggestion in the October Wireless
World that we should leave heaters
permanently switched on and merely
cut out the h.t. has much to recommend it. A good deal of the radio
and radar equipment in the Services
was treated in that way during the
war and no particularly dire effects
on valve life were noticed. I am
not sure, though, that I would be
altogether happy about doing this
with some kinds of pentodes. I suppose the ideal thing would be an
arrangement allowing. the h.t. to be
run up smoothly from zero to full
value in a second or two. Keeping
the heaters switched on, by the way,
is not nowadays a complete safeguard against switch -on surges:
What about those all -too- frequent
power cuts?

to find our own country, which is
usually ready to do the right thing,
permitting the Bovingdon Airport
beacon to go on operating on 223
kc /s, which falls between the frequencies of Oslo and Warsaw, and
so causing bother on the long-wave
hand.

Fine Opportunity

THERE'S a wonderful opportunity
awaiting anyone who can devise a
small, simple and inexpensive electronic calculating machine capable
of dealing in the twinkling of an eye
with the odd problems in addition,
multiplication
subtraction,
and
division with which so many of us
have to cope daily. The first two

are always laborious if large figures
are concerned -and it's so easy to
make footling mistakes. The slide rule is a great help to multiplication,
division and more intricate processes
in which these are involved; but
unless the slide -rule is a very
elaborate affair and its users very
skilled, the degree of accuracy is
only about that of two -figure log.
tables. Logarithms are fine -so long
as you can put your hand on the
book of tables when you want it.
They are hardly worth while,
though, if you are confronted with
an isolated problem such as, say,

" WIRELESS WORLD " PUBLICATIONS

just now
on the medium -wave band. In one
THINGS ARE PRETTY BAD
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THE DRY BATTERIES, and particularly the H.T.Bs. that we get
nowadays, aren't always as good as
they should and could be. It's difficult, I know, to obtain first -grade
materials except at prohibitive
prices and that fact, no doubt,
accounts for a good deal of trouble.
Still, I don't think that the dry
cell which comes to a premature énd
through the puncturing of its can
should be seen quite so often as it
is. For some reason, ascribable
only to the pernicketiness of fate,
if one cell of a H.T.B. decides to
blow up, the casualty almost invariably occurs somewhere in the
middle of the battery. You read
the e.m f. of the battery under load
one evening arid find that it is
something like 1.2 V per cell. Next
day the set won't work and the
H.T.B. has no e.m.f. worth talking about. If you care to investigate the innards of the battery, you
can locate the faulty cell and short
it out. But that may be a fiddling
and rather messy business. It may
be messier still and not without dire
results if a punctured cell goes on
oozing.
-

A

Overcrowded Wavelengths
recent week there was for two days
a poisonous high -pitched and rather
wavery heterodyne afflicting the
London
Regional transmission,
whilst the National programme on
three other wavelengths suffered
from over -close neighbours. Part of
the trouble is due to American
Army broadcasting stations in Germany, but they are not the only
ones to be guilty. There appears
to be too much wavelength- wandering by stations which juggle with
their carrier frequencies in efforts to
avoid interference with their programmes. What we are going to
do about it I don't know. for there
doesn't seem much likelihood of
getting agreement amo. gst all European countries to do the necessary
tidying up. What is surprising is

Battery Manufacturers'
Please Note

Net

' WIRELESS WORLD" DIARY, 1951
including 80 pages reference material

f Rexine

1 Morocco

post

3/8

3/10
5/8

...
...

W. T. Cocking.
TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT.
M.I.E.E. (3rd Edition)
SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE. T. W.
Bennington. 2nd Edition
...
WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL. W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E.
..
8th Edition
RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK. M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc.,
M.I.E.E. 5th Edition
F. M.
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO STUDENTS.
...
...
Colebrook, B.Sc., D.I.C., A.C.G.I. 2nd Edition ...
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER: Articles on Design of a High ...
...
Amplifier
...
...
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...
...
...
RADIO DATA CHARTS. R. T. Beatty, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.,
5th Edition- revised by J. McG. Sowerby, B.A., M.I.E.E. ...
RADIO VALVE DATA. Characteristics of 1,600 Receiving

Valves

A
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18/-
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10/10

12/6

12/11

15/0

15/6

10/6

10 /10

3/6

3/9

7/6

7/11
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complete list of books is available on application

Obtainable from all leading booksellers or from
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
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ghe AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD.
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HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET LON DON S.W.1
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S.G.2
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GOODSELL
RECEIVERS & HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS
With the development of the latest GOODSELL receivers

and high-fidelity
amplifiers, you can at last be sure of good reproduction over the whole tonal range.
Construction is to the highest standard throughout and, like all GOODSELL equip-

ment, is dependable for long and trouble free service.
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE.
Williamson amplifier to specification. Illustrated is the dual power supply model with
Partridge transformers, large paper condensers and B.V.A. valves.
Price

L29/5/-.

Other models from £19/19/-.

A new range of medium priced
amplifiers with performance and
distortion figures second to none.
Using overall negative feed -back

and a new output transformer
sectionalised, with an
exceedingly low leakage induc-

highly
Pre -tuned Superhet
Tuners with vari-

able selectivity

tance especially developed for us
by Partridge Ltd. B.V.A. valves.
Prices from L16116/-.

B.V.A. valves.
Prices from L10/10/0
plus P.T.

Superheterodyne tuning units, 195-550 and 1,0002,000 metres with special position on wave change

switch reverting set to " straight " T.R.F. for local
station listening.

EF4I, ECH42, EF4I, ECC40, EM34.
Price L15/15/-. P. Tax L3/10/-.

With wide range tone control, additional L.F. stage
and extra 6dB per octave valve correction circuit
on gram input only.
Suitable to drive Williamson amplifier.
EF4I, ECH42, EF4I, ECC40,'EF40, EF40, EF40, EM34.
Price £22/-/-. P. Tax f4/17/9.
Amplifiers using transformers and chokes hermetically sealed in oil or tropicalised
are available for export or special orders.

You need a GOODSELL for good reproduction
GOODSELL LTD., 40 GARDNER ST., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX.

Phone: BRIGHTON 26735

LONDON REPRESENTATIVE :

HOLLEYS RADIO, 285 CAMBERWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.E.S.

Phone : RODney 4988

DE.cEmntz, 19u
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To the electrical and radio service engineer

. . .

The criterion of usefulness of a cathode-ray tube as an
oscilloscope is the ratio of the screen diameter to the

diameter of the spot but there is a practical limit to

the extent to which the screen diameter can be
,reduced, even though the spot size is reduced in
One outstanding feature of this oscil-

proportion.

loscope is the comparatively large

screen for an

instrument of such small dimensions. Although the
overall dimensions of the case are II ;4 in. x si in. x
44 in., the tube has a 2-3,f in. screen.

The

Miniature
cathode -rag
Oseilloscope
10, pe 244

METROPOLITAN -VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
MANCHESTER 17, ENGLAND
Member of the A.E.I. group of companies

R/E 9o4

ME TROVICK Pioneers in Radio and Electronic equipment
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alWESTINGHOUSEN

METAL RECTIFIERS
for H.T. supply to radio receivers, L.T. supply for small battery chargers and
resistive loads, sound and vision interference suppression, and building " Westeht "

E.H.T. supply units to provide 5 kV, 3 kV and I7 kV from the standard mains
transformer, and miniature pulse multiplier to provide 6 kV from the line flyback.

Send for a copy to Dept. W.W.12

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD.
82, York Way, King's Cross, London, N.1
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THE

0!111 mirror

A present for the whole family - and most
certainly a present with a future.

Not only your

favourite music, but happy family gatherings,
dances and parties can be recorded and played

Prices from L62

excluding microphone

Manufactured under agreement with
th' Brush Development Co. of the U.S.A.
Licensed under th Brush Development
Co., the Brush Crystal Co., Magnetone
Inc., and Thermionic Products Ltd.,

Patent No. 454595 and others; and
patents pending in all the principal
countries of the world.

back on the Soundmirror. This new kind of
entertainment will bring you, as host or hostess,
instant and brilliant success. And later, as you
build up your sound library, you can enjoy the
Soundmirror's perfect rendering of items of your
choice just when you wish.
Write to -day for details of the Soundmirror, a
demonstration of which can be arranged, without
obligation, in your own home.

THERMIONIC PRODUCTS LTD.
Divis'on SM WW, Morris House, Jermyn St., Haymarket, London, S.W.I. Telephone: Whitehall 6422 (511n s)

Sale* & Serv!ce G

:

Manchester, Birmingham. Bristol, Lcls, Glasgow, te.
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INTER -SERVICE TYPE APPROVAL

O

Crhe need of the Electronic Industry for smaller,

1

lighter,

more

efficient

transformers,

prompted

Parmeko

Limited to produce their Neptune Series (Type 6,000) Transformers.
Having passed the exhaustive tests specified under R.C.S. 214, Grade I, the
Parmeko Neptune Series has won the signal honour of being the first

O

nO

range of Electrical Transformers to qualify for Inter -Service

Type Approval (Under Certificate Number 632/1).

PARMEKO of LEICESTER
Makers of Transformers for the ,Electronic and Electrical Industries
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Or CO -AXIAL C

Chosen by the

Connoisseur
" BAKERS " High Fidelity Loud Speakers are
now in constant demand by Acoustical Laboratories, Gramophone Societies, and the true
Music Lovers throughout the World. No finer
speaker exists today, for over twenty-five years'
experience of speaker design renders each model
the finest value that money can buy.
12" and 18" "TRIPLE CONE " and " DUPLEX "

LES

These plugs and sockets

are designed for use with either solid or
airspaced dielectric cables. The patented
method of connecting the plug to the metal
braiding of the cable ensures positive con-

tact and grip without soldering.

of the

centre conductor

The

cable passes

through the hollow centre pin for easy
The thermosetting plastic
insulating material between the plug body
and pin remains unaffected by heat from
soldering. The socket with two -hole
mounting flange incorporates a ' click '
action retaining spring which prevents the
soldering.

Models.

plug from loosening through vibration.

Write for Descriptive Leaflet giving full technical details
(or better still call for an audition) of :-" BAKERS "

plated brass, and the contact pins are

SPEAKERS, RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS,
A combination offering the highest
ETC.
possible quality radiogram unit.

Both plug and socket bodies are of Nickel -

Silver-plated brass.

BRIEF

SPECIFICATION

These Plugs and Sockets are manufactured

sAKE Rs

6sewuvtefre
0 mffmm
wmffil RADI

Pioneers of Moving Coil Speakers
Since 1925
Dingwall Road, Croydon

to an R.E.C.M.F. Specification, and the
minimum performance figures after testing
to RCl/1 Yellow Specification INCLUDING
TROPICAL EXPOSURE

TEST, are :-

Capacity (Plug and Socket
...
together)
Contact
Resistance
(Outer
Contacts)
...
Contact Resistance
tacts) ...

(Pin

...
Con-

Leakage Resistance

Steady withdrawal force
PAT. NO. 637613

5 pF max.

10 milliohms max.
10 milliohms max.
10 Megohms min.
6/16 lb.

Telephone: CROydon 2211

ANTIFERENCE LIMITED

67 BRYANSTON STREET

LONDON W.I

DECEMBER, 1950
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is the most suitable insulating material for all high frequency
applications. Seventeen years ago we introduced the first British -made
low -loss ceramic, and consultation with us before finalising the design of
new components is a wise precaution.
Frequentite

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office : Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone : Stourport 111. Telegrams : Steatain, Stourport

S.P.72

DECEMBER, 1950
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MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
ELECTRIN WORKS, WINCHESTER STREET, LONDON, W.3.

Tel.

.

ACOro 465/ 3 & 4995

MUREX introduce a new

iented COMPOS/TE
Photographs by courtesy of the
British Physseal Laboratories

\IL(3*

MUREX Co.MPOSITE MAGNETS are generally
supplied in the form of annular rings. One segment
comprises a permanent magnet material of one of
the standard aluminium -nickel -cobalt alloys, the remainder of
readily machinable soft iron. Simultaneous pressing and sintering of the two

°1 t1.tkIA 4 t°.°S 'Composite
powders gives a single undivided unit without any break between the two materials.
magnets have a wide field of application, and are particularly suitable in moving
coil instruments where a pole tunnel or fixing holes have to be drilled.
0(.%°*".' Principal advantages are :-No necessity for separate pole -pieces . No assembly arrangements

between magnet and pole -piece Integral pole-piece and magnet means no loss of flux and no
source of strqy fields between magnet and pole -piece A constant field in the gap Greater
flexibility of design and simplified assembly Considerable saving in cost.

MUREX LIMITED (Powder Metallurgy Division) RAINHAM
Telephone : Rainham, Essex, 240.

ESSEX

London Sales Office : Central House, Upper Woburn Place, W.C.1

DECEMBER, 1950
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In this 1949,50 Ediswan Mazda Valve Manual are 340
pages of NEW Data, characteristic curves and circuit
diagrams, all of which have become available since the
publication of the 194849 Ediswan Mazda Valve Manual.

This handy booklet is essential to everyone interested
in the design or servicing of Radio Apparatus or Electronic Equipment.
Get your copy now-send Postal order for 2/6 (which
includes postage and packing).
For those who did not obtain a copy of the 1948/49
Manual a few copies are still available, price 1/4 (including postage and packing).

E10

MAZDA VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.
(Technical Publications Dept.)

155, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.
Member or the A.E.I. Group or Companies.

011
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aster production

AN
,,erspeed
oil
ACTIVATED /

COMMUNICATIONS
EDDYSTONE "740"
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

ROSIN CORED SOLDER WIRE

Built to true precision engineering standard, this

receiver offers the best value on the radio market.
General

purpose Communications

Receiver for both

amateur and professional use covering 30.6 Mcjs to 1.4
Mcis and 205 to 620 metres in four bands .. L29/10/0

with the New

HUM CORE

FIDELITY

HIGH

WE OFFER UNIQUE FACILITIES for
COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
Call and hear both " Standard " and " L.P " records on

AMPLIFIERS by
LEAK CHARLES
SOUND SALES

ACOUSTICAL

SPEAKERS by
KLIPSCHORN
BARKER
DECCA
SOUND SALES WHARFEDALE, etc.
On 71b., 51b. and

PICK-UPS by

lb. reels and
Service packs.
1

CONNOISSEUR

DECCA

LEAK

in

WILKINS & WRIGHT, etc.

HEAR THE NEW
ACOUSTICAL
with its
controls

most

Complies with

Specification
Office
Specification M.44/C.

Q.U.A.D." Amplifier

comprehensive

...

tone

M.A.P.

D T.D.599 and General Post

and filter
03/0/0

LEAK . RC/PA/ U " Pre -Amplifier
with correction for all types of records
68 '15'0

FREE Enthoven Publications filled
with valuable technical information on
Solder and Fluxes.

EXTENDED

PAYMENTS

WEBB'S EXTENDED PAYMENT SCHEME
can give you reasonable terms for payments over either
12 or 18 months for any radio or electronic apparatus.

WEBB'S

CATALOGUE

40 large pages packed with information, price 9d. to
callers, or 10d. post free

H.

J.

ENTHOVEN & SONS LTD.
Solder Manufacturers

Head Office: 89 UPPER THAMES ST.,
LO N DON, E.C.4 Tel.: Mansion House 4533
Grams : Enthoven. Phone, London.

1,11Waor-s-er-i9-'
14, SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Phone: GERrard 2089.

Shop Hours: 9 o.m.-5.30 p.m.

sou. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Works :
CROYDON, ROTHERHITHE & DERBYSHIRE

DECEMB R, 1450
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The musician and high fidelity
It has been a puzzle to many high-fidelity

enthusiasts that some of the sounds which they
reproduce fail to satisfy the musician. Having
had their equipment measured they conclude
that the musician is no judge of quality. It is
true that the musician may be over -influenced

by interpretation and other factors, but the
occurrence is far too frequent and too well

known to be so lightly brushed aside.
The fault does not lie with the musician, nor
with the measurements. Rather does it lie in
the interpretation of those measurements. The
output from a gramophone pick-up, for

example, cannot wholly be represented by
simple combinations of sine waves, neither
can it be assumed to represent a near approach
to the original sound.
Our Huntingdon laboratories have specialised in sound waves and methods of analysis,
from very low frequencies -in measuring anti vibration devices up to ultrasonic equipment
for medical research.They have produced the

Corner Ribbon loudspeaker, amplifiers and
other equipment used by the leading Broadcasting and Recording Companies both here
and abroad. Even so, we cannot claim a
perfect method of measuring the accuracy of a
reproduced complex sound, The limitations
imposed by a monaural system even precludes
us from laying down an ideal specification.
On this page we mention five points which

we know to be of the utmost importance in
quality reproduction-points which are
usually overlooked or to which insufficient

attention is paid.
If you are a technical enthusiast you will find
the Q.U.A.D. specification of the utmost

interest and second to none. If you are a
..nusician, you will find that the sound you hear
bears a closer resemblance to the original
sound than any amplifier yet offered to the
public.

.

more about the

Q.U.A.D.

It is the only ' quality ' amplifier which is not
embarrassed by the presence of sum and difference

loudspeaker if ' average ' as well as ' picked ' recordings
are to be played.

tones falling outside the normal feedback range (strong
beats in choral works, etc.).

It is the only amplifier in which the treble and bass
controls can be and are designed to give the correct

It is the only amplifier which takes into account the
inherent quality of the input signal. (The harmonic
range is adjustable to provide an inverse characteristic
of the distortion rise m the programme signal itself.)
Because of the harmonic control it is the only amplifier

which can be used successfully with a very wide range

Type Q.U.A D. 12 watt quality
amplifier for A.0 mains.
Co plete in two units as illustrated.

i

variations in response at all settings for the conditions
under which the equipment is used. The method of
setting is definite, simple and no longer haphazard.
Day by day adjustments are confined to programme

quality and volume controls, a procedure which is
simple and accurate and therefore not subject to misuse
other than by deliberate intent.

CM -0M STICA L
MANUFACTURING CO LTO

HUNTIN GOON HUNTS TEL :361

WIRELESS WORLD
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Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

Now in full production

NOVAL and B7 G
Valveholders
of all types in

NYLON LOADED
BAKELITE

We make all types of Valveholders
THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT CO., LTD., VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY

ASHTEAD 3401

18 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON,W.I
Tel: MUSeum 2453

Shop hours : Monday -Friday 9-,5.30

We can now demonstrate

QUALITY
WITHOUT
PUSH-PULL
This compact A.D.S. high quality 44 -watt Amplifier has been designed

primarily for use with a Connoisseur pick-up and Wharfed:,le 10in.
Golden Speaker.

As it incorporates a pre -amplifier with three switchable steps of
bass boost it is also quite suitable for ./se with a Moving -coil pick-up
without further additions.
The size of the complete equipment, in black crackle cabinet, is
104in. x 6in. x 74in. high, the total weight being 144 lbs.
Fully illustrated constructional pamphlet now available 10d., post free.
Complete kit of parts including black crackle cabinet, chassis, valves,
etc.
Oil 51-, post free
(Ireland 2/6)

Complete amplifier fully constructed and tested as illustrated but

including black crackle cabinet
A

£911716, post free

(Ireland 7/6)

Tel: MUSeum 4539

Saturday 9-1

DECEMBER, 1950
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Secure knobs to a spindle without use of grub screws.
SOLUTION:

SCA and SCB Type 'Knob to Shaft' Clips hold
moulded knobs securely under firm spring tension.
No unsightly grub screws-expensive tapping operations and threaded inserts eliminated.

THAT'S FIXED THAT- FASTER, CHEAPER, BETTER
Here's another type of Spire fastener that is saving time and money. There is
a Spire for almost any assembly job and it is amazing how much time and
money they save. Why don't you see what Spire, fastest thing in fastenings,
can do to help you? Write direct to us.

SPEED NUTS
Regd.

Enquiries to:

Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd., Byron House, 7-8-9, St. James's Street, London, S.W.1
HEAD OFFICE & WORKS: TREFOREST, GLAMORGAN. ALSO BIRMINGHAM, STOCKHOLM & MELBOURNE
cis

DECEMBER, 1950
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The Latest Development

in Working Hygiene

'PYROBIT`

THE

FUME -EXTRACTOR
(World Patents applied for)

No Fan

or Motor

Nothing

to Wear

Easily
Installed
PROTECTS the Operator from
inhaling the poisonous fumes
from soldering and numerous
other fume -creating jobs.

FROM EVERY POINT OF VIEW

-A VAST IMPROVEMENT
The Magnavista Lens is not just a
" magnifier " ; it is an optical
instrument, designed by optical
scientists.
For perfect clarity,

Ask for leaflet

PROVIDES LIGHT ON TO THE WORK

THE ACRU ELECTRIC TOOL MANUFACTURING
CO. LTD.
1,23 Hyde Road, ARDWICK, Manchester, 12. Telephone: Ardwick 4284

and to avoid distortion, different
receivers need different lenses.
There is a Magnavista Model

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING

specially designed for your set.
Here is real television progress
which you can see for yourself.

THE CLIFTON PLAYING DESK
-£25 with tape.

PRICES:
There are over 18 different Magnavista models
at prices ranging from L4 -14 - 6 to L7 - 17 - 6.

a product of

METROPEX LTD
38 GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.I
and

KING'S HEATH STATION, BIRMINGHAM

Record/play
Erase

heads

heads

Oscillator units, with valve
Oscillator coils
Capstan/flywheel assemblies
Motors
Matching transformers (in mu metal cases)
Tapes :
G.E.C., 1,200
EMI, 1,200 ft

ft..

E2

2

0

E2

2

£3

3

0
0

10

0

£2

7

6

El

19

6

El

10

0

fl

10

0

El

5

0

These parts are used as standard in
the well-known " Clifton " Recorders.
Trade enquiries invited.

BRISTOL CINE SERVICE
33 ALMA VALE ROAD, BRISTOL 8
Telephone: 33243

WIRELESS WORLD
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because
It has a specially flat face.
It gives a bright,
pleasantly coloured
image.

Ferranti reliability
ensures long life.

It gives freedom
from ion burns.

The price is reasonable.

FERRANTI CATHODE RAY TUBES
There's a keen demand for this Ferranti T12/44
(FERRANTI)

lr Television Tube, so place your order NOW!

FERRANTI LTD MOSTON MANCHESTER 10; & 36 KINGSWAY LONDON WC2

DECEMBER, 1950
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COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
MODEL 680. A high grade instrument for Professional Communications requirements. Frequency coverage :-30 Mc s to
1.12 Mc s and 1120 Kc,s to 480 Kc/s.

E89 -

MODEL 750.

A fine, double superheterodyne

5

-0

No Purchase Tax

re-

ceiver. Frequency coverage: -32 to 1.7 Mc/s and 1465
to 480 Kc/s.

L59 - 10 - 0

(No Purchase Tax)

MODEL 740. An outstanding receiver of first-class construction at a moderate price. Frequency coverage: 30.6 Mc's to 1.4 Mc!s and 2C5 Metres to 620 Metres.

E32 - 10 - 0

No Purchase Tax,

Available through any " EDDYSTONE " Distributor

STRATTON & CO. LTD., WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM, 31.

CAN YOU READ A
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM?
-if you can, and if you are reasonably competent in
radio assembly work, you'll find it easy to build this

FOR T -V AERIALS

GRAMPIAN

15 WATT

aluminium alloy
which combines great strength with
lightness, is ideally suitable for
television aerials. It is of good
appearance, withstands wind and
DURALUMIN,

the

AMPLIFIER
UNIT

weather, will not rust and is nonmagnetic.

Moreover,

DURALUMIN

is easily workable without the aid
of special tools.

Our range of non-ferrous metals
covers every requirement in the
wireless field, whether it be aluminium alloys, brass or copper, and is

GRAMPIAN

KIT No. 392
ASK

available in a variety of forms
including extruded rods and sections,
tubes, sheet, strip and wire.

TO SEE IT AT
YOUR DEALERS

tions, photos and dtagrams
2/6.
Complete kit of

parts and chassis 624.7 6
(less valves).

For name of nearest stockist, write to

Manufacturer's enquiries only.

GRAMOI ON REPRODUCERS LTD

JAMES BOOTH & COMPANY LIMITED
ARGYLE STREET WORKS - BIRMINGHAM 7

A.C. mains andlor battery
instrucoperated.
Full

9 Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex.
Telephon-

w.

FELtham 2657/8.

Telegrams

"REAMP," Feltham

WIRELESS WORLD
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COSSOR"Tele-Check"
THE FIRST ENTIRELY ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT FOR

TELEVISION ALIGNMENT AND LINEARITY CHECKS

* Carrier frequency
7-70 me/s. (on fundamental). Continuously
variable.

* Frequency modulation
up to 7 me/s. band-

MIGNMCN,
PATHAN 4ENCRATQP

width.

* Square Wave Modulation for linearity
check of Time Bases.
Frequency:
400c.p.s.(Horizontal);
80 Kc/s. (Vertical).

* Maximum output
25 mV. Minimum 25
microvolts.

Standard

80 ohm output
impedance.

presented on the tube of any standard

The Television Alignment and Pattern Genera-

is

tor is an inexpensive instrument designed by
Cossor to provide a simple, efficient and much
needed aid to television receiver alignment.

oscillograph, the time base voltage providing the
frequency modulation. The instrument also incorporates a Pattern Generator to enable Frame
and Line time base linearity checks
LIST
PRICE
to be carried out in the absence of
Television transmission. Compact,

The tuning sweep of the alignment oscillator is
achieved by frequency modulation of its carrier
which can be set to any frequency between 7 and
70 mc/s. A response curve of 7 mc/s. bandwidth

portable - weight under 14 lbs.

£27

* Write for fully descriptive leaflet to:A. C. COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DIVISION, COSSOR HOUSE, HIGHBURY, LONDON,

DECEMBER, 1950
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for Ilmarrh and Industrq

histrumentS

The

CONSTAC

Transformer
A versarile constant
voltdge transformer which
provi es a fully stabilised
heater supply in addition

to a variety of stabilised
H.T. outputs. Available

BLACKPOOL
SOUTNPORT NUDDIALAILD

wiCkAN
LIVERPOOL

in a range of types suitable
for t lov. or 23cv. 5) or
6o cis supply and for loads
of 20VA to 300VA. Output
voltage maintained within

SHEFF MLR

LINCOLN

3

BOSTON

KINGS LYNN
NORWICH

S LITTON/
COLOFIELD

t°,',
-.1Pawiot
CLACTON

/

over working range.

Made under licence by The Banner Electric Co. Ltd.

VP

LONDON Tx

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LTD

ERNE 8A

994SSt

c:

17, PARADISE ROAD RICHMOND

SURREY ENGLAND

Ov:9,0% .1.'
4c,

4C y 9k s
we have recently completed
demonstrations in the areas shown above,

-because

and proved to dealers and others that the
Model 63A Folded Dipole gives an extraordinarily good picture in districts previously regarded as
" black " areas.

The Model 53A has both gain
AND broad bandwidth and is
the foremost correctly matched
high gain Television aerial today.
Model 63A with 10ft Dural

Mast, f10/10,- retail (extra for
16ft. mast f1,8,7--).

Aerialite Limited are the actual
manufacturers

of

all

Aerial

CITMTR1C

TELEVISION
FOR "E.E."

FOR OTHER MAKES

TELEVISOR

(London or Midland)

OF HOME
CONSTRUCTED

Vision Chassis

(London or Midland)

Sound Chassis

Sound/Vision Chassis
with valve holders

Power Chassis

Vision Chassis

Equipment for Radio and Television, and we make a full range

Time Base Chassis

of Co -axial and Air -spaced
Feeder Cables in our Laboratory
controlled factories. Lists supplied on request.

Focus Coils

CASTLE WORKS, STALYBRIDGE,cHEsHIRE.

Support
Power and Time Base
Chassis, complete

Focus Rings

with valve holders
Heater Transformer

Scanning Units

Smoothing Choke

d.

LTD.

TEL

Line Output

9" Mask (Cream)

Transformers

12" Mask (Cream)

5, Shakespeare Rd., Finchley, N.3.
Phone: F!Nchley 2188
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DumuER
moDE-FILTER

34 '
Dimensions of element 1" long and
-116" diameter plus
the thickness of
the wax coating. Normal working

I62ZZZZZZ

7

temperature range 0° to + 50° C.
3416:

1

British Patent Application

177ZZZ:ZZZ

34197/47

WI
The normal Filter CRCI is supplied

with values of C, - C, = 100uµ

W2

_L WRW _L

F.

Tci

R. = 470000
Alternative values are obtainable.

C2-r-

Iwo
This Dubilier unit provides a complete diode filter iu

a

single compact form from which only three connecting
wires project - one input and one output - at opposite ends
of the tube, with a central wire for the earth connection.
This unit is constructed of a tubular ceramic dielectric element

water repellent wax coating is used to give adequate humidity
protection.

To special order these diode filters can be supplied moulded
into a hard resin casing which provides greater mechanical

stability and furnishes full humidity protection over the
which furnishes the two capacitors CI, C2 and has the retemperature range of -40° C. to
70° C.
sistance element housed in the interior of the tube. A thick
Full details of these and other outstanding capacitors are available on application.
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON. W.3
'Grams: Hivoltcon, Wesphone, Lorldon.
'Phone: Acorn 2241 (5 lines).
Cables: Hivoltcon, London. Marconi International Code.
D 46A

DECEMBER, 1950
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TAPE RECORDER

\/

,A(<9

ci?`"Slj'

c0 \-\

0\*(c

QOOP'

csO

13'

CC \.

Brief Specificat,on :

WORKING VOLTAGE - 200 250 volts A.C. 50 cis.
TAPE SPEEDS
- 71in.-sec. and I2in. sec.
RUNNING TIMES
- 30 minutes and 20 minutes
REWIND
- Provision for fast rewind or forward running s
complete spool in one minute

- Any recording may be

ERASING

erased.

Erasure it

automatic, preventing double exposure

OUTPUT
TERMINATIONS

- 2 watts

DIMENSIONS

- 181 x 131 x 10in.
- 38 lb. complete
- Supplied complete with microphone, tape and

- Inputs for microphone and radio and outlet for
external speaker

WEIGHT
ACCESSORIES

spools

Recorder House, 48-50 George Street, Portman Square, London, W.I., England
Telephone

: Wen: eck 2371 (4 lines,

SIFA M

TENgrams :

Simsale, Wesdo, London

Precision ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

2" 10 8"

Cables :

Simsale, London

are you
SWITCH
BOTHERED
and

BEWILDERED ?
ACCURATE

measurement
of time

electricity
for industrial
or laboratory
or

DC Moving Coil. 4C
Rectifier. HF Thermocouple.
Hour Meters.
Panel mounting. Port-

purposes.

able or 45° Bench type.
PROMPT DELIVERY AND TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE

ilfAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO, LTD
LEIGH COURT
17665

TORQUAY

Telephone: Tomo°, 4547,1

If you are perhaps we can help. We carry a
large and varied stock of " Oak " wafers and
naturally the bits and pieces to convert them
into the switches you require.

We have also the widest range of " Close
Tolerance " resistors in the country, 1, 1,
and 2 -watt -1", 2`), and .51';, up to 30 Megs.

TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.
177, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Tel.: PAD. 6116
PAD. 5606

Shop Hours

9 a.m.-6 p.m
Thursday. 9 a.m.-1 p.m
Mon. -Sat

DECEMBER, 1950
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Important development

IN THE DESIGN OF

MULTICHANNEL
V.H.F. RADIO
TELEPHONE LINKS
The V.H.F. Multi -channel Radio Telephone type

VMS which has been designed by Automatic
Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., provides radio
links for the transmission of international 12 channel carrier groups. It will handle simultaneously three such groups giving a total of 36.channels.

The equipment can be supplied to cover radio
frequencies in the bands, 4o -6o Mc,s., 6o-90 Mc s,
156-20o Mc, s. Under normal conditions

and

ranges of 3o -4o miles can be attained between
stations and links, up to several hundred miles in
length, can be provided by the use of specially
designed relay stations.

AUTOMATIC

TELEPHONE

& ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
(RADIO & TRANSMISSION DIVISION)

Strowger House, Arundel Street, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : TEMple Bar 9262

Telegrams

Strowgeres, London

STROWGER WORKS, LIVERPOOL, 7.

DECEMBER, 1950
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SILVERED MICA
CAPACITORS

STABILITY RADIO COMPONENTS LIP
COMMERCE ESTATE, WOODFORD AVENUE, LONDON, E.18. Telephone BUCkhurst 6501/2

"You're

CERTAIN to get
it at ARTHURS ! "

* VALVES : We have probably the largest stock of
valves in the country. Send your enquiries.

AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7
E19
Avo Model 7, high resistance
Avo Model 40
Valve Tester
I
Avo Minor, AC/DC model
E8
Electronic Test Meter
E35
Signal Generator
E2S
Valve Characteristic Meter
E50
ADemonstra.ion of Philips
TAYLORS METERS. List on re nest
Proiecti, Television sets
DECCA
PICK-UPS
13 I5 S
in our showrolins.
DECCA HEAD
E2 19 2
ADAPTOR for Garrard
3
8
COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM
OSCILLOSCOPE
E85 10 0
I

4LE111679

1

BUILD FOR PROFIT AND PLEASURE
WITH
OUR HOME CONSTRUCTION UNITS!
ANYONE can build our handsome SUPERHETS !`

For example : Using the new and improved unique point-to-point

LAITAS,TuVAALESVE \

latest 30 Tuning Unit) you can, for an evening's entertaining
construction, complete a receivar without ANY test gear ! This,

with the knowledge that the performance will equal that of commercially built units at double the cost, will make you EXTRA
PROUD of your ach'evement !
As our delighted friends already know the secret is our pre -aligned

-Viewmaster" Television Kits

in stock
for Birmingham and London areas. Please

Construction Sheets for our famous 5 v. A.C. Super (with the

Telecthubee,,tra
-JJ,Tpr:::4(nsioar

1.4t4u" atrtla4:6: a- 1 1-0:geu:a:1-

Send for

cotn

state which re;uired.

LONDON'S OLDEST LEADING
RADIO DEALERS

TUNING UNIT comprising the famous 3 band 30 Coil pack,
I.F.T.'s. new 8in. x 6in. 3 colour Dial and J.B. 2 gang" MM
ALIGNED AND MATCHED ! Price 69/9 (inc.) or 90/6 with
30

J.B. S.L.8. spin -wheel Tuner.

EST.
1919

NOTE (or Connoisseurs :- Our 40 Feeder Unit (with r.f. stage)

and lOw push pull Quality Ampr. with variable neg. feedback is the
TOPS !

!

1/6 NOW
for NEW ENLARGED EDITION (44 pp.) of " Home Constructor's
Hand -book " "All items supplied by Mail DIRECT ONLY from :

For constructional details, eleven circuits, data, etc., send

RODING LABORATORIES

70, LORD AVENUE, I LF0 R 0, ESSEX
n, one WAN 848g

PROPS:

ARTHUR GRAY. LTD.

Terms

with

Our Only Address. Gray Hous3, 150 152 Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS

Won])
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You can't take it
with you

Ratthe \TANNOY/ 12" Dual Concentric
makes available to the home user
a standard of reproduction hitherto associated only with expensive
high power systems.

All the features which combine to make the 15in. Dual Concentric
the biggest advance in loudspeaker design for the last 15 Jess Erz
incorporated in this new loudspeaker.

The loudspeaker chassis is of similar dimensions to most standard
12in. Direct Radiators and hence the problem of modifying existing
equipment is simplified.
The loudspeaker unit is supplied with a suitable 15 ohm cross -over
network which is assembled on a separate chassis.

The inclusive price is 19 guineas, the original high power 15in.
model is, of course, still available at an inclusive price of £26.5.0.
We will be

13 h.

glad to send full
technical speci-

AA

fications on receipt of a postto
or
card,
arrange a demonstration in

"le
DUAL CONCENTRIC LOUDSPEAKER UNIT
ro

our showrooms
15in. Dual Concentric Unit
showing cross -over network.

at West
wood.

Nor-

dE

MOUNTED IN CORNER BASS REFLEX
(PROBE MIC ON 4X16)
CABINET

_
_.
-3

S

5

xy
FREQUENCY

Frequency curve of 15in. unit.

\\TANNOY/
PRODUCTS

SOUND RENTALS
WEST NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.27.

LIMITED
Telephone

:

GIP:), Hill

1131

DECEMBER, 1950
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reeiror?
It's no secret that the prime mover behind almost every
automatic temperature -operated
bimetallic strip.

device

is

Telcon

a

Telcon Thermostatic Bimetals are available in three
different combinations to suit a wide range of conditions,
either in strip form or as stamped or pressed components to manufacturers' drawings.
Indispensable wherever there is a need for temperature change to exert a controlling or indicating
function, their industrial applications are inexhaustible.
If you are contemplating a new product, we should be glad to co-operate: our technical staff is
always at your service with sound advice based on long experience.
Our Representative will call, or full engineering data and samples will be sent on request

TELCON
THE

THERMOSTATIC

BIMETALS

TLc°

TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD,

Office:
Enquiries to:
Head

22, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.I.
Telcon Works, Greenwich, S.E.I0.

Telephone: LONdon Wall

7104

Telephone: GREenwich

3291

SOUND REPRODUCTION
by G. A. BRIGGS

Indispensable, both to the expert and to the
amateur enthusiast, the second edition of this
authoritative work provides full information
and detailed guidance on a variety of subjects
ranging from cabinet design to needles and
grooves.

Extract from WIRELESS WORLD review of
SOUND REPRODUCTION, 2n4 edition :

" No reader, whatever his height of brow,

will fail to find something instructive or stimulating to thought in this generous collection

of facts, dicta and opinion on the reproduction
of sound."
248 pages. 193 diagrams.
Bound Full Rexine 10..6 (11 - post free).

De Luxe Library Edition handsomely bound
in real leather. 17;6 (18/3 post free).

LOUDSPEAKERS
by G. A. BRIGGS
Enjoyment of these
books is enhanced

by the occasional
flashes of humour
now expected from
Mr. Briggs.

The Why and How of Good Reproduction
3rd Edition (5th Impression)
A standard reference book, written in the
author's attractive style, it answers the
numerous questions that arise in connection
with the reproduction of sound via the Loudspeaker.

88 pages, 51-, 36 illustrations (5;3 post free).

Obtainable from Radio Dealers, Booksellers or direct from the
Publishers.

1864.

UNRIVALLED

Two Books of special interest to all concerned

with the mechanics of good reproduction:-

FOUNDED

PERFORMANCE
THE "RD BABY DE -LUXE" AMPLIFIER
Now accepted as the most outstanding low-priced
amplifier, no other similarly -priced amplifier has ALL
these

features :-

* High sensitivity. * 3 inputs. * Push-pull output.
* 24 DB. N.F.B. * Range 30-20,000 cps. * 5 watts
output with less than .5 per cent. total harmonic
distortion.
* Complete stability.
* Detachable
pre -amplifier with engraved control panel. * Accurate
for H.M.V. and Decca standard,
American NAB, and Decca LP retort's. * Suitable for
use with Decca 3378 playing desk direct.
Built by craftsmen to the highest standards, this
amplifier represents the finest value available in High
compensation

Fidelity to -day.

PRICE :-Main amplifier
Pre -amplifier ...

...
...

LI I

10

£4 10

0
0

Engraved panel
10 6
(We regret the price increase forced upon us by the
continual rise in the cost of materials.)

* Full details gladly forwarded on request.

DEMONSTRATED DAILY

Wharfedale

At our Greenwich premises-I0 a.m.-6 p.m., also in

WIRELESS WORKS

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.

BRADFORD RD., IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE

116, Blackheath Road, GREENWICH, London, S.E.10

London at Webb's Radio Ltd., Gramophone Exchange
Ltd., and Tele-Radio 1943 Ltd.

WIRELESS WORLD
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CINTW
)

With the wider applications of
VHF,

pulse

techniques,

and

television

small

values of

inductance are becoming increasingly important, as is also
the need to measure them.

The `CINTEL ' MUTUAL & SELF INDUCTANCE BRIDGE
will measure inductance in the

range 0.1 microhenries full
Ecale to 30 millihenries full
Ecale to an accuracy of ± 1%.

Self or mutual inductance
can be measured. Resistance in the range 0.01 ohm

MUTUAL AND SUSF l'Nt44J

to 3000 ohms is also
measurable to the same
accuracy.
For full technical
please
write for
No. LBW .

details
leaflet

CINEMA -TELEVISION LIMITED
A Company within the I. Arthur Rank Organisation

FOREMOST IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
Counters & Chronometer,
Cells

Cathode Ray Tubes

Metal Detectors
Oscilloscopes Photo -Electric
Geiger -Muller Tubes
Electronic Instruments

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.E26
Telephone: HiTher Green 4600
F.

Northern Agents:
ROBINSON & PARTNERS LTD
287 Deansgate, Manchester 3

Scottish Agents:
ATKINS, ROBERTSON & WHITEFORD LTD.
100 Torrisdale Street, Glasgow. S.2

CINTEL
I CCCCC

TRAWL HARM

nECEMBER. 1950
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Simple
and

Reliable
IN areas where the cost of installation and maintenance
of line communications is prohibitive, the Redifon
GR. 499 comes into its own. Many hundreds have already
been supplied for small communities, oilfields, forestry
workings and similar assignments. Equally suitable for
static or mobile installations, the set is a complete transmitting
and receiving station and can be used for point-to-point or
gro nd-to-air services with both C.W. and R.T. facilities.
Radio Telephony operation is as simple as using an ordinary
dial telephone, and the fully tropicalised design ensures low
operating costs and complete reliability under the most
adverse climatic conditions. Contact Redifon for full details.

rotwonaNDON

fledifon
Radio
RF:DIFON LIMITED, BROOMHILL ROAD, WANDSWORTH, S.W.111
Radio Communirotions Division,

DESIGNERS dk MANUFACTURERS OF RA DI 0 COMMUNICATIONS & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. Phone: VANdyke 5691

-M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd Offer some exceptional opportunities in Laboratory Equipment, etc. All in new or
otherwise excellent condition. As usual each item is guaranteed to be in perfect
order. All prices nett.
MAINS GEARED MOTORS, 220/240 volts A.C./D.C. 1/10th h p. motor of sturdy

construction, Sin long, Chi. die. Final shaft speed 700 r.p.m. These being series
wound can be controlled In speed by variable resistance. 1 he final shaft Is at right angles to body of motor and is double -ended. 7 hese are brand new, f4/1010
.despatch 4/61.
SHADED POLE INDUCTION MOTORS (Hoover) brand new.

ETA

200.290 v. A.C.

R.P.M. constant at 1,200, very silent running. Suitable for very many' purposes
including Wire Recorders, Cine Projectors, Gram. Motors, Cooling and Extractor
Fans, Stirrers and Mixers. Body 311n x Sibs., with shaft each end, 29/6 (des. 1/-I.
EVERSHED BRIDGE ME(HIERS (290 v.). Second-hand, ex. -Govt. Emit one
expertly tested before despatch. Range Merger, 0,50 megohme. Bridge, .001/

100,000 ohms shown In tour digit windows, with 10/ I and 100.1 multiplier and divider.

With leather carrying case, £15 nett tdea. 4/61.

Calibrated in three ranges, 600/1,000, L000/2,000
indicator .aned5fpirooboe
and 2,000/4,000 Gauss, direct reading. Complete with polarityinnd
for minimum gap of MD. Brand new, in portable case 121n.
(des. 2/61.
LABORATORY VOLTMETE/Marede 1 m/coil, 0/150 v. D.C. Brand new by Howard
Butler, Ltd., with Sin. scale, In portable case 61in. square by Mn Basic movement
2.5 m
Ideal for converting to combined insbument. 37/8 ides. 20.
TUBULAR HEATERS, 220/240 volts, 240 watts. Makers: Unity. Length 4f t.
Re -sprayed aluminium. Very efficient for the low consumption and ideal for laboratories, workshops, greenhouse., lofts, garages, etc. A good tan -free bargain, 26/FLUXDIETERS (Modal W V0023)

( des. 2/-1.
HIGH DUTY SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. Brand new goods below halt price.

Funnel

cooled, full -wave, 30 volts 20 amps., 72/0:60 v. 10 amp., 7211 (des. either 216).
Pair in Bridge 30 v. 50 amps, £7 :60 v. 20 amps. £7 :120 v. 10 amp., £7 : the pair
in each case (des. 3/0). Four in bridge 240 v. 10 amps., £13 the four ides. 5/-)..
We carry a large range of new Selenium Rectifiers at keen Prices and can meet many
requirements.

HIGH CURRENT CHOKES 50 millitientys with 10 amp. lowing. D.O. resistance
0.1199 ohm. Weight approx. SO lb. A fmv only at 89/10/0 each Idea. 7/tit.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 500 mid. 200 v. B.C. working. 15/- (de. 1/61.
VITAVOX PRESSURE SPEAKER UNITS, now 1J watt model, 15 ohms toil, standard
thread. 651 -(des Oil. Also suitable Vitavux 6 -cell loin. Horne to take two of these
£4/10'O (des. 416).
STEEL TRIPODS for P.A. Speakers extending to 11 ft. and co lapeing for transit
to Oft. 61u. Very sturdy and rigid. 551- (doe. 51- England).
SMALL =TENSION SPEAKERS, made by Goodman for the Admiralty. Fitted
31in. P.M. Unit (15 ohms) in neat cast housing, Olin. x 31n. x SIbi., with volume
control and top and bottom mounting lugs. Can also be used no speakerAnictophone
for Intercom., etc. Fine bargain, me
RIOS DUTY ROTARY VANE POWs. Made to top spec. in brunee throughout for
Power required to drive apPros. 1 h.p. Will pumP ap to 3.000 g.P.It.
Admiralty
(according to speed 200/1,200 r.p.m.) Head 75ft. Suction Ilft 25ft. Overall length.
New, 26/15/0 Om. 4/61.
11110
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS. 2001250 v.50 a, Fitted spindles
for. Hours Minutes and Seconds hends,..ln gie hole mount, silent running. with plastic
&uncover 3111n. dia., and ilex, ready for use. 27/6 (des. 9d.) Bet of three plated hands

(d.

mr 5/7ln. dial. 2/-.
The diligent and enthusiastic service.

M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.6.1
Telephone: MUSeum 2958

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
SMALL SIZE - HIGH EFFICIENCY
ADJUSTMENT AT SIDE OR ENDS

TUNING COILS
A WIDE RANGE OF STANDARD TYPES
NORMAL - MIDGET - PRESELECTOR

ELECTRO TECHNICAL ASSEMBLIES
WEST HILL, ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA, SUSSEX
Telephone: Hastings 471

DEcEmSER, 1950
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ON

DISK

This new model has been designed to meet the demands for a simply operated equipment with two microphone inputs and facilities for making 33* r.p.m. LONG PLAYING recordings in addition to standard
recordings at 78 r.p.m.

TWO MICROPHONE INPUTS
SEPARATE
EACH WITH
CONTROL.

CoJACKS FOR CONNECTING RADIUS COMPENSATORS FOR yi r.p.m. LONG PLAYING
RECORDINGS. In conjunction with the LED machine,

OUTPUT TO EITHER OF

this equipment can be used for standard recordings at 78 r.p.m. In
conjunction with the DP/LED it can be used EITHER for long playing
recordings a 13.31 r.p.m., OR for standard recordings at 78 r.p.m When

INDEPENDENT CONTROL
FOR LOW AND HIGH FRE-

recording at 33* r.p.m. the tendency of the high frequency response to fall
off towards the centre of the disk is corrected by a Radius Compensator
(fitted to al! DP/LED machines) the lead from which is plugged into one of
the jacks, (41.

TWO CUTTERHEADS.

QUENCY RESPONSE.

Full technical details gladly sent on request.

M
S S RECORDING COMPANY LTD
POYLE CLOSE COLNBROOK BUCKINGHAMSHIRE TELEPHONE COLNBROOK 87 E 115

DECEMBER, 1950
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TELEVISION & RADAR

SQUARE WAVES
THIS
OSCILLOSCOPE HAS
A
Y - AMPLIFIER GAIN
STEPPED

CONTROL COMPENSATED, ON
EACH STEP
6 DB.,
TO

OF APPROXIMATELY
ACCURATE
ENSURE

REPRODUCTION OF SQUARE WAVES

OTHER FEATURES
BUILT-IN WOBBULATOR
TIME -BASE 10-250,000 c s

BRILLIANCE MODULATION
SHIFT CONTROLS, etc., etc.

£25

MODEL 11W
PRICE
WRITE FOR DETAILS ALSO OF MODEL 1B, £15
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE

ERSKINE LABORATORIES LTD., SCALBY, SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.
(THE DEVELOPERS end MANUFACTURERS OF THE NOW FAMOUS TYPE

Athe
RADIO

13 FOR THE SERVICES)

ca.6
-Skyway Seven." A new constructional design with push Pull output and separate power pack for building a de luxe
radiogram chassis. The 8 -page booklet gives wiring plans
in four easy stages, together with circuits and constructional
data. Basic parts including chassis, coil pack, I.F.T. and

THE

dial assembly cost only 86/, Booklet 1/-

TAYLOR
BUZZER

AMPLIFIERS New "Skyway" push pull designs-" Junior." a competitive
design for the beginner. can be built for 58110/- including

valves-Booklet 5d. "The Baby Drand," a de luxe design
restricted to NO watts in class " A," but Incorporating all
the features of high power amplifiers. Dual inputs for 50
or 500mV. Wiring diagrams in four easy stages. Can he
constructed for £9 10/, Booklet 1/-.

Them designs and all parts are available to the trade, home
or overseas. Sample design and price list free on receipt of

trade card.

TV

All ...parts for " Viewmaster," " Wireless World " and
" Electronic Engineering " designs from stock. New aspect

12in. white masks for round end C.R.T.s now available.

price 22/6. Teflon packed flat cabinets, Pin. table VM
£5115'-. 12in. table VM £7. 121n. console VM 212/10f-.
12i2inn.7..
console5 RE 11.310/-. Lenses Sin. 30/-: Sin. 50/-

MOTORS
PICK-UPS

TOOLS

BSR shaded pole motors for recorders, etc., SRI 32'-.
SR2 251/78 r.p.m. Single players, Collaro, from 25,18/,
78 r.p.m. Auto changer., Marconi from 03/12/8.

Marconi 14 pick-ups now halved in price, PC 251- 4-10/10
P.T., matching transformer, 12/8. Goldring lightweight
pickups, magnetic type 30/- Inc. P.T.
Black & Decker Electric drills and accessories from stock :Oa " Handy Utflity " drills 220 v. or 240 v. AC/DC 85:101,
Horizontal stand for same. 14/.. Bench Stand for vertical
drilling, fully adjustable 52/5/-. Buffing and Polishing
kit including 410. wire brush, Pin. Miff, gin. grinding wheel.
etc., 1718. Complete kit, with Drill, Horizontal stand, all
accessories, 13 high speed drills up to fin., in handsome
Portable steel case. 220 v. or 240 v. 21011716. Full dm.
criptive list tree on request.

Stockists for Eddystone, Woden, Denco
W.B., Wharfedale, Reliance, etc.

This

small buzzer

has a

number of applications, such as continuity
testing, a signal for telephones and communica-

tion circuits, or as a source of interrupted
supply for bridge circuits.

It operates at approximately
300 cycles per second, and the consumption at
3 volts is very approximately 100 mA. Also it

will operate satisfactorily from 4 volts A.C.
50 cycles.

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND
Tui :phone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines)

Grams & Cables TAYLINS, SLOUGH

WIRELESS WORLIi
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You COULD MAKE AN AIRCRAFT

;yr

A Lincoln, a Hastings, a _Sunderland could no more fly without its Signaller than the " Queen Elizabeth " could sail without her Radio Officer.
Often flying long distances, the Signaller maintains communications by
keeping in touch with other aircraft and Ground Stations. He is not only
a skilled wireless operator but also an expert operator of radar navigational
aids and secret radio devices. To qualify for this fascinating and important career, you must first satisfy the R.A.F.'s high standards of
intelligence and physique. If you can, you will be certain of N.C.O.
rank : and, later on, have a good chance of gaining a commission,
There are also special opportunities for certain Qualified Pilots, Navigators and
Signallers who are above the normal age limits for direct entrants.

Fly in the

ROYAL AIR FORCE
and be trained to lead !
TO: AIR MINISTRY,

(DEPT. W.D.9.A.) VICTORY
HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2.

NAME

* Send details of It) direct entry to

ADDRESS

Flying Branch (2) special schemes for
ex -pilots and navigators (give previous
rank) (3) special schemes for ex.
signallers.

AGE
delete two ofthese
,

.

1)ECEMBER, 1950
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TAYLOR ilmndniazaoal
MODEL 240A

TELEVISION PATTERN
GENERATOR Frequency
coverage from 40 -70 Mc's.

Suitable for London & Midlands. A.C. mains operated.

£14 . 0 . 0

List Price

MODEL 170A
ELECTRONIC TEST METER

A 40 range instrument fitted
with 4" Moving Coil Meter.
A.C. mains operated.

£22 . 10 . 0 List Price
MODEL 65C

WIDE -RANGE SIGNAL
GENERATOR 7 ranges from

100 Kc/s - 160 Mc/s. A.C. mains.

operated £17 15 0 List

Prize

ALL WINDSOR & TAYL-)It TEST EQ JIPMENT 15
AVAILABLE ON H.P. SEND FDR DE rAlLs A I J
CATALOGUES

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD

Other products include: Multi range A.C.D.C.Test Meters

419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENG.

Circuit Analysers
Cathode Ray Oscillographs
High and Low Range Ohmmeters Output Meters

Telephone Slough: 21381(4 lines) Grams & Cables: Taylins, Slough

ICS HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with
sound technical knowledge
MANY men who wished to link their radio experience with
a sound technological background have received successful
instruction by means of an ICS Course. Its value has bee,
proved not only to amateurs but to men who already have a
professional interest in radio and te'evision engineering,
including those taking qualifying examinations. It is invaluable, also, to students who wish to prepare themselves for
a job in this field. Courses of instruction covering radio
and, if necessary, television, include the following
:

Complete Radio Engineering . Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales . Advanced Short -Wave Radio
Elementary. Electronics, Radar and Radio
Television Technology
And the following Radio Examinations :

British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.
Write today for our FREE " RADIO " booklet which fully
describes the above ICS Courses and the facilities for the
complete study of Radio andfor Television technology. The
ICS Advisory Department wilt also give free and impartial
advice on the need for and the means of instruction.

Signal Generators Valve Testers A.C. Bridges
Insulation Testers

OKERIN
- WAXES
- DI -JELLS
- COMPOUNDS
Electrical Engineers know the variety

of uses for which Okerin waxes are
produced.

We are constantly meeting the special
need for industrial purposes and this
service is at your disposal. Just let

us know your requirements.
Telephone :

(9,?rizaiktleite
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept.

Inteostional Buildings. Kingewey. London, W.C.2

Moving Coil Instruments

Temple Bar 5927

ASTOR, BOISSELIER & LAWRENCE LTD.
Norfolk House. Norfolk St. Strand, W.C.2
Works & -aboratories : West Drayton, Middlesex

Sales Dept.:

WIRELESS WORLD
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DISC -SEAL TRIODES

for Ultra High, Frequencies

For U.H.F. links, local oscillators, and wide band applications such as multi -channel communication systems and
radar altimeters, frequencies up to 1500 Me/s or even 3000
Me/s are often required. The Mullard Disc -Seal Triodes
have been designed specifically for such purposes.

In the ME1001, adequate cooling and low inductance are
combined in the design of the anode and grid discs to give
an anode dissipation of 10 watts and an upper frequency
limit (as au oscillator) of 3750-3500 Me/s (8-8.5 cm).
The ME1003 is basically similar in design to the ME1001,

ME 1001

but the larger electrodes permit an anode dissipation of
25 watts. However, the larger clearances necessary to
obtain this value, limit the upper frequency to 2500 Mc/s.
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS
ME 1001

ME 1003

Heater Voltage (V)

6.3

6.3

Current (A)

0.4

1.0

330

500

Max. Anode Voltage (V)

ME 1003

Max. Anode Dissipation (W)

10

28

Max. Anode Current (mA)

80

200

Max. Peak Anode Current (mA)

180

800

Power Output (W)

0.8
(at 3000 Mc/a)
3.8

(at 800 Mcis)

Mutual Conductance (mA(V)

Mullard NEWS LETTER
Manufacturers,
designers
and
consultants who are rot already on

the ma hng list for ihts service of
advance
mlormation on new
valves. are invited to write for full
Particulars.

Amplification Factor

JHeater

s

(at 1500 Mc/n)
20

(at 420 Mc a)

6

12

30

30

Mullard
THERMIONIC VALVES
&
ELECTRON TUBES

Mullard

INDUSTRIAL POWER VALVES THYRATRONS INDUSTRIAL RECTIFSERS PHOTOCELLS
CATHODE RAY TUBES
ACCELEROMETERS
STABILISERS AA ND
FLASH TUBES
COLD CATHODE TUBES ELECTROMETERS, 'ETC.
REFERENCE LEVEL TUBES

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRW,)UCTS LIMITED, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURr AVENUE. LONDON,
MvT

$.
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Anirach ot iottad
REPRODUCTION
A TWELVE -INCH LOUDSPEAKER
plus

TWO OUTPUT VALVES
in push pull
function together in this latest Ambassador
Console to give you the finest quality of
reproduction ever presented in an average priced instrument.
Its superb cabinet in piano finish walnut will
enhance the charm of your home. A.C. or
A.C./D.C.

Styled and produced by
Most reasonably
priced at £36

Obtainable from Ambassador
Illustrated
Agents only.
leaflet of this and other
models on reouest to :-

Hire purchase terms are
availab e

AMBASSADOR RADIO

PRINCESS WORKS

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY UNITS
MODEL 101-C
Output:

250,409y.

0.250mA max.

Stooility : Better than 0.1%

Ou'pvt Impedance:

Less than I ohm.

Output Ripple: Less than 2mV. R.M.S.
Mains Supply: /00/250v. 45-60c/s.
Regulation d wn to zero 'oad.

BRIGHOUSE

YORKS.

VALVES!! V ALVES!!
RECEIVING, T ANSMITTING,
MAGNETRONS, KLYSTRONS,

CATHODE-RAY TU BES, PHOTOCELLS,
E C.

LARGE QUA NTITIES
& GR EAT VARIETIES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES FROM
STOCK
WRITE OR 'PHONE:-

S
onoracea

SIIE-MAN-SKED

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER & STOCKIST

95 STRODES CRESCENT
DETAILS ON REQUEST.

STAINES

-

MIDDLESEX

ALL -POWERS TRANSFORMERS LTD.

ELEPHONE :
STAINES 39,721 PROBABLY THE LARGEST ACTUAL

CHERTbEY ROAD, EYFLEET. SURREY,.
Tel: Byfleet 3224/5.

WHOLESALE & EXPORT ONLY

STOCKIST IN ENGLAND

DECEMBER. 1950
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Germanium diodes
have many advantages-electrical and physical, which makes a substantial
appeal to the professional radio engineer and the serious experimenter. Being so

small they can be soldered directly into the part of the circuit where they are
wanted and without any consideration of mounting methods or special holders.
They require no heater power and therefore the danger of introducing hum
does not exist, neither has screening to be considered.
A minimum life of to,000 hours means that they need not be easily accessible
for replacement and the special sealed and robust constructionensures immunity
from damage by vibration or atmospheric conditions.
As replacements for thermionic diodes, G.E.C. germanium diodes are always
worth considering and the main points which have to be taken into account are
reverse resistance and permissible reverse voltage. Their low shunt capacitance
will always be advantageous compared with thermionic diodes.

From the point of view of the experimental worker they are invaluable
because of their versatility, and they can equally well be used for say, an improvised

source of bias from a heater supply, a probe voltmeter at television frequencies

or in one of the many circuits of which the following are typical examples.
For further information write to:
Osram Valve and Electronics Dept.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2.

H.T.
8.116

10K
SYNC. CEP

CATHODE OF CAT

HT

GEM

68%44

H.F.0

i--.-

GRID OF C.R.I

0.05µ6

10mn
10pF 10pF

3.68

0.02pF

0"440.0 2p6
1

150K

lmn

330
30OpF

r

1 500 0
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Vision Detector and spot Limiter

T V Sound Detector and NoiscLimiter

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD.. MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2
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'THE CONCERT
MASTER"

DISTORTION I '20th

TRIODE VALVES

of I";, overall including

throughout for stabil-

Tone Control stages and
pre -amplifier.

tion.

ity and low distor-

FREQUENCY

RANGE EXTEND-

ED TO 20 to 30,000
c.p.s.

The 4nip/ifier with
all the /As features

Finished in Dimenso,
a new rustproof

finish that will
last a lifetime.

A full two years
guarantee.

£29.10.0
FOR

STANDARD

3, 7, 15 ohms output.

Feeder Socket provides L.T. and H.T.

AND

LONG PLAYING RECORDS

MICROPHONE,

MATCHING SWITCH
tor low or high output

Radio, Gram Selector

pick-ups.

SPECIAL LOW" -----

NOISE Volume

Write for 20 -page Cato

Control.

EXCLUSIVE - Detachable Control Head, has 3'
cable and contains no valves

the valves are on the
chassis.

TREBLE CON-

BASS CON-

TROL cut, linear TROL deeper
or boost posi- & smoother than
ever before.
tions.

logue of Amplifiers. Tuning
Units and other interesting
items TO -DAY.
Phone

WEStern 3350.

/MPLIFIERS

(/

.,ALE

LTD.

181 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.8

T.V.

in the FRINGE

AREAS

A Superior

PRE -AMPLIFIER
By

'RAINBOW'

We manufacture

a
complete
of Television Lead-in
Cables for Local and Fringe Area
service ; full details sent on
request.

For use with CO -AXIAL or BALANCED FEEDER

range

Built-in Power Pack, with Metal

Rectifier, E.F.91 valve, exclusive

Rainbow Coils. Complete with all
Plugs. Crackle Finish. Steel Case
81" x
x 2-k".

In addition we make all types
of Polythene and P.V.C. Cables
for radio, radar and for all

Alexandra Palace or Sutton Coldfield
Model Price £5 47 6

branches of H.F. work. Our
long experience enables us to
produce cables with specified

Is giving excellent results with Receivers
by Bush. Pye. RMS.. Marconi. Philips. etc.
Also available: 2 -valve model for extreme
fringe areas
£7 10 0.
It's to your advantage to write for fuller details.
RAINBOW RADIO MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

Mincing Lane, Blackburn, Lancs., England

(1. to R): Coaxial ; Balanced Twin Screened
(U.K. Pat. No. 559518);
Twin Unscreened.

characteristics and we shall be
pleased to put forward suggestions.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
51.53 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I
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THE COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLOGRAPHS

Can this

Instrument
solve a

problem
for you?
Here are some details of

Model 1049 as illustrated:
The Double Beam Tube presents
two simultaneous independent
traces over the full diameter of a

90 mm screen, and provision is

made for the measurement of
both input voltage and time upon
the calibrated dials of the instru-

ment. The Oscillograph is particularly suitable for obtaining
permanent photographic records

Widely different industries are daily finding new uses for
the COSSOR Double Beam Oscillograph.

Sometimes it

provides the answer to an industrial problem of long
standing.

The tracing and measurement of noise, strain

and vibration are typical everyday applications of this
versatile instrument which is already helping engineers in

industries as far apart as brewing and the manufacture of

1428

jet engines. Call on our technical advisory staff if you have

Camera for which a Motor Drive

a problem. They will quickly let you know whether the

using the Cossor Model

Attachment Model 1429 is

Oscillograph can help you.

available.

COSSOR
Double Beam OSC ILLOGRAPH S
Please address enquiries to :
A. C. COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DIVISION (Dept. G), HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, NS.

Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (30 ling)

cut
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There is only one Portable Pattern Generator
that will give you the B.B.C. wave -form on all channels
between 40-70 MO out of viewing hours . . .

`There is only one Portable Pattern Generator
which enables a T.V. receiver to be installed or serviced
with complete confidence that no further adjustment
will be needed . . .

There is only one Portable Pattern Generator
which will enable every minute of a service engineer's
time to be used profitably . .
.

Find out more about the

MURPHY T.P.G.11
before you buy any other make-remember that it is not
first cost that matters, but time saved on servicing and
installation work over a period of years.
For further details and appointments for demonstrations, telephone TUDor 5277

F. LIVINGSTON HOGG
Specialists in high-grade instruments for the communications industry

65, BARNSBURY STREET, LONDON, N.z

TO EASIER
ASSEMBLING

CABINET SYSTEM
is

5 SIMPLE

the popular method of

CONNECTIONS

SAVES TIME
SAVES MONEY
SAVES WORRY
A PERFECT JOB

building substantial cabinets with-

out special tools or skill.

To meet the needs of home constructors

a

special department has now been opened at our
London office, where orders can be accepted for
these components with

the sections cut to the
individual lengths required.
Enquiries to
London Office .mms4p...

marked "For the

The OSMOR "Q" Coilpack
is the solution to the problem
of coils and switching. Just 5 simple
connections, afew minutes work, saves
As specified for con-

hours of puzzling over complicated

Technical & Sales Agent

version of the Type 25

circuits-and gives you a better job in every

C. H. DAV I S

Wartime utility re-

unit of the TR. 1196.

ceivers and others.

way, and at less cost, tool All types available
for mains and battery sets. Complete with
lull instructions and circuit diagrams.

59, BROMPTON RD.,

LONDON, S.W.3
Telephone: KEN. 4201

attention of Dept. B."

OSMOR
`Q' COILPACKS

09(1144e

Send stamp for new illustrated fists or Coils, Coilpocks and all Radio Components.

MAN UiACI URE
HALLAM. SLEIGH F, (HESTON LTD
MONEY WORKS RIRMIRIGHAMI 4
ESTABLISHED 1698

Crool 0,i.

" an

500,1 n

t.remsltun

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD., (Dept. W.13)
BRIDGE VIEW WORKS BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON SURREY
Te/ePhone

Croydon 1220

WittEuiss Woitt.n
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--41046

en stove

when we designed and built the B50 and 1351

Microphones we thought of everything.

either hand

.

press -to -speak switch which can be locked in the

.

.

Asymmetrical physical design for easy use in

' ON position by rotating with thumb or forefinger

wearing plastic enamel

.

.

.

.

.

die-cast aluminium case finished in hard-

comprehensive range of switching arrangements to suit most 'Possible demands

colour -coded by disc indicator on each instrument

.

.

.

two types-B50 with dynamic insert

which can safely be used under tropical and marine conditions, and where utmost reliability

is

essential, and

E5I with crystal insert where high output is essential.

Both types

can confidently be specified tor use with mobile

equipment and transmitters for speech

frequencies.

And, of course VITAVOX

inherent quality is incorporated in both.

MICROPHONES
LOUDSPEAKERS
Vitavox Limited, Westmoreland Road, London, N.W.9, England
Telephone: COLindale 8671-2-3. Telegrams: Vitavox Hyde London.
Cablegrams: Vitavox-, London, England.
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AfX
CARBON RESISTORS
ENGINEERS will be interested in the improved
stability offered by Painton Resisters, e.g., Type
Approval of the and z watt Painton Types has
recently been extended to ohmic values greatly
exceeding those currently shown in the "Blue
Book."

Full details on request.

BUYERS will be interested in competitive prices
and rapid and reliable delivery. Bulk supplies of
mcst types are ava.13ble at short nOice. Quo!ations

will be gladly supplied on request.

PAINTON
PAINTON &COLTD KINGSTHORPE

NORTHAMPTON

TELEPHONE" 2820

GH °ICE

11
Dear Sirs,
a friend
A short time ago
Massachusetts
ot mine in
purchased one of your trans.
enthusiasm
Mit
lormers.
so I am
knew no bounds
Internationai
seisclinr, you an

CELESTI°N
attnii

on this date
transone of these that am ookwith you
add
uarmers. i mightdoing
have
business

Money Order

(7te

tor

that
recommendation
Sincerely yours.

ing torward to
alter the
received.

The New Model

&me

Aefoductiot)

Because no radio receiver can give better reproduc-

tion than its loudspeaker permits, Celestion has
always been the first choice of discriminating
buyers. There is a comprehensive range of models
with characteristics to suit all requirements.

Type 2B36B.

Primary 10,0000 centre tapped, incremental inductance
over 100 henrys.
Secondary impedances 1.2512, 2.80,
511, 780, 11.312. 15.312 and 200.
Leakage reactance
under 15 millihenrys. Size
x 4" x 6". F.C. 4r x
x
2BA.Wei-In.
12 lbs

Write to -day for details.

:

(SAVAGE
fel

Ant DEVIZES)
avare

Devizes 536

WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES to CYRIL FRENCH LTD.,
High Street, Hampton Wick. Middx. (KIN 2240)

Nursteed

E.

100

Transformers. Ltd.
Road,

Devices,

Wilts.

Phone

Emberbrook

3402-o

RRY

KS 'OMER
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M0N

I

T0R

Type 3794

instrument designed to meet
television and radar test and research
requirements with comprehensive
An

facilities for the intimate study and
precise measurement
waveforms.

of

complex

TYPE 3794 OFFERS :

Direct measurement of A.C., D.C.
or mixed voltages from 0.05 to 500.

Direct time measurement from o.t
ta. to 5o ms., with an effective horizontal trace length variable to 5o cms.

A wideband vertical axis amplifier
giving a time of rise of o.o8 ihs.
without overshoot on steep wave fronts.

Dual input
gating.

For further details apply

to

E.M.I. FACTORIES LTD.
MIDDLESEX
HAYES
E 199

facilities with signal
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Two

outstanding advantages .

.

This bridge not only measures balanced or
unbalanced impedances with equal facility, but also
has the merit of extremely low impedances looking
hack into the terminals and from the terminals to
ground. It provides, at radio frequencies, the

range, flexibility and stability of an audio frequency impedance bridge and, having a
neutral terminal available, it permits the
measurement of three -terminal networks.

A high degree of accuracy is maintained
throughout the full frequency range.

Wayne

Kerr

R.F. BRIDGE B 601 - 15 Kc,'s. to S Mc/s.
Capacity: 0'01 pf. to 20,000 of. in five ranges.
Resistance : 10 ohms to 10 megohms-6 ranges.
Inductance values which will resonate the above
capacities between 15 Kc/s and 5 Mc,'s.
Direct reading accuracy is constant to within I%
uo to 3 Mc,'s and may fall to 2% at 5 Iles.

THE WAYNE KERR LABORATORIES LTD., NEW MALDEN, SURREY MALDEN 2202

Profit from Your

QUALITY REPRODUCTION

Television Servicing
Where High Sensitivity is desired it is definitely obtainable
when you choose and use
S.

G. BROWN Type " F "

(Featherweight) Headphones.
D.C. Resistance 4,000 ohms.
Impedance 14,000 ohms at 1,000

c.p.s.
I

Sensitivity 8 Dbs below

microwatt per bar at

1,000

c.p.s. Weight 9 ozs.

High quality Reproduction is
one of the outstanding characteristics of S. G. BROWN Type

Write

"K " Moving Coil Headphones.
Excellent for DX work, laboratory purposes, monitoring, etc.
for

Brochure

"W" it gives details

of all types of S. G.
Brown headphones.

*,

D.C. Resistance 47 ohms. Impedance 52 ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.
Sensitivity 1.2;< 10-12 watts at
I KC -.0002 DYNE1CM2.

P7

ArLOT,

+M.

Now your servicing can be put on a profitable basis,
all day regardless of B.B.C. transmissions, with equip-

ment within the reach of every enterprising dealer.
The RADAR Video and Sync Generator will produce
a fully synchronised and correctly proportioned test

pattern, together with sound, for the adjustment of
LINE HOLD and WIDTH, FRAME HOLD and

HEIGHT, LINE and FRAME LINEARITY.
BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST, INTERLACING.
SOUND on VISION, interference, etc., on any set.
Consequently it will be seen that unnecessarily expensive, test equipment is now superseded by Radar
VIDEO and SYNC GENERATOR at £45. Weight
only 151 lb., size 13 in. x 8 in. X 5i in. complete in
black crystalline enamel steel case. For London or
Birmingham frequencies.

. . . with a
video and sync generator

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

RADAR RADIO & TELEVISION
26 Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, London, N.11
Phone : ENTerprise 5967

12)
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ON DON CENT -RA

Sm

RADIO STORIES

SI

.azm,m

Government Surplus - Immediate Delivery from Stock
PHILCO Reconditioned 5 -VALVE RECEIVERS

Another

Long and medium wavebands. .1.L. or A.C.
speaker. In walnut cabinet (slightly soiled), size

Startling

PRICE

Main., energised

90' -

loin. Every set has
been overhauled at our works.
N.B.-There is a shortage of Utility Sets but we have been fortunate in replarine

offer-

these with the above excellent 2 -waveband receivers.
PHILIPS 6 -VALVE
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

Carr. and pkg. 7/6

THE FAMOUS EDDYSTONE 358 COMMUNICATIONS
Great Reduction in Price

RECEIVER

Range 31 Mc/s to 90 kcis,
9 Plug-in coils, 7 valves
and rectifier, variable

selectivity, B.F.O. standby switch, A.V.C. switch,
dial, valve
check meter. In heavy
black crackle finished
steel cabinet with chrome
fittings. Complete with
200-250 v. A.C. Power
band -spread

AS NEW
16-50 200-550 and 800-2,500 metres. R/F., F/C., 2 I.F.'s D.D.T. Pentode
Output. Spin -wheel tuning. In black metal case with built-in speaker
Complete with power pack, AC 200-250 v. Can also
be supplied with 12 v. D.C. power pack if required.

Supply Unit. Carriage
and packing 17/6

£16 .10 .0

MICROAMMETERS, 2in.

VALVE TESTER by Precision Apparatus Co.,

N.Y., U.S.A. For all American 110.10.0
type valves,

115

panel

47/6

mounting

0-50.

volts.

NEW INDUCTIVE
CHARGING BOARDS.

extra

Control Panels Only

o

Awag

POTENTIOMEiERS "

"F

TWIN SLIDING RESISTANCES,

EX -ADMIRALTY DOUBLE
TWIN SLIDING ANDTAPPED
RESIS rasNcES, 0.2 amp.,

2,000 ohms. In metal 17,R

cabinet
"
VOLTMETERS. Centre zero
reading 0-3 and
0-30 D.C.
NEW NIFE ACCUMULATORS.
2.5 v. 21 amp./
hours for 8 hours.
Size
3
-,
41
x llin
(flat)
EX-R.A.F. No. 62 VISION
UNITS.
VCR97 Tube, 12

17/6

6/6

condensers, 66/..

resistances, etc....
24 v. 1,260 watts.

jected cathode area 16 sq. G.P.O. for high fidelity 14
cm.
Suitable for 16 mm. reproduction.
Home Cinema Talkie equipment, Safety Devices, Colour
and Photo Matching, Burglar
Alarms, Automatic Counting,
Door Opening, etc. Brand
new.

cartons.

In

coil ammeters (1, 0-40 a., 4, 0-15 a.). One

NEW EXIDE

2 -volt in black

original 42/6

bakelite case, 15-20

PHILCO BP.413 DRY BAT-

MAP

Five heavy duty

1} in. square.
Weight 26 ozs.

In wood cabinet with water-

READING

Brand new

Powerful

sliding resistances, etc., complete in Metal

Carr.

£5 2 6

Carriage extra.

Size bin. x

amps.

TERY OPERATED 4 -VALVE
4in.
P.M.
RECEIVER.

TORCH.
Range 1.4
magnifying lens, proof cover.
4 me/s. Size 101 x 71 x
case as shown with fold -back doors. Size 3in. diam. In bakelite case. to
Working instruction
71.
Fitted
with
dimmer
switch
18 x 17 x 81in. Offered at less than half
card supplied. Brand new.
the component value. Price FAA 9.6 Takes 2 U2 cells. Withoo f/6 Less batteries.
bulb, less batteries. g

moving coil voltmeter 0-40 v.

17 . 6

ACCUMULATORS

CAMERA MOTORS.
24 v. A.C./D.C., size
8/9 speaker complete with one
pair headphones and aerial.
3 x 2 x 11in

in. moving

Includes five

MICROPHONE. Manufactured
I,.
Ex-G.P.O., Standard Electric. All in perfect condition.
every one perfect, electro Suitable for broadmagnetic, 500 ohm coil, casting and recording.
counting to 9,999, operated Moving Coil (Dynamic).
D.C., Omni -directional. No
many industrial and 7 /6 energising necessary.
domestic applications.
High Fidelity.
Coil
Impedance 15 ohms
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS, and will work very well
Type GS16. These cells are in conjunction , with
the gas -filled type with an ordinary speaker
caesium Cathode. Made by transformer.
Is of
Cintel. Minimum sensitivity the type used by many
100µA/ -lumen, working volts leading bodies, such
109 -D.C. or peak A.C. Pro- as the B.B.C. and
COUNTERS.

/

120 ohm., 09
``"

valves,

ELECTRO MAGNETIC BALL

paid.

G

v

/6

or in lots of
six

FIVE -WAY RUBBER.
COVERED CABLE.

Suit- 2 -VOLT .VIBRATORS, Type
7 -pin self -rectifying.
R713C.
Output 200 v. at 60 m/a.
Per
doz.
purposes.
Complete yards.
Made by Electronic
in strong
case, as CO -AXIAL CABLE for T.V., Laboratories Inc
illustrated. 75 ohms, 12 -yard
MALLORY TYPE 650, 6 v.
lengths
4 -pin American base
made. 6 v. 21in. P.M. SPEAKER, with Also
12 v. 4 -pin
85 a. Size transformer 200 ohms pri12X 9 X Tin. mary. 3 ohms voice
7 in 10,000 OHM WIREWOUND

BRAND NEW ACCUMULATORS

able for lighting and other

7/3

8/.

British

Weight,
451b.

13

.

10

.

coil.

0

Carriage and
packing 5/-.

I

i V POTENTIOMETERS
PLEASE NOTE

We do not

PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS,.Type CV143
Small infra -red

glass
7/6 image
converter, tube,

7/6

... 2j6

issue lists or catalogues.
® Carriage charges relate to British Isles only

50-100v. Suitable
for all purposes

14/6
N.B.-We cannot

enter into

correspondence

regard.ne
these cells.

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23 LISLE ST. (GERtard 2969) LONDON, W.C.2
Closed Thursday 1 p.m.

Open all day Saturday and wsokdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Expressly designed for

.

PERFECT BASS REPRODUCTION
THE W.15/CS Loudspeaker is a recent Wharfedale
model, with cloth suspension, for low resonance
and rich tonal quality. It has been specially designed
to give clean bass without frequency doubling down
to 25 cycles, with reasonable air loading-and is the
perfect L.F. Unit for crossover networks. Open baffle
resonance -34 cycles.
Wharfedale 8" to
on requ-st.

MODEL W.1 5 iCS

enclosures for
cloth surround speakers available

details of non -resonant

Constructional

15"

Alcomax Magnet
Flux Density 13,500 lines, cm'''. 2" centre
pole. Total Flux 180,030 lines. Speech

Wharfedale

Coil 6 or 15 ohms. Peak input IS watts.
Chassis diameter 144 inches. Weight 17 lbs.

PRICE NOW

CLOTH

£12 - 10 0

SUSPENSION

LOUDSPEAKERS

for Low Resonance and Clean Quality of Tone

(less transformer)

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS BRADFORD RD IDLE BRADFORD YORKS

IDEAL BARGAINS FOR CONSTRUCTORS
Assemble your own

Table Electric Gramophone or Record

Player

CABINETS
Beautifully
polished
Walnut with Rumanian
Birch grille and feet.

Lid interior felted. Top

3 WAY PICK-UP FOR STANDARD AND
LONG PLAYING RECORDS

plate cut out for gramophone unit.
Recessed
escutcheon plate fitted
in side for volume
control.
Access trapdoor in base. Rubber
non -scratch feet.
baffle for 61in.
fq x

,ernal
below

Go'dring 'ntroduces Pickup 150, incorporating, the first British
Magnetic Cartridge. Cartridge 150X available separately. The

Sub -

loudExternal 16 x

speaker.

Izin. deep.
15

x

top

above to lid.

finely built.

In-

13 x 7in.

plate,

3M.

Solid and

movement of this Cartridge is of slanted armature construction, and
combines high output with wide frequency range and exceptionally

£3.

user.

each, inc. Purchase Tax.
Packing and carriage 71-

ow -.racing distortion. Needle armature is easily replaceable' by
Data

.

78 r.p.m.

10.

0.

45 and 334 r.p.m.

Armature resonance
...
...
Output

16 kc!s

9 ke!s

70 mV

Equivalent to 150 mV
on 78 r.p.m.

Tracking weight ...
Load
...
...
Stylus
.,.
...

15-20 grms.
30 k Q
-003 code blue

7 grms.

Similar quality Walnut

TABLE RADIO
CABINETS

30 k 42

-001 code yellow

23 X 9 x 13in. high. Speaker
opening 71 in. square. Dial
Ypening 81x 4iin. Four gin.
noles for controls. Suitable

Comprehensive inforniction service on circuitry available to users.
Wimp rt.
technic°, 'marmot/on To :-

ERWIN
SCHARF
4Y-Sia, DE BEAUVOIR ROAD, N.I
Telephone : CL1ssold 3434

for LB. Tuning Units.

E2.

15.

N. MIERS & CO. LTD.,

0. ,ach

Pacrkr: an ,; ea;id-

Telephone. EUSton

115, Gower Street. London, W.C.I

75.15.
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trio
pletely covers the unusually wide range of 15 c/s to.50.000 c/s.
is characterised by its extremely low distortion and level output over

the entire range: provides both sine and square wave output.

A

robust, reliable and accurate instrument for the discriminating
service engineer Accuracy ±

±1 c/s. Distortion less than

1% at 1,000 c/s. Output from 200 microvolts to 20 volts with accuracy

of ±l db. Weight 14

lb.

Size 131'x 10rx 8"

FULL TECHNICAL DETAILS AVAILABLE
IN FOLDER 816/W

LIST PRICE £20

Alvanze
-AUDIO GE fIE R 4:1 TO R

DVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., BACK ROAD, SH ER N HALL STREET, LO
'Phone: LAR kswood 4366/7/8

44
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Towards

Better Reproduction
with

Acoustically Designed Cabinets
by

LOCKWOOD
Since the advent of Broadcasting we have been manufacturing Radio Cabinets,
not only beautiful in design and workmanship but with the highest acoustical
efficiency. We shall continue to do so and all modern improvements will be
incorporated as they develop.
Early in the new year, in addition to our well-known Aristocrat Radio -Gram
Cabinet, we shall manufacture three new types, a moderately priced Radio Gram Cabinet, Vented Speaker Cabinet and a cabinet for Television.
Unit construction. New Acoustic treatment. Easily unassembled for Export.
These are but a few of the points in the design of this new cabinet work.
Enquire now for details, which will be forwarded when ready.

The

" Aristocrat "

Export enquiries invited.
Cabinet
for the

Permission has been granted to us to manufacture for sale this high quality cabinet,
and it is manufactured to the design of the British Broadcasting Corporation, and
protected by B.B.C. Patent Application No. 24528/49.
Details free on request.

B.B.C.

Monitoring
Loud
Speaker

A hundred years' experience in woodwork

LOCKWOOD

CO

&

SpRER,

(t) )
nrs44E"

LOWLANDS

ROAD
Telephone ; BYRon 3704

0

HARROW

t7

TELEVISION
ADAPTOR UNIT

TYPE S.C. "88"

Adaptor Unit

.10t. EFFICIENCY &
RELIABILITY

S.C. "88"

eliminates
costly
troublesome
conversions

INsisr on -

IT ADAPTS THE " LONDON "-DESIGNED TELEVISION RECEIVER FOR SUTTON COLDFIELD
RECEPTION - PERFECT SOUND AND VISION
Small and compact, the unit, embodying power -pack,
and all the necessary " works," is simply fitted between
aerial and set. Set itself is entirely untouched, and in its
original state-thus retaining its full"design-efficiency."
Of particular interest to " Fringe " viewers. Real saving
of time, trouble and cost.
Full details supplied.
Two models :

Manufacturers :

"L" for
"F" for

MIDDLESEX

*

Price 6 Gns. nett

30/35

miles

radius of transmitter.

" Fringe " areas

SPHERE RADIO

All

standard laws,
capacity ranges,

MICA DIELECTRIC
COMPRESSION TRIMMERS

HEATH LANE. WEST BROMWICH, ENGLAND

Art.
Monufocturers:

VARIABLE

TRANSMITTING

LIMITED

& voltages up to 15kV.

AIR -SPACED TRIMMERS

CAPACITORS

SY()

EY S.

Cambridge

BIRD
erial

Phorie:

Rd

Enfield

&

Sons,

Enfield,

207 I -2

Ltd.

Middx
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HIGH FIDELITY -12" P.M.

OW

TV" AXIOM 150

CON.

0.0001011.

This 12" high fidelity unit has a twin -curvilinear

diaphragm (Patent No. 451754). A carefully designed
magnet assembly using anisotropic material provides
a total flux of 158,000 maxwells on a 11" pole. The
back centring device is a dustproof bakelised linen
disc with concentric corrugations.
The combination of these features gives this precision

built instrument an outstandingly wide coverage
from 40 to 15,000 c.p.s. free from base modulation
effects.

An ideal high fidelity reproducer for the record enthusiast and the connoisseur of wide range musical
reproduction, it gives exceptionally fine transient
and frequency response.
Frequency Coverage

40115,000 c.o.s.

Overall Diameter
Overall Depth

I2* --31.3 cms.
6.1-V-17.6 cms.

Fundamental Resonance
For

with

use

A Bass Reflex Co'inet
approximeasuring
mately 30' x 23" .x 16"
and a corner cabinet
hove been specially
designed for this loudspecker and working
drawings are available

this

model we re:onnand
Goodmons High Fidelity Heavy Duty

Output
Transformer
Nett
Type H.4.

Weight 5 lbs.-2,26S
grammes.

Voice C 1, Diameter

Voice Coil Impedance
Maximum power Capacity
Flux Density

Net Weight

Finish

SS c.p.s.
If^ -4.4 cms
IS ohms at 400 c.p.s.

14,000 gauss
12 lbs. 13 ox. -S810 grammes

Grey Rivelling Enamel

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Lancelot Road, Wembley, Middlesex.

The Universal Bridge
Type TF 868 is one of the most sought - after
Marconi instruments and, for the first time, is
available for immediate delivery.

RANGE

L1µH-100 H
C 11111F- 100,,LF
R

0-111-10Mil

PHASE ANGLE 0 -co

ACCURACY +

4,0
44,N>
4Z$

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
ST ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE

Telephone: St Albans 6161/5

Midland
Western Office: 76 Portview Road, Avonmouth.
Albion Street, Hull.
Southern Office and Showrooms : 109 Eaton Square, London, S.W.I
Office : 19 The Parade. Leamington Spa.

Northern Office:

30

LIST

IS Watts Peak A.G.

WEMbley 1200
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Richard

a

And

If

you

Allan
have

a

Speaker to

go with it,

Radio

need

set

you

a

Richard

Sir

Allan

extension speaker.

..put this speaker in the kitchen, connect it with flex to
your main set and your wife can have radio in the kitchen-

whilst you listen in the sitting room WITH THE DOOR
CLOSED. Cosy evenings for you, Sir, no draughty doors
open-and no need to have your ear drums split with the
volume turned up. Yes, Sir, it is a good idea and the
reproduction's excellent. So it should be with a 64.'"
speaker in a baffle cabinet. It costs nothing to run and
there's nothing to wear out. Yes, Sir, 39/6. Yes, that's
all, Sir, for a 61" baffle speaker. Remarkable, isn't it
?

Consider these advantages and buy

a Richard Allan extension speaker
fl

Eaby

Minor ...
Major

...

19

6

E2 12

6

E3

0

5

Linul,4114n,

Bafflette

-

De -Luxe

-

Console
Prestige

-

£4

4
£4 IS
£6 IS
El2 19

0
0
0
6

RADIO LTD., BAFFLETTE HOUSE, BATLEY, YORKSHIRE
Please note that " BONNIE " and " JUNIOR " models are now out of production

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS
49 GNS.

MODEL 51.

6 -valve p.p. Amplifier. 8 -in.
H. Duty Speaker. Powerful
10-W re -play. 3 speeds,

twin tracks,
ous play,

hr continu-

music

quality with
Will record

1 -hr

at radio
speech.

from rzdio
or mic, with fader
mixers on two inputs. Uses
crystal or m.c. Also makes
powerful P.A. Sound from
gram
or
tape
mic,
recordings.
This powerful, portable record -playback machine will
disc

faithfully record on plastic tape from a mere whisper to
full orchestra. Re -play at astounding quality and volume
equal to largest radiogram. New circuitry gives wide
frequency range of upper and lower for true reproduction
unmistakable from the original.
Used oy Government Departments, Training Centres. Broadcasting
tations-home and overseas, Universities, Colleges. Research
Establishments, as well ,s by leading stars 05 the stage and radio.
Model 51 in handsome leathercloth case to include
microphone and tour reels, dimensions 15 x 10 x 11 in.

B.P.L. TEST SETS
NOW AVAILABLE

AT NET PRICES
B.P.L.

UNIVERSAL TEST SET
15 - 10 - 0

B.P.L. SUPER RANGER 1,000 K2 /v.
-5-0
B.P.L. SUPER RANGER 20,000 t2 /v.
L14 - 10 - 0
Prices include postage and packing.
and are applicable to Home Market
only.

high, weight 32 lb. Price, complete with crystal microphone and tape, E57 I5s. Od.
age and hear them a, our works, or in London at Modern Electric Ltd.
164 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2

Send your order direct

to :

"'ease write to us direct for photographs and broiwre3

GENERAL LAMINATION PRODUCTS LTD,
294 BROADWAY BEXLEYHEATH KENT

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS. RADLETT, HERTS
Tel

Radlett 5674-5-8
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Estd.'41411VIA'S1925
FOR PROMPT and EFFICIENT SERVICE

CASH or EASY TERMS
Equipment purchased from us on Easy
Terms is supplied through our own
scheme, no Finance Company being
involved.

ARMSTRONG ALL -WAVE CHASSIS
(including specker and output

transformer)

MODEL EXP 83/3. Cash £18/17/I or C4/10/ -with order
and 8 monthly instalments of 40/-.
MODEL RF.10313. Cash £25/12/6 or C5/10/- with order
and r monthly instalments of 40/-.
MODEL EXP 125/2. Cash E47/16/ -or CI I with order and
1

10

monthly

X FW20
9.8

7.2

mm

mm
MAX

MAX

instalments of 80/-.

WHARFEDALE LOUDSPEAKERS

It is a robust, reliable
valve having a high gain
and very low microphony.

32.0

MODEL W 12!CS. Cash E8 or 40/- with order and six
monthly instalments of 22/-.

mm
MAX

MODEL W IS/CS. Cash El 2;10/. or 63/- with order and 7
monthly instalments of 30j-.

RED
SPOT

MODEL SUPER EIGHT CS/AL.

Cash E415(- or 35 with order and 3 monthly instalments of 20j-.

All other Wharfedale Equipment available.

32.0mm

GOODMANS LOUDSPEAKERS

MIN

AXIOM 150.

Cash E8/81- or 40i- with order and 7
monthly instalments of 20/-.
AUDIOM 60. Cash 66/15;. or 25/- with order and 6
monthly instalments of 20i-.
All other Goodmans Equipment available.

The XFW20 is a subminiature voltage amplifier
pentode with a filament
current of only 121 mA.

Its principal use is in
the early stages of hearing
aids, but it has applications in many small instru-

ments.

f_g, ri.g,

TYPICAL OPERATION

SHAVE THE MODERN WAY
and use a

REMINGTON-RAND ELECTRIC SHAVER
It really does give a better, more pleasant and quicker
shave than the blade and soap method.

We are so convinced you will agree, that we shall be

pleased to send either model on TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL
on receipt of deposit.
Cash
THE FOURSOME' (for average beards).

Filament Voltage ..

0.625v
121mA
221v

Filament Current ..
H.T. Supply Voltage
Anode Load
Screen Resistance ..
Stage Gain

Ito 2 Mi2
3 AlS2
32

£7/16/S, or 30- with order and 7 monthly instalments of

20/,
THE ' FIVE' (for stubborn beards). Cash £8117/7, or

with order and 7 monthly instalments of 20i-.
Both models supplied in beautiful silk lined case. Prompt
despatch per registered post. Write for the free Remington Brochure.
50

All goods despatched carriage paid. Cash orders by
return.
Descriptive literature available on request.
Kindly enclose stamp.

The L. R. SUPPLY CO., LTD.
LONDON RAD;O SUPPLY CO.),

BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

VNIY44 C
THE SCIENTIFIC
VALVE

BRITISH z MADE
GREENHILL CRESCENT,
HARROW -ON -THE -HILL, MIDDLESEX
Telephone : HARrow 2655
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FOR THE DISCRIMINATING PA MAN
PORTABLE BATTERY MAINS AMPLIFIER BM40

An attractive appearance and unique construction combined with first-rate performance give
this instrument a hallmark of distinction. Peak
power 4o watts, 3o watts undistorted. Designed
for both A.G. Mains and 12 -volt battery opera-

Provision for independent electronic
mixing of two microphones and one gramophone
channel. Built-in vibrator. Special tone control
circuit, with independent bass boost and
cut, and treble boost and cut.
These and many other features make the BM4o
the most up-to-date amplifier available.
List price £44.
tion.

MOBILE CAMPAIGN OUTFIT MAI 5
"

,

v.,:-.<,'\

\`.

An ideal equipment for mobile applications,
giving crisp, clear messages. The outfit cornprises : 15 watt amplifier for either 6 volts or
hand microphone type
12 volts operation ;
M.C.B., and co -axial weatherproof loudspeaker.

A gramophone input and battery -saver switch
are incorporated.
List price £42.

30 WATT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER PA30/B

A 3o watt amplifier for public address men.
Inputs for moving coil or ribbon microphones
and gramophone. Tone control. Illuminated
panel and output signal level indicator. Outputs :
7.5, 15 ohms and too volt line. Operates from
200/250 volts A.G. mains, or 12 -volt battery
when used with battery adaptor unit type LT3o.
An ideal equipment for P.A. vans, general
installations and outdoor requirements. Supplied
in a handsome portable case.
List price : PA3o/B Amplifier, £35.
LT3o Battery Adaptor, iI2 IOS.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LIMITED
CLARLMON1 WORKS OLD HILL STAFFS

TEL

CRADLEY HEATH 62I tri

December
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In This Issue
Managing Editor. HUGH S. POCOCK

M.I.E.E.

H. F. SMITH
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
AERIAL FEEDER CONNECTIONS. By W. T. Cocking
..
SIMPLE VALVE VOLTMETER. By S. W. Amos
..
AMATEUR RADIO EXHIBITION

425
426

430
433

SIDELIGHTS ON LOUDSPEAKER CABINET DESIGN -2
436
MONTHLY: Price 2/.. (last Thursday of
preceding month) by ILIFFE & SONS LTD., Dorset House,
Stamford St., London, S.E.I. Telephone: Waterloo 3333
Telegrams: "Ethaworld, Sedist, London.'"
(60 lines).
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..
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..
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439
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461

463
466

Stators and rotors of " Frequentite " ceramic. All contact
members of silver alloy.

138, SLOANE ST. LONDON S.W.1 TEL SLOANE 2214,5

455
459
462_

CERAMIC SWITCHES

eaire

450
453

For applications where only the best is good enough.

frrzght and

443

7
Limited

FACTORY: SOUTH SHIELDS,CO. DURHAM
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Important trends in
VALVE DESIGN
MULLARD NONODE F.M. DETECTOR TYPE EQ80
Although frequency modulation is not
employed in the British television
system, a valve suitable for use as an
F.M. detector has been included in the
Milliard

World Series

(b) If g3 is sufficiently negative to gz

of television

valves, because the F.M. technique has
been adopted for the sound transmission
in the television systems of some other
countries.

The EQ80 is a nonode (nine electrode
valve) which can be operated as a combined F.M. detector and limiter.
Of its seven grids, g, is a biasing grid;
ga, g4 and g6 are a rPelerator grids;
R.
+Vb

(c)

the whole of the cathode current
will flow to g2, but, if g3 is even
only slightly positive to g2 most
of the current will flow towards
the remaining electrodes, i.e. in
the direction of the anode.
Because the total cathode current
has been determined by the
potential of g2, an increase in the

positive potential of g3 will only

slightly affect the value of the
current towards the following
electrodes.
(d) Similarly, if go is sufficiently nega-

tive with respect to g4, the whole
of the current will flow to g4 and

the anode current will be zero;
but if go is even only slightly
positive, most of the current will
flow to the anode, and its value
will be practically independent of
the positive potential of go.

250

Rx (KLI)

34
26

200
170
21
g3 and go are signal grids; and g7 is a
suppressor grid connected internally to
the cathode.
The operation of the EQ80 as an F.M.

6.3V

Ih

0.2 A

Characteristics
Values refer to circuit shown
Vb
Vg2, g4, g6

170 to 250 V
20 V

-4 V

Vg3

Vin(g3)r.m.s.

12 V

-4 V

Vgs

12 V
Phase angle between
signals in g3 and gs 90°

Vin(g5)1*.M.S.

current will flow unless both g3 and go

are positive, and that the value of the

Ig2

anode current will, to a great extent, be
independent of the positive potentials
on these two grids.

Ig3
1g5

0.03 mA

Ra

ra

g4

+86

5 M

voltages between which there is a vary-

ing difference in phase, and if, as can

quite easily be arranged, the phase

Reprints

of this article

together

with

difference between these two voltages additional data may be obtained free

varies substantially linearly with the
instantaneous frequency of the F.M.
signal, anode current will flow only

of charge from the address below

during that portion of each period when

both g3 and go are positive, and the
detector is based upon the following duration of that portion will depend
considerations:upon the phase difference at the moment.
(a) If the potentials of g1 and g2 are This means that the mean anode
fixed, the cathode current is sub- current varies with the instantaneous
stantially constant and its value value of the phase difference-in other
is determined almost entirely by words the valve operates as an F.M.
the potential of gg.

parallel operation, A.C. or D.C.
Vb

0.33 M
0.28 mA
1.5 mA
0.09 mA

If to g3 and g5 are applied signal
(v)

Heater Suitable for series or

la

It will thus be seen that no anode

Vb

RATINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS

detector and limiter.

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.,
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT,
CENTURY HSE., SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2.

MVMI$3
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472;oe Haw ~AO

Ail

VR75/30
VOLTAGE REGULATORS TYPES

VR105/ 30
VR150/ 30

British made Stabilisers of the above types are now available from stock

Type VR75/30
Their electrical characteristics, dimensions and base
connections are identical to
the American Counterparts
number.

Some American
Manufacturers code these valves

105 volts

75 volts
5 mA
40 mA

List Price 17 / 6

bearing the same type

NOTE :

Minimum starting voltage
Nominal operating voltage
Minimum operating current
Maximum operating current

Type VR105/30

Minimum starting voltage
Nominal operating voltage
Minimum operating current
Maximum operating current
List Price

135 volts
105 volts

5 mA
40 mA

17/6

0A3/VR75
0C3/VR105
OD3/VR150

Minimum starting voltage
Nominal operating voltage

Type VR150/30

Minimum operating current
Maximum operating current

List

185 volts
150 volts

5 mA
40 mA

Price 15/ -

MIT

WRITE NOW TO DEPT. 4530
for data sheets on the above valves,

TECHNICAL ADVICE SERVICE

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT.

52
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MICROPHON E
FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS,
RECORDING,

AMATEUR RADIO

TYPE MIC 22
This model incorporates the famous Acos

" Filtercel " insert giving extreme sensitivity
and high fidelity. Response is substantially
flat from 40-6,000 c.p.s. The microphone is
vibration and shock proof and is not affected
by low frequency wind noises. Two alternative mountings are available for the MIC 22

head :-

MIC 22-2 is supplied

MIC 22-I is for fitting to any British or

as

American type stand-

a complete unit

incorporating an attractive desk stand
with cable side entry.

PRICE £6. 6s.

ard floor stand and
cars also be used as a

hand microphone.

(Either Model)

TYPE MIC 16
Incorporates the Acos Floating Crystal Sound
Cell giving a response substantially flat from
30-10,000 c.p.s. Performance is unaffected

by vibration or shock and low frequency
wind noise. As in the case of the MIC 22,
two alternative mountings are available for
the MIC 16 Head :-

MIC 16-I is ready
for fixing to either
M1C 16-2 is a cornlete desk stand unit
with side cable entry.

PRICE £12. Its.

COSMOCORD LIMITED,

British or American
type floor stands by
means of a knurled
ring.

(Either Model)

ENFIELD, MIDDX.
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THE "BELLING -LEE" PAGE
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation
to our products and the suppression of electrical interference
That last ounce
Here is a suggestion for those

who are situated in truly fringe
areas, for those who have done
everything they know (such as
using semi -air -spaced feeder) to
get a better picture, and who are
prepared to gamble a few shillings
to try any reasonable dodge to

improve it. If the picture is
already good, the improvement
likely to result from this dodge will

not be worthwhile, but if the pic-

ture is only just there, then this
trick may make all the difference.
It may be applied to any aerial
and it is immaterial whether the

feeder is co -axial or balanced. We
will assume that co -axial is in use.

First buy an L.615*r twin right

A word of caution

Car Ignition Suppression

aerial inlet socket on the back of

Although the conventional selfsupporting dipole *3 has become

Since the B.B.C. have been
showing their excellent film des-

angle co -axial plug to fit the co -axial

your receiver and six feet of L.600
Load the
*2 co -axial feeder.
short length of feeder into one side
of the newly purchased twin plug.

With the aerial plugged normally

into the

receiver, tune till you
obtain the best possible result,

withdraw the aerial plug, load the
aerial feeder into the vacant position in the twin plug, and plug into

the receiver. Now do not worry
if the picture is worse or even
non-existent. With a pair of cutters, reduce the length of the six feet of feeder an inch at a time
(taking care not to permanently

short-circuit core to screen in the
process), closely watching the picture quality all the while.
The picture may get worse, and

may get better again ; be careful
as the picture reaches the original

quality as the length is very critical.
In a few cases it may not be possible
to obtain any improvement, in which

case your monetary outlay

will

have been in vain, but with a total
outlay of something over £55,
surely it is worthwhile spending
6/6 on a probable worthwhile
improvement.
RECEIVER AERIAL INPUT

4615

the recognised method of collecting the television signal energy,

cribing

In this category we can mention Rhombics,

showing the price of our L.63o

there are other types
which can be used.

of aerials

Half Rhombics, Tilted Wire, Beverage and Sterba, as a few variants
of the " long wire " aerial working
on the phase addition principle.
A keen experimenter or dealer
can usually make up one of these

types of aerial by " cut and try "

methods. Sometimes polarisation
effects and reflections peculiar only

noise ratio than a relatively expen-

sive self-supporting aerial of the

conventional type.
An enterprising dealer, who

may be faced with loss of sales
of television sets because of the
additional expense of the aerial,
may attempt to secure the sale

even for a lower profit, if his staff
are sufficiently technically minded

to experiment with these other
forms of collectors, but, the danger

in this is the harm which may be

done to the Industry while the

present attitude of local authorities

to television aerials in general is
For

an

outdoor

aerial, the conventional types are
undoubtedly less of an eyesore
then many long wire types and the
avoidance of the latter is a good
point in favour of the Industry if
it has subsequently to thrash the
matter out with the local authorities.

Finally, there is the danger that

an aerial of this type, which is really
designed around the special circum-

START WITH SIX
FOOT L.600 FEEDER

demonstrating

the

suppressor as being 2/-. The price
was reduced to r/6d. nearly eighteen

months ago. Price labels for old
cards already in existence are
available on request. It is most

encouraging to realise that some
real interest is now being shown in
this matter.

to the site will result in an aerial
which, although an eyesore, may
provide better gain and signal-to-

maintained.

REACTANCE
COMPENSATION.

and

cure of this form of interference,
we have heard that some dealers
apparently still have showcards

* 1 L615

Twin right
angle co -axial -plug

4

0

1

3

* 2 L600 tin. diameter

co -axial cable per yard

* 3 Prices of aerials illustrated
The first suffix of list numbers
below

indicates the channel on

which the aerial will operate (i.e.

/r = London ; /4 = Midland.)

A 1.802/I or 4/C Junior
" H " with mastcap £2 10 0
B L8o2/I or 4[W Junior

" H " with cranked

mast and wall bracket £3 15 0
C L8o2/1 or 4/L Junior
" H " with cranked
mast lashing and
£4 7 6
bracket
D L1303/I or 4/W Simple
dipole with support

arm and wall bracket £1 17

dipole with cranked

£3 0

stances prevailing at a particular

arm and lashings

over the counter without careful

BELLING & LEE LTD

site, may be packed and distributed
L.600 TO
AERIAL FEEDER

tests over a wide range of locations
in which it may be wholly unsuited.

6

E L803/I or 4/L Simple

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD.. ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND

0
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AN AMAZING
NEW AMPLIFIER
FACTUAL FIGURES from A -Z
FROM PICK.UP TO SPEAKER, INCLUDING TONE CONTROL CIRCUITS
Not merely a laboratory measurement of an amplifier only, but the whole story
of the "A -Z" as it will perform under users' conditions

National Physical Laboratory Report on Tests of Amplifier
(Marked : Type A -Z, Serial No. A50/1, Sound Sales)

Tested for : SOUND SALES LTD., WEST STREET, FARNHAM, SURREY.

Reference : LETTER, RNW/DES/AZ.

Dated 31.8.50.

The instrument was tested for sensitivity at various frequencies between 20 and 25,000 cycles per second.
The total harmonic distortion was measured at 60 c's and 1,000 c/s the hum and noise output voltage and the
output impedance were also determined.
The supply to the instrument was at 230 volts and 50 c s ; the connection to earth was independent of the
mains supply and made directly to the instrument.
The input was in all cases made to the lead provided, with the controls set as follows L.F. cut, 0 ; volume 12
(maximum) ; bass, 0 ; treble, 0. A load resistance of 15.0 ohms was connected to the output of the amplifier
by means of the leads provided.
;

:

SENSITIVITY

The input required to develop an output of 12 watts in the load at 1,000 c s was 0.125 ii 0.002 volt.
The input required to develop an output of 8 watts was measured at several frequencies ; the results obtained
are given in Table I below :
TABLE I

8 WATTS OUTPUT

Input, volt

Frequency, c s
20
60

0.100

1,000

0.102
0.102
0.102
0.102
0.102
0.102
0.102

0.101

3,000
5,000
10,000
15,000

20.000
25,000

j

HARMONIC DISTORTION

The harmonic distortion was measured with an output of 12 watts at 60 c's and 1,000 c's. The second and
third harmonics of the fundamental, in about equal proportions, were found to predominate. The total harmonic
voltage expressed as a fraction of the fundamental is given in Table II below :
TABLE 11

12 WATTS OUTPUT
Input Frequency

Ratio, Total Harmonics,
Fundamental

1

60 c/s

0.002
0.002

I

1,000 c/s

HUM AND NOISE
The hum and noise output voltage was measured with the input lead short circuited and found to be 0.005 volt.

OUTPUT RESISTANCE

The output resistance was measured at a frequency of 1,000 c s for output powers of 3 watts and 12 watts
in a load resistance of 15.0 ohms.

The results obtained are given in Table III below :

TABLE Ill
Power Output, watts
3

12

Output resistance, ohm
0.50 ± 0.05

1.2 ± 0.1

Date 5th October, 1950.

E. C. BULLARD, Director.
L. HARTSHORN,

Reference E.488.18.
Passed by L.M.F., C.H.R.
--,

for Superintendent, Electricity Division.

You are welcome to a demonstration of this amazing new amplifier, which costs £30
complete, at our London Office and Showrooms
SOUND SALES LIMITED, Lloyds Bank Chambers, 125 Oxford Street, London, W.i
(Tel. GERrard 8782)

WORKS: West Street, Farnham, Surrey (Tel. Farnham 6461)
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Mk. VII
The Stereophonic Amplifier Mk. VII, according
to users, gives the highest quality of any repro-

ducer so far produced. This high quality is to
be expected when the particular points of the
design are considered.
The large reduction of intermodulation distortion

and Dopler effect is achieved by completely
separate amplifier channels for the high and low
frequencies, terminating in separate speakers.

The latter may be separated by any convenient
distance to prevent pressure wave modulation and

it is unnecessary to restrict the bass to prevent
marring treble response.
In each case the speaker is damped by a minimum

of 12 times at audible frequencies to prevent
speaker resonance, and the crossover is very fast,

approximately 28 db for the first octave.

A

control is provided to vary the power applied to
the treble speaker, to compensate for its efficiency
compared with the bass speaker, and a frequency
record reveals the absence of dip or rise in output
at crossover frequencies.

The treble control gives 20 db lift or 14 db cut
from 3,000 cycles and compensates for long-playing
records and various American and English recording characteristics.
The small improvements in the latest model
amplifier result in reproduction which is extremely
good and capable of pleasing all tastes.
Chassis complete with valves

Price 361- gns
Manufactured by

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257.263 THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON S.W. 19
Telephones: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3

Telegrams: " V ortexion, Wimble, London."

WIRELESS WORLD
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PERMALLOY "C"
SPIRAL TAPE CORES
for instrument transformers
THE outstanding qualities of PERMALLOY " C,"
particularly in regard to its high flux density at
low magnetising force together with very low hysteresis and eddy current losses, will appeal to manufacturers of instrument transformers. PERMALLOY
" C " enables transformers to be made having

negligible ratio and phase angle errors throughout
the working range. ' Ageing ' effects which are associ-

ated with silicon steel are absent and the electrical
characteristics of the core after being subjected to
short-circuit conditions remain constant. High quality spiral tape cores supplied by Standard are
self-supporting and require no clamping device to
retain the material in position as is the case with
stampings.

A bulletin on the magnetic materials

PERMALLOY AND
PERMENDUR
is available on request to:

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
(Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2)

TELEPHONE LINE DIVISION: North Woolwich, London, E.16
Telephone: ALBERT DOCK 1401
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53 Ranges with Rotary Switch Selection

The

WESTON
S.75

This uniquely comprehensive Test Set has 53 ranges for
measuring A.C. and D.C. current and voltage, resistance
and insulation. It is completely self-contained, with internal batteries to provide power for the ohms ranges and
self-contained power pack for insulation measurement at

Multi -Range

Selection is carried out by two 20 -position switches.
A fully -protective safety device is fitted and is operative
for forward or reverse overload. The 150 -division 6in.
scale is uniformly divided and is fitted with an anti -parallax
mirror. The set is enclosed in a handsome bakelite case
and fully complies with B.S.S. No. 89 covering first -grade
instruments. Full details of the ranges covered, and of the
complete specification, will gladly be supplied on request.

Test Set

SANGAMO WESTON LIMITED

5oov.

ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE: ENFIELD 3434 (6 LINES) AND 1242 (4 LINES)
TELEGRAMS: SANWEST, ENFIELD
BRANCHES
Glasgow, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Leeds. Manchester.

Wolverhampton, Bristol, Southampton, Liverpool,
Nottingham & Brighton.

DECEMBER, 1950
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CONCENTRIC
DUPLEX

HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCER

- now available in
magnificent console cabinet
Shown for the first time at the recent Radio Show,
the 12" Concentric Duplex in this handsome console
cabinet, aroused great admiration. Even the experts
applauded its remarkable performance. Vented and
felt -lined to prevent cabinet resonances, it is designed
to give the finest possible result from the high fidelity
reproducer. Measuring 33" x 24" x 15", the cabinet is
finished in highly polished walnut veneer.

SPECIFICATION: Series Gap magnet of Alcomax 3. Flux: LF Gap,
14,000 gauss; HF Gap, 17,000 gauss-on I is" pole. Power handling
Frequency
15 watts.
bass resonance, 45 c.p.s.
capacity,

PRICES

range, 30-17,000 c.p.s.

Console cabinet complete with 12"
Concentric Duplex

Fundamental

i3I .

10 . 0

/2" Concentric Duplex with cross -over network and transWithout transformer, E14. 14.0.
former, £15 . IS .0.

10' Concentric Duplex with matching transformer and
filter condenser, £7 . 7 . 0.

Without transformer, C6 . 6 . 0.

Leaflet upon request.

WiMar-Yariall
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD MANSFIELD NOTTS.

E.M.I. TRAINING
for the best posts

BRIERLEY
-RIBBON" AND -ARMATURE"
PICKUPS

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, THE COLLEGE BACKED
BY THE GREATEST ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY
IN THE EMPIRE.
Daytime Attendance Courses

Radio, Television, and other Industrial Electronic
subjects. Principles and Practice of Radio -1 year.
Telecommunications Engineering -2 years, leading
to City & Guilds Final Certificate. Electronic
Engineering --3 years (including one year's practical

training in E.M.I.Factories)-leading to C & G
full Technological Certificate.
* Next courses commence April, 1951. *
Early enrolment is advised.
Moderate terms.
Facilities for easy payment.
Write for free Brochure to the Registrar, Dept. 16

E.M.I.INSTITUTES
13 FEMME SUIRE. NOTTING HILL GATE,
LONDON. W.2.

TELEPHONE: BAYSWATER 51310

Moving Parts
The continued expansion in our production of
specialised equipment has necessitated our removing from our old premises.
We have acquired modern factory buildings at
Kirkby and the removal of all departments will
be completed in January 1951.

Associated with

" H.M.V."
MARCONIPHONE
COLUMBIA
ETC.

J. H. BRIERLEY (Gramophones & Recordings) LTD.
®KIRKBY TRADING ESTATE, LIVERPOOLsiumi

DECEMBER, 1950
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THE NEW

B. B. C.

MONITOR

LOUDSPEAKER

UNIT*

USES A
LEAK TL /12 AMPLIFIER

* B.B.C. Pat. Application No. 24528/49

Enquiries for this
equipment are invited
from overseas broadcasting

and recording companies
and film studios.

Professional and home applications of the TL,112 amplifier and the new RC/PA/U
pre -amplifier are described

in

a new booklet, W/U, available shortly from your
dealer or from us.

H. J. LEAK & CO. LTD. (Est. 1934), Brunel Rd., Westway Factory Estate, Acton, W.3
Phone : SHEpherds Bush 11734

Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Ealux, London

Foreign : Sinusoidal, London

DECEMBER, 1950
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D. COHEN
RADIO
MAINS
TRANSFORMERS
Primary 200-250 v. P. & P. or
each 1/6 extra.
250-0-250 100 mA., 6 v. 3 amp..

5 v. 2 amp., Upright mounting,
17/6.

250-0-250, 60 mA., 6 v. 4 amp.,
(to be used on common heater
chain with 6 x 5 rectifier), 13/6.
280-0-280, 80 mA., 6v. 3 amp
4 v. 2 amp., drop -through, 14/-.
Same as above, but 350-0-350
I4/-.

Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA.,
6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 13/6.
Semi -shrouded, drop-thro' 2800-280,6 v.3 amp.,5 v.2 amp., 15/-.
Semi -shrouded, drop-thro' or

upright mounting 280-0-280 80
mA., 4 v. 6 amp., 4 v. 2 amp.,
12/6.

Auto -wound H.T. 280 volts at

360 mA., 4 v. 3 amp., 2 v. 3 amp.,
or 6 v.3 amp. Separate 4 v. 3 amp.
rectifier winding (upright or

drop-thro'), 10/6.
Heater Transformer: Pri. 200250 v., 6 v. 14 amp., 6,-; 2, 4 or
6 v. 2 amp., 7/6. P. & P., each 9d.

TELEVISION COMPONENTS

&

MAINS DROPPERS

MIDGET BAKELITE CABINET, 7in. x 54in. x Sin. c/w. 5 -valve S/H. chassis
med./long wave scale and back (Takes std. twin gang condenser and 34in
speaker),

15/-.

2 amp. 1,000 ohms, tapped 900

EXTENSION SPEAKER, 4in. wide x 4/in. high x 3in. deep at base tapering
to 21in. c/w. 3/in. speaker. 15/-.
Colours of both the above : Cream, walnut, black and maroon. State second
choice when ordering.

ohms.
ohms.

LINE AND FRAME COIL ASSEMBLY. Frame coils wound but not fitted
(full instructions supplied). High impedance frame ; low impedance line

matching 5-I. 7/6.
6/in. SPEAKER (P.M.) specially made for Television with closed field, corn plate with O.P. transformer. 11/6.

CONDENSERS

P.M. SPEAKERS
Size

with

less

trans.

trans

34in.

-

9/ -

Sin.

13/6

64in.

13/6

10/.

Bin.

15/6

13/6

10in.

113/-

15/6

P. & P. on e-ch

above If- extra

ENERGISED
SPEAKERS
8in. 2,000 ohm field with O.P.
trans. 5,000 ohm imp., 15/6.
Sin. 750 ohm field with O.P.
trans., 13,6.
PCnt and packing If-.

ohms,

tapped

SWITCHES
3 -pole 2 -way, 1/2.
4 -pole 4 -way, and 4 -pole 3 -way

6 -STATION SWITCHED SUPERHET COIL UNIT, by famous manu-

1 -pole I2 -way, 2/6.
3 -pole I2 -way, 4/6.

2 8/-

1/9.

facturer. Ideal for Car Radio or radio set. Range coverage Pos. 1,200-300 m.
2,250-360 m.; 3,250-360 m.; 4,320-460 m.; 5,400-550 m.; 6, 1,100-1,850 m.;

no oscillator required for lining up, complete with Circuit and medium and
long wave frame aerial. 21/-, post and packing, I:-.
PRE -ALIGNED MIDGET 465 Kc. Q.I20 made for the above Coil Unit.
8/6 per pair, post 6d

5 -pole 2 -way midget, 1/9.

Post and packing 3d. each

TELEVISION MASKS

CHASSIS TO FIT COIL UNITS AND I.F.s, size 1 llin. X 54in.X 14in.,
2/6
MAINS TRANS. TO FIT ABOVE CHASSIS. Pri. 200/250 volt. Sec.

White Rubber. 9in. with glass,
10/6.

250-0-250 v. 60 mA., 6 v. 4 amp., 13/6, post and packing, 1/..

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising :-

Chassis 10+in. x 5+in. x 2in. with speaker and valve holder cut-outs, R. and A.
64in. P.M. with transformer, twin gang with feet, pair medium and long wave
iron cored T.R.F. coils. Four International Octal valve holders, wave -change
switch and Erie 20k pot with switch, 25/-, plus 1/6 post and packing.

White Rubber. 12in. with glass,
15/-, plus If. post and packing.

DUE TO A
LARGE PURCHASE OF

speaker and valve holder cut-outs ; Rola Sin. P.M. with O.P. trans. ; twin -gang
with trimmers ; pair of T.R.F. coils Four international Octal valve holders
wave change switch and Erie 20k pot. with switch, 19/6, plus 1/6 post and packing.

MANUFACTURERS'
SURPLUS

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising Midget twin -gang with slow-

WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER

nd layer type H.T. and L.T. batteries 90 v. + 14 v., 21/-, plus 2/- post and packing.
STANDARD 465 KC. I.F.s. Iron cored Q.120, 7/- per pair.
MINIATURE 465 KC. I.F.s. Type M400B. 12/6, plus 6d. post and packing.

Heater transformer fully inter-

MINIATURE 465 KC. I.F.s (slightly larger than the above item), Q.120.

guaranteed.

;

;

THE FOLLOWING: leaved

_. _.
...e.

superhei.

8

Post and packing 2:-.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising : twin gang with ieec, pair long

and medium iron cored T.R.F. coils, 4 octal V/H., 3 pole 2 -way switch Erie 20k.
pot. w/s., heater trans. 220-240 v. I amp., 2 yds. flat silk flex, 3 black knobs,

Stamp for List.
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10fin.x 5}in.x 2in. with speaker and V/H. cut-outs, metal rectifier

60 mA., 230 v. and 32+32 mfd. 200 v., 19/6, post paid.

Post and packing on each, 6d.
8 mfd. metal cased, 450 v. work, with clip, 1/. each.

t>

,s0

O
E

Post and packing 1/6.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS, Removed from equipment but guaranteed
Metal Rectifier, 230 v. 60 mA.,
Metal Rectifier, 230 v. 80 mA., 5/-.

...,

>.

E

chassis

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising : 5 -valve superhet chassis with
I.F. trans., aad V/H cut-outs, Inin.x 6in.x 2in. with L.M.S. scale 7in. x Sin.,
back plate aTld two supporting brackets. Drive drum, spindle and pointer,

chassis

and

amp.,

I

- p .7.
,,,-

t_t;
L''

back plate and two supporting brackets. Drive drum, spindle and pointer,
mains trans. G.E.C. 350-0-350 70 mA., 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp.. and Plessey
8in. M. energised 2,000 ohm field with 5,000 ohm impedance, O.P. trans.,

6/6.

v.

I C 2:

L
d _E-

with I.F. trans. and V/H cut-outs, 13*in. x 6in. x 2in. with L.M.S. scale 7in. x 5in.,

29,6.

.t....

tx
u5

I

5 -valve

impregnated

6.3

post paid.

International octal, 6d. each. EF50 ceramic 7d. each. Moulded B7G slightly
soiled 6d. each.
LINE CORD. 3 -way 0.3 amp., 180 ohm per yard. lid, per yard, 3 -way
0.2 amp., 300 ohms per yard,
CERAMIC P.F.S. 3 each of the following : 330, 220 180 and 82, 2/6.
VOLUME CONTROLS, by famous manufacturer. Long spindle and
switch, 1, 1, I and 2 meg , 3/6 each. 20, 25 and 50 k., 3/- each. Post and packing 3d. each.
VOLUME CONTROLS, by famous manufacturer. Long spindle less switch,
5 k., 50 k., 500 4., meg., 1/9 each. Post and packing 3d. each.
5 -VALVE A.G. MAINS, 200-250 v., 3 wave -band superhet chassis. 1,0002,000,200-550 and 16-50 metes. By very good manu.acturer, complete with
valves. 6K8 6K7 6Q7 6V6 and 5Z4. Size of chassis 1 Ilin.x 7Iin. x 2in.
Size of glass scale 81in.x 74 -in. with pick-up sockets (takes Bin. P.M. with trans.).
TAX PAID. 68"18,6. Post and packing 2'6.

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising :

and

max. input 220240 volts, 3/6,

IRON CORED 465 KC. I.F.s. Q.I30, 24in.x
per pair 6/-.
IRON CORED 465 KC. WHISTLE FILTER, screened, each 2",
VALVE HOLDERS. Paxol in International octal. 4d, each. Moulded

200 v. work. at V-.

520

Comprising 5 -valve superhet chassis with transformer cut-out, size 13-Iin.X
6in. x 2in., with L.M. and S. scale, size 7in. x Sin. Back plate two supporting
brackets, drive drum, pointer, two -speed spindle, twin gang condenser. Mains
transformer 250-0-250 v. 60 mA., 6 v. 4 amp. Pri. 200-250, 64in. speaker and
Plus 2/- post and packing.
6 x 5 rect.

Per pair 10/-.

16 mfd. 500 v. 3/6.
8 X E mfd., 450 work. 3/632 mfd. 350 work. 2/-.
32+32 M.F.D. small tube tag ends

amp.
2/6 each.

WAVE CHANGE

motion drive ; pair midget 465 Kc. I.F.s ; frame aerial ; medium wave osc. coil

50 mid. 50 work. 1/9.
100 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/3.
16-16 mfd. 450 work. 4/-.
50 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/-.
25 mfd. 25 v. work. 1/2.
16 x 8 mfd. 450 work. 3/9.
8 mfd. 450 v. work. 1/11.
250 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/3.
8 mfd. 500 v. 2/9.

100

1/6.

.3

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL

CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising chassis 10+in. x Slin. x 2in. with

ELECTROLYTIC

1/9.

.2 amp. 717 ohms, tappad

r

--,
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U
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MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

A SELECTION OF PREMIER KITS
PREMIER MIDGET RADIO KIT

NEW A.C. ALL -WAVE SUPERHET KIT.

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT

7 valves (plus rectifiers) for 200-250 v., 40-60 cycle A.C.
mains.

4 Wavebands, 13.6-52, 51-190, 190-540 and 900-2,100
metres.

Pick-up input.

Cans 61{7, 6K8, 61{7, 668, 6J5 and

2-6V6 In push-pull, giving an output of 10 watts.

Specially designed OP transformer to match 6V6's to
3 and 15 ohm speakers.
Negative feedback is applied over 3 stages giving a high

fidelity output. Tone control is incorporated, 214/5/,
Also available for A.C./D.C. Mains. Specification as
above except that valve line-up is 61(7, 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7,
6.17, 2KT33C. In Kit form at 213,8/10. ..,
Redesigned and easier than ever to build.

We can supply the Kit of Parts for the latest version or

Includes an attractive walnut or cream plastic cabinet
12in. x 5in. x 61n.
The valve Ilneup is 6K7, 6SH7 and beam power output

this famous amplifier complete in every detail for,
610/10/, with Valves, output and mains transformer).
WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

(CV1510) in the A.C. model and 6K7, 601E7 and 12A6 in
the A.C./D.C. model. Both use metal rectifiers and are
for use on 200-250 volt mains. The dial is illuminated and

to specification, 63/,
Mains Transformers, 45/-.

the receiver presents an attractive appearance. Medium
and long waveband coverage. Complete kit of parts with
valves, speaker, cabinet and point-to-point diagrams.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT.

All parts to construct an eliminator to give an output
of 120 volts at 20 mA. and 2 volts to charge an accum-

19 6

Please state if A.C. or A.C./D.C.

is required.
NEW 3 -BAND MIDGET SUPERHET KIT.

ulator. Uses metal rectifier, 35/-.

Redesigned

to cover the short, medium and long wavebands (16-50,
190-540, 1,000-2,000 metres) A.C. valve line-up, 61L8,
01(7, 6Q7, CV1510 Beam power output.
A.C./D.C.
valve line-up is the same excepting output valve Is 12A6.
Both use metal rectifiers and are for use on 200-250 v.

MAINS NOISE ELIMINATOR KIT.

Two specially designed chokes with three smoothing
condensers with circuit diagram. Cuts out all mains
noise, Can he assembled Inside existing receiver, 6'.

mains.

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER

In cream or walnut cabinet as illustrated. Illuminated

Consists of Complete Kit of Parts for a 21 watt. Mains -

dial. An attractive and powerful receiver.
Complete kit of parts with Valves, Speaker, Cabinet and
point-to-point diagrams.

Output impedance is 3 ohms.

Please state if A.C. or A.C./D.C.
is required.

£6 . 1 9 6 Inc. P.T.

coin p kte.

operated 2 -stage Amplifier for use with any type of
pick-up. Volume and tone controls are incorporated.
Cat. No. AMPI47. Price complete, 85/-. For 200-250 v.
mains with valves and diagrams.

METER KIT.

A FERRANTI 500 MICROAMP M/C METER, with
separate High Stability, High Accuracy, Resistors to
measure, 16, 60, 150 and 600 volts D.C. Scale length
llin. diameter 21in., 101- complete kit.

FURTHER EXPANSION !
ALL POST ORDERS SHOULD NOW BE SENT TO OUR NEW

HEAD OFFICE AT 740 HIGH RD., TOTTENHAM, N.17.
Telephone :

TOTTENHAM 5371.

WELDING OR GROUND HEATING TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSMITTER AND
SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES

Input 230 v. Output 15 v. 60 A. Tapped at 14-13.5-13
volts. 71 x 7 x tin. Weight approx. 50 lbs. Price 55/-,
Carriage and packing 13/-.

866A

MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS (352v/c.).

21in. Personal Type (1352 v/e.), 15/-; 31in. J.P., 9/-;
Sin. Truevos, 10/ - ; Sin. Rola, 12/6 ; 6in. Truevox, 12/6;
81n. Plessey, 14/8 ; 10In. Rola, 23/6 ; 12in. Truevox,
39/6. 5in. Truevox in handsome plastic cabinet (cream

or walnut), 6 x 6in. with v./control, 27/6.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER.

Output 1,000 v. at 1 mA.,

with two 4 v. 1.5 A. LT's. In power supply this will give
an output of 1,500 v. half wave or 2,500 v. Fullwave.
Price 17/8.

.

830B
SPECIAL

OFFER OF ADMIRALTY REFLEX -RE-

ENTRANT P.A. LOUDSPEAKERS. v./coil 70. Matching
transformers 4.5.1 and 6-1. Ratios with vol./control at

maa. Very sensitive and directional. Single unit, 55/-.
Twin units, 75/... Carriage and packing, 5,/-.

605 ....

705A
1616

10'10/-

We can now supply a specially designed White Rubber
Mask for tin. C.R. Tubes at 7/6 each.
9in. White Masks, 9/6. 12in. White Masks 16/11.
SUPER QUALITY TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS.

Increase picture size

PERMANENT MAGNET FOCUS POTS.

Available for

all Tub., 15/, Please state Tube used.
MOVING COIL METERS. All 21in. outside diameter.
I mA., 7/6 ; 6 mA., 8/-; 50 mA., 8/8 ; 150 mA., 6/4;

20 amp., 7/6 ; 40 amp., 7/6 ; 20 v., 5/9 ; 40 c, 5/9 ;
600 microanms, 7/8 ; AR 311n. outside diameter. 1 mA.
15/11 ; 30 mA., 10/6 ; 200 mA., 8/6 ; 500 microamns.

19/6 ; Thermocouple meters, 21in., 2.5 amp., 5'- ;
amp.. 8 6 Eleetroamp.. 5I-; 3.5 nmp., 5'-;
Vtatic 311n., 2 kV., 25/ -. Ditto 5K. 411n., 50/-.

M C.

P.M.

Mounted In a
cast aluminium case, 61 x 4 x
31n. with grille. 150 v/coil. Transformer ratio 17:1. 1352 to 4,50052.
With loon w/w vol./control.

15/- each, plus 2/- carriage and
packing.

SPECIAL OFFER OF COLLARO ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE UNITS. The Motor, Tonearm and Crystal Pick-up
in one unit with automatic stop and start. Induction

motor, variable speed.

For A.C. only, 100-250 volts,

50 cycles. LIst price 61112/2. Limited quantity only at

1625

...

713A
X131.5

.

..

10!5/-

9003 ....

.. 10/- 9004 ....

....

V868(CV1068)
Olin. GOODMANS
LOUDSPEAKER.

.. 10/-

8012

10'-10 - 9002 ....

EHTT(CV19)....

T.V. WHITE RUBBER MASKS.

To suit 5in., 6in., or Tin. Tubes.
considerably, 25/- each.

..

866

EL266(CV15)....
VT30(CV1030)
1.117(CV.I.113)

PT25H(CV1046)
VU133A(CV54)
ADI(CV1314)
DQP(OV1141)
717A(CV3594)
RL18(C01197) .
HY114B(CV3505)

703A

5'-

2E22

316

958A

10/7/6
7/8
7,8
6/6
10/10/15,216
36

.

..

5/- 3624
6/6 V869 ....
6/6 CIDT4C
6/8 DET5 ..
10/- 282A .
2/6 317A .
.

3i8 958
3,6 CV1510

6/6

20/- mie3002(cv3558)
6/6 U19(017187) ...
40/- NS2(CV1199) ..
7/6 CV67(Klustron)..
5/5/6/6
8/6

G1750(CV1072) ..
1626(CV1755) -.

8/6

E1359(CV76)

6/6

Base for 931A

BL63(CV1102) ..

..
..

GIT1(CV1262)

6)6

V1906(0r20)

5/4

931A.

15/ -

6/6

5/ -

5/7/6
3/6
8/6
6/6
6/6

40'.. 2/6

100 ,wa, METERS. 311n. O.D. Flush mounting, Scale
length 211n. Internal resistance 4300, 35f -each.

MIDGET 1 -GANG CONDENSERS. 21 X 11 x

personal portables, 7/6 each.

£4/19/6, plus 2/6 carriage and packing.

152-153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Phone: CENtral 2833-and at -207, EDGWARE RD., W.2. Phone: AMBassador 4033
Terms of Business : Cash with order or
207, Edgware Road is open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays.
OUR CATALOGUE PRICE 6d. CONTAINS ALL THE NEWEST RADIO EQUIPMENT.

C.O.D. over CI.

4.0
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I I NV I I 7114100YMNO
LONG RANGE TELEVISOR KITS
FOR

THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM

£17

-

17

FREQUENCIES

-

As is usual in Premier Kits every single item down to the last Bolt and Nut is supplied.
All chassis are punched and layout diagrams and theoretical circuits are included.

FIVE EASY -TO -ASSEMBLE KITS ARE SUPPLIED :VISION RECEIVER with valves, carriage 2/6
SOUND RECEIVER with valves, carriage 2/6
TIME BASE with valves, carriage 2/6
POWER SUPPLY UNIT with valves, carriage 5/TUBE ASSEMBLY, carriage and packing 2/6

£3 13
£2 14

6

f2

7

6

L6

3

0

£2 18

6

6

This unit includes the VCR97 Tube, Tube Fittings and Socket and
a 6in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with closed field for Television
The instruction bookcosts 2;6, but is credited if a Kit for the complete
Televisor is purchased.

Any of these Kits may be purchased separately in fact, any single
part can be supplied. A complete priced list of all parts will be
found in the instruction book.
;

20 Valves are used, the coils are all wound and every part is tested.

All you need to build a complete Television Receiver is a screwdriver, a pair of pliers, a soldering iron and the ability to read a
theoretical diagram.
The following sensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor Kit is capable
of reception at greater distances than any other standard commercial kit or
receiver whether T.R.F. or Superhet.

VISION RECEIVER.
Sensitivity

A well -made walnut finish PEDESTAL.
CABINET is available from stock at
E5/10:0, plus 7/6 carriage and packing.
Working models can be seen during

25t.V. for 15V. peak to peak measured at the
Anode of the Video Valve.

...

Sound Rejection
...
Adjacent Sound Rejection

transmitting hours at our Fleet Street

Sensitivity

and Edgware Road branches.

...

Better than 40 db.
Midland Model. Better than 50.db.

SOUND RECEIVER.
20µV. Vision Rejection, better than 50 db.

NEW PRE -AMPLIFIER FOR FRINGE RECEPTION AREAS
We can supply the complete kit of parts to make this wide band width Pre Amplifier using 2-717A Pentodes. For use with Televisors able to supply
I 30v. 20 mA., H.T. and 63v., 3 amps. L.T.
Completely screened.

Includes valves, chassis, diagrams,

etc. 27/6

SEPARATE POWER SUPPLY UNIT KIT IF REQUIRED.

21/ When ordering Televisor or Pre -Amplifier Kits
PLEASE STATE IF THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM MODEL IS REQUIRED

207, EDGWARE RD., W. 2

BRANCHES
Phone : AMBassador 4033

(Open till 6 p.m. Saturdays)
: CENtral 2833

AND AT 152.153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Phone

Terms of Business Cash with order or C.O.D. over LI. Send 6d. Stamp for list.
ALL POST ORDERS to our new Head Office : 740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N. 17. r'hone : TOTtenham 5371.
:
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7711gioims741Nrip:IC I RIM
PREMIER
TELEVISOR
KITS
FOR LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM
USING 9" OR 12" MAGNETIC C.R. TUBES

£19.19. 0
(Carriage and Packing IS-)

including all parts, valves and loudspeaker,

but excluding

C.R.

TUBE

CIRCUIT DETAILS
The Vision Receiver consists of 4

R.F.

stages (EF54's) which are followed by a Diode

Detector and Noise Limiter (6H6) which is
directly coupled to the Video valve (EF54).
Complete Kit with valves, I3/16,0.
Carriage and packing 2/6.

The Sound Receiver comprises 3 R.F. stages

(6SH7's) follwed by a Double Diode Triode
(6Q7), which acts as Detector and L.F.
Amplifier. A Noise Limiter (EA50) is
also incorporated. The output valve (6V6)
drives a 10in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with
closed field magnet, which is included in the
time Base Kit.
Complete Kit with valves, E3/1/0.
Carriage and packing 2,6.

The Time Bases employ blocking

oscillators on both Line (6SH7 and 807), and Frame
(VR137 and 6V6). E.H.T. (Non -lethal) is

taken from the Line Output Transformer
through a voltage doubler employing two

valves (VU III). The Sync separators are 6H6
and 6V6.

Permanent Magnet Focusing.

Complete Kit with valves, £8/5/6.
Carriage and packing 5/-.
The Power Supply is from a double -wound
mains transformer completely isolating the
receiver from the mains. The H.T. Rectifier
is a 5U4G.
Complete Kit with valves, £4, 16:6.
Carriage and packing 5/-.

Walnut Finished Pedestal
Cabinets from Stock for
9in. Tubes £6 15 0
12in. Tubes £8 8 0
Carriage and Packing is. 6d.

Those living within range of the

proposed new Northern T.V.

EACH KIT OR INDIVIDUAL PART AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
The following sensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor Kit is capable of
reception at greater distances than any other standard commercial kit or receiver
whether T.R.F. or Superhet.

VISION RECEIVER
Sensitivity :25 p.V for I5V peak to peak measured at the Anode of the Video Valve.
Sound Rejection : Better than 40 db.
Adjacent Sound Rejection : Midland Model. Better than 50 db.

SOUND RECEIVER
Sensitivity : 20µV.

"MAGNETIC "
CONSTRUCTION BOOK
3-

Vision Rejection : Better than 50 db.

Transmitters can commence
building a Televisor for the

Birmingham frequency.
As soon as the new frequencies are
announced we shall be able to offer
conversion details. This will entail
coil alteration only.

The cost will be negligible.

Alternatively we can supply Kits,
less coils, and coils will follow as
soon as the
announced.

frequencies

are

AT

207, EDGWARE RD., W.2

Phone : AMBassador 4033

(Open till 6 p.m. Saturdays)

AND AT 152153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Phone: CENtral 2833
Terms of Business : Cash with order or C.O.D. over LI. Send 6d. Stamp or list.
ALL POST ORDERS to our new Head Office : 740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.I7. Phone TOTtenham 5371.
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ELPREQ SPECIALS
ELECTROLYTICS
2 mfd. 450 v.
4 mfd. 450 v.
8 mfd. 150 v.
8 mfd. 350 v.
8 mid. 450 v.
8 mfd. 500 v.
16 mfd..:50 v.
16 mfd. 450 v.
16 mfd. 500 v.
32 mfd. 350 v.
32 mfd. 450 v.
10 mfd. 25 v.
25 mfd. 25 v.
50 mfd. 12 v.
8 mfd. x 8 mfd. at 450 v
8 mfd. x 16 mfd. at 350 v
8 mfd. x 16 mfd. at 450 v
16 mfd. X 16 mfd. at 350 v
16 mfd. X 16 mfd. at 450 v.

s.
I
I
r

d.
4

r

6

6
3

I II

a 6

I II
3

6

a 8
6

3

You many times have felt the
need of a device which would
enable you to put resistance or
capacity or a combination of
these two quickly into a circuit.

resistance capacity boxes which,

by the simple manipulation of

plugs, will enable you to do
this. With these boxes you
can put in 1 ohm, 2 ohms, 3
ohms, 4 ohms, and so on, in

steps of 1 ohm, right up to

I o
ro
2

4
6

ment Laboratories are available

3
3
3

6
0
9

3

.

We have a small quantity of

6,000 ohms. In a similar way
capacity can be put into circuit
by small amounts, thus making
it simple for you to find

Io

TELEPHONE JACK
PLUGS

-EQUIP YOUR LABORATORY -

optimum working conditions.
These boxes made for Govern-

.

I

1

5
6

t

while they last at 19/6 each,
plus 1/6 post and packing.
Don't delay-order by return.

METAL REC111.MRS
Selenium 250 v. 100 ma., 4/3.

.a.
.6.
S 3

g.
45

Mee

suit, sod. each.

410

:r.

410

As illustrated 7d. each, sockets to

.
S

.1

.4.

g -WAY PORCELAIN

.1146

CONNECTOR BLOCKS
Hundreds of useful applications,
1/3.

11.1:4:1

00

0' 0

16 mfd. x 8 mfd. x 24
mfd. at 450 v.

4 2

25 mfd. x 25 mfd. at 200 v
16 mfd. x 8 mfd. at 350 v
16 mfd. x 8 mfd. at 500 v
250 mfd. at 12 v.
16 mfd. x 32 mfd. at

3x
2

POWER PACK TYPE 392

4

This is an extremely useful unit

Famous wartime

2

3

which works off A.C. without

3

4

modification giving
of 700 v. D.C.

used in conjunction with a lens
system and h.t. for seeing in the
dark. This is an infra -red image

I

3

350 v.
12 mfd. at 50 v.

SHEET PAXOLIN

an output

adequately

for when you

are

experimenting. Size 6in. x 6in.,

//;,

Size 12in. x 8in., 2/-,
Size 12in. x 12in. 3/6, size
24in. x 12in. 6/ -. Average

thickness fin.

B.A. SOCKET SPANNERS

" cats eye "

converter

components contained in the
power unit :
Mains Trans-

caesium screen which lights up

P.M. SPEAKERS

(like a cathode ray tube) when the

former for 200-250 v. 50 cycle,
with secondaries of 700-0-700 v.

electrons released by the infrared strike it. It follows that as
light from an ordinary lamp is

All speakers are by very famous
makers such as Rola, Celestion,
Goodmans, etc.

silver

and the hundred and one other
devices as will the simpler type
of photo cell. Here then is a

64in.
8in.

sers, L.F. choke, 10 henry 100 mA.,

golden

x Elkin. Price 67/6.

a

Size

rich

is unused and is contained in a
louvred case size 12in. x 51in.

with

infra -red these cells
burglar alarms,
work :
will
counting circuits, smoke detectors

12.5 v. at 1 amp. (Note these
are Admiralty ratings, the transformers will stand at least twice
these figures). Also two rectifier
valves type CV54, 10 -watt resistors, three 4 mfd. 100 v. conden-

2 slydlok fuses. The power pack

cell

in

opportunity for some
interesting experiments price 9/6
Data
each, or six for 52/6.
will be supplied with cells if
requested.

Covering sizes 0-6 B.A. and with

double ended wrench as illustrated. A really good set which
will help you with those nuts in

15 amp. shuttered switch plug,
bikelite moulded surface, mounting type, made by very famous
maker, made to B.S.S. 7/6 each.

smoothed. Here is a list of the

at 70 mA., 4 v. at 2.5 amps.,
Invaluable

"SNIPERSCOPE"

6
6

CHARGING SWITCHBOARD -

With
Less
Trans. Trans.
s. d. s. d.

--

2 On.
3 t in.
Sin.

xo

ro

12

3

to

13
18

6

II

rz 6

-

10in.
12in.

6

so

16
39

6

0
6

6

6
6

6

I.F. TRANSFORMERS

465 kc/s, iron dust cored very
high " Q " fitted in standard size
can, 6/9 per pair, 465 kc/s iron
dust cored very high " Q "

fitted in midget size can, 52/6 per
pair. 465 kc/s air cored, medium
size can, 6/9 per pair.

awkward corners, price 5/6 com-

L.F. CHOKES

plete.

Heavy duty types suitable for
power packs and mains smoothing.
These are mostly Government
Surplus.
s. d.

POLISHED B.A.
SPANNERS
Covering sizes 1 to 6 RA., these
are so made to have a straight and

200 mA. 10 henry

a right angle end for each B.A.
size. 6/- set.

200 mA. 3 henry
Midget -type inductance
unknown
120 mA. 9 henry
80 mA. 10 henry

QUADRANT -TYPE
SCRIBERS
For marking out chassis these are
the ideal tool, normal price 7/6,

so

0

S

0

3

6
6
6
0

80 mA. 5 henry
40 mA. 5 henry

6
4
4
3

our price while they last, 3/9.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH

Midget pentode matching to
3-5 ohms
3 6
Standard pentode matching

UNIT

For three
waveband and
mains on/off
complete with
knobs. z/6.

EGG INSULATORS.
For all sorts of aerials including

T.V. 1) long x 1 x 1. 4d. each.
3/6 doz.

This contains five high -wattage slider type variable resistors,
four flush meters reading up to 15 amps each, and one reading
up to 40 amps. In addition there is a voltmeter with a selector
switch to permit voltage checking of all circuits, two cut-outs,
switches, fuses and terminals. The whole being mounted on a
panel and enclosed in a metal case with doors and feet. A source
of D.C. fed in will be split up to permit battery charging at varying
currents. If used with a generator the field of same and hence its

voltage output can be controlled by the first slider. Excellent

break -down value, as any one of the sliders would cost much more
than we ask for the whole unit. Price 57/6, carriage 12/6.

to 3-5 ohms

Medium pentode matching
to 3-5 ohms

3

9

3

3

Standard size multi -ratio 4

6

VOLUME CONTROLS
have full-length spindle
and are complete with fixing nuts.
We stock full range of values between 2,000 ohms and 2 megohms,
All

prices are less switch, 2/6 each ;
single -pole switch 3/9 each.
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LIQUIDATOR'S STOCK

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS
Ordinary-E.H.T.-Special.
All transformers are suitable for

200-250 v. 50 cycle mains, are
fitted with primary screens, fully
impregnated and complete with
all necessary clamps, etc.

Desk or Wall Mounting
Suitable for intercommunication
between offices, workshops, stores,
garages, big houses, kitchens, etc.

Each station consists of normal
size Bakelite handsets and desk
or wall mounting cabinet with
built-in selector switch, buzzer
and push. All stations can
communicate with one another
independently. Each installation
is absolutely complete and internally wired. 3 -station installation

300-0-300 at 80 mA. 6.3 v. at
4 amps. 5 v. at 3 amps. Half

Polished walnut radio cabinet size 20 x 12 x 71in. complete

with L., M. and S. dial, size 7 x 6/in. and backplate with magic

complete with 50 yards 5 -core
cable £6/143/-. 4 -station installation, complete with 50 yards
6 -core cable, £8/to/-. 2 -station
installation, complete with 25
yards 4 -core cable, f3/17/6.

eye cutout, also with drilled chassis and hardboard back.
You will find it quite a simple matter to complete this into
a very handsome receiver of the £55 class. Limited quantity,
price 32/6, plus 2/6 carriage for the 5 items.

3 tuning condensers, split-stato

PLUG AND SOCKET

ELECTRIC
HEATERS

Heavy cast
framework
totally encloses
the elements, so
these are 100%

This brass cased plug and socket
is extremely robust and ideal for
P.A. or outside work. Ideal
also for taking power to units as
it insulates the ends of the wires.
Contacts are quite suitable for

type ;
4 two -watt carbon resistors, usefu
values ;
1 tapped 20 watt resistor, vitreou
covered ;
6 paper condensers, .05 mf. 1,000
v. working.
3 paper condensers, .1 mf.
1,000 v. working ;

your radio den,

power. Price 2/6 per pair.

shop, etc. 750

TWO SUPER SPEAKERS

2 H.F. chokes;
4 paper condensers, .1 mf. 450 v.
working ;
2 paper condensers, .15 mf.;
5 bakelite moulded mica condensers .001;
1 paper condenser, .01 mf. 3,000
v. working ;
24 rubber grommets, assorted

The first is a beautifully made 10in

6 resistors

1

watt,

all

useful

6 resistors

k

watt,

all

useful

safe even in confined
spaces,
just right for

carrying up to 10 amps. so this
can

garage,

watt

(heavy)

model, 23/6,

plus
5/6
carriage. Other

availmodels
able are : 750

watt, 500 watt
250 watt, all

these are 23/6 each plus 5/6 each
carriage.
used as

The 250 watt model

a foot -warmer keeps
legs and body warm for less than

a farthing per hour.

be used for lighting

or

P.M. speaker, a real precision
product made by a very famous
speaker firm. It is undoubtedly a
10in. which reproduces with all
the quality of a 12in. It has three
special features (1) a solid diecast
frame (2) a special speech coil
suspension which gives wider
frequency response (3) dustproof
cone assembly. Speech coil is
normal 2/3 ohms. Price is 16/6
plus 2/6 post and insurance.
The second is the 8in. P.M.
speaker made by the same firm
whose name incidentally we are
not allowed to mention but you
will recognise it immediately.
This again has normal 2/3 ohms
coil. Price is x1/6 plus 1/9 post
and insurance.

BREAK -DOWN UNIT
At present day prices the spares in

this unit would cost at least £5.
Here is a list of the main contents :
3 two -metre coils ;

SHORT TURNS COIL
TESTER
You know that it is almost an
impossibility to test for shorted

turns in I.F. Transformers, Coils,
L.T. Transformers, etc., with an
ordinary ohmmeter. Our mains operated shorted turns coil tester
will

reveal these

faults

in

a

second. An essential instrument
in all coil -winding shops as it will

test for continuity at the same
speed. £6/1o/-.

0 R0

,r)

sizes ;

values ;
values ;

40 resistors
values ;

watt, all useful

40 silver mica condensers assorted values, including : 10, 15,

20, 40, 50,

100,

150,

300,

and 500 pf. types ;
4 English octal valve holders ;

2 English 5 -pin valve holders ;
1 E.F.50 type valve holder;
3 diode valve holders ;
1 louvred casing, size 12 x 7 Y
4in. ;
1 heavy metal chassis size 12 x
7 x 2in. ;
8 condenser clips, assorted sizes.
Also an assortment of nuts, bolts
P.K., self -threading screws, tag
boards, chassis mounting tag connectors, screened grid caps, plain
grid caps, levers, rollers, connecting rods, output sockets, etc., etc.

ALL THIS COLLECTION OF
PARTS FOR 6/6 only, plus
1/9 postage and packing.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

TIMED SWITCH MECHANISM. This comprises a beautifully
made 8 day jewelled miniature clock or watch movement, which
operates two 2 amp contact switches. These switches also are quite
suitable for mains use. There are two calibrated dials, one contact
adjusts in / hour intervals up to 6 hours, the other one in one hour
intervals up to 36 hours. The whole is really precision made to
stringent M.O.S. specification. The size of the complete switch
mechanism is 3M. long and 21in. across. Or if you wish the miniature clock movement can be removed completely and this then
measures only liin. x 5in. The price of the complete timed switch
is 27/6. These are brand new still in the manufacturers original
sealed boxes.

shrouded drop through, 14/6.
260-0-260 at 60 mA. 6.3 v. at
3 amps. 5v. at 2 amps. Half
shrouded drop through. Price
53/9.

350-0-350 at 80 mA., 4 V. at
6 amps. 4 v. at 3 amps., drop
through or upright mounting,
a useful replacement type for
old -type receivers, r6/6.

350-0-350 at 100 mA., 6.3 v. at

5 amps., 5 v. at 2 amps. Fully
shrouded upright mounting, 59/6.
260-0-260 at

60 mA. 4 v.

at

4 amps. 4 v. at 3 amps. Half
shrouded drop through. Price
13'9.

235-0-235 at 60mA.
6.3 v. at 3 amps.,
5 v. at 2 amps.

Fully shrouded upright
mounting,
55/-. Primary has
an additional
for 110 v.

tap

Filament Transformer, 6.3 v.
11-2 amps., upright, 6/...
350-0-350 at 160 mA., 5 v. at
3 amps., 6.3 v. at 6 amps., 6.3 v.
at 3 amps. Fully shrouded upright mounting, 36/-.
250-0-250 at 100 mA., 5 v. at
3 amps., 6.3 v. at 6 amps., 27/6.

2,50o v. at 5 mA., 4 v.

at 1.5

amps., 202 v. at 2 amps., 25/-.

4 KV. at 5 mA., 2 v. at 2 amps.,
potted with insulators, 67/6.

Special combined transformer
designed to be suitable for Televisor or oscilloscope using a bin.
tube VCR97, etc. 400-0-400 at

150 mA., 2.5 KV. at 5 mA.,
6.3 v. at 6 amps., 6.3 v. at 6
amps., 4 v. at 1 amp., 4 v. at 2
amps., 5 v. at 3 amps., 70/-.

SPECIAL
MAINS/AUTO TRANSFORMER
6.3 v. at 2 amps.,
60 v. at 200 mA.,
tapped 200/220, 230/250,
7/6

Orders under £2 add 1/6, under £1 add 1/-. Postable items can be sent C.O.D., additional charge approx. 1/-. Good stock of
Telephone : Ruislip 578o
all items at time of going to press. List 6d.

-.11RECISIONIQUIPMENT (2) ELECTRON HOUSE, Windmill Hill, RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX.
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CLYDESDALE

350/400 WATT (AERIAL) TRANSRCA TYPE ET -4336
MITTER.

Bargains in Ex -Service Radio and Electronic Equipment

SERIES

FOR THE TELEVISION CONSTRUCTOR
FOR VIEWING

THE I.F./VIDEO AMPLIFIER

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Contains a

THE R.I355 provides an excellent basis for the

VCR97 Cathode Ray Tube with a mu -metal

shield plus a host of other components suitable
for the TV constructor and the following valves
make suitable spares for the R1355.
16/SP6I's, 2/EB34's, and 2/EA50's.
The complete unit is housed in a metal retainer I8in. x 8kin. x I Ilin.
CLYDESDALEONLY

67/6 each

PRICE
Circuits available at 1/3 each.

POST
P'S

AID

receiver for your TV and provides 5
stages of I.F. (SP6I) plus a detector (EA50)
vision

Video amplifier and cathode follower (SP6I).
The I.F. is 7.5 Mc s. This unit is designed for use
with the RF Units 24, 25, 26 and 27. The R355
can also be used for TV sound reception and the

installation of integral A.C. Mains power packs
is quite easily accomplished.
Enclosed in a
metal retainer.
I8in. x 83in. x 7kin.
CLYDESDALE
POST
67/6 each

ONLY

PR ICE

100°,4, COMPONENT VALUE
R.35I 5 I.F. A.F. AMPLIFIER U NIT comprises
numerous components which will be suitable

for the TV constructor -plus a 6 stage 12.25 Mc/s.

IF strip mounted on a detachable sub -chassis.
The R.3515 provides relays, condensers, potentiometers and resistors, I 0/SP61, 5/EF36,
3/E8C33, I/EB34, l/EF39 and I/EA50 valves.
It's too good to miss. Totally enclosed in a metal
retainer I8in. x I lain. x 7kin.
CLYDESDALE'S
POST
67 in each

PRICE ONLY

PAID

P'S

AID

Circuits available at 1/3 each.

12.25 Mc/s. I.F. STRIP

PRICE ONLY

PAID

6in. ELECTROSTATIC VCR97 (E351).
tube is very popular with Television

This
conThe

used.

VCR97 is a short persistence tube employing a
2,000 v. anode and a 4 v. filament. The base is
side contact. All VCR97's are tested and carefully repacked before dispatch.

CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

35/_ each

POST

PAID

PRICE ONLY

£60

Gt. Britain

HAND DRIVEN GENERATOR
H.409. Hand driven Generator 10K/13043,
comprising a 40 : I gearing unit driving a
generator producing 6.3 v. .5 A and 300 v.
50mA. complete with ratchet handle. Dim.
7in. long. Used but in good condition.

of unit.

Coax input and output sockets are
mounted on the front panel. Dim. I8in. x 5kin.
x 4kin.
CLYDESDALE'S 1 7/6 each
POST

PRICE ONLY

PAID

PRICE ONLY

tions for use.

Enclosed

PAID

'""h"

PST

PAID

CAN
CAN WE HELP YOU ?
Circuits and details of numerous ex -surplus
units available at low prices. Maybe we can
help you to overcome that snag. Write direct.

POAID

MAGNETIC COMPASS

5 channels are pre -tuned and switched. These
units consist of an RF stage (SP6I), Mixer

which tunes 7 Mcis. (42 Metres) Short Wave.

ONLY

PAID

PRICE ONLY/6
H.406.

in a metal case 9kin. x 7kin. x 4kin.
CLYDESDALE'S
each

POST

generator producing 28 v..175 A. and 300 v. at
40mA. The generator is detachable measuring
4kin. x 2kin. The unit is complete with ratchet
handle. Used but in good condition.

R.1355 Receiver but can be fed into any Receiver

(SP6I) and Oscillator (SP6I) stage.

136

CLYDESDALE'S

THE RF24 (30 to 20 Mc s.-10-15 Metres) and
RF25 (50 to 40 Mc/s.-6-7.5 Metres) are spot
tuned converter units which are used with the

POST

A.G. Mains 200/250 volts and is fitted with a
reduced power switch bringing the input within
licence limits. Weight 550lb.
CLYDESDALE'S
F.O.B.

H.408. Hand Driven Generator by Bendix,
comprising a 70: I geared unit driving a

3in. ELECTROSTATIC 3PBI (E779). This
Tube is a compact unit extremely suitable for

22/6 each

With each 4336 a further 807 buffer stage follows
the Oxcullator. The ET 4336 is ready for use on

CLYDESDALE'S

pact I.F. sub -chassis for use of SP6I valves (not
included) -the chassis is wired for I.F. operation
and input leads are tag terminated at rear end

R.F. STAGES FOR T.V.

CLYDESDALE'S

of the TX can be either a crystal multiplier or
a master oscillator -BOTH ARE SUPPLIED.

H.38 I.F. STRIP by Pye provides a very com-

VIEWING TUBES
test work or for small portable equipment where
only a 1,000 to 2,000 volt is available. Filament
supply required 6 v.
The base is diphetal.
Brand new in maker's cartons and carefully
packed before shipment.

THE ET -4336 TX employs 2/813 valves in the
P.A. modulated by 2/805 valves. An 807 Oscillator stage unit which is plugged into the front

Magnetic marching compass MK I, for

day or night use, enclosed in a black bakelite
case 3in. x 2kin. x Sin., complete with instruc-

CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

POST

/- each

PAID

POWER UNIT. For the P40 receiver.

An

A.C. mains power unit complete and ready to
plug into a mains supply of 0-200/250 V.
40/60 cy.

A.G., with an output of

175 v. at

60 mA. H.T. and 12.5 v./2.5 A. L.T.
Totally enclosed in louvred metal cabinet,

Ilfin.x5fin.x4fin.

CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

39/6 each

POST

PAID

FLASH ! NEWS FOR THE COMMERCIAL RADIO CONSTRUCTOR

PRICE ONLY

PAID

DIAL GLASS (Graduated) H 410
A three WAVEBAND DIAL GLASS to suit the
cabinet

detailed on the left, completely
graduated with station names and wavelength.

Dimensions 6 x 4in.

CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

/3

each

POST

PAID

CONDENSERS

CONTROL KNOBS

WALNUT WOODEN CABINETS
A professionally built finely finished walnut
wooden cabinet with inside dimensions 15S x
8f x 7fin. complete with a finished dial aperture
in the front 5+ x 3kin. and a speaker aperture
5; x 4kin. Three holes are drilled symmetrically
below the dial aperture. This is the type of
cabinet which will make many want to build that
new house set. Refer H394.
CLYDESDALE'S Ei .5., each
POST

Ivory Control Knobs I kin. diam. fin.
deep with serrated edge. These knobs fit a
standard kin. spindle with slatted side and are
spring clip locked.
CLYDESDALE'S
POST
9d each
H.403.

U.

PRICE ONLY

PAID

H.404. These knobs are as above but finished
in brown.

CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

8d each

POST

PAID

basis for that 2 -metre rig. We can supply you
with this Stratton -built receiver which can be
modified for use on 144 Mc/s. The set in its

present state can be tuned to any spot frequency
between 85 and 95 MO. by means of the crystal

controlled Oscillator stage which should not
prove unduly difficult to alter, and pruning the
coils is quite simple.
REMEMBER the P40
would make a fine business mobile receiver
for 2 metres.
Employing an I.F. of 2.9 Mc/s. the valve line up

includes :-I/EF54 RF, I/EF54 Mixer, I/EC52-

2/EF54 Oscillator and multiplier stage, 2/EF39

CONDENSER less trimmers .00035 Mfd. nom.

with fin. spindle fin. long. Dimensions, 2g. x
2f in.

CLYDESDALE'S

7/6 each

POST

PRICE ONLY
PAID
MEDIUM and LONG WAVE PADDERS,

150 and 400 Pf. respectively. These two trimmers are mounted in a single ceramic block
fitted with a small bracket for mounting purposes.

CLYDESDALE'S

each

POST

H.393. An extremely robust yet compact 2
wafer switch. 3 -pole 4 -way each section. 2in.

PRICE ONLY
PAID
H400 8 Mfd. 450 v. Wkg. ALI-CAN ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER, 2f x lin. diam.

standard kin. diam. flattened.

CLYDESDALE'S

I) /Ci each

POST

WAVECHANGE SWITCH
between each wafer with a spindle Ifin. long,
CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

4/6 each

POST

PAID

cover.

Dimensions

CLYDESDALE'S E3.19.6 each
PRICE ONLY

condenser.

4d. each
PRICE ONLY
H401 16 x 24 Mfd. 450 v. Wkg. ALI-CAN
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER, 2f x

I.F., ljE834 detector and AVC, 116J5 1st Audio
and a 6V6 output.
The complete unit is enclosed in a die-cast
frame with a louvred
I !fin. x 5; -fin. x 4kin.

PRICE ONLY
6./ ,0
PAID
H400A MOUNTING CLIPS for the above
CLYDESDALE'S

FOR THE 2 - METRES ENTHUSIAST
P40 VHF Superhet Receiver provides yet another

H399 TWO GANG VARIABLE TUNING

diam.

CLYDESDALE'S

each

POST

PRICE ONLY
`?/
PAID
H401 A MOUNTING CLIPS, for the above
condenser.

POST

PAID

CLYDESDALE'S Qd. ea. 2/6 doz. POST
PRICE ONLY
PAID

Order direct from :-

CLYDESDALE
Phone: South 2706/9.

SUPPLY 2 BRIDGE STREET
CO. LTD. GLASGOW
C.5

Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland.

-
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ALWAYS FIRST WITH THE FINEST.
COMPLETE SOUND / VISION TELEVISION
RECEIVER.
STILL AVAILABLE. As advertised in November issue.
WALNUT CONSOLE TELEVISION CABINETS. 9", 10' and 12'.
LASKY'S PRICE f8.10.0
Carriage 12/6 ex'tr'a.

L.S.L. VALVE AND CIRCUIT ANALYSER. BRAND NEW.
LASKY'S PRICE £10.19.6
Carriage 10'- extra.
EX. A.M. RECEIVER TYPE R1132A. BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. IN MAKER'S ORIGINAL.
WOOD CASE. ILO frequency receiver. 100-124 Mc/s. Contains 11 valves one VR65, one
VR66, four VR53, two V1154. one 6J5, one V870 (voltage stabiliser), one VR57. Large tuning
scale, with slow motion drive. 0-5 m/a. tuning meter, R.F. and C.F., gain controls, jack sockets
for line and 'phone. Totally enclosed in metal case, grey enamelled, with plated handles. Sim:
18in. x 10in. x llin. Weight packed 5416.

Model A -London. B -Birmingham. By well-known British manu-

Supplied with circuit and calibration chart.

unit: 10in. x 40n. x lin. Circuits and full data supplied with each
unit. Remember these are brand new manufacturers' surplus and not
Ex -Government. COMPLETE WITH VALVES.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER. TYPE P.O.E. By Philips. Perfect condition. Aerial tested
before despatch. 6 valve superhet, circuit: R.E., F.O., two LF.s, D.D.T., pentode output. Fee.
mammy coverage: 16-50 mfrs. ; 200-550 Entre. ; 800-2,500 mire. Fitted in metal case, black crackle
finish, with built-in loudspeaker. Fly wheel tuning. May be used with any suitable power pack
Supplied complete with 6 brand new Mallard valves : 3 EF39 ; 1 ECH36 ; 1 EBC33 1 EL32

LASKY'S PRICE

facturer. Uses 10 of the latest type miniature valves. Specification and
line up Vision. 3 R.F. stages with 6AM6's. Det. and int. suppr. 6AL5.
Syn. Sep. 6AM6. Video output GAMS. Sound: 3 R.F. stages with
SAMS... Det. and Int suppr. 6AL5. Sound output 6AM6. Size of
Voltages required H.T. 270 volts, 80 mla., L.T. 6.3 volts 3 amps.

LASKY'S 26.19.6

LASKY'S PRICE

Carriage and packing 2/6 extra.

99/6

Carriage 10/- extra.

210.10.0 Carriage M. extra

Power pack for P.O.E. Receiver. 12 volt.
TUNEABLE PRE -AMPLIFIERS. Ideal for use with our 10in. or 12in. television receivers.

This compact and efficient pre-amplilier can be tuned to any of the B.B.C. frequencies
both in use and proposed. Is for use in fringe areas and gives a gain of approximately
II time,.
It can be used on any receiver where the aerial impedance is 80 ohms.
One valve is used-Osram Z77. It is simple to connect, a standard Belling -Lee co -axial
plug and socket for input and output, and standard 4 -pin plug for power supply, the
latter fitting the socket at the rear of our television receivers.
x 21in. x hin. In grey crackled metal case.
Size

LASKY'S 42
PRICE

/

Postage and packing 3/6 extra.
RADAR INDICATOR UNITS
TYPE

182C. BRAND NEW

IN MAKER'S
WOOD CASE.

ORIGINAL
Contains 2

cathode ray tubes, one Sin.
VCR517 and one 31n. VCR139.
Also the following valves
three SP61, one 6J5, three
EA50, one Dl. Dozens of
components, coils, resistances.

condensers, seven potImeters,
Enclosed in metal case,

etc.

size 12in. x gin. x 19in. Weight
40Ib.
LASKY'S

PRICE

Carriage 7 6 mar..
The 162C Indicator.
VCR139.
LASKY'S PRICE

Carriage 7/6 extra.

7a a
"

Less the

A few only.

LASKY'S PRICE

39/6

Carriage 5/- extra.

A.C. power packs.
LASKY'S PRICE

59/6

Carriage 5/- extra.

RECEIVER UNITS TYPE 25.
The receiver section of the
Easily
TR1196 equipment
converted to an all -wave receiver

6 valve superhet. Valve line
up: two EF36, two EF39, on,
EK32, one EBC33.

Full details

and circuits supplied free with
each receiver. Slightly soiled
but unused.
LASKY'S PRICE

226

Carriage 2/6 extra.
The Receiver 25, lees valves.
LASKY'S PRICE 8/6
Carriage 2/6 extra.

59'6
EX-A.M. COMMUNICATION RECEIVER/TYPE R1155.

AUTO TRANSFORMER.

LASKY'S PRICE 7/6 Per Pair.
Postage 11- per pair extra.
CAR RADIO PLUG SUPPRESSORS. Brand new and perfect.
LASKY'S PRICE I /- each. 10/- per doe.

Post extra.
CONDENSER CORNER. By famous Manufacturers.
new goods fully guaranteed.
mid.
v.w.
mid.
25
25
1/6
350
2
1/12
1I350
50
4
1/3

All

4
0
8

12
16
20

500
350
500
50
500

2/2/2/6
1/3/-

64

12

1/-

16 X 32

8x8
8x8
8 X 16

8 x 16
32 x 32

450
150

500
450
500
350
350

NEW IN WOOD
TRANSIT CASE. Aerial tested
before despatch.
Supplied
BRAND

Type AT/2. 70 watts.
Voltages: 100, 110, 130
and 240. Step up or

High resistance.

BRAND NEW EARPHONES.

5/11
2/6
4/6

4/3
4/11
4/11
4/11

complete with 10 valves. Circuit: B.P.O., A.V.C., R.F.
Amp., two I.F. stages, magic
eye, etc.
5 frequency ranges: 18.5-7-5
Me/c.; 75-3.0 Mc/s.; 1,500606 he/s.; 500-200 he/e.; 200-

down.
LASKY'S

pRipE7/1 1
Postage 1/- extra.

VA28 PHOTO ELECTRIC
100
CELLS. Requires

volts D.C. or peak A.C.
to function. Brand new
and perfect.

75 kc/s.

Post 1/6.
931A Photo electric cell
with 9 stage multiplier.
Suitable for telephoto and

low light experimental
BRAND NEW
AND GUARANTEED.
work.

data and details
LASKY'S PRICE25/.
Full

Carriage

extra.

LASKY'S PRICE 3/6
each.

PRICE

lin wood case/ 716

modification data and
circuit details supplied free

Fall

with each receiver.
Complete kit of parts, Including output valve and rectifier for building a power pack
and output stage for the T1155 Receiver as described in the modification Mstructions.

supplied with each cell.

Post 1/6.
CRYSTALS. Germanium
Crystal Diodes.

LASKY'S

212.10.0

LASKY'S PRICE12/6

PRICE 56/.

Complete, carriage free.

The above power pack and output stage fully assembled In black enamel case, ready
for use.
PRICE, 79'6 Carriage 5/- extra.

Send a 21d stamp with your name and address (In block letters please) for a copy of our current stock list giving full details of our
Ex -Government Radio, Radar and Surplus equipment, THE LASKY'S RADIO BULLETIN

370 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital)

TELEPHONE : CUNningham 1979 & 7214.

Hours : Mon. to Sat. 9.30

to 6 p.m.

Thurs. half day

I

p.m.

DECEMBER, 1950
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Eating Col I Speakers. All raw 2/3 ohm. P.M.: Me., 11/8 ;
; 51n. 10/- ; (with Trans. 14/8) ;
Rola 16 6 ; 41n.

VOU'IR.

6;in. 11/6 ; 81. 12/6 and 17/- ( with Trans. 161-) ;
10in. 23/6; lffin. Rola 39/6 and C,elestion 75/,

SORE to ?et it at

Potentiometers. New Centralab 2K, 55, 10K, 25K.
50K. 100K, 1, 1, 1 and 2 meg., less switch, 3/9, with

Charger Traneformers. Suitable for use with above
Rectifiers. Each has input of 230 volts. Outputs

(a) 24 volts tapped 15 v., 9 v. gad 4 v. at 3 amps.,
22/9; ( 6)30 volts tapped 16 v. and 9 v. at 3 amps.,
23/9 ; (c) 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 3 amps., 16,6 ; (d)
12 volts, If amps., 11/3 ; (e) 15 volts tapped 9 v. at
6 amps., 21/8 ; 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 1/ amps., 13/6.

A Battery Charger Wiring Diagram is included with

switch 6.. Midget Type 2/6. Midget with switch,

purchase of Charger Transformer and Rectifier.

1, / and 1 meg., 6/-.

NEW SURPLUS

Surplus Potentiometers. All standard size with extended
spindles: 5K, 10K, 15K, 20K, 25K, 505', 100K.

P9RAIMPIPASHY2123-.0

!

I

VOLTS.

FOSTER

TRANSFORMERS.
VOLTS,

SECONDARY 12

250K 500K, 750K, 1 meg. 2/6 each.

Coils. Denco Maxi " Q " High " Q " with miniature size
Litz wound on Polystyrene Formers with adjustable
Iron Dust Cores. Aerial, H.F., or Oscillator for 465 k/c
or 1.6 m/c. Range covers all wavebands from 3.6 to
2,000 metres. Wiring diagram. Prices: Chassis Mount -

in g, 310 (with React. 4/9) Octal fitting pin base,
4/- (with React., 5/-). Denco T.R.P. Matched pair

Output Transformer -Stern's. Midget luin. x tin. x lin.
ratio 60-1, 3/9 (or ratio 90-1, 3/9). Stern's Multi -

ratio (over 12 ratios, some C.T.), 5/6 watts. 8/6.

Stem's Heavy Duty Multi -ratio, all C/Tapped, handles

Medium and Long Waves, 6/6 pair. Weymouth T.R.F.

Matched pair M. and L. Waves, 8/6 pair. Superhet
Matched pair S. 13. and L. Waves, 8/9 or 11/8 Pair.
All types Wearite " P " Coils, 3/. each in stock. Weydia., Iron Core. Aerial, H.F.
mouth Midget 11in. x

13 watts and suits P.E.4s, 6L6s, etc., 29/6. Rola
Multi -ratio, 5/6 watts, 10/6.

Midget 10 henry 250 ohm 40 mA., 3/6;
20 hny. 250 ohm 60 mA., 6/6; 20 hny. 300 ohm
100 mA., 11/9 ; 5 hop. 50 ohm 250 mA., 18/6 ;
20 hny. 250 clam 120 mA., 18/6 ; 9 hny. 250 ohm
120 mA 841

L.F. Chokes.

or Osc., 3/5 each.

B.E.C. Midget Can Tubular,
8 red. 450 v. (flies. x tin. dia.), 2/6 ; 8-8 mfd. 450 v.
(11in. x lin. dia.), 4/-; 16.8 mfd. 450 V. (114n. x
lln. dia.), 4/6: 32 red. 450 v., 5)-; 16-16 mid. 450 v. Aluminium Chassis. Substantially made of gauge 16
S.W.O. with f our side 8,7in. x 4in. x 2in.,3/3 ; Sin. x
(ltin. x 11in. dia.). 4/8; Dubiller " Drilitic " Card
Sin. x 2/ in. 4/- 10in. x gin. x 2} in. , 4/11 ; 10in. x
Tubular, 4 mfd. 500 I., 3/6; 8 red. 500 v., 4/-;
81n. x 21in., 5/6 ; 12in. x Pin. x 21In., 6/8 : 14in. X
16 mfd. 500 v. 5/6 ; B.I. Can, standard size, 8 mfd.
gin. x 21in. 6/11 ; l6in. x 8in. x 21in., 7'3 ;
500 v., 3/9 ; 8-8 red. 500 v., 5/-; 16 red. 500 v.,
16in x 8in. x3jin.,8/6.
4/3 ; 16-16 mfd. 500 v., 5/3 ; 32 mfd. 500 v., 5/-.

Electrolytic Condensers.

All New Stock. Dubilier mica .001 mfd. 5,000 v., 216.

Denco I.F. Liner for accurately lining -up 46.5 k/c, or

1.6 m/c1.F. channels. Pre -tuned circuits, battery opera-

ted and completely self-contained. Price 42/RT.).

Coil Packs. Osmor Midget Coil Pack, Size 31in. x Sties, x

llin. covering S. X. and L. Waves. Coils wound on
Polystyrene Formers with adjustable Iron Cores,

6.3 v. (Tapped 4 v.) 4 amp. and 5 v. (Tapped 4 v.)
2 amp., 38/6; (b) 350-0-350 v. 250 m/a., 4 volt.
8 amp., a v. 3 amp. 6.3 v. (Tapped 2 v.), 2 amp, and
6.3 v. 6 amp, 72/6, and many to other ratings.

Heater Auto Transformers : (a) Tapped 2v ., 4 v., 6 v.,

and 6.3 volts 3 amp., 9/6 ; (b) 4 v. 3 amp. to 5 v.
2 amp. Reversible 8/- r (04 v. 3 amp. to 6.3 v.2 amp.
Reversible, 6/-.

Power Potentiometers. Bulgin adjustable slider type,

Meter Rectifiers. Westinghouse 250 microomP., 11/6;

A 4 Station Pre-set Tuner. A complete self-contained
unit from which any 3 Medium W/Band and 1 Long

1 ma...10/6; 5 mA., 4/9.

aligned. Price, including full circuits for Superhet Selenium Rectifiers. H.T./R. wave. 250 v. 50 natl.
5/6 ; 250 v. 100 mA, 7/6; 250 v. 170 nut, 13.8.
465 k/c. Unit. 33/... Plus 7/4 P.T.
Weymouth
Midget 31in. x 21in. x 1 /M. covering S -M -L W/Bands, for
465 k/c, employing Matched Iron Cored Coils on each F. Wane Bridge Rectifiers for Battery Charging or Models
W/Band, 42/10. Wearite Superhet Type 705 and 706,
2, 4 o: 6 v , 11 amp, 7/6 ; 6 or 12 v. 11 amp, 11/8 ;

6 or 12 V. 3 amps, 19/6; 6 or 12 v. 5 amps, 23/-;

size

the above Coil Packs include Switching, Padding and
Trimmer Condense..

volt, 80 m/a., 6.3 . (Tapped 4 v.) 4 amp and 5 v.

(Tapped 4 v.) 2 aim,. 18/6 (also available with 350-0350 volt at 18/8). (b) Stern's 350.0-350 volt, 150 mia.,

I.F. Transformer, 465 k/c. New well-known manufacturer's surplus fin. x tin. x 1110. Iron Core, 9/ -each.
Denco Iron Core, 465 k/c. or 1.6 'Mc., )fin. x 11in. x
3i is., 16/6 pair. Wearite Stand Cap, Tuned, 465 k/c.,
20/- pr. New Surplus 465 k; c. Iron Core, 410 x 1 fin.
04.. 10/- Pair.

ensures efficient performance. Factory wired and

41in. x 3tin. x 11 in., covering two Short Wave
and one Medium W/Band or 8 -M -L Wavebands,
465 k/c, employs Iron Cored Coils 37,10. All of

Filament Transformer. Inputs 230 volts, outputs 6.3 v.
11 amp., 8/3 : 4 v. 11 amp., 7/6 ; Input 200/250 v.,
output 4 v. (C.T.) 11 amp., 4 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 2 amp.,
19/6. Input 230 v., output 6.3 v. (C.T.) 4 amp. 16/6.
Westinghouse Rectifiers. (a) H.T.51. Rated 350-0-350
volts 100 m/a., 35/-; (b) H.T.52. Rated 350-0-350 v.,
200 ro/a., 37/8; (c) H.T.53. Rated 500-0-500 v.,
200 na/a., 50/- ; (d) Type 16H.T.56, 17/9 ; (e) Tyne
36E.H.T.25, 11/9; If /Type 36E.H.T.35. Rated 2.5 kV.,
1 m/a., 17/6 ; (g) Type 36E.H.T.100, Pulse rating
5/6kY., 26/8.
Mains Transiormers. All New Stock with Primaries
tapped for 200-250 volts. Secondaries: (a) 250-0-250

12 or 24 v. 3 amps, 23/,

I/tillable Resistor to control charging (or model speed)
up to 3 amps ratirg, 13/6. Suite. le METER, 9.9.

max. 6 ohms 60 watt, or 14 ohms 60 watt.13/8 each.
Ex -Govt. Rotary Adjustable 50 ohms 60 watt 5/9-

W/Band Stations may be pre -selected, and then
individually selected by turn of Rotary Switch. No
Tuning Condenser required only 4 connections are
necessary, price 40/-.

Adjustable Mains Droppers. ltin. dia. x 21m.: (a)
.15 amp., 1.500 ohms, 5/-; (b) .2 amp., 1,000 ohms,
4/3; (c) .3 amp. 600 ohms, 5/-.
6 Volt Vibrator Transformers, secondary 350-0-350 volts.

rn/ a Al.

KITS OF PARTS AND CONSTRUCTORS ASSEMBLY OUTFITS
A 4 -STATION " PRE-SET " RECEIVER. We now have available complete Assembly
Instructions for the construction of a midget "Pre -Set " Superhet Receiver, showing
also, Wiring Diagram, Component Layout, Point -to -Point connections and Component List. This Set will select 4 Statio., 3 on MEDIUM and 1 on LONG WAVE
BANDS, by the turn of a Rotary Switch, no tuning being necessary. It is of midget
size, the completed Chassis being 81in. x 41in. x Tin. high, simple to assemble, and
can be completely built, including Valvea and Moving Coil Speaker, etc., for £5/17/6.
Price of Circuit and Instructions. 1/6 (plus 3d. Post).
" MAINS or BATTERY PERSONAL KIT "

A Complete Kit of Parts to build a Midget " All -Dry " Battery Eliminator, giving approx.

63 volts H.T. and 1.4 volts L. T. This Eliminator is suitable for any Personal Set

requiring H. T. and L.T. voltages indicated above. The Kit is quite easily and quickly

assembled and is housed it a Light Aluminium Case, size 4tip, x liin. x 3flin. It
car nerelote be accommodated inside most make or Personal Sete.

plete Kit, 21/17/6.

rote cc com-

" Wireless World " Midget A.C. Mains 2 -Valve Receiver. We can supply all the com-

ponents, including valves and M/Coil Speaker to build this set as specified in tne March

A complete KIT OF PARTS to build our new MIDGET 4 -VALVE SITPERHET

issue at a total cost of £3.0.0. Reprint of detailed assembly instructions arid circuit
supplied separately for 94.

or by an " All -Dry " Battery, either method being selected by means of a Rotary
Switch. It is so designed that the Mains Section (size Stun. x 1/in. x 31 in.) is supplied as a separate Kit, which may be added at ary time. The kit therefore can be
supplied either as an "All -Dry " Battery Personal Set, or as a Midget Receiver f or
combined Battery/Mains operation.
The circuit incorporates Delayed A.V.C. and Preselective Audio Feedback. A Rola
Sin. P.M. Speaker with generous at, Output Transformer ensures excellent quality
reproduction. Ready Wound Frame Aerial, Fully aligned I.F. Transformers, and a
Drilled Midget Chassis are included. Valve line up s-T.R.5 (F.C.), I. T.4 (I.F. Amp.)

" Wireless World " Midget A.C. Mains 3 -Valve Receiver. Covering Long and Medium
Wavebands. We can supply all the Component, including Drilled Chassis, Valves,
Moving Coil Speaker, e tc ., to build tiffs Set, as specified in the Feb. Issue, at a total
cost of £4.10/0 including a reprint of the complete Assembly Instructions and Circuit
(this Is available separately for 31.) and Practical Components Layout with pointto-point " comiections. An attractive Walnut Finished Cabinet is now available for
this W.' World 3 -Valve Set at 21/-, or Kean be supplied with a complete Dial and Drive
Assembly which includes the latest Station Name Dial and Dial Escutcheon, and a
Combined Switch/Volume Control to effect very slight modification. Inclusive price,
35/- (Dia! and Drive Assembly with Switch/V. Control supplied separately for 14/-.)
We can supply all the Components, including Valves, Id/Coil Speaker, etc., to bulls a

PERSONAL SET, covering MEDIUM and LONG WAVES and designed for MAINS
or BATTERY operation is now available.
This 2 Waveband Superhet Receiver is designed to operate on A.C. mains 200/240 volts,

1.9.5 (Diode Det and Audio Amp) and 3.5.4 (Output Tet).

The Set is quite easily built from the very detailed assembly instructions supplied,
which include a practical component layout, with point to point wiring, and a circuit
diagram for both the Set and the Mains Unit.
Price of COMPLETE KIT (less Maine Unit), 66.13.2. Price of COMPLETE MAINS
UNIT KIT, 51/17/6. EVER BRADY Type B114 BATTERY, 9/7.
An attractive Walnut Pinioned Cabinet, size 9in. x Ills. x 51in., of the hinged lid

type and suitable to house the combined set is available ler 19/9.
THE COMPLETE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS mentioned above can be suppplied
separately for 1/9.
A Midget T.R.F. Battery Portable " Personal " Kit, A complete Kit of Parts to build a
Midget 4 -valve All -dry Battery Personal Set. Consists of Regenerative T.R.F.
Circuit employin g Flat Tuned Frame Aerial, with Denco Iron Dust Cored Coil, there by
ensuring maximum gain for Single -Tuned Stage covering Medium Waveband.

Valve line-ups ITS (R.F. Ampl.), IT4 (Detector), 155 (1st A.P.), and 3S4 (output).
Includes latest Rola 3in. Moving Coil Speaker, and a Chassis already drilled and
shaped. A consumption of only 7 mA.. ensures long battery life. The Kit is designed

for a cabinet, minimum size 611n. x 41in. x 3in. Detailed Building Instructions.
with Practical Layout and Circuit included with Kit make assembly easy. Price for
Complete Sit, £3/18/9 (Plus 16/7 P. T.). Suitable unpolished Cabinet 611n. x 41in. x

3in., 12/9. Ever Ready B114 Battery, 9/7. Building Instructions, Circuit, etc.,
supplied separately, 1.-.

* Send 3d. stamp for our Comprehensive Stock List.

Midget A.C./D.C. Maine T.R.F. 3 -Valve (Plus Metal Rectifier) Receiver as designed and

specified by a popular Technical Magazine, at a total cost of f4/17/6. A reprint of

the assembly instructions, and layout available for 5d.
An Entirely Complete 8 -Valve Amplifier Kit of Parts. Operating on A.C. or D.C. mains
200-250 volts. Has an output of max. 4 watts, with Valve line-up 25A6, 6J7 and 1.131.
A matched Olin. Moving Coil Speaker is supplied. Price, including Wiring Diagrams
75/- (or less 1d/Coil Speaker, 59/6).

"ELECTRONIC" VALVE VOLTMETER. We ens supply the COMPLETE KIT OF
PARTS, including the Valve, Diode and Meter, etc., to build this instrument, as

published in the January issue of " Electronic Engineering," complete with a reprint
of the wiring diagram and assembly instructions (supplied separately for 54.) a' a
total cost of Q3.15/-.
The " Viewmaster " Televisor assembly instructions showing
TELEVISION !
Wiring Diagram and Practical Component Layout available for 5/-. We have the
!

specified Components, including the T.C.C.-Bulgin-Morganite--W.B.-Westinghouse-Plessey-Colvem, etc., outfits in stock. We can supply this Televisor by the
individual stages (as published with the Instruction) or by separate Components.

Complete price details can be obtained on application.
THE " EASYBUILT " TELEVISOR. Full contructionai data now ava ilable in bookt °rim

showing Wiring Diagram, Practical Component Layout and "point-to-point " con-

nections, make this one of the most suitable Televisors for the Home Constructor to
build. The specified Components are all available at very reasonable prices, enabling
the set to be completely built for approx. £20-223 including Valves, bu t excluding
C.R. T . Price of complete Manual 2/6.

When ordering please cover packing and postage.

STERN RADIO LTD., 109 and 115 FLEET STREET, E.C.4
Telephone : CENtral 5814 and 2280
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BUILD THE tt VIEWMASTER"
FOR £5 DOWN
EXCLUSIVE H.P. OFFER

QUALITY

12

at LOW COST

Ref.

Amplifier Type Al Is specially designed for
home use. It is a simple, straightforward design,
but by careful choice of circuit values reproduction
obtained is excellent. Thus, high -quality equipment
is placed in a price -range to suit everybody. Crystal
pick-ups are recommended for use with this Amplifier,
but ordinary magnetic types can be used if so desired.
The Amplifier Is offered as a complete kit which can
he constructed easily in a few hours by anyone, so
The

A

B

82'6

10' P.M. TRUVOX
Loudspeaker ONLY 15/11 extra

and includes full assembly Instructions, wiring dia- The complete set of technical data and ingrams, parts list, etc. An Resistors and Condensers structions is available separately for only
3/6 post free. Desk Mieropbons 7/6 extra.
are pre -assembled on a coded group board.

DETECTION

METAL

f s.

d.

Heater Transformer. Stentorian
Speaker. Tube Supports
..
..

20

0

Sound and Vision Chassis. Tinnebsse Chassis.
Side Supports. Tube Supports ..
..

1

W.B. Sound and Vision Chassis. Timebme
Coassis. Side Supports. Frame Transformer.
Main Choke.

Complete Kit
...
that even the non -technician can build the equip- For A.C. Mang operation
ment, which is in the high-fidelity class, quickly and
without trouble. The kit is complete with all necessary
components and valves, down to the last nut and bolt,

Deposit

Components

0

T.C.C. Condense.. LONDON

D

T.C.C. Condensers. MIDLAND

D

Westinghouse Rectifiers

..
..
..

..

F

..
..
Plessey Scanning Coil. Focus Ring. Width

G

LONDON.

KIT

..

Control. Line Transformer. Boost Choke
Morganite

Resistors.

Q

3

8

Bulgin Plug and

20

0

5

8

20

0

65
2

2

2

2

the possibilities of using one of our

K

Conversion Kit -Table Model to Console Model.
Plus Components as in A
..
..
..

2

0

0

12

9

miller, builder, municipal engineer or
veterinary surgeon you will definitely
need one. Designed for the location of
metallic objects under ground or water

L

Set of

5-EF50, 1-EB9I,
12 Valves:
1-EBC33, I-EL33, 2-6105, 1-6P28,
1-6P25 ..
..
..
..
..
..

2

0

0

9

5

50

0

11

8

50

0

18

7

headphones, 2 @pare valves, circuit
diagrams, log book, connecting cables
and sensitivity measuring stick, operating instructions. Ready for nee as
soon as batteries are connected.

Packed in robust transit case.

/

St. /

II

Post and Packing 1/1

Post.

R.3515

!

21 -valve radar unite with six stage 14 MC I.F.

22'6

ing E.H.T. Valves: one EA50, ten SP61,

1114110.5

0

0

BURGOYNE SOLDER GUN

le

0

0

The Burgoyne Solder gun needs no introduction. It is the finest soldering instrument for
radio and television engineers. No wasted electricity. No element to burn out. Press the OUR
PRICE
button, count seven and the job is done.
Brand New and Boxed. 2 -year guarantee. List Pelee 79/6.
52/6

FULLY GUARANTEED

2

0

0

THE COST OF MANUFACTURING THESE USEFUL EQUIPMENTS WAS APPROX. E8.46.

inside torch case. Complete with British
Batteries and bulbs.
Gives beam of 500 yards.

3 11

10

0

D.C. "STEP UP" GENERATOR

Uses five U2 batteries and has an adjustable ring focussing head. Solid brass,
nickel -plated finish. Pull-out carrying
loop in base, with spare bulb container

0

0

1

search coils with poles, junction boxes,

Type H. 5 -cell 15' long 33 dia. head
The latest addition to our range of American Type long beam focussing torches.

0

1

S -valve battery operated amplifier in
steel came, shoulder haversack, two

Poyf free

1

1

..

A Universal Purpose Motor generator fully guaranteed, brand new and in original maker's cartons.
This unit can be driven from D.C. voltages from 2 v. to 14 v. and will give varying outputs according
to the input voltage. For example at 6 v. D.C. input an output of about 230 v., 30 m/a will be obtained.
At 4 v. D.C. input, 180 v., 25 Ma will be obtained. At 12 v. D.C. input 480 v., 40 m/a will be obtained.
The motor will also provide sufficient power for use as a grinder, polisher, etc., as a spindle protrude,
lin.frofh the casting of sufficient length for mounting these. Approx. R.P.X. at 12 v. D.O. input, is
2,000 (varying according to the applied voltage).

TORCHES

9 3

Pots

Socket.

Feeder

MIDLAND. As for

(2.

densers. 5 Resistors. 2 Coils. 1 Valve. 1 Valve
Base. With instructions
..
..
..

..

Owing to variations In supply, we reserve the
right to substitute recommended equivalent.
for the above.

no business to be.

500 YDS. of LIGHT
THE KING OF

4

0

(100k. and 250k.) Set of Six Colvern Pots.
Connector and Switch.

H

51

9in. Cathode-ray Tube. Mullard MW22/140

N

12M. Cathode-ray Tube. Mullard 51W31/140

EQUIPMENT

REMEMBER I EACH ONE CARRIES FULL GUARANTEEE

0

Wearite Coils. Wearite R.F. Choke L9. Belling

they will also detect the presence of
metals in any place where they have

OUR PRIC

0

20
20

MIDLAND. Pre -amplifier. As for I

Mine Detectors I If you are geologist,
archaeologist, plumber, surveyor, saw -

Carriage and packing 12:6

10 10

.2

LET'S EXPLORE-

22'6

d.

I

Detectors at a ridiculous price. It is
anticipated that the demand will
be heavy so-order now I Them are
absolutely complete and have never
been used, but are store soiled.

working drawings

B s.

..
..
..
but Including four
Wearite Filter Coils
..
..
..
LONDON. Pre -amplifier Chassis. 5 Con-

Owing to stocktaking we are now clearing our remaining stocks of these Mine

Price including

Pay -

merits
Monthly

Strip. There is sufficient apace on the chassis
to construct a complete T.V. receiver-excludAve Eng, three EBC33, one EF39, one EB34
(See article May issue " Short Wave Listener.").

BRAND-NEW IN TRANSIT CASES:
E3110/0
,Carr. Paid)

or 31W31/17

..

..

.

We regret that see cannot supply O.H. Tubes alone on h re purchase. An order
for a tubs must be accompanied by an order for other Vieumaster Components.
We oleo regret that our groupings cannot be split-up or altered.
TOTAL DEPOSITS MUST BE AT LEAST 55.

MINIATURE
SUPERH ET
COIL PACK
This new M.O.S.

coil pack
of the smallest possible physical

dimensions

sets a new high

standard in performance. It is

of exceptionally high gain, and
particular care has been taken
In the design of the Short
Wave range, which gives a
performance equal to that normally obtained only on a

communications receiver.
Winding of coils gives extremely

9/6
high magnification in aerial Coil Pack in carton with Instr.Post Free.
I
circuit. Iron duet cores also eons. Pre -aligned.
ensure increased
efficiency. Ranges covered
16 to 50 metres and
While the coil pack 15 (Supplied 200 to Boo metres.
pre -aligned and In this co,
duties gives excellent results, since Amy capacities of the various circuits in
which it is used will vary, the trimmers and cores have been arranged to be
readily accessible for small final adjustments to ensure maximum performance.
Overall rise : 2iin. deep x 21 in, wide x lfin. high.

All connections are via a small circular terminating strip on rear of coil unit.
This can be placed over frequency changer, giving shortest possible circuit
leads.
TRADE AND WHOLESALE TERMS AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

M.0-§ " FULVISION " DIAL ASSEMBLY

B.S.R. TAPE AND WIRE

A brand-new 3 waveband full vision dial assembly, else Mn. wide, Qin. high.
Vertical tuning scales.

This small induction motor is specially designed

Dial, backing plate and pulley, drive spindle, pointer with nylon cord attach-

RECORDER MOTORS

for magnetic tape and wire recorders. Absolutely silent in operation and virtually free
from vibration. Minimum stray magnetic
field for A.C. mains 100-250 volts 50 cycles.

Price 381. Post Free.

Dial arranged for back illumination printed three colours on unbreakable
" Perspex.' Clever arrangement of nylon cord drive makes action truly non -Bhp.

ment, condenser drive drum, dial locating bracket, and full assembly instructions

in sealed carton.

NOTE: LATEST COPENHAGEN PLAN ENGRAVINGS.
COMPLETE

17/6

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., THE RADIO CENTRE
33 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. Museum 6667
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For Quality Bargains Always Best Buy at BRITAIN'S
C.R. TUBES. Limited number only
Brand new and boxed. 25/-, carriage paid.
PACKARD-BELL PRE -AMP. Brand new and
complete with 2 valves. 12/6, post paid.
5CP1

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER Type
R1155. Now world renowned as one of the
finest receivers obtainable. For those not

familiar with the sec we can supply an authori-

tative " Wireless World " circuit and descriptive leaflet at 9d. post free. All our re-

ceivers are air -tested before despatch and
are supplied complete with 10 valves. Any
receiver gladly demonstrated to callers.
The price is E9j10/-, and for an additional
10/- the set is despatched in maker's transit
case.

IN BRAND NEW CONDITION.

RECEIVER 3547. Contains IS of EF50,
of VR56 (EF36),
of VR55 (EBC33), 2 of
of VR92 (5.450),
VR I 16, 3 of VR54 (EB34),
I

I

I

AND A 45

ACCUMULATORS.

Mc/s "Pye" STRIP; also included are II pot'meters, a motor with gearbox, relays and numerous other small components all mounted on an extremley useful
chassis. BRAND NEW IN TRANSIT BOXES.
Only 45'19'6, carriage paid to your door.

MODULATOR TYPE 67.

I

1

I

A.C. MAINS POWER PACK/OUTPUT

STAGE. Made for the R1155 and enables
this receiver to be operated direct from A.G.
mains. Just plug in
0/10/-, carriage paid.
!

MEDIUM WAVE COMMAND RECEIVER.

Frequency range 200-600 metres. Valve line-up:
3 of 12SK7, I of I2K8, I of 12SR7, I of 12A6all metal valves. Needs only a 50K pot'meter
fitted as volume control and 10 minutes work and
the receiver is ready for operation as either a car
radio or superfine domestic receiver. NOTE:

This receiver s the original medium wave set
with the correct I.F. for the job and not a bodged up conversion. Unused and in excellent condition. Only £3/19/6, plus 2/6 post and packing
Circuit details supplied free with each set.

RECEIVER R28/ARCS.

Frequency

coverage

100-156 Mc/s. Valve line-up : 4 of 7I7A mushroom

types, 3 of 12SH7 metal, 2 of 1251_7 GT and one

I2A6 metal. Complete with tuning motor. Very

useful for

conversion to 2 metres.

BRAND

NEW and BOXED. Only 37/6, carriage paid.

COMMAND RECEIVER TYPE BC454. A 6 valve superhet covering 3-6Mc/s. Valve line-up:
3 of 12SK7,
of I2K8, of 12SR7, of 12A6all metal valves. I.F. value 1415 Kc/s. IN BRAND
NEW CONDITION. Circuit diagram supplied
Only 45/-, carriage paid.
I

I

paid.

RECEIVER RI355. As recommended by the
authors of "Inexpensive Television." In new
condition but slightly store soiled. Complete
with valves.

Operates as a double superhet on the 10
metre band. Complete with nine 2 v. valves and
circuit diagram. In new condition. 45/-, carriage

Valve line-

up: 2 of EF36, 2 of EF39, I of EK32 and an EBC33.

Easily and rapidly converted to a very fine super het receiver (see " Radio Constructor " November 1950). Supplied complete with circuit and
conversion data. Few only in perfect condition
and offered at 25/-, post paid.

OSCILLATOR TYPE 217. Contains 2 of EF50,
2 micropack condensers 25 mfd 25 v., heavy
duty resistors, 3 relays, 3 pot'meters, etc. A
small unit with a large content at less than the
price of the two EF50s. NEW AND BOXED.
144, post paid.

CRYSTAL MULTIPLIERS. By Wilcox Gray.
Frequency range 2-20 Mc/s.

Packed brand new

in wooden boxes and complete with 2 type 807
valves, instruction books, spares, etc. 39/6, plus
3/6 carriage.

6V VIBRATOR PACK. Suitable for use with the
above set. Output 150 v. at 40 mA fully smoothed
and rectified. Circuit diagram supplied. Cheap
at 17/6 post free.
RECEIVER TYPE 18. A 4 -valve battery super het receiver. Uses standard iron cored 465 Kc's

Transformers.
Complete with all valves
Frequency range 6-9 Mc's. Circuit diagram provided. BRAND NEW. A bargain at 17/6.
I.F.

OSM OR COIL PACK. Type "B" pack is most

suited for use with the 18 set. Wavebands:
15-50: 190-560: 803-2,000 metres. Convert this
set into a 3 waveband superhet
Price: 42,5 10.

Th s is the coil pack for the job.

RECEIVER TYPE R1147B.

A 7 -valve U.H.F.
receiver, range approx. 200 Mc/s. PARTICULAR-

LY SUITABLE FOR EASY CONVERSION TO
144 Mc's. Valve line-up: 2 of EF50, 2 of EF36
and one each of EBC33, RLu, RLI6. The receiver
is

precision constructed and fitted with micro -

condenser drive. Contained in black metal case
size 8 x 7 x 6in. Brand new in useful transit case
which will serve admirably as a tool box. Yet
another bargain offer at 30/-, carriage paid.

-00.''

0

is

for 230 v. A.C. 50 cps. operation. It contains

a heavy duty mains transformer with two
6.3 v. outputs, 5 v. and the HT is 345-0-345 v.

Heavy duty choke, appropriate smoothing
condensers, rectifier, etc., also included.
In addition there are sundry SP6I valves,
etc., which we haven't listed. Don't miss
this special offer. Only 59/6, carriage paid.

HOOVER ROTARY TRANSFORMER TYPE

Input I2v output 250 v. 125 mA. Brand new
condition. Ideal for the Command Receivers
31.

advertised by us on this page, car radios, etc.
14/6, post paid.

MOTORS.
ROTARY POWER UNIT 104. In metal case
size 8+ x 4/ x 6fin. Input 12 v. D.C.. output
250 v. 65 mA D.C. and 6.5 v. 2/ amps. D.C.
new condition. Only 7/6, post paid.

In

BLOWER MOTORS. For operation from 12

or 24 v. A.C./D.C. but will run from mains when
fitted with suitable dropper resistance. Has many
uses-ventilation purposes, hair dryer, etc.
AS NEW. Only 12/6, post free. We also offer a

smaller model for operation on 24 v. onlyat 6/6, post free.

SMALL 24 v. MOTOR. Complete with gear
box. A.C./D.C. operation. Will also work on

12 v. About 140 to
double reduction drive
giving very high torque at slow speeds. New
condition. Only 12;6, post paid.
TRANSFORMERS.
I

45 Mc,s " PYE " STRIP.

A ready made

vision receiver
(London frequency). Uses
6 of EF50 and an EA50. Complete circuit
In brand new condition.
data provided.
Less valves, 39/6, with all valves, 62/6.
!

HEAVY DUTY ADMIRALTY TYPE. 230 v.

Output 500-0-500 v. at 340 mA,
4 v. 4 a. CT. New and boxed. Only 22/6, plus
50 cps. input.
3/6 carriage.

Mc/s.

paid.

This unit

essentially a heavy duty mains power pack

49/6, carriage paid.

RECEIVER UNIT 25/73 (TR1196).

I

RECEIVER TYPE 21. A battery operated
superhet receiver covering 4.2-7.5 Mc/s and 19-31

BRAND NEW. Capacity 85
In teak case. Exceptional value

ampere hours.
at 59/6.

RECEIVER TYPE 159. Valve line-up:
o
CV66 (grounded grid triode),
of EEF50,
o
VR65 (SP6I),
of VR92 (EA50), small impulse
motor, all in case size 81 x 4 x 6/in. 12/6, post
I

Heavy duty 6 v. type.

Size 12 x 9 x 7in.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

TV PRE -AMP. Small size and complete
with 2 of EF50. Easily altered to tune to
London or Birmingham frequencies. Only

350-0-350

v.

80 mA, 6.3 v. tapped 4 v. at 3 amps, 5 v. tapped
4 v. at 2 amps.
Top chassis mounting. Fully
guaranteed. 18/6. plus 9d. postage. 250-0-250 v.
130 mA, 6.3 v. at 6 amps, 5 v. at 3 amps. Fully

14/6, post paid.

shrouded top chassis mounting. A quality job.
A small class "B'
amplifier complete with Cossor 220B valve and
transformer. With circuit. Only 8/6, post paid.
PERFORMANCE METER NO. 2. For A.C.

AMPLIFIER TYPE 127.

Mains 230 v. operation.
Complete with the
following valves: 2 of EF50, I of EC52, I of 5Z4G, I
of EA50 and a Y63 (magic eye). Brand new condition. Housed in a robust grey steel case size

9 x 10 x 8 in. Will constitute a fine basis for an
amplifier, measuring bridge, etc. 4.215/-, carriage
paid.

INDICATOR UNIT II6H. Brand new and

contained in manufacturers' original wooden
crate. A more up -co -date version of the famous
6A. Contents include a VCR97 tube, 4 of EF50,
3 of E834 and very many other useful components.
Priced at only 79/6, plus 7/6 carriage.
INDICATOR UNIT 62A. Contains 12 o!
EF50, four of SP6I (CVI 18), two of EB34, three of
EA50, a VCR97 tube and 13 pot'meters. The
finest Indicator unit of them all ! Unused con-

dition but chassis slightly soiled.
CALLERS only.

Offered to

To All Our Stirnbo eberMere.

4

bestWistes for 1951

4440044004%04440044

27/6 each.

EHT TRANSFORMER. For VCR97 or VCR5I7

2,000 v., 4 v. for tube heater and 4 v.
tapped at 2 v. for E.H.T. rectifier. Only 30/-.
COMPONENT MART.
LOUDSPEAKERS. Plessey 10in. PM type.
ALNI magnet. Ideal for TV. Brand new and
tubes.

boxed.

17:6, post paid.

CHOKES.

6 Henries 70 mA 140 ohms, 3.'6.

20 Henries 80.mA 350 ohms, 6 6. 3 Henries 200
mA, 4,-. 20 Henries 250 mA 150 ohms, 10/6.
Note: Add 9d. post/packing for each choke.
METERS. A.C. voltmeter 0-100 v. Thermocouple. 2Iin. dial. In bakelite case size 4x 4 x 2in.,
12/6.

Pocket voltmeter. 0-250 v. and 0-15 v.,

0-20 voltmeter. tin. dial, 4/9. Note:
Please add 6d. post/packing on each meter.
10/..

MICROPHONES. MC microphone by Vita -

vox. With on/off switch. 30 ohms impedance.
Brand new and boxed. 30/- post paid.

G.E.C. MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS.

4

mfd. 750 v. wkg. All brand new. 6 for 10/6, post
paid.

E411916.

*., 00000000000000
Xmas Orretings

Guaranteed.

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) Ltd.
c -BR.

II, UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE,
LONDON, W.C.2
TEM 0545

3 minutes from Leicester Square Station (up Cranbourne Street)
Shop Hours : 9-6 p.m. (9-I p.m. Thursday).

Open all day Saturday
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GARLAND - BROS

VIEWMASTER " TELEVISION : The ideal televisor for the home

constructor. Instructions, including instruction booklet, circuits,
photographs and point-to-point wiring diagrams, for London or Midland
transmissions (state which), 5/-. Component kits as follows
WB
chassis, speaker, transformer, etc., L6/5/.. TCC Condensers, London,
L6/15/- ; Midlands, a. Westinghouse Rectifiers, E3/2/6. Morganite
Resistors, London, 61/6/9 ; Midlands, 61/6/., Morganite Type Q Variable
Resistors, 4/6 each. Plessey Transformer, Focus Ring, etc., £5/12/6.

Colvern W/W Pots,

Bulgin Switches, etc., 12/6. Belling -Lee
Mains Panel, etc., 7/6. Wearite Coils and Choke, London, EI/2/- ;
Midlands, LI/10/-. Individual components included in above kits can be
19/3.

supplied separately if desired.
" Viewmaster " Pre -Amplifier:
kit, 23/6.

Wiring diagram,

1/,

Complete

diagram, 2/6. Midlands handbook and wiring diagram, 4/6. Chassis,
with valveholders, coilformers, etc., mounted : Vision, 22/6. Sound.
18/9. T/Base, 17/6.
P/Unit, 25/-. Gantries, etc., 9/, Designer approved components : Coils and Chokes, London, 15/- ; Midlands,
17/6. Focus Coil, 30/, Scanning Coils, 25/6. Line Transformer, 25/6,
Mains Transformer, 90/-. 4 kv. Transformer, 67/6 ; 5kv. Transformer, 72/6.

GLASS DIAL ASSEMBLY : 3 -colour, 3 -wave,
0 " COILPACKS : A selective high -Q coilpack of

7in. x 7in., with drive mechanism, 25/,

OSM OR "

miniature size (I, -in. x 31 in. x 24 in.), with easy one -hole fixing. Type
HO, Long, Medium and Short, 33/- plus 7/4 P.T. Type LM, Long, Medium
and Gram., 28/- plus 6/4 P.T. Type TB, Medium, Long and Shipping,
35/- plus 7/10 P.T. Type EX, Medium, Short and Short, 351- plus 7/10 P.T.
Type B, Long, Medium and Short Battery with frame aerial, 37/6 plus
8/4 P.T. Type T.R.F. Long, Medium for T.R.F. Receivers, 30/- plus
6/8 P.T.

OSM OR " H.F. STAGES : Designed for use with above coilpacks.
For HO, TB and EX Coilpacks, 15/- plus 3/4 P.T. For LM Coilpack,
13/- plus 2/10 P.T.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS :

465 k.c., standard size,
Made for us by a leading manufacturer. Per pair, 12/6.

capacity -tuned.

T.R.F. COILS : M. & L. wave, with reaction winding. Per pair, 6/6.
WEARITE " P " COILS : Aerial, Oscillator and H.F. Coils, Range
I, 700-2,000 m.

Range, 2, 200-557 m. Range 3, 16-47 m. Range 4,
12-35 m. Range 5,34-100 m. Range 6,91-261 m. Range 7,250-750 m.
For use with .0005 mfd. Tuning Condenser, and 465 kc.I.F. Each coil, 3/,
MAINS TRANSFORMERS : Pri. : 0-200-220-240 v. Sec. : 350-0350 v. 80 mA. 0-4-6.3 v. 4 A. 0-4-5 v. 2 A. Electrostatic screen. Tag
connections. Universal mounting. A truly all-purpose transformer.
Each 16/6.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS : Pri. : 0-200-220-240 v. Sec.: 250-0250 v. 80 mA, 0-4-6.3 v. 4 A. 0-4-5 v. 2 A. Electrostatic screen. Tag connections. Universal mounting. Each 16/6.

BALANCED ARMATURE HEADPHONES: Type DLR2.

With

wide, comfortable double metal headband, lead and plug. The most

sensitive low resistance phones made. Boxed. Per pair, 5/-.
TRIMMERS: Miniature ceramic air -spaced 3-30pF 5d. each, 416 per doz.
Philips Concentric type ; 3-30 pF. 6d. each, 5,6 per doz., 63 per gross.
Compression Ceramic type ; 50pF, 6d. each, 100 + 100pF, 9d. each,
250pF, 1/- each, 500pF, 1/3 each, 1,000pF, 9d. each.

ALADDIN COIL -FORMERS : Type F804, with

iron -dust cores,

5d. each, 4/6 per doz., 48/- per gross.

THERMALLY OPERATED MICRO -SWITCHES : Normally
" on." Break at approx. 100° C. (adjustable). Control 10 A, 250 v.
Each 3/6.

ELECTROLYTICS : By leading makers.

All new and guaranteed,

2/350, 1/6 ; 4/200, 1/3 ; 4/450, 2/6 ; 8/350, 2/6 ;
8/450, 3/- ; 8/500, 3/3 ; 16/350, 2/6 ; 16/450, 3/6 ; 16/500.4/- ; 4/9 ; 5/- ;
32/350, 3/. ; 32/450 (T/V), 6/- ; 8-8/450, 3/6 ; 8-8/500, 4/8 ; 8-16/450
4/6 and 5/. ; 8-16/500, 6/-; 16-16/350, 4/- ; 16-16/450, 6/- ; 16-32/350, 5/-;
32-32/450, 6/6 ; 60-100/350, 6/- ; 12/50, 1/9 ; 20/12, 2/6 ; 25/25, 1/9 ;
50/12, 1/9 ; 50/25, 21- ; 50/50, 2/3.
OIL TEMPERATURE INDICATORS: A sensitive moving -coil
movement, F.S.D. of which is approx. 120µA. Centre -tapped moving
coil. Calibrated 0-120. Ideal as indicator in bridges, signal strength
meter, valve -voltmeter movement, or can be modified as sensitive relay.
3/- each, 30/- per doz.
1/350, 2/6 ; 2/200, I/-

;

HIGH -CAPACITY PRECISION MICA CONDENSERS :

Brand

new and unused. Made by leading manufacturers for multi -channel
filters. Accuracy plus or minus point five (0.5) per cent. Available in
following values : 0.205276 mfd., 21- each ; 0.123750 mfd., 1/9 ; 0.108435
0.087460 mfd., 1/6 ; 0.065350 mfd., 1/6 ; 0.055820 mfd., 1/6 ;
0.048010 mfd., 1/6 ; 0.040710 mfd., 1/6 ; 0.017970 mfd., 1/3, Manumfd., 1/9

I

I

I

7/6.

TAYLOR 50 -RANGE METER : Model 70A. 1,000.52 per volt. Robust
moving -coil meter, fitted with 4in. scale and knife-edge pointer. Selfcontained voltage ranges up to 1,000 v. A.C. and D.C. Self-contained

current ranges up to 5A kC. and D.C.

;

facturers' enquiries invited.

OILFILLED CONDENSERS : 0.05 mid., 16 kv. wkg., 61 in. x I lin. x

31in., 4/6 each ; 0.15 mfd. + 0.15 mfd., 8 kv. wkg., 64 in. x I /in. x 31 in.,
7/6 each ; I mfd. 1500 v. wkg., 5in. x If in. x I in., 3/6 ; 1.5 mfd. 4 kv.
wkg., 91 in. x Sin. x I/in., 7/6 ;

Self-contained

resistance

measurements from 1(3 to I mO. Overload protection on all ranges.
Buzzer for continuity tests. Price 610/10/.. Particulars of M.P. terms
on application.
RESISTORS : w., 3d. ; w., 4d.
w., 6d. ; 2 w., 9d. ; Wide range
of values in stock.
WIREWO U ND RESISTORS : 6 watt, 2, 2.4, 4, 5, 14, 14, 31.5 ohm,
1/. each
12/15 watt, 100, k, 7.5 k., 9 k., 11 k., 12.5 k., 30 k. ohm, 1/6
each ; 45 watt, 80 ohm, 18 k., 2/3 each : 100 watt, 8005,
k., 10 k.,
20 k., 3/- each 200 watt, 430 ohms, 4/. each.
;

;

" ELECTRONIC " TELEVISION : London handbook, 2/6. Wiring

" OSM OR "

PAPER CONDENSERS :
mfd. 400 v. wkg., 21 in. x 21 in. x
11 kv. wkg., 5f in. x Sin. x If in., 4/6 ; 8 mfd., kv. wkg.,

each ; 4 mfd.,
5.1 in. x Sin., x

I

I

I

;

HEADPHONES, TYPE DLRI : Low Resistance with headband, lead
and plug. New and unused. Special offer at 3/9 per pair, or 42.- per
dozen pairs.

HEATER TRANSFORMERS : Pri. 210/230 v.

Sec. 6.3 v. 1.5 . A.,

6/6 each.

JUNEERO TOOL : Bends, shears, punches and threads. For all the

little jobs that waste your time. As reviewed in this journal. Each 18/6,
Xacto Slide Gauge and Protractor. For use with above Juneero Tool, 716.
EXTENSION SPEAKERS : Fitted 5in. Plessey P.M. Speaker in bakelite

cabinet, with perforated back. Also ideal for intercom. Each 19/6.
AERIAL RODS : Heavily copper -plated steel, one foot long. Fit into
one another to make any length aerial. Per doz., 2/,
PLUGS AND SOCKETS : Pye angle, 11- ; Pye straight, 1/3 ; B. & L.
5 pin, I/O ; B. & L. 7 pin, 1/9 ; B. & L. 10 pin, 2/- ; Jones 6 way, 1/6 ;
Jones 8 way, 1/9

Jones 10 way, 2/- ; Jones 12 way, 2/6 ; E.H.T. Single,

;

1/, The above prices include plug and socket in all cases. Octal Plug
and Socket (Valveholder), black bakelite, 1/9. Jack plug with Igranic
socket, 2/6. Pye T -pieces, 6d. Pye connector:, 6d.

OVERLOAD CUTOUTS: Adjustable from 50 to 100 mA. Exequipment,4/- each.
MUIRHEAD DIALS : As used on G -units and R.I224A. Each 6/6,
AMPLI 0 N TESTMETER : 10 Ranges A.G. and D.0 Up to 500 v. A.C.
and D.C. Up to 500 mA. D.C. Resistance up CO 200,000 ohms., 1,800
ohms per volt A.G. and D.C. Price L3/1716.

ROTARY SWITCHES : S.P. 10 -way again in stock, 1/9 each ;
CLEARE X " TELEVISION LENSES

For 9in. tube, 50/-, with
filter, 551, For I2in. Tube, 70/-, with filter, 75/,
STABILIVOLTS : Type NSI, Voltage stabiliser and divider. Operating voltages 280 v., 210 v., 140 v., 70 v.
Each 10/,

Max. electrode current 80 mA,

NEO NS : 85 v. striking, no resistor in cap.

With holder, 2/- each,

21/. per doz.

CLI X 5A SINGLE PLUGS : Per doz. 2/6.
RUBY LAM PH 0 LDERS : To make M.E.S. bulb, 1/- each.

VALVES, B.V.A. AND TUNGSRAM : We can give a 48 -hour service
on all current production types, and many of the difficult obsolete types,
In each case, order should state if plug-in replacement

at B.O.T. prices.

will suit.

HIGH -QUALITY SPEAKERS :

Goodmans Axiom

150,

03/8/-,

Goodmans Audiom 60, L6/151.. Wharfedale Golden 10in., with cloth
surround, £4/10/- ; with paper surround, EC

CONNECTING BLOCKS : 6 -way, set -screw -fixing, 1/6 each.
IRONCLAD SWITCHBOXES G.E.C. 250 v. 30 A., or 500 v. 20 A.

Double Pole, I5/- each.
L.F. CHOKES : 5 H. 80 mA., 4/6 ; 10 H. 80 mA., 7/6 ; 3 H. 200 mA.,
4/6
20 H. 80 mA., 8/6.
MAINS DROPPERS : .2 amp., 3/3 ; .3 amp., 4/6; Vitreous enamelled
or cement -coated.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS : 50 pF S.G., If- ; 100 pF. S.G., 2/- ;
200 pF. S.G., 2/6 ; 500 pF. Two Gang, 6/6 ; 500 pF.
160 pF. 5.G., 213
Three Gang, 7/6. Split Stator 100 + 100 pF., 2/- ; Split Stator 250 pF.,
with worm gear and switch, 2/6.
MAT RESISTORS : 100 ohm 250 watt, 1/6 ; 300 ohm 250 watt, 1/9.
VIBRATORS : 6 volt non -synchronous (4 pin UX), 5/- ; 6 v. synchronous (6 pin UX), 7/6. 12 v. non -synchronous (4 pin UX). 5/,
;

;

AMPLIFIER ACIII : Owing to continually rising costs we are re-

luctantly compelled to increase the price of this popular amplifier kit.
The high quality of the components remains unchanged. Specification :

7 valves, including rectifier (651-17, 6.15, 6.15, 6.15, 2 x 6V6, 524). 10 watts

push-pull output to 3 or 15 ohm speaker. High- and low -gain inputs.
Separate bass and teble controls High -quality components, including
Varley Mains Transformer and Varley DP47 Hi-fi Output Transformer.
Negative feedback. Overall dimension:: I2in. x 61in. x 7+in. Supply
available for tuner unit, etc. Complete kit, including punched chassis,
all valves and components, with circuits and instructions, including
circuit of suitable tuner unit, 1.8/10/-. Amplifier, wired and tested,
E10/101-.

ALL GOODS NEW AND UNUSED UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. GOODS SHOWN AS EX -EQUIPMENT HAVE BEEN FULL' TESTED
AND ARE IN GOOD WORKING ORDER. PLEASE ADD POST OR CARRIAGE ON ALL ITI.MS
We maintain a very complete and comprehensive stock of valves, cathode tubes and components for radio, television -ad electronics.
Our shop hours are 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, and 9 a.m. to I DM,. on Thursday, during which
times we are always please, to welcome callers. Post orders to Garland Bros., Chesham House, Deptford 8roadw.ty, S.E.8.

GARLAND EROS

GARLAND RADIO

CHESHAM HOUSE, DEPTFORD BROADWAY, S.E.8
TELEPHONE

TIDEWAY 441213

I8/ -

per doz.

ALLEN & GOULD

5, OBELISK PARADE, LEWISHAM, S.E. 13
TELEPHONE : LEE GREEN 4038
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OUTSTANDING OFFERS FOR THE
DISCERNING AMATEUR
R.C.A. ET -4336B COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTER, 2-20 mcs. Height 57in., width I 7in., depth
9 valves : 4/866, 2/805, 2/813, 1/807. New.
Comprehensive booklet and photographs available on

24in.,

against deposit
carriage paid, £60 each.
loan

of LI

returnable.

Crated and

Q MAX B4/40 TRANSMITTER. Listed £75. Shopsoiled only E50. Full details on request.
AR88 LF. Equal to brand-new, £45. Carr. paid.
1155 RECEIVERS. Brand-new, in transit cases, comWithout a blemish. Aerial tested,
Conversion data 6d.
RI07. The well-known Army Communications receiver.
Few only, £12/10/-, carr. paid. Used but perfect.
plete with valves.

L9/10/-, plus 7/6 carriage.

CANADIAN NO. 58 TRANS/RECEIVERS, 33-50

metres, complete with mikes, phones and 2 batteries
(I spare).

Each complete unit,

10 gns. Guaranteed

SOUND AND VISION KIT
21 Valves. Suitable for 9in. 10in. and I2in. Magnetic Tubes.
Less Tube, tube holder and Mask. Chassis all stamped out.
State whether for Sutton Coldfield or Alexandra Park. Complete with booklet, instructions, etc. £21 12s. 6d., carr. paid.

Pre -Amplifier for Birmingham. High gain, low noise, with
built-in power pack, tunable for peak sound and vision. Completely screened. £6 I9s. 6d.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, FULLY INTERLEAVED,
SCREENED AND IMPREGNATED. ALL GUARANTEED.
ALL PRIMARIES ARE 200/250 v. Half Shrouded.
HSM63. (Midget). Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m/a. 6.3 v. at 3 amps.,
15/5 v. at 2 amps
H563. Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m/a. 6.3 v.at 3 amps., 5 v. at 2 amps
HS40. Windings as above. 4 v. at 4 amps., 4 v. at 2 amps

Output
HS2. 250-0-250 v. 80 m/a

17/6
17/6
17/6
19/6
19/6
19/6
19/6

HS30. 300-0-300 v. 80 m/a
HS3. 350-0-350 v. 80 m/a

HS2X. 250-0-250 v. 100 m/a
HS75.

15/6
15/6

275-0-275 v. 100 m/a

HS30X. 300-0-300 v. 100 m/a
HS3X. 350-0-350 v. 100 m/a.

Fully Shrouded

brand- new.

Output
FSM63. (Midget). Output 250-0-250 v. 60 m/a. 6.3 v. at 3 amps.,
15/6
5 v. at 2 amps

(U50 and KT61) to "Wireless World" specification, in neat

FS2. 250-0-250 v. 80 m/a
FS30. 300-0-300 v. 80 m/a
FS3. 350-0-350 v. 80 m/a

19/6
19/6
19/6

FS2 X.

21/6
21/6
21/6
21/6

1155 POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE
black crackle case size I2in. x 8in. x 5in., with 5in. L.S.
built in. Just plug into 1155 and set is instantly all A.C.
operated without any modifications. Price E5/19/6, plus
3/6 carriage.

TANNOY AMPLIFIERS. Rack type audio amplifiers

fitted with 10 valves : 4/163, 4,'KT66, 211118. Used
ex-Govt., but fine condition, f6/10/-. Without valves, E3.
6ft. rack free of charge to purchasers of 4 amplifiers with
valves. This is a unique offer.

TELEVISION PRE -AMPLIFIERS. Makes a blur into
a clear picture. Really sensitive. Fitted with EEO.
Very compact. Power requirements 6-3 v. L.T. and
200/250 H.T.

Ready for instant use.

No modifications.
Price 15/-, plus I! -

State for London or Birmingham.
post and packing. A snip.
RECEIVER TYPE 25. Covers 4.3-6.7 mcs.

Make; an
ideal basis for an all -wave receiver. Complete with valves.
EF36 (2). EF39 (2). EK32 and EBC33. Brand new condi
tion. Supplied with necessary conversion data for home
use. Price 21/, Carriage 1/6.

BC306 Aerial Tuning Units, ceramic switch, slowmotion drive, etc.

Size I6in. x 8in. x 8in.
Brand-new
The last few dozen. 10/- each, carriage 1/6.
12 -volt Car Radio. Comprises an ex -Govt. 6 -valve

in cartons.

Command receiver expertly modified to tune medium

wave band. Complete with separate 5in. loudspeaker.
Excellent performance (definitely not available for
6 volts), price £5/I0/-, carr. paid.
P.M. Loudspeakers. Best makes : 8in., 13/6, post
;
I2in., 39/6, postage 1/6. W.B. 5in., 17/6.

PAMPHONIC PA LOUDSPEAKERS.

10in. high

flux unit. Handsome, Maroon Cellulose, Metal Cabinet,
20 x 9 x I3in.
Impedance 3 ohms.
Brand-new.
In
cartons. Not surplus. Less than half price, 55/., carr. paid.

Command Receiver Triple Controllers. Brand-new,

in cartons, 8/6, post paid.
Medium Wave Coils for converting BC453/4/5 to MW.,
10/- each. State which required. Tuning spindle and
knob for same, 2/6. EF50 ceramic valve holders, 5/- doz.
(minimum). Morse keys, new, ex -Govt., brass, fine job,
3,6, post 6d.

AMPLION CRYSTAL PICK-UPS, brand-new,

in

cartons, 26/9, post paid. Type 25 receiver, with 6-6 v.
valves, 22/6, carr. paid. NEW.

CONDENSERS, waxed tubular.
.1

50 for 10/-, 25 of

1000 v. and 25 of .25 mfd. 500 v.

Above are precise and honest descriptions.
must be accompanied by 2id. stamp.

Enquiries

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mall Order

House

Estd. 1935

55, COUNTY ROAD, WALTON, LIVERPOOL, 4

250-0-250 v.100 m/a.

275-0-275 v. 100 m/a
FS30X. 300-0-300 v. 100 m/a
FS3X. 350-0.350 v. 100 m/a
All the above have 6.3-4-0 v. at 4 amps., 5-4-0 v. at 2 amps.
FS43. Output, 425-0-425 v. 200 m/a. 6.3 v. 4 amps. C.T. 6.3 v.
4 amps. C.T., 5 v. 3 amps. Fuily shrouded
FSSO. Output, 450-0-450 v. 250 m/a. 6.3 v. 2 amps. C.T. 6.3 v.
4 amps. C.T., 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
F30X. Output, 300-0-300 v. 80 m/a. 6.3 v. 7 amps., 5 v. 2 amps.
Framed, Flying leads
F3SX. Output, 350-0-350 v. 250 m/a. 6.3 v. 6 amps., 4 v. 8 amps ,
4 v. 3 amps., 0-2-6.3 v. 2 amps. Fully shrouded
FSI 60X. Output 350-0-350 v. 160 m/a., 6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v.
3 amps., 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
FS43X. Output, 425-0-425 v. 250 m/a.,6.3 v. 6 amps., 6.3 v. 6 amps.,
5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
HS6. Output, 250-0-250 v. 100 m/a. 6.3 v. 6 amps. C.T. 5 v.
3 amps. For receiver RI355. Half shrouded
HS150. Output, 350-0-350 v. 150 m/a. 6.3 v. 3 amps. C.T.
5 v. 3 amps. Half shrouded
F36. Output, 250-0-250 v. 100 mia.,6.3 v. 6 amps. C.T. 5 v. 3 amps.
Half shrouded
F5I20. Output, 350-0-350 v. 120 m/a., 6.3 v. 2 amps. C.T. 6.3 v.
2 amps. C T. 5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded
PRI/I. Output 230 v. at 30 m/a., 6.3 v. at 1.5/2 amps
The above have inputs of 200/250 v.
FS7S.

42/6
62/6

26/6
39/6
37/6
57/6

24/6
25/9
25/9
27/6
19/6

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

Output, 4 v. 2 amps
Output, 6.3 v. 2 amps
F6X. Output, 6.3 v. 3 amps
FI2X. Output, 12 v. at 1 amp
F4.
F6.

Output, 12.6 v. tapped 6.3 v. at 3 amps
Output, 24 v. tapped 12 v. at 3 amps
F12 and F24 framed with Flying Leads.
FU6. Output, 0-2-4-5-6.3 v. at 2 amps
F29. Output, 0-2-4-5-6.3 v. at 4 amps
FU6 and F29 clamped with Fly:ng Leads.
F5. Output, 6.3 v. at 10 amps. or 5 v. at 10 amps. or 12.6 v. at
5 amps. or 10 v. at 5 amps
F6/4. Output, four at 6.3 v. tapped at 5 v. at 5 amps. per winding,
giving by suitable series and parallel connections 24 v. at 5 amp.
20 v. at 5 amp.,18 v. at 5 amp., 15 v. at 5 amp., 12.6 v. at 10 amp.,
10 v. at 10 amp., 6.3 v. at 20 amp., 5 v. at 20 amp
F5 and F6/4 framed with Flying Leads.
F12.
F24.

7/6
7/6
5/7/9
15/6

21/6

9/15/-

31/6

47/6

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

MOPI. Ratios 26, 46, 56, 66, 90, 120-I, 50 m/a. max current.
C.T. for Q.P.P. Class B., etc.

Secondary 2/4 ohms.

Top panel

and clamped
each
0P1. Midget Power Pentode, ratios 30, 60, 90-1, 40 m/a.,

5/-

Secondary 2/3 ohms.
each
3/2
OP2. Midget Pentode, ratios 45-1, Secondary 2/3 ohms, 40 m/a.
per dozen 33/OPIO. 10/15 watts output. 20 ratios on Full and Half primary 16/3
OP30. 30 watts output, 20 ratios on Full and Half primary
23/9

Williamson's O.P. Transformer to Author's specification £3/12/6

Chokes for Williamson's Amplifier. 30 H. at 20 m/a. 15/6;
10 H at 150 m/a.

29/6

Choke C4. 60 m/a., approx. 8 H , 350 ohms.
4/3
Choke CS. 40 m/a., approx. 5 H., 360 ohms
3/3
Choke C6. 50 m/a., 50 H., 1,500 ohms
18/6
Belling -Lee Co -Axial Plugs. Type 642/F,
each
1/3
Belling -Lee Co -Axial Sockets. Type 604/5,
each
1/3
B.I Condensers, all new. 8 mfd. carton type, 3/2 each ; 8 x 8
mfd., carton type, 4/9 each ; 8 x 8 mfd., can type, 5/- each ;
clips for same, Sd. each.
C.W.O. (add 1/- in C for carriage), all orders over C2 carriage paid.
Trade enquiries invited.

H. ASHWORTH (Dept. W.W.)
676 Gt. Horton Road, Bradford, Yorks.
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HOLME MOSS TV CONSTRUCTORS
should begin operations. The latest information is that tests will be commencing in the New Year with
full scale operation scheduled for mid -June. Buy your gear NOW, and be ready. The easiest method is

utilising Radar Receivers which are precision built for sensitivity regardless of cost, and which are available
at the moment ridiculously cheap. Your cost is kept to a minimum and you can incorporate the finished
unit into a Televisor using any size tube if so desired. Remember, thousands of viewers are receiving
satisfactorily well outside the supposed " fringe " areas because they have modified the finest equipment
money could make. The " Inexpensive Television " booklet costs only 2 6, and describes how a variety
of units can be modified. Several of the units specified are listed below.
RECEIVER R.1355 as specified for " Inexpensive Television." Corn piece with 8 valves VR65 and each 5U4G, VUI20, VR92, also a copy
ONLY 55/. (carriage, etc., 76).
1

of " Inexpensive TV "

I.F. STRIP 194. Another of the units specified as an alternative for

the " Inexpensive TV." A first-class strip giving tremendous amplification, and well recommended for constructors who have built

televisors but have come " unstuck " in the vision or sound receiver.
Complete with 6 valves VR6S, and

I

each VR53 and VR92, and a copy

of the book, which gives full details of conversion to both stations.
Size I8in. x Sin. x Sin. ONLY 45:- (Postage, etc., 2.6).

" PYE " 45 Mcs I.F. Strip. Ready made for London Vision channel.
Complete with 6 valves EF50 and I EA50, ONLY 60/- (Postage, etc., 2,6).

RECEIVER A.E.W.I.

A 5 -valve superhet covering 550-1600 kc s
and 6-12 Mc/s in 4 switched wavebands. Operates from 6 v. D.C.
source through built-in vibrator pack, and has large separate speaker
in metal cabinet with 50ft. extension lead. Made for New Zealand
Forces Welfare Dept., these sets have 2.5 watts output and are NEW
AND UNUSED. Valve line up: 6U7 RF Amp., 6K8 Mixer, 6U7 IF
Amp., 6Q7 2nd detector, 1st Audio, 6V6 Output. The set is fitted
with a large open slow-motion tuning dial, size 7in. x 3in., and both
sec and speaker are finished in olive green crackle. An ideal receiver
for caravans, coaches country areas, etc. ONLY E9/19,6 (Carriage
etc., 10/6).

RECEIVER 25,73. Part of the TRI196. Covers 4.3-6.7 Mc/s, and
makes an ideal basis for an all -wave superhet receiver. Complete
with six valves: 2 each EF36, and EF39, and
each EK32 and EBC33,
and also modification data. ONLY 22,6 (Postage, etc.,2,6). OSMOR
I

RECEIVER R.3547. This contains the " PYE " Strip, which can
be easily removed if desired, and also 15 valves EF50, 3 of EB34, 2 of
SP6 I, and each EA50, EBC33, EF36, also hundreds of resistors, condensers, etc. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CASES. ONLY 120, I

(Carriage 7/6).

ALL WAVE COIL PACK recommended for this conversion, 40,4.
RECEIVER 18.

Part of the TRIG. Covers 6-9 Mc/s, and only requires

normal battery supply to operate. Complete with 4 valves: 3 of
VP23 and of HL23DD. ONLY 15/. (Postage, etc., 2/6).
I

RECEIVER R.3084, A very sensitive unit containing 7 valves EFS°,
2 of EF54, and I each VU39A, HVR2, EA50, and also a 30 Mes I.F.
Strip with 4 Mc/s bandwidth. BRAND-NEW IN MAKER'S CASES.
ONLY 75/- (Carriage 7;6).

METRE RECEIVER ZC 8931. Another very popular
10 VALVE
superhet for long distance TV reception.
Contains 6 IFTs of 12 M'cs
with 4 M cs bandwith, and 6 v..lves VR 63, 2 of VR 92. and each VR
Complete with modification data for both stations.
136 and VR 137.
BRAND-NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS. ONLY 59'6. (Carriage 5,-.)
I

RF UNIT TYPE 25 for use with R.I355 for London reception. ONLY
17,6 (Postage

BATTERY SUPERSEDER. A 2 v. vibrator power unit designed
for the Canadian Forces, which requires very little modification for
use with anything that needs HT Batteries. For the cost of charging
a 2 volt accumulator you have a source of constant H.T. Will save
the price in a few months. Full modification details supplied. ONLY
60/. (postage 1/6), or with Two 2 v. accumulators in metal case, ONLY
90/- (carriage 5/-).

TELESCOPIC AERIALS extending from ISin. to 102in. Just pulls
out of a metal tube which is fitted with dust cap for cleanliness.
strong. ONLY 12/6 (postage 10d.). BRAND NEW.

Very

1 '6 ).

RF UNIT TYPE 26 for use on Sutton Coldfield channels are now

all sold, but we can supply one of the other RF Units with full details

of easy modification for the TV. BRAND NEW IN CARTONS.
ONLY 25/- (Postage

1

6).

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6 as specified for "Inexpensive TV."

Complete with VCR97 CR Tube, 4 valves EF50 and 3 of EB34. BRAND
NEW IN MAKER'S CASES. ONLY 901- (Carriage 716). This unit is
General Purpose
also specified for the " WIRELESS WORLD "
Oscilloscope," full details available price 9d.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62.

Another handy unit containing
the VCR97 Tube, 16 valves Type VR65, 2 of EB34, 2 of EA50, and
shoals of condensers, resistors, etc.

ONLY 75;'- (Carriage, etc., 12/6).

MAGNIFYING LENS FOR 61N. TUBE.
ONLY 25'- (Postage

I

First -grade oil filled.
For 9in. Tube, 65/- (Postage I/6).

6).

TV PRE -AMPLIFIER for weak areas can be easily made from the
ex-R.A.F. Amplifier 6046,6050. Contains 2 valves EF50 and gives very
high signal to noise ratio. Full details of conversion for both stations
supplied. ONLY 22,,6 (Post 1/-).

Other items of general interest available this month are:
RECEIVER R.I155. A " must have " for the enthusiast who wants
a Communications Receiver of the (100 class. We have a few only

HEADPHONES AND MICROPHONE SET.

As

used

by

A pair of first-class high resistance phones fitted
with rubber noise excluders, and a high grade carbon microphone.
BRAND NEW. ONLY 121 (postage 10d.).
Canadian Forces.

B.C.221 FREQUENCY METER. A few more of these superb

crystal -controlled American Frequency Meters which cover 125-20,000
kc/s with better than 0.01% accuracy. Each instrument is individually

calibrated, and is complete with calibration book, 1,000 kc/s crystal,
3 operating valves and 3 spares, and is housed in a black crackle metal
case.
A canvas carrying bag is supplied for protection and portability.
ONLY E25.

TRANSFORMERS. The following have been specially made for
the " Inexpensive TV." Time Base and Vision Transformer 350-0-350 v.
160 mA, 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 3 a. ONLY 36/-. Sound Receiver
Transformer 250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 6 a. ONLY 27/6.
EHT Transformer for VCR97 Tube, 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a., 2-0-2 v. 2 a., 2,500 v.
5 mA. ONLY 30/, Postage 1/6 per transformer please.

CONDENSERS. 0.1 mfd. 2,500 v. tubular, 2:6; 0.1 mfd. 3,000 v
block, 416; 8 mfd. 450 v. 2,-; 8 x 8 mfd. 450 v. 2/9; or 6 for 15,-;

8 x 16 mfd. 350 v., 4/-; or 6 for 22/6; 16 x 16 mfd. 450 v., 4/6; or 6 for
25/-; 32 mfd. 350 v., 2/9; or 6 for 15/-. Postage please under 20/-.

CHOKES.

5 H. 200 mA, 6;-; 10 H. 100 mA, 6/-; 20 H 80 mA, 6,6.

(Postage 1/-).

of these superb 10 -valve sets which cover 7.5 Mcls to 75 kc/s in 5 wave-

bands, which are spotless and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S TRANSIT

Every set supplied with full details of easy modifications
for normal mains use. ONLY E12/101- (Carriage 12;6). For those
who would like a ready-made Power Pack with Output Stage, ready to
plug on and operate the receiver without any modification, they are

SPEAKERS. ROLA 10in. PM less trans, 23/6; ROLA 61in. PM less
trans., 10/9; 6fin. PM less trans. by famous maker, 9/6; TRUVOX

available at ONLY E5/5,-.

Postage per speaker, 16.

CASES.

10in. PM less trans., 17;6; PLESSEY 611n. lightweight PM with trans..

12;6; PLESSEY 8in. PM less trans., 13/9; Sin. PM less trans., 10/-.

Cash with order please, and print name and address clearly

U.E.I.
(Open until

I

CORPORATION

Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road,
London, W.C.I.
Phone TERMINUS 793

p m. Saturdays. We are 2 mins. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) and

5

m'ns.

by bu, from

King's Cron
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SOUND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT'
A 100 Watt Amplifier
The outstanding features of this Philips Amplifier
include : a high degree -of voltage amplification ; an

output of 100 watts ; and very little waste heat, giving
cool running and long life. The output is well maintained
even at extremes of the audio spectrum, and generous

negative feedback taken over the output transformer
provides excellent loudspeaker damping.

A Diffuser Loudspeaker
This Philips all -metal central Diffusion Loudspeaker
is for ceiling mounting or suspension. It is attractively
finished in a pleasing shade of cream that will harmonise
well with any type of surrounding. Dimensions are
15in. diameter, 8in. deep. The loudspeaker is fitted to

Philips type 9803 unit, and has a 100 volt transformer
tapped for 1, 3 and 6 watt operation.
MUM

Q1./7

Send for literature covering the full Philips range of S.R.E.

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL
LIMITED
CENTURY HOUSE,

AMPLIFIER DEPARTMENT,

SHAFTESBURY

RADIO

ALSO MAKERS OF :
AND
TELEVISION
RECEIVERS,

LAMPS AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT, ETC.

AVENUE, LONDON,

W.C.2.
A 687 A

Offer

UNIVERSITY
RADIO
Guaranteed Used Equipment at Attractive
Vltavox Bitone 15 ohms, cost

Meisener U.S.A. portable disc
re:order incorporating radio,

E52, as new, our price

playback and P.A. Two -speed
[50
motor 78,33 r.p.m. Perfect

E36

0

0

0

0

0

with tone control unit. As new EIS
Trix 20 watt amplifier and Auto Change unit in portable oak

0

Trix I2in. p.m. Speaker in Trix

0

0

E32 10
Perfect
R.C.A. Oscilloscope 4in. tube,
£22 10
complete and perfect

Cossor double beam

oscillo-

scope, model 3339.

cabinet.

200/250 A.G.

Portable Case.

B.S.R. Portable Amplifier PA20

A.C. 203/250 with 12 volt Adap£30
tor. Latest model as new

0

0

Wharfedale Corner Speaker
Twin units with crossover,

Sound Sales 6 watt amplifier

ohms. List price E48/10/-, in new
E38 10
condition

Sound Sales Tuner unit type

D.X.2. As new
Radio frequency heater, kilowatt at 50 MO with complete

El9 10

0

E18

0

Taylor valve tester model 47A
As new

Mullard resistance/Cap, bridge
New condition

0

a 15

0

0

0

Decca lightwJight FFR pickups,
all types, as new

£24

0

0

0

0

0

0

valves and all fittings.
£80
200/250 A.C. Nearly new

E2

Twin turntable unit, Garrard

centre drive motors, in case and
complete with pickups. In new
EIS
condition

0

As new

as new

49 10

0
0

EIS 10

0

LIO

0

0

E9 10

0

Low voltage transformers by
E14 10

Cost E23

0

Transmitters type 12, built-in
New

G22 10

0

E14

0

Valve Tester G.E.C. America
type T.C.3 200/250 A.G. As
new

0

instrument in new condition

Foster, 240 -volt primary to 12
volts at 30 amps
£2
Evershed 500 v. Megger in
aluminium case. As new
E12
B.S.R. Disc recording units,
type DRI 3. A really fine professional job. Cost L150. Complete and as new
E70

Transmitter

Labgear,

R1154, complete
with all valves and perfect

by Radio City

Products U.S.A., a beautiful

0

model E.I.

E8 10

generator

PLEASE SEND, BRING OR PHONE FOR OFFER

three only as new, unscratched

Valve tester

0

As new.

B.P.L. Signal Generator, mains,
0

Premier Radio -Gram Cabinets,

power pack.

ages, 50 or 75 cps.
200 watt
300 watt
Advance
signal
as new

0

0

vertors, standard mains volt-

Taylor 65B signal generator,

Spare
0

WE NEED GOOD USED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY.
as new

E9

Valradio D.C. to A.C. Con-

1

6

Taylor valve tester model 47AP

As new E40

As new

Prices

Decca portable long playing
record player.
Latest model
As new
E9 10
C.D.P. disc recording units,
A.C. only, complete and as new E20 0

417 10

0

electronic fault tracer,

1948 model in new condition

5

0

0

0

0

0

E7 10

0

E16 10

0

WE HAVE OTHER EQUIPMENT ARRIVING DAILY!
ALL S.A.E. INQUIRIES WELCOMED
CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDERS. ALL ITEMS LISTED ARE CARRIAGE PAID UP TO SO MILES.

22 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2
'Phone GERrard 4447 and 8582.

Hours 9 to 6.

Thursdays 9 to I.
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The

50

S ETS A NEW
S TANDARD IN
AERIAL DESIGN

with,96.e.

AND

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

AT

P RICE £3.17.6
COMPLETE WITH

The Police "999- emergency call system oe.,enos for it
successful operation on instantaneous radio communication

MAST AND

between Police headquarters and the fleet of patrol cars. Radio

LASHINGS, etc.

equipment in the patrol cars is used under the most arduous
conditions but it must be available for instant use 24 hours in
the day.

No wonder then that more and more Police authorities
Pioneering research and experience in making over a million

units. ensure a product of the highest quality.

GUARANTEED

FULLY

throughout the country are using G.E.C. quartz crystals in their
radio equipment.

For all your

quartz crystal requirements be sure to specify G.E.C.
Quick delivery service for urgent requirements for experimental or replacement purposes.

EVEN IN

THE MOST

EXPOSED

POSITIONS

Read this specificatiou.

Write for our leaflet QC.4904.

DIPOLE BOX
Standard Telecraft

DIPOLES AND
REFLECTORS
-1" Aluminium Alloy P.V.C.
Caps

SPREADER
Seamless Steel ISA Spacing

MAST
7'

Seamless

Steel,

Alloy

Casting at Masthead
C1941," cf131.

rrl,t

REFLECTOR
ASSEMBLY
Of new design adjustable
for lining up

101.1

atQFZIPT.:74,11

4;11E01 IMMO."
1.11.

CHIMNEY BRACKET
Steel welded joints, complete with rope
grips, eyelets, '1' bolts, ' U ' bolts, lashing
wire, etc.

FINISH
Grey, stove enamelled

TELECRAFT
SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
PEEL WORKS. SILK STREET. SALFORD 3, LANCS.
A

Subsidiary

LIMITED

QUADRANT ROAD

of

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD.. OF ENGLAND

THORNTON HEATH
.
SURREY ammimmimmailimi

Tel.: THOrnton Hzath 2985
Depots

BR STOL, BIRMiNGH U11, WORTHING. MANCHESTER

Scottish Enquire; :

LOUIS GRACE 28 LANGSIDE PLACE, GLASGOW. S.I
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We are interested in
purchasing large

quantities of

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
MORRIS & CO. (RAD.0) LTD.
Due to removal to our new factory at Tottenham,

we have many lines which must be cleared to make

room. These are all unrepeatable.

MOVING COIL LOUDSPEAKERS

Rola 6fin. Energised, 1140 ohm field, with pentode O.P. Transformer, 151- each.

Plessey Sin. Permanent Magnet, with extra heavy magnat and

1/4

1/2

AND

1

WATT

pentode O.P. Transformer, 12/6 each.

METAL RECTIFIERS

Bridge Type with 15 -volt input, will charge 12 -volt battery at 4 amps.,
17/6 each.

E.H.T. Pencil Type, output 650 volt at I mA., 4/7 each ; output

RESISTORS

1,000 volt at I mA., 6/- each.
Output given are half wave. Two of either rectifiers can be used in
voltage doubling.

HOT WIRE AMMETERS.

0-10 amps., Sin. scale, projecting type

metal case, 5/- each.

We will pay £8 per 1,000 for Erie
type 8-9 and 16 insulated type. If

you have any to offer, please air
mail list stating quantity, type,
size and tolerance ; we will also
consider any other type you may

A wonderful

spares investment for R.107 owners, 50/- each.
Only available to callers.

output 330 v. 60 mA.,
Mounted on metal
6X5 rectifier,
chassis approx. 6 x 6in., fully smoothed, 19/6 each

POWER PACKS, input 200-250 v., 50 cycles

6.3 v. 2-3 a. and 6.3 v..3 a. for 6X5 rectifier.

;

5/- each.

3 -GANG CONDENSERS.

Modern Bar Type, .0005 mfd., kin.

diameter spindle, ceramic insulation, 5/- each.

WAVE CHANGE SWITCHES, 3 -bank, each bank 2 -pole, 4 -way,
one bank with shorting bar, 7/- each.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, input 28 volts, output 1000 volts at

have.

We are

R.I07 RECEIVERS in partly dismantled condition.

May require adjustment, 20/- each.

350 mA.

also interested in pur-

BALANCED ARMATURE EARPIECES.

To callers only.

Type DLR No.

5.

Highly sensitive 60 ohms earpieces. Malce excellent
Sound Powered Telephones. Without batteries or matching,
IT.BAS.S.
1/3 each.

chasing receiving and transmitting
valves and components, also any

VITREOUS RESISTORS, 50 K. ohm 200 watt, 20 K.ohm 200 watt,
10 K. 50 watt, 14 K ohm tapped at 2 K. 75 watt, 75 K.ohm 50 watt,
350 ohm 50 watt. Any of the above I/. each, 8/- per dozen.

size enamel copper magnet wire.

BLOCK CONDENSERS. Jelly fill
I

All the above material is for export. Payment for any merchandise you may be able to supply
will be

made

by

our

London

shippers, Davies Turner Co., Ltd.,
immediately upon receipt of the
merchandise at their London
Warehouse. Write or cable us what
you have to offer.

mfd. 1500 v. working, 2/- each
113
mfd 600 v.

2 mfd. 800 v.

,,

1/9

;

d.

18/- per dozen

12/.
17/-

24 -VOLT CUT-OUTS. Can be adjusted for use on 12 volts.
Bakelite cases.

Type 5c/721, 2/6 each ; 21/- per dozen.

In

ENAMELLED COPPER AERIALWIRE on 1,200ft. reels, 7/23 s.w.g.,
25/- per reel.

Amazing offer of NEW BOXED MILITARY SURPLUS VALVES
Type 7193 UHF Triode
E1148 UHF Triode
956 Acorn VMH Pen
CV52 UHF Triode
1625 12 v. 807

116 each, 12/- dozen
2/6
4/6

5/-

20/.

401-

PT 25H. 4 v. 5 -watt Pentode 3/- each ; 24/- dozen.

CV22 High Powered Thyratrons, 20/- each.
CV7I Neon Tubas, 2/- each ; 16/- dozen.
958A Acorn 1.4 v. Triode, 3/- each ; 24/- dozen.

ELECTROSTATIC C.R. TUBES. New and perfect.
CV 1112-5in.
CV 1381-5in.
CVI395-6-1-in.

CV 1379-5in.

5/- each to Callers only.

ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTORS by World

CALIFORNIA RADIO

Famous

Makers. 200/250 v. A.C., with variable speed control, 12in. turntable, pick-up arm, auto start/stop. Without P.U. Head, 77/6 each.

207 EDGWARE ROAD, W,2. (Open till 6 p.m. Sats.)

Sz. ELECTRONICS Co.

Phone : AMBassador 4033.

and at 152-153, FLEET QTREET, E.C.4.

HOLLYWOOD, 38, CALIFORNIA

Phone : CENtral 2833.
Terms of Business : Cash with order or C.O.D. over El
Send 6d. Stamp for list.

Cable Address a CALRAD, LOS ANGELES

ALL POST ORDERS to our new Head

823 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE.,

740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.I7.
Phone : TOTtenham 5371.

Office :
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RECORDS ON STANDARD
OR

RECORD

RADIOGRAMS

PLAYERS

THE CHANCERY LONG PLAYING RECORD ATTACHMENT G33
(patents

New

Price complete

£4 4s.

pending)

groove

Od.

precision

Pick-up

embodies

a

sapphire stylus and a lightweight
balanced arm, and gives an extremely wide frequency response.

(plus P.T., LI 18s. 3d.)

New
Price less Pick-up

As supplied to

£2 10s. Od.

Messrs. Decca for
incorporation
in
their High -Fidelity
instruments.

(plus P.T., LI 2s. 6d.)
We regret that unforeseen circumstances
have compelled us to increase our prices.

CHANCERY PRECISION

is

engineered to convert existing
equipment (78 r.p.m.) to 331
r.p.m. This is effected by an epicyclic transmission and reduction
mechanism, ensuring a constant
speed of 331 r.p.m. necessary
for true reproduction of long
playing records.
Elimination of
wow " and waver has been
achieved to a remarkable extent.
The G.33 has been designed for
simplicity of conversion, having
merely to be placed on the
existing turntable, and no special
fixing is required.
The special Decca Crystal Micro-

INSTRUMENT

SERVICE LTD.

Sales Department: 64, GEORGE STREET, BAKER STREET, LONDON, W.1

SIZE

24-

RANGE 25/AA
to
50A

3+"

5"

10µA

10,LLA

to
50A

to
50A

PRICE
50µ,A

200tiA

hnA

55/45/35/-

61/51/-

93/83/-

41/ -

73! -

(Export prices on application)

All sizes available with
MIRROR SCALE

1st Grade Accuracy

SENSITIVE PANEL MOUNTING METERS
For particulars of these and our full range of measuring instruments write to :-

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS RADLETT HERTS

Telephone : RADlett 5674-5-6

DECEMBER, 195.0
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INTRICATE PARTS
but not too
intricate
for

Bullers
Made in Three Principal Materials
FREQUELEX

An insulating material of Low Di -electric Loss, for Coil
Formers, Aerial Insulators, Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX

A High Permittivity Material.

For the construction of

Condensers of the smallest possible dimensions.
TEMPLEX

BULLERS

LOW

LOSS

CERAMICS

For the
A Condenser material of medium permittivity.
construction of Condensers having a constant capacity at
all temperatures.

BULLERS LTD., 6, Laurence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.4
Telegrams: "Bullers, Cannon, London"

G2AK

o's

This

Bargains

G2AK

SPECIAL METER OFFER. 500 µA, scaled, 0-500. 2in. dia., 7;6

500 0A, ex -equipment, 5/- each. 0.5 A. Thermo, 2/6 each or
5 for 10/.. 0.5 mA, 2in. dia., 5/- each. 0-100 mA and 0-500 mA, 20n.
each. 20-0-20 A..
dia., flush mounting, 7/6 each. 0-20 v., 2in. dia.,
2in. dia., 5/- each. 0-3, 500 v. moving coil, 3)in.dia., 7.5/- each. 0-9 A.
hot wire ammeters (by removing external shunt full scale deflection is
4a.), 116 each. Radiator thermometers, 2in. dia., movements 2.5 mA,
backwards reading, ideal for "S" meters, 1/6 each. Postage on single
meters, 6d. Three or more post free.
VIBRATOR PACKS. 6 v. input, output I 80v. 4OrnA, fully smoothed,
price 1916, plus postage 1/6. 12 v. input, output 300 v. 100 mA, fully
smoothed, 19/6, plus postage I,'6. All packs are tested and sent out in
working order.

Phone : Mansion House 9971 (3 lines)
Manchester Office: 196, Deansgate, Manchester

-MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. FOR GOVT. SURPLUS STOCK ETC.

each.

TWIN FEEDER.

Twin Ribbon Feeder, 300 ohms (heavy duty),

Sd. per yd. Co -ax. Cable, fin. dia., 70 ohms, 8d. per yd.
Postage on above feeder and cable, 1/6, any length.

MOVING COIL HAND MICROPHONES with switch, 3,11,

Transformer for above, 2/-.
R.F. CHOKES. Pie wound, 2.5 mH, 100 mA, Rx type, 9d. each or
7/6 per dozen; 250 mA, Tx type, 1/- each, I0/- per doz.

U.H.F. RECEIVERS, TYPE RI431 (66.86 Mc/s). Same as R1132
R.F. mixer osc. (voltage stabilised), 3

except for frequency range.

I.F. stages, 2nd det., B.F.O. etc.
case, £3119/6, plus 76 carriage.

Tuning meter. Brand new in transit

COMPLETE NOISE LIMITERS, wired on small sub -chassis with
6R6 valve, 5/- each, post free.
SPECIAL. Best U.S.A. makes of 2 /1F 3000 v. oil -filled condensers.

Our special price only V- each.

BRAND NEW AND BOXED 807s, 6/- each or 4 for £1, post
free.

STATION LOG BOOKS. 200 pages printed one side only.
81in. x I lin.

First-class paper and bound with heavy cover.

Size

Price

17/6.

Carriage paid on all orders over El except where stated.
Please include small amount for orders under CI.
PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK

Adm. Pattern 5V479013., contains 10 valves, SP61 (6), EA50 (2)
VR137 and EF54, requires 250 and 6.3 v. input, with oscillator, R.F., aerial tuner and
vdoontrol, an ideal 11 -metre receiver, easily converted for television, i n smart grey
cases 12 s 11 a 71n., new unused, 351 -,carriage 5/, WAVEFORM GENERATOR
TYPE 30, contains 5 valves, VR65 12), 6V614, VR116 and VR54, with transformer
coils, pots., resistors and condensers etc., chassis mounted aim 7 x 61 x
new
unused, 12/6, post 1/-. AMPLIFIER UNITS TYPE 165, contains 5 valves, V's 72 (2),
VR56 (2) and VR55, also 5 various input, output and intervalve transformers, etc.,
etc., chassis mounted with side protection, unused, 15/-, Post 116. TELEPHONE
HANDSETS, modern G.P.O. type, fitted Oft. 4 -way cord and plug, new boxed, 716
post 10d. HEADPHONES, balanced armature high resistance, for maximum /*nal.
tivity, new boxed, 918. post 10d. MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input 200-220-240 v.
RECEIVERS.

1 -phase 50 cycles, tapped output giving 3-4-5-6-6-9-10-12-15-16-20-24-30 v. at 2 amps.,
a superior transformer with 101 uses, new boxed, 201-, post 1/3. RECTIFIERS.

selenium full wave, input 15 v. A.C., output 12 v. lf amp. D.C., ideal for use with
above transformers, new unused, 9/0, post 7d. MOTOR GENERATORS, TYPE 72,
these can be converted in a few minutes to an efficient 200/250 v. A.C. mains motor
suitable for sewing machines, small grinders and polishers, etc., fitted 3/161n. shaft
standard base mounting, ball bearing, new unused complete with conversion data
15/-. post 1/6., brass v -pulleys, On. dia. specially turned for these motors, 216 extra,
motors converted and fitted purvey, 201-, post 1/6. RECEIVER UNITS, TYPE R3515,
contains 21 valves, detachable I.F. strip with VR65 (6) and VR53 valves, the 14,
remaining valves are VR65 ID VR56 (5), VR55 131, VR54 and VR92. with stacks of
other components in metal casts size 18 x 12 x 7111)., new unused, 55/.., carriage 5/-.
TELEPHONE sErs, consists if 2 combined microphones and telephones, 2411. twin
P.V.C. connecting flex, provides perfect 2 -way communication, self -energised no
battery required. complete rea IN' for use, new boxed: 7/6, post 7d. CRYSTAL EMI.
PIERS, B.T.H. CV -102 or Sylvania 11622, new in lead capsules, 3/6, post 3d. ROMEO
VACUUM PUMPS, also suitable as sir compressors, rotary vane type gives constant

air supply, develops approx. 40/50 lbs. sq. in., new boxed, 12/6, Poet 1/4. SMALL
ELOSVER MOTORS,24 v. A.C./D.C., or 12 v. with less effect, sine 4 }in. lone. 2 in dia.,
blower casing approx. 3ln. dia., new unused, 7/6. pout Ind. SERIES MOTORS, 12 v.

20 amp. D.C., I h.P., an ideal L.T. motor, new unused, 15/ -, post 1/6. U.SA. UNITS
ontains 12 valves, 65117 (61: 6116 (3), 7193 (31, also 3 relays, chokes, coils and over 80

resistors and condensers etc., chassis mounted with cover, bargain 15/, post 116.
ENEATIA SWITCHES, make contact on impact. ne w boxed, GA Postl0d. TERMINAL
BLOCKS REF. 50'430, a very useful bakelite 2 -way terminal block. boxes of 50 new
6,-. post 1/-. SATCH(VELL THERMOSTATS (oven type WO), 250 v. 15 amp A.C.,

variable setting knob 10 to 90 deg."C" stems are 12in. long. tiange fitting, new
boxed, 26/...post i0d.

Send S.A.E. for current 20 -page lists. Our C.O.D. service is cancelled for the time being.

All Callers to 110 DALE END, BIRMINGHAM
Phone

Mail Orders

CENTRAL 1635.

to 102 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM 17.

Phone : MIDLAND 3254.
Tel

HARborne 1308 or 2664
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Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

PUSH -ON

COVER

POLYTHENE

B1 2A

-

Duodecal

FOR CATHODE RAY TUBES
Ref. No. B.12/U.1-moulded in Phenol -Formaldehyde

B.I2/U-

with Polythene Cover

THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT COMPANY LTD., VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY

ASHTEAD 3401

YOU CAN MAGNETICALLY RECORD
using your Gramophone Motor as a Drive

Necessary parts, also usable later for a more
ambitious job, plans available, 1 Spool Diamond Magnetic
Recording Tape and 1 take-up spool, 2 Corner Brackets, 1 Roller,
1 Record -playback Head Kit, 1 Friction Clutch, 1 Dual-purpose Supersonic Oscillator and Two stage Preamplifier and your Radio Chassis. Set of parts CT . 15 .0, or items supplied separately.
Also Constructional Data tor Wire and Tape Recorders Ss.

PARK RADIO OF MANOR PARK, 676/8, 783 Romford Road, London, E.12
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NEW
R.C.A. TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE
COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTERS TYPE ET. 4336.
Designed and produced by the Radio Corporation of America, the
Type ET.4336 is outstanding in the exceptional quality of construction,
versatile operation with rapid band selection and adjustment, and the
embodiment of modern advantageous features not generally found
together in one equipment.

The transmitter is designed for communications service in the high

TRANSFORMERS

AND CHOKES

frequency range of 2,200 to 20,000 kilocycles, and any desired operating

frequency within this range may be quickly selected, using ordinary
crystals.

All controls employed in tuning the transmitter to any

frequency within the overall range are mounted upon the front panel,
Shift from telegraph to telephone operation is switch controlled, and
high speed keying is permissible. Two transmission power levels of
250 or 350 watts are available, however the actual outputs obtained
are somewhat in excess of these values at 20 me/s, and increase with
decreasing frequency to values in excess of 300 and 450 watts respectively at 3 me/s.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

GENERAL FEATURES.

The complete transmitter is housed in a tall console cabinet, superbly
finished, and has a very attractive appearance. Side and rear panels
are removable, and electrical interlocks are fitted as a safety feature.
Stylish panel controls are conveniently grouped, and clearly identified.
Five Meters are employed to read Aerial, Plate and Grid currents,
and Filament voltages. A modulation and keying indicator of the
vapour column type is mounted on the front panel. The Type M1-19468
Crystal Multiplier, which we supply with the transmitter, slides into
an aperture which is normally concealed by a removable panel. When
employing this unit, the oscillator stage in the transmitter functions as
an intermediate P.A. stage, or frequency multiplier, and whilst employment is optional, transmission over the entire transmitter frequency
range, using low frequency crystals, is a distinct operational advantage.

CIRCUITRY.

Valves Type 807 are employed in the Crystal Multiplier Unit and the
Transmitter Crystal Controlled Oscillator. The Power Amplifier stage
utilizes two Valves Type 813 operating in parallel, and the Modulator
stage uses two Valves Type 805 operated in a Class B arrangement.
Plate and screen voltages for all stages are obtained from a mercury vapour rectifier comprising four Valves Type 866A, connected in a full wave parallel circuit. An Antenna Coupling and Matching system is
provided, and is so designed to allow the use of various feeder arrange-

ALL

FOR

SOUND

EFFICIENT

CONSTRUCTION

DESIGN

INDUSTRIAL

TYPES

TO

K.V.A.

UP

25

STEWART TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
1021 FINCHLEY RD., LONDON, N.W.11
Tel.: SPEedwell 3000 and 3533

ments.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Type of Modulation
Audio -Input Impedance
Audio -Input Level for
per cent Modulation
A -F. Response

Class B, high level.

...

500 ohms.

100

...

...

20
E

A -F Harmonic Distortion
Power Input:
Telegraph, Low Power ...
Telegraph, High Power
Telephone. 100 per cent.
Modulation
...
Power Supply Requirements
...
Regulation (Maximum)

vu.

5 db from 400 to 7,500

cycles.

5 per cent r.m.s.

PRATTS RADIO

1070 Harrow Road, London,
N.W.10
Tel. LADbroke 1734
Nr. SCRUBBS LANE'

1.25 kW.
1.46 kW.

1.82 kW.,
115-230 v.,
5 per cent.

DIMENSIONS. Height, 58in.

I

phase,

50-60

Width, 17in.

AMPLIFIERS. College general purpose units. Model
ACIOE 10 watt 4 valve unit.

cycles.

Neg.

WEIGHT. soo lb.

MODEL AC1OE 19 9 0

CONDITION.

New and perfect, as ex -factory. Our
Guarantee and Individual Test Certificate is supplied with each transmitter.
We offer immediate delivery of the above equipment to home and
overseas buyers, complete and with all valves, at the exceptionally low
price of £45 each.

Full specification and further particulars are promptly available on
request

NEW MODEL VG RADAR PROJECTION INDICATING

feedback.

Separate

mike stage, separate inputs
for mike and gram with twin
faders. Tone control. Complete in case with chrome

Depth, 24in.

handle, E9/9/-.

Model ACIOE, 6 valve unit with output of

18-1- watts.

Push-pull

output with feedback over 3 stages. Separate mike stage. Inputs as
ACIOE. Complete in case with chrome handle, £I3/19/6.
Model U 10E. 6 valve unit for DC/AC mains. Spec. as ACI8E. 10 watts
output with feedback over 3 stages. Separate mike stage. Complete
in case with chrome handle, E11/15/-. All above have outputs to match
3, 8 or 15 ohm speikers and are ready for immediate use. Finish,
Blue stove enarrel. Input volts average .003 v mike, .3 v gram. No
pre -amplifier require.1.

EQUIPMENT TYPE CG-55AEB.

Model AC4C, AC or U4C AC/DC

to a large flat horizontal plotting screen instead of being observed
directly on a cathode ray tube face. The complete unit is approx.
the size of a desk 35in. high with viewing screen 24in. dia. occupying
half of top surface. Switched ranges of 4, 10, 20, 80 and 200 miles
radius with electronic range marking. The equipment is designed for

list. The above are as supplied to clubs,
schools, hospitals, factories, etc.
SPEAKERS.
Stentorian, If in., 15/6 ;
Sin., 17/6 ; Plessey, 8in., 11/9 ; 10in.,

Designed and produced by
General Electric Co. U.S.A. This current equipment performs similar
duty to conventional PP1 except that pattern is optically projected on

operation with any radar system, of repetition rates of from 60 to 1,000
per sec., only vary limited arrangements are necessary to provide the

video, trigger, and synchro inputs.

Overall dim. 59 x 34 x 35in.

Weight unpacked 1,000 lb. Full technical specification of this Advanced
equipment promptly available to interested concerns.
We hold large stocks of radio and radar equipment, valves and spares,
and we invite your enquiries.

LAWRENCES
61, BYROM STREET, LIVERPOOL, 3.
Telephone : CENtral 4430
Experienced Export Shippers.
A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION WITH EVERYTHING WE SELL

3 valve amplifier chassis for records or
radio. 4 watts output to 3 ohms, 65/5/-.
All prices include carriage -Stamp for

Truvox, 5in., 10/6 ; I2in., 42/6.
Goodmans, 5in., 12/6 ; 8in., 16/6 ; I2in.,
130/, Rola, 3in., 16/6 ; 8in., 24/- ;
10in., 30/- ; I2in. (G.12), 130/-. Mains En., 700 ohm field, 10/- (all
less oltransfr.).
TRANSFORMERS. E.H.T. 2.5 Kv. 4 v., 4 v. C.T. (for VCR97).
Tested 15 Kv.,28/6. 2 x 350 v.90 mA. 6 v. 4a., 5 v. 2 a., 18/9.- Filament
(input 230 v.), 6 v. I3 a., 5/9 ; 6 v. 3 a., 8/6 ; 12 v. If a., 9/6 ; 4 v. 4 a,
9/6 Output 6V6 to 3 ohms, 3/11 ; 6V6 P/P to 3, 8 or 15 ohms,' 18/-.
Midget 154/354,4/2.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 2 gang Midget .0005, 4/3 ; 3 gang
standard size, .0005, 6/9. Solid dielectric, .0003, 3/4 ; .0005, 3/6.
Presets 50 pf., 4d. ; 140 pf., 300 pf. or 500 + 100 pf., 1/- ea.
17/6.

MODEL AC4C 106,-

CONDENSERS. 500/550 v. C'b'd., 4 mfd., 2/9 ; 8 mfd., 3/3 ;
16 mfd., 4/6 (all 450 v.).
8 ± 8, 4/9 ; 8 + 16, 6/- ; 8 mfd., 2/4 ; 16
.0001/2/3/5, .01, .05, .1, 350/350 v., 6d.
Nearest Tube, Kensal Green.
All goods new and unused.
C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post free over El.
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TWO SPEED -MOTOR.
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At the turn of a switch you have two speeds.

33.1/3 or 78 r.p.m. The Turntable is a full 12" diameter; its main spindle
precision ground and lapped, runs in phosphor bronze bearings. The
synchronous motor is virtually vibrationless and is suitable for playing
standard, transcription and microgroove recordings.
£13 15
Retail price without pickup
Purchase Tax.

-

-

0

£5 19 2

SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT PICKUP for standard and microgroove recordings.
The interchangeable heads are fitted with an easily replaceable armature
Armature mass 20
system complete with a semi -permanent sapphire.
milligrams. Extremely low mass at needle point (4/5 m.g. only) allowing for
reduction in downward pressure to 10/12 grams for standard recordings,
and 5/7 grams for microgroove recordings.
Prices: With one Head - £4 0 0, plus £1 14 8 Purchase Tax
- £2 10 0,
plus £1 1 8 Purchase Tax
Extra Heads, each
14/8
including Tax.
System
with
Sapphire.
Spare armature

1001

411111P4

THE CONNOISSEUR Varigroove Recording Unit. 33.1/3 and 78 r.p.m.
100 to 300 GROOVES PER INCH continuously variable. MOVING COIL
CUTTER HEAD of entirely new design. Patented method of suspension
allowing use of large magnet system, producing sensitivity and response
hitherto unobtainable. All patterning effects eliminated, allowing microgroove recordings to be made with ease.
Frequency response 30 - 15,000 c.p.s
ohms impedance.
15
LESS THAN 5 WATTS required to fully modulate.
Price

£130 0 0

ALSO HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFYING EQUIPMENT
A.R.SUCDEN AND CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.. BRIGHOUSEYORNSHIRE.

-X

-x

-x ±±-x ++-x ±+-x

-x

-x

-x

Simple Arithmetic
THEY say that you can prove anything by figures. What we would

a total of 35 individual specifications.

recent addition of our Series goo
Reproducers, to the existing Series

separate transformers, and with
alternative positions for fixing -holes!
Finally, bass resonance and other
response characterisics can be adjusted to suit the most exacting

like to prove right now is that the

700 and Boo, makes the R. & A.
range cover every normal requirement of the equipment -manufacturing

industry. This is how it works out :

Between them, the three series comprise 15 separate models in sizes

from 5- to 12- inches in diameter,
including one elliptical
model. Alternative flux
densities, ranging from
8,000 to 12,000 Gauss, give

All these,

again,

can be supplied

with or without chassis mounted or

needs.

But by now our arithmetic is
getting complicated. All you need
to know is that once the sum
of your particular re-

quirements is known, you
can safely leave the rest
to us.,

Our current leaflets, sent on request, will help you to work out your own permutation

REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LIMITED

WOLVERHAMPTON

-F-X-7:-+-X÷

-

ENGLAND

Telephone : V olverhampton 22241. Telegrams : Audio, V olverhampton

--
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TRAINING
IN

ELECTRONICS
RADIO - TELEVISION
and other INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC subjects

93IA. PHOTO -CELL MULTIPLIER AMPLIFIER UNIT COMPLETE Incorporating 93IA photo -cell, 2 valves type 6AC7, 6AG7,
Can be adapted for use in window lighting, warning systems,
locating foreign bodies in liquids, flaws in textiles, burglar alarms, circuit switching by relays, etc., etc. Panel size nin. x
Circuit
diagram not available. Price 45/- complete, post free.
R.35I5 I.F. STRIP. A complete I.F. Unit, comprising 6 SP61 I.F. Stages.
etc., etc.

HOME STUDY COURSES
ADVANCED RADIO

tuned to 13.5 Mc/s., I EA50 diode detector, and I EF36 or EF39 output or
video stage. A few modifications only are required to adapt this
unit, which will give pictures of extremely good quality. Price, com-

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
TELEVISION
HIGHER MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS

plete with valves, and foolproof modification instructions, is 45/,

plus 5/- carriage and packing. Limited quantity only.
R3547 RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new, in sealed manufacturers'

Incorporating 15 valves type EF50, 2 of SP6I. EF36.
EBC33, 3 of EB34. Complete 45 Mots. I.F. Strip, motor dial and drive
pots, etc., etc. 16 only, plus 10/- packing and carriage. Whilst they last !
EX-R.A.F. INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Containing VCR -97
CRT with mu -metal screen ; Xtal Unit and valves 16/VR65 (SP6I)
21VR54 (EB34) 2/VR92 (EA50), etc., etc., two deck chassis in metal
case. 18 x
x I I +in. New condition. 67/6 each. Plus 7/6 packing
and Carriage.
packing cases.

BAKELITE RECEIVER CABINETS, An extremely advantageous

purchase, enables us to offer the following :-Attractive brown bakelite
cabinet, size I5in. x nin. high x 7iin. deep, complete with chassis
drilled for standard five -valve superhet, back, 3 -wave glass dial and back
plate. Chassis and cabinet are des'gned for 61in, speaker, and all
standard components Price complete is 25/- only. Limited quantity.

MIDGET .0005 mfd. TWO -GANG TUNING CONDENSER.
Size only nin. x
x Ilin. Capacity guaranteed, standard length
I

/in. spindle, complete with mounting bracket, less trimmers, 6/6, or
complete with " built-in " trimmers, 7/6. Each plus 6d. post.
SPECIAL COIL PACK OFFER. Limited quantity of brand new

manufacturers' surplus, 3 -wave -band, superhet coil packs. Iron cored.
Size 4in. x
x 2in. deep. Complete with circuit, a bargain at 25/ only.
SPECIAL VALUE IN MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 250-0-250,
90 m/a. 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., half shrouded, drop through type. Electrostatic screen. Price 15/. only, plus 9d. post. Limited quantity.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Manufacturer's surplus.
Iron -cored.
465 Kcis. Size 4in. x I +in. x I +in. Per pair 816 whilst they last.

RECEIVER TYPE 21. The receiver portion of the W/S 21 operating
from 4.2-7.5 Mc/s. Double superhet from 18-30 Mc/s. Incorporating
E.F.O. and crash limiter. Valve line-up 7-ARPI2 (VP23) and 2-AR8
(HL23DD). Absolutely brand new, complete with circuit. Only 45/ complete. Vibrator Power Unit for above, brand new, 17/6 only.
RECEIVER TYPE 25. The receiver portion of the T/R 1196. Covers

Obtain a copy of Free Booklet giving full details of
these and Daytime Attendance Courses. Moderate
Terms.

Facilities for easy payment.

Write to Dept. 16.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
10 DEMME SQUARE. NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON, W.2

Telephone: BAYswater 5131/2,

HEAVY DUTY CONVERTER RANGE
(Famous since 1937)

Will supply A.G. at standard voltage
for numerous applications from D.C.
supply voltage ranging from 6-250
volts with wattage outputs from
30-300 watts.

Post Free.

" DENCO " ALIGNMENT OSCILLATOR D.A.0.1. Th,s un't

Frequency stability
at 50,60 or 75 cycles per second
per cent of dead frequency.

provides a modulated signal for the alignment of I.F. amplifiers and

associated circuits. The two standard frequencies of 465 KO. and 1,600

listed by us in popular demand,
others can be considered on receipt
of specification.
All hereunder incorporate Radio and Low Frequency
suppression from interference.

of 50 mA. single valve type DL92 is used. Dimensions of case : Width
3;1 in., depth 2iin., height 47, in. Price post free, only 39/6.

DUAL PURPOSE MAINS -TRANSFORMERS, Special 350-0-350

3÷in. scale, brand new, 50/- each.

MIDGET I.F. UNIT IN ALUMINIUM CAN, 41in. x 20n. x lin.

Comprising one valve type I.T. 4, Midget Iron Cored I.F. Trans. 460
Kc/s. and eight midget resistors and condensers. Bargain price of 2

for El, post paid.
10 MFD. 7,000 v.W. OILFILLED AMERICAN CAPACITORS,
size 4,1 x 4!, x 4in.

Porcelain terminals. Each individually wrapped and

absolutely brand new-price only 17/6 each.

Send stomp for current Component List Probably the most comprehensive in the trade

5, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2
4

PADdington 1008/9 and 0401

of 1

Let us bring to your notice a few

Kc/s. are selected at the turn of a switch. All supplies are derived
from one U.I0 cell and one 1299 battery inside the unit. Consumption

5KV ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER. 0-5 kV. panel -mounting,

ETC.

THE VALRADIO

61in. WAFER SPEAKERS. Special offer of the above well-known
speaker, listed at 25/-. Limited quantity available, brand new, at

v. 80 m/a., 6.3 v. tapped 4 v., at 3 a., 5 v. tapped 4 v. at 2 a. Top chassis
mounting and fully guaranteed. 18/6 only, plus 9d. post.
ELECTROLYTIC OFFER, By leading manufacturers. All metal can.
16 x 8 mfd. 500 v.w. can size
x IQin., 3 for 10/, 32mfd. 450 v.w.
(550 v. Surge) BE37P, can size
x I yin., 3 for 13/6. Also 16 mfd. 500
v.w. size 2,n. x lin., 3 for 7/6. 8 mfd. 500 v.w. type CT850 can size
2fin. x /in., 3 for 7/-, Post pa 'd.

" H.M.V."
MARCONIPHONE
COLUMBIA
r,16(ir.

4.3-6.7 Mc/s., and makes an ideal basis for an all -wave receiver, as per
" Radio Constructor." November 1950 issue. Complete with valves.
types EF36(2), EF39(2), EK52 and EBC33. Supplied complete w'th
necessary conversion data for home use. Only 22/6. Chassis only, 8/6.
15/- each.

Associated with

Type

230/300-A
230/300/ I 10-A
230/200-A
230/200/110-A
230/200/50-A
230/110-A

Input

Output

A.C.

Wattage

200/250 v.
100/120 v.
200/250 v.
100/120 v.
50 v.
180/270 v.

200/250 v.
200/250 v.
200/250 v.
200/250 v.
200/250 v.
200/250 v.

200/300
150/300
100/200
100/200

D.C.

Price

Load

100/200

60/110

E16

616
E14
E14
E16
E10

I

Also similar types available to operate from D.C. input voltages of
6, 12, 24, 32 and to order.

All above prices advanced 10 per cent, from July 1st, 1950.

Literature upon request from

VALRADIO Limited,
57, Fortess Road,
LONDON, N.W.5
'Phone: GULLIVER $165
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ALONG THE WAY...OF TWA
You Can Ship Almost Anything Anywhere

by TWA AIR CARGO
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, including radio
and television parts, is more and more commonly being

shipped, these days, via TWA.

Damage to fragile

components is minimal because handling is min.m sed,
and because the loading has to be skilled. The lighter
packing requirement saves time, labour, material and
cost on all such cargo.

TWA-The Modern Way to Ship
Big, 4-engined, all -cargo TWA ships
depart every week from important industrial centres .
assure prompt deliveries from these and connecting cities to
any point in U.S.A. Low rates. Fast
service. Whenever you have a shipping
.

When you Ship via

-TWA

.

problem ... ask TWA for help. Get

rates, schedules, shipping details today.
See your shipping Agent, or call TWA

YOU SAVE MONEY-crating costs, insurance
costs, warehouse costs.

WA

YOU SAVE TIME-days, weeks, even months. You
get goods to markets safely at low cost.
YOU SAVE WORK-simplify your shipping
problems. Make one call .. get one air waybill, one
invoice. Save filing, paper work, worry.

TRANS WORLD A/RI/NES

.

U.S.A

YOU INCREASE SALES-shipments arrive
fast . . ahead of competition . . in time to benefit
from peak buying seasons.

EUROPE

AFRICA . ASIA

All TWA flights carry Air Cargo and Air Mall
200 PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.I. Tel.: Regent 3211

ETTER

QdQn1
THIS G.E.C. ADVERTISING
MEANS NEW BUSINESS
FOR YOU
The advertisement on the left for G.E.C.
Sound Systems is appearing in FACTORY
MANAGER, MAKER UP, MASS PRODUCTION,
needs a 50
sound

sytent --and

it's a

without -it

TAILOR AND CUTTER. Follow up this adver-

can do
words and
modein factories
that will teproducetothernicto
nees something
weredelivered 110iS. This
musicascleatly asthey
possible diStraCtiria
were
of
phone, in spitewhich G. E.0 sound systems
reasons why
is the end to built; and is one of the
The
factoties.
designed and
so modern
well suited
count in unobtrusive
they are so
a victory

thing few

You can

tising by 'tying up' with your own local
publicity . . . and take full advantage of
G.E.C. technical co-operation

G00,1915 and

other reasons?

in yout
installation,easy
sound systems
loudspealters,simple
If you need a
ofifignuon to v>.
economy too.
via fund
be glad...without
factory well details and estimates. You

--to give you
below.
out addrcas

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED

DV

AT SOUND S 'Y STEIS1S
NINGSW
MAGNET NOISE
01C

co LTD

LONDON sacs

MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, WC2
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KW TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS. Two HF 300's output. Operation 3.5 mc to 16 mc.

Induction Motors..

HALLICRAFTERS BC 610's. Complete with speech amplifier,
antenna tuning unit ; exciter units and coils for all bands.
RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET -4336. Complete with matched
speech amplifier, crystal multiplier and VFO units. Brand new.
LM -300 TRANSMITTERS. (U.S.A.). 140 kc to 400 kc and 650 kc
to 1,600 kc. 300 Watt output.

AUTOMATIC HIGH SPEED TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
" BOEHME " (U.S.A.). Up to 400 signs per minute on line and
wireless.

AR -88's, AR -77's, S -27's, HALLICRAFTERS S-37
130 mc to 210 mc) HRO'S with coils and power pack.

(VHF

FOUR POLE MOTOR

FP 10

A precision engineered well
balanced motor, designed to give
constant, trouble free performance
indefinitely. This motor is used
extensively in many wire and tape
recorders, and gramophone units
now manufactured.
Note these features :-Fully pro-

SKYRIDER DIVERSITY HALLICRAFTERS RECEIVERS.

tected

Complete with console, power units and loudspeaker.

Negligible external magnetic field
Oil impregnated self aligning

All above items in excellent working condition.
Working demonstration upon request.

Dual

voltage

range

bearings Speed constancy and silent
running.

Speed (light) 1400 r p m. Torque
3 inch ozs. Weight it lbs.

TX VALVES 803.805, 807, 813, 814, 832, 861, 1366A DET-16 ;
6L6 Met. and many others.

Large stock of Tx condensers, crystals and other components.
Alignment and repair of communication receivers and all ocher
short-wave equipment undertaken.

P.C.A. RADIO
Receiver Division :Transmitter Division:170 Goldhawk Road,
The Arches, Cambridge Grove,
London, W.12
London, W.6.
Tel. RIV 3279
Tel. SHE 4946

GOVT. SURPLUS UNUSED

TWO POLE MOTORS SRI & SR2.
A rugged and highly efficient motor that will

stand heavy

overloads, and for intermittent ratings is capable of giving up to
twice the rated power. Used extensively in many motion displays,
fans and gramophones now manufactured. SRI MODEL; Speed
(light) 275o r.p.m. Torque 3.o inch . ozs.-Weight 2.31 lbs.
SR2 MODEL; Speed (light) 2750 r.p.m. Torque z.o inch ozs.Weight 1.7 lbs.

.. Leaders in their field
Birmingham Sound Reproducers Ltd., Old Hill,Staffs. Tel. Cradley Heath 6212/3

$04004fiN(0040000000

%

ISHING ALL OUR CLIENTS At

CONDENSERS
of all types

.

.

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

V

AND A HAPPY AND *

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

.

LG I N

t-i--

We can offer, FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

from very generous stocks, a wide ranv of
ultra -high quality fixed paper Condensers,
from .001 !IF to 8
Also STOCKS of small
genuine MICA Condensers from .00001
(10 pf) to .01 fiF (10,000 pf). Prices are

t-

Ak

*

*0$$Ora*OkkOk*kkOk*0
A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., BYE -Pass RD., BARKING

exceedingly moderate.

invited for manufacturers'
requirements, wholesale and export only
for bulk quantities, and for scheduled
Enquiries are

deliveries over a period as required.
Most condensers are now available for
immediate delivery.
Please send for our Bulletin Con,550.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD
180, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I
and 76, Oldhall Street, Liverpool 3, Lancs.

"ADCOLA" SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Reg.

Dean 860302

Designed for Wireless Assembly and Maintenance.
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6/7v. TO 230/50v.

The three Adcola Models cover the requirements of the
Television, Telecommunication and Radar Engineers
and assure thorough ointing.
Ain. dia. Bit. Standard Model - 22/6
tin. dia. Bit. Standard Model - 25/ -

Ain. dia. Detachable Bit- - - 301Fatented in England and Abroad.
Sele Manufac,urers

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED
ALLIANCE HOUSE, CAXTON STREET, WESTMINSTER,
LONDON, S.W.I.

Tele. MACaulay 4272.
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Wireless World Classified Advertisements
Rate 6!- for 2 lines or less and :V- for every additional
line or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Box Numbers

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

TELRAD ELECTRONICS. 70. Church Rd..
Upper Norwood. London, 8.E.19. -Designers and manufacturers of Telrad quality
amplifiers; established as the most outstanding

2 words pme 1/-. (Address replies : Box 0000 ego " Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1.1 Trade
discount details available on application. No responsibility
accepted for errors.

value in high -quality amplifiers, thanks to
faithful reproduction at unrivalled price,
these unique amplifiers are the first choice
of the enthusiast; built to satisfy the dis-

WARNING

Readers are warned that Government surplus
,components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturers'
guarantee: Many of these componentswill have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a result of the conditions under

criminating ear; bass and treble independent

Partribge eillewb

any such components purchased.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 36,

Marylebone High St.. London, W.I. Welbeck 4058
SPECIALISTS in the design and manufacture
high fidelity reproducing equipment' from
5-100 watts for domestic or industrial purposes.
Our new twin channel amplifier (type U.E.57).
with independent bass and treble outputs. provides the most satisfying standard of reproduction we have yet experienced. It is now being
demonstrated in our showrooms daily (we close
Thursday 1 p.m.. Saturday 4.30 p.m.), and we
invite those who seek perfection from recorded
music to hear this superb instrument. We also
offer tuning units or complete chassis designed
and constructed to individual requirements.
10 -watt high quality amplifiers, bass and
AW
treble boost; £12/10; lists. -Broadcast
& Acoustic Equipment Co.. Ltd., Tomb and.
of

wonderful amplifier which is superlative in its
class; you are, however, quite safe in ordering
by mail and the results obtained will astound
even the most critical: 7 -valve model £23/10,
9 -valve model with built-in pre -amp £28/10 (ex
covers); tuners, etc., supplied; write for details
(3d stamp) to-R.T.M.C. (Ealing) Ltd., 141.
Little Ealing Lane, W.5. Tel. Ealing 6962.

[0065
SPENOER-WEST pre -amplifier owners endorse

RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS -SURPLUS

our claims; "the improvement on my other pre-

AND SECONDHAND
RECEIVERS Type 25 (TR1196)

SCREENED
- and hermetically
sealed in oil . . . !

CONNOISSEUR'S receiver, acclaimed by[0110t5s
users as the finest receiver for the enthusiast and the only one with the following facili-

ties: 9 -1.500 -metre, world-wide results on highly
sensitive 10 -valve receiver, comparable with any
good communication set, or by change of switch.

are the figures for the
Type HS -MU sealed

transformer shown
above, and are typical of
the advantages that these

Partridge potted transformers bring. Apart
from enhanced electrical
efficiency, their performance is consistently
maintained under all
climatic conditions by
reason of the permanent
hermetic oil seal.
4IP

All Partridge Precision
Components (both standard and " To Specification") are now available
as hermetically sealed
units.

Fullest details gladly sent on request

bass and treble tone control (boost to cut),

whistle filter and gram input, etc.; basis rebuilt
R1155; write for details or call for demonstration.
FEEDER units as above, or use with external
high -quality amplifiers; R1155 specialists. receivers repaired and re -aligned, also modified as
above, or to your requirements; R1155 circuit
and values 2/- post free.-R.T.S., Ltd . 5, Gladstone Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel. Lib. 3303.

TUNING units, types TU6 to TU26B. new with
covers. 12/6; BC610 tuning units. P.A. coils and
spares available, WS19 Mk II and installation
kits spares, etc., large quantities.
EXPORT enquiries for ex -Govt. American
spares promptly attended.
MCELROY ADAMS MFG. GROUP, Ltd., 46,
Greyhound Rd. London. W.6. Tel. Fulham
1802. Cables,
allicmft. London.
(0194
pre -amp (London), as new. -Martin.
183, Roxeth Green Ave., Harrow (Byron

B1425A)I.RD

[6199

AMPLIFIER -Power pack, Decola, as new;
offers?-Siggers, London Rd., Bracknell,
Berks.
Terdo1a1c0Z, .makeLe[6d92

R
1.15 5
worth 2360, evenings.

P

EDGE

ROEBUCK ROAD, KINGSTON BY-PASS
SURREY
TOLWORTH
ELMbridge 6737-8
Tcic.phone :

[6207
8-

DENCO combined 9in television, radio,

record changer; £85; call after 6.-411.
London Rd., Romford, Essex.
HARTLEY-TURNER radiogram, new L6h2.3t2.
speaker In box baffle, new Decca pick-up;
offers? -Gordon Maclean, Kingston Bagpuize,
Abingdon. Berks. Longworth 85.
[6188
HEt0 Rxs from £12/10; some coils available;
also in stock: AR88, BC348, CR100, 827,
529, etc., etc.; requierments piease to-R.T. as
I. Service, 254, Grove Green Rd., London, E11.
Ley.

4986.

quality
throughout,

WW.

[0053

amplifier, new parts only
invoices
available, mains

trans., chokes and OP trans by Partridge; new
Marconi valves (PX4s in output). lob never installed; offers to-Scarfe, 11, Crawley Rd., N.22.
push19 5 0 ianutgiVi'ClatiltRP%;i1Leglontg, 1p04"ush
pull output wide range loudspeaker, high fidelity
pick-up with saphire stylus, 10 valves in new and

perfect condition; £215 cost, nearest Offer to
2150. -Box 7483.

[6254A

BATTERIES

maximum
fidelity reception of local' stations on TRANSFORMERS LTD
non-sUperhet receiver with high quality 2-PX4
push-pull amplifier incorporating all refinements,

BENDIX BC221 frequency meters, complete,
perfect; £25.
SCR 522 freq. 100-156 mcs. complete transmit£30.

40 db at 50 cis. I These

details to J. Mort, BCM/HIFIDEL, W.C.1. [6142
TWO types of Birmingham/London convertor
units are now avaliable; the type AC/4 is
continued for fringe and difficult area reception
conditions; a new model type AC/7 is available;
this type does not include a pre -amplifier stage
and Ls available at a lower price; illustrated
leaflets and full particulars on request.
SPENCER -WEST, Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.
NEW amplifier by Midland Radio Coil Products: The Symphonic Seven High Fidelity
portable. seven watts of high fidelity reproduction in highly portable form full bass and treble
tone controls. 2 -stage N.F.B.. high gain; price
£10/1516. -For full details of this and other
amplifiers and radio feeders address a post card
[5618
to 19. Newcomen Rd.. Wellingborough.
OUR model SL.35 radiogram chassis is now
available: a 5 -valve all -wave superhet,
complete with valves and p.m. speaker. large
fully illuminated glass dial in attractive colours;
aerial tested ready for installation: really remarkable value at £12 with 8in speaker, or
212/10 with 10in speaker; 211.,c1 stamp for illustrated leaflets; trade enquiries invited.-Bayly
Bros.. 46. Pavilion Drive. Leigh -on -Sea. Essex.
J.R. ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT,, Ltd.. Hubert St., Birmingham. 6 (Aston Cross 2440). the Midlands
including tone control stages. loudspeaker
crossover units. distortlonless contrast expanders and radio feeders: send for details and
prices.

without

valves, 6/6 each.
BATTERIES 12v 14 a.h. lead (acid) steel case,
new and sealed, 32/6 each; stamp for lists.
BOLD & BURROWS, 12, Verulam Rd., St.
Albans. Tel. 5951.
HALLICRAFTER BC614 speech amplifiers
complete all tubes, perfect condition; £18.

ter/receiver in new condition with all tubes;
REDUCTION of field

uses gin tube but could be changed to 12in:
brand new; highest offer secures. -Write for

specialist manufacturers of high fidelity sound
reproduction equipment, for the world-famous
Williamson amplifier and associated accessories

Livingstone 4879.
MANY people strive after quality reproduc-tion but in most cases the price of assotion

and hearing are the best advertisement and
we therefore offer you the opportunity of coming
to actually hear the R.T.M.:C. version of this

Norwich.

tinERNARDS, matters of television, radio.
amplifier equipment, available for early
delivery; television time -base chassis and E.H.T.
supply combined, 5 valves, completely wired.
tested, only new components used; £7/12/8.
BERNARDS, 12. Chelverton Rd., Putney, London. S.W.15. Put. 7538.
[0097
CHARLES AMPLIFIERS, Ltd., are now able
to produce amplifiers, radio units and
electronic equipment to specification; enquiries
invited for development work and for short proAnction runs. -Charles Amplifiers, Ltd., 40, Ken [0173
sal Rd.. W.10.
TELEVISION receiver, built to special order of
client moving to Scotland; selects three pre tuned channels; many other special features;

full details on request. -Write. call or 'phone

ciated equipment makes this impossible; however, with the R.T.M.C. Williamson amplifier
you can attain your ideal at a reasonable price
as superb quality can be obtained with reasonably priced speakers and pick-ups and there
is no need to use expensive apparatus; the
R.T.M.C. version of the now world-famous
Williamson amplifier (which incidently cannot
be improved upon and is still pre-eminent in
its class) is still the best reproducer you could
possibly buy and before purchasing a quality
reproducer we invite you to hear the Williamson
but it must be a R.T.M.C. model; superb quality
parts only used with outstanding finish and
results; many have tried to equal the Williamson and extravagant claims are made but seeing

*Inch they have been stored
We cannot
oder take to deal with any complaints regarding

amplifier is incredible, the p.cture is steady and
very little noise." -Spalding. Lines; illustrated
leaflets and full particulars on request.
SPENCER -WEST, Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.

controls. providing widest possible variation to
suit all recordings and varying acoustic properties of one room with another; £18 compiete;

WALTON'S of Wolverhampton. offer: NI -FE Accumulators. Once again we have
been fortunate to secure a limited number of
these famous accumulators.
ALL are new and have never been filled with
Electrolyte, but are slightly externally soiled due
to storage
VOLTAGE 2.5 (2 cells). Cap, 15 A.P.H. Act.
Size 21,4tinX21/..inX8in deep. List Price over (3/-.
Our Special Price, including packing and carriage, 12/6 each. 3 for 30/-. 12 for £,S.
SEND s.a.e. to -day for copies of our latest list.
WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES. 203. Stave [0011
ley Road, Wolverhampton.
NEW DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
NEW motor -alternators 1.500 cycles, 80v. 25a.
69, Church Rd., Moseley, Birm[6119
ingham.
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NEW DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
BATTERY chargers. 4 mode.s. 2-6-12v. 1-2-4
amp D.C.; any mains voltage; also larger
types special transformers. chokes. test gear. interior car heaters etc. -The Banner Electric
Co.. Ltd., Hoddesdon. Herts.
10122

HOW TO CONQUER
FOREIGN MARKETS

JANETTE d.c. to a.c. rotary converters, 200/
250 volts d.c. input. 200/250 volts. 50 cycles.
1 -phase, a.c. output at 300 watts, new. £20;
500 watts. £23: complete with smoothing for
television and radio. -Johnson. 319. Kenning-

ton Rd.. London. S.E.11. Reliance 1412-3.
types of rotating electrical machinery up
ALLto 20kva available, including rotary conDuring the past few months we have had many verters, rotary transformers, motors, petrol and
generating plants, alternators
letters from American users of the Hartley -Turner diesel-engined
and d.c. generators. We are also in a position
215 Speaker. These have all been complimentary to
quote for power transformers; as actual
and in some cases quite supreme examples of the manufacturers we will be glad to quote for any
quantity for home or export.
unsolicited testimonial."
DIESEL Electric generating plants, 3kva, 230v
The performance of the speaker has been analysed with push-button remote control, starting equipand discussed in detail and we are told there are ment, ready for use; £195.
few, if any, American speakers which equal its ROTARY transformers, input 20v d.c., outputs
performance at any price (and that means up to 6.5v d.c. and 300v d.c., permanent magnet field,
ditto, input 28v d.c. and 1,200v 70ma
)
But discounting these exceptional enthus- 20/-;
d.c. output; energised field, 35/-;
input
iasms and striking a fair average of opinion, we 12v d.c., output 500v. 90ma d.c.,ditto.
energised
find that the 215 is considered to be the equal in fields, 35/-.
every way of a highly esteemed coaxial unit which PETROL eletcric generator plants, comprising a
J.A.P. No. 2a single cyl. engine coupled by vee
sells at 8155.
rope drive to an alternator, giving an output
Now the price of the 215 in the U.S.A. is, includ- of 230v 50 cycles. 400 v.a., with screened Igniing import duty, 946, and it stands to reason that no

tion and filtering on generator, eminently suit-

absurdly low price much longer.

converter, 220v d.c., 230v
50 cycles a.c., 200w, very good condition.-[6215Box

American music lover is going to pay nearly four able for operating television and radio on farms,
price £40; such plants can be supplied
times as much as he need do to achieve a certain etc.,
with various outputs, a.c. or d.c. for other
standard of performance. That is why the 215 applications.
speaker is conquering the American market.
CHAS. F. WARD. Lordscroft Works, HaverIVII,
10039
In Britain the price is £9, and we will put it Suffolk. Tel. 253.
DYNAMOS,
ETC. -SURPLUS
MOTORS,
up against any British speaker at any price you care
AND
SECONDHAND
to think of. If your cars are quite unbiased we
know what the answer will be, and if you are interROTARY convertor, e.d.c. 230v d.c., 230v
a.c. 300w. cabinet little used, cost £48;
ested in high-fidelity reproduction, the sooner you
meet the 215 the better for you, because in a world offers?-Siggers. London Rd., Bracknell. Berks.
ADMIRALTY
pattern, Lawrence Scott and
of rising costs we do not see how we can hold this
Electromotors

Illustrated literature free for the asking, and if
you would like to see some of these American reports
ust say so when you write to us.

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.
152 HAMMERSMITH ROAD

LONDON, W.6.

RIVerside 7387

-WILCO ELECTRONICS -AMPLIFIERS, 50 watt. Rack mounting by
" Tannoy " including 10 valves 4 L63 ;
:

4 6L6 ; in parallel Push -Pull, 2 FW4/500. for
200/250 v. A.G. 50 cyc., complete with output
transformer E12/10/... Also some " Marconi "
15 watt, complete with valves, 03/10/..
RECEIVERS R.I 132A, Brand new, in perfect
condition, range 100 to 124 me/s, standard
I9in. rack mounting, fitted tone control,
manual and A.V.C. large calibrated slow

motion dial tuning meter etc., a really first

class receiver.
Cge. 101-.

Our price E4;19/6. Pkg. and

POWER PACK. Type 3, for above receiver.
Brand new, in perfect condition, input switched 200 to 250 volts, A.C. 50 cycle, with two
..mroothing chokes, fitted D.C. voltmeter
0-300, milliampere meter 0-150, fuses, etc.
A superb job. £4/19/6. Pkg. and Cge. 10/-,

TEST SET, Type 205. 3.05 to 3.35 centimetres with 9 valves including Magic eye.

100 Microamp. meter.
Blower
motor, etc., in good condition, E20.
TEST SET, Type 28. Incorporating a 50
Microamp. meter. in steel case 6in. x 34in. x
Sin. with carrying handle, 50!..
P.M. SPEAKERS. 8in. Goodmans in wall

Klystron.

case, 21/, Sin. Rota, 17/6.

RACKS. 5ft. 6in. high for I 9in. panels, 50/-.
OPERATORS' DESKS, for standard 19in.
rack mounting, I2in. deep, 151 -each.

OSCILLOSCOPE units to build your own
miniature 'scope. Case II x 9 x 64in,, with
two VR65's, one VR66, valves, tube holder

for VCR139A, brill. and focus
controls, shift controls. Only 16/-. Cge. 1/6.
C.R. TUBES. VCRI39A, 24in., 21,1- each,
post and pkg. 2/6. Holders for same, 2/- each.
PYE STRIPS, five R.F. stages, det., and
video, ideal vision strip with
diode valve
price, 37/6. Post2/6.
201 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
and

base

I

CROYDON

ADD. 2027

CABINETS & CHASSIS

73 19.

CHARGING and lighting plants. a.c./d.c.,
please note items 2 & 3 are not surplus or
secondhand but current products of British
manufacture.

DIESEL plant, cold start, Lister twin cylinder,
direct coupled. alternator, 230/1/50, 9 k.v.a.
(tropical rating), built-in control board, volt and
ammeter, etc., on steel girders, tip-top condition and appearance. cheap to run, wt. approx.
26-28cwt, delivery free by road 100m1s. radius
London; £270; one only.
PTEM 2, alternator 230/1/50 3 k.v.a., belt
driven by Petters very latest type diesel engine

A.V.I., self -energised automatic voltage control,
starter handle, or press -button, also remote
control, one press -button remote control start
and stop unit supolied, extra control units £1.
complete with M.D. starter battery and senarate
charger, cheap to run. engine covered by Petters
inspection service, strong lasting lob: tested on
full load before despatch; £195: delivered.
230/1/50 ALTERNATOR. 400 VA with voltage
reg., self -energised. clock or anti -clock. 3.000
r.p.m. 50 cycles. 2.500 r.p m. 44 cycles. suitable
television, etc., £18 del.; Chore Horse plant, 32v
lla. new, unused. £20 del., Onan 32-38v 31amo.
self start. used but very sound. only £18 del.;
the following arrived too late to list: Alco-Lyons
12-18v 360 watt. new. unused, snares. nice, 8hrs
Per gallon: a few only. Petters 2-3ho paraffin
engine coupled to generator. 24v, charging 1-1.25
k.w. with, or without. control board, new and
unused. fitted latest type vapor'sor.

6V BATTS.. 72 amp/hr. 65/-. 85 amp/hr. 70/-.

100-125 amp/hr. 85/-. 120-140 amp/hr. 90/, all
new. unused, boxed. delivered.
H. DUTY rubber covered cable. 100 amp, 2/ per yd: sorry no more 14/32v gens: h.d. charging
and rectifying equipment.
PLEASE do not ask for general catalogue or
list. state exactly your renuirements: see displayed advert. page 90. for S.T.C. selenium
rectifiers: terms c.w.o.; pro -forma Invoice c.o.d.

fo,st golds only).

PEARCE, 66, Great Percy St., W.C.1.
Angel.)

(Hr.
10014

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
QPEAKEI2 cabinets with slight alteration. ideal
1.3
for ha, reflex type, heavy construction;
bargain at £2 each
LOCKWOOD & Co.. 67 Lowlands Road. Harrow.
LOUDSPEAKERS -SURPLUS AND

SECONDHAND
48inX56in, twin speakers,
crossover. must sell; £7. -Tel. Hen 1166.
SPE6AffKerE.R. TI.gngneorys.
ntric and separator;
London Rd.. Bracknell,
Berks.
[6193
BARKER 148 in 51/. cu. ft. felt -lined. mahog.
faced cabinet. perfect. leak P.U. (ruby
MAROG.

baffle

stylus) and trans, boxed. as new: offers. -Burnell, 55, Woodcote Rd.. Wallington.
[6219
NEW TEST EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE for early delivery, two -beam
switch unit. 6 valves, self-contained power
pack, variable switching frequency. provisional
mice. £10/14/6. enables two separate traces to be
displayed on standard oscilloscooe.
BERN ARDS. 12 Che'verton Rd.. Putney, London. S.W.15 Put 7538
f0098

TEST EQUIPMENT -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
TAYLOR valve tester, model 47A. perfect.

unused. -Offers to Box 7385.
f6249
r TNIISED Oacillog.raph, model No. 339 by Cost,/ sor; .650. -Wills, Station Approach, Graves-

end.

6119

5 valve 3 W;B Superhet Radiogram
Absolutely complete kit of parts
f10/010
including wiring diagram
...
Ell/WO
Or fully wired and tested

A.C.

Chassis.

CABINETS as illustrated 12' 9"x 7" 30/ All the components to fit this cabinet are
available.

Walnut veneered radiogram cabinets. All
apertures cut to suit yo Jr own units E16 100

WE CAN MAKE ANY TYPE OF CAB-

INET TO YOUR SPECIFICATION.
Send a sketch and full details.

AMPLIFIERS: 4 to 15 Watts from E3 15 0
Frill details of atone from:-

LEWIS RADIO CO.

322, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON, N.22. Phone: BOWes Park 5997

LABORATORY

TEST EQUIPMENT
High Grade test equipment supplied by
Hatfield
Instruments is
GUARANTEED
equal in every way to the maker's speci-

All instruments are either New
or Rebuilt in our own laboratories.
fication.

FERRIS NOISEMETER type 32A. This
instrument measures either noise or field
strength in the range 160 Kc. to 20 Mc: s.
It is supplied complete with 6 v. vibrator
power pack, standard aerial, and externs'

multipliers, to enable field strength measure-

ments up to 10 v. per meter. NEW.
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR,
Type I 95L by Marconi Instruments.

tion absolutely as new.

Condi-

OHMMETERS by Airmec. 6 ranges selected by press buttons. First range 0-100

ohms, full scale. Large 8 inch meter, accuracy
mains operated. NEW. Price £25-0-0.
I

CONSTANT

VOLTAGE

TRANS-

FORMERS by Advance. Type MT161 input
190-260 v
Output 230 v.
60 w.
These transformers

I

condition.

per cent. at

are

in

new

PRECISION
CONTACT
DRIVEN
FORKS, and Phonic Motors, by Muirhead.
For use at low frequency.

COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE, Type

339.

A few only, ex stock.
Send
for comprehensive lists of Signal
Generators, Valve Voltmeters, Wavemeters,
etc.

HATFIELD

INSTRUMENTS

175, UXBRIDGE RD., HANWELL,
LONDON, W.7.
Telephone : EAL. 0779

DECEMBER, 1950
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SURPLUS
BARGAINS
MANUFACTURERS' & BANKRUPT STOCKS

LIMITED SUPPLIES ONLY
We can offer for immediate delivery
Resistors i, +, 1, I, 2 and 3 watt.

ALL VALUES
16

foot sectional aerial in Canvas
carrying bag.
"-*

6 v. 140 amp. "GLOBE"

1 ,,...f,----

Car Batteries.

Receivers: RI 155, 1355 and 184 Brand
New in original cases. Dinghy Radio
Transmitter SCR 578.

Brand New
Accumulators 6 v. 85 amp.
Size: 12e7ain. We1ght 45 lb.
British Made.

Celluloid (R.A.F.) Portable 2 v. lead.
Acid Accumulators 7 amp. H.R.S.
Size : 3,.' in. x 3fin. x Iiin.

Magnifying Lens, Rubber Masks, Burgoyne
Solder Guns.
Bakelite Accumulators.
Ex -Govt. S.W. Condensers. All types.
Meters, Switches, Toggle and Yaxley.
Headphones, L/R and H/R. Vibrators, 6
and 12 v.
Speakers all types. Volume
Controls. Output Transformers. Chokes.

Crystals -Valves Type CV.I01.

Storage Secondary Portable Canadian
Hart Batteries, 6 v. 100/125 amp.
Volt Accumulator suitable
for Radio or Model Driving,
Heavy
House Lighting, etc.

2

Type

Mass

Plates.

Only need
charged.
Size: 7in. x 2in. x 2in.

,...,

Pre -

filling.

Charging Control Boards with Auto.
cut out, 3 amp. 220 v.

Your enquiries are invited

$7

TEST EQUIPMENT -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND
TESTING Galvo, comp.ete battery clips. highly
sensi live. 10/6. -Robley, 1.09, Drive. Wellingborough.
[6180
BC 221 frequency meter converted to mains
operation with manual and calibration
book; perfect, £13. -Box 7322.
1.6233
A F. oscillator, C.R.O.. microphones, power
13, unit, flash test. meters. loudspeakers, etc..
for sale; amateur giving up; list available.Tovey, 63, Hythe Rd., Swindon.
[6161
QAPLORD sig. gen. 517F, £40; Cossor 339
d.b. scope, £33; Marconi TF340 output
meter, E20; Dumont scope, £20; BC221, £16;
Avo valve tester, £12; Marconi valve voltmeter,
£37/10; Advance El sig. gen., £16; Taylor 30
scope, £15; all as new, carr. extra; many other
items in stock; requirements to.-R.T. & I.
Service. 254, Grove Green Rd., London E.11.
Ley. 4986.

[0056

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

MAGNETIC tape. Emitape type 65 on 1.200ft
spool. 25/-; paper tape, 25/-; blank recording discs, 12m d/smed, 4/6; all from stock; lull

trade terms available.
SOUND DISCS (SUPPLIES). Ltd.. 178. Bispham
Rd.. Southport. Lancs. Tel. 8153.
[5335
INFINITE bafflr, corner deflectors. scientifically
designed acoustic chambers for 8 to 15in
speakers: lists -Broadcast & Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Tomb:and. Norwich,
10064
tone control and loud
TRANSFORMERS.
speaker filter chokes for all " W.W." circuits; special designs promptly made. -R.
Clarke. 30, Langland Crescent. S. Stanmore.
Middx Wor. 5321
15976
only. BSR 2 -speed gram motors.
EXPORT
331/2 and 78rpm for microgroove or standard
records, simile speed change, 10in turntable,
100-120/200-250v 50c/s, tax free price E3,10 in-

c.uding packing and postage to any part of the

world.
FRITH
RADIOCRAFT,
Ltd.. Churchgate.
Leicester.
[0024
LINE -A -TONE tape recording panels; a pre -

claim panel comprising 2 motors, high
fidelity sound and erase heads, high-speed capstan suspended on ball races, giving tape speeds
of 71/2in. 15in and 30in per sec.; freedom from
wow, no unlacing necessary for rewind; finished
in black crackel, size 14in by 12in. E20.
LINE -A -TONE tape recording units. This unit
comprises the Line -A -Tone tape panel, 4 -stage.
41/2 watt amplifier, with built -In oscillator, hand
m crophone and speaaer; in handsome walnut
cabinet 18in by 14in by 111/2in high; the comp:ete

uo.t with one reel of tape, £60.

SOUND and erase heads. high fidelity type. £3
each, standard type £1/10; oscillator coils, input
transformers, etc.; send for price list; trade
enquires invited.
MORECAMBE

SERVICE.
Works. Cross Cop, Morecambe.
SOUND

Sea1and

10078

GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
--SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND
COLLARDpeec giitrgrtitnucig leuricencerayrstealf glck-up.
7321.
[6231

"1%/1.S.S. recorder, amplifier, mike, stand, moni-

131 tor and 'phones. all transportable and in

new condit:on.-Offers to Wordsworth 3874.
stam.ess steel wire.
MAGNETIC
recording,
.0036in diem.
802 :pools. 14.000ft. 15/-:
12oz spools, 20/-; post free. -H. Wilson 17,
Berwood Farm Rd., Sutton Coldlield.

[5985

sound recording wire,stainless
MAGNETIC
steel, terhporary wooden spools. approx. 11/2
hours' running time at 2ft per sec.: 14/- per
spool. -A. Smart 40. Grange Rd.. Halesowen.
GARRARD automatic record -changing unit,
typo RC 60/016. comp.ete with Ightweight
pica -up. brand new, boxed, £15; Avo model 40,

lOgns; Avo valve tester compete with rotary
selector panel, £8/17/6; Evershed 500volt megger
and ohmeter (2 units) in leather case, complete
with leads and ins; ruction books, £12,10; Cossor
343 ganging oscillator and wobbulator, £17/10;
339 oscillograph. £35; FHL beat frequency oscillator. 0-10,000 cycles calibrated dial, push-pull
output 50volts into 10 or 600 ohms, £25; Muir head thermlonic voltmeter; offers invited for
any of the above: wanted tape or wire recorders.
-Haynsons, 14, St. Mary's. Bedford. Tel. 5568.

NEW COMPONENTS
microphone inserts (Cosmocord

-

65, Farringdon Road, London,

with a further 2 EA50's,

EF50, 4 S?61 's,
I
5 VR56, 3 VR55, 1 VR53, I VR54, alto stacks
of resistors and condensers, 2 5,103 and
2 1,000 relays, all brand new, in sealed boxes,
at 65/10/- each.

Television. I.F. strips only, ex the above
units, complete with 6 EF50's, I EA50, also

brand new and unused, 62/6 each. Ditto, less
valves, 37/6. Limited number only.
Television. Units type 208a, 2 -stage 45 mc/s.
vision or sound, 2 EF50's, complete with full
instructions, 14/6 each while they last.

Television. Brand new R$355 Receivers
complete with valves, as used in the " Inexpensive Televisor." Suitable for London
or Sutton Coldfield, 52/6 each.
Television. Power Packs. Complete television power supply, giving you 2,500 volts
at 5 m/a., 350-0-350 volt H.T. at 200 m!as.
and 6.3 volt at 15 amps., input voltage 230

volts 50 cycle, fully smoothed and with all
92/6 each.
ex -Admiralty units.
Limited number only.
Television. Coil formers, lin. x fin. polystrene with slugs, 6 BA single hole fixing, 6d.
each. Wound, 7d. each.
Television. Condensers for the " Bettronic Engineering " 1,000 P.F. midget
moulded mica ditto, 500 P.F., 4d: each.
Television. High voltage condensers, oil filled Mansbridge. type, "TROUBLE FREE."
.1 mfd. 3 kv., 2/6 each ditto, 4 kv., 3/- each ;
ditto, 5 kv., 3/3 each.
valves,

;

Television.

High voltage valve caps, fully

insulated, 6d. each. Diode holders, 3d. each.
E.H.T. sleeving, 3d. per length. E.H.T. cable,
12 yards 1/9.

Television. Iron dust cores for "Alladdin "

formers, also 24, 25 and 26 U.H.F. units, also
1355 and 1155 receivers, 2d. each.
Chokes. 5 Henry 200 m/a., resistance
100 ohms, 3/6 each ; 25 Henry up to 40 mia.,

4/6 each ; 7 Henry 60 mia., 3/6 each ; 20 Henry

amp. L.T. smoothing
100 in/a.'6/6 each ;
chokes, 1/6 each, all ex-W.D.
Television. Transformers ideal for 'scope,
I

Type 25/73 Units, complete with valves.

10036

Parade,
ALLEN
& S.E.13. Please see our displayed
Lewisham.

RADIO MERCHANDISE
Co., .Ltd.

Diode (EA50) and Cathode follower, together

BEL Television. -All parts, can be supplied

Watford 5988.

Telephone: HOLborn 6377.

or write for 12 -page Bulletin.

INTO

input 230 volt 50 cycle, output 700 volt

E.G.!.

For further bargains call at our Counter

LOOKING

Receivers Type 3585, comTelevision.
plete with 45 me/s. strip using 5 EF50's

Mlc-6), guaranteed brand new; 15/6. post
CRYSTAL
RADIO -AID, Ltd.. 29. Market St., Watford. Tel.

free.

for the " Wireless World " sensitive super het Televisor.
COIL set -complete, for all stations, comprising 20 pieces, 52/6.
Dr:F.L,ECTOR coil. -Exactly to specn., 35/-.
FOCUS coil. -Potted, enamel finish, 37/6.
FOCUS ring. -Self supporting, 25/-.
BLOCKING trans -To spec.,15/-.
MAINS trans.-14Lb. under -rated, 77/6.
MAINS choice. -250m8, 50/-.
WESTHET " EHT Recs pair, 31/-.
6KV COND., 3/-.
CONDTNSER Series. -Inc. latest types. 180/-.
CHASSISWORK.-RF stooc in copper. inc.
valveholders and boxes, 52/6.
COMPLOITS ch9ssis set. inc. power. EHT VF,
inter screens, 98/-.
TRADE ST1PP".1E11 -.hot° and list available.
also booklet set 0 5/-.
BEL SOUND PE(...,DJCTS Co., Marlborough
[0184
Yard, London Archway, N.19.

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT ONLY

A WINDOW WORTH

GOULD,

5,

Obelisk

advertisement under name Garland Brothers on
page

1.
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20 mia. 4 -volt If amp. twice, each tested
at 5 kv., suitable for voltage doubling, 16/6
each.

Brand new and boxed.

Brand new, 22/6 each.

Accumulators.
4f in. x 31 x If.

Unspillable 2 -volt 7 amp.,
Brand new, 6/6

Lead acid.

each.

Accumulators. 6 volt 85 amp. Lead acid
Brand new. Very limited number. Only.
59/6 each.

Special Offer. 6 mfd. 1,000 volt Mansbridge

condensers, 2/6 each ; 16 mfd. 350 volt, 1/6

each ; 24 volt blower motors, A.C./D.C., 6/ each.

Rectifiers, 12 volt 5 amp., 17/6 each.
Open all day Saturday

G. W. SMITH & CO.

(RADIO) LTD.
3. LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Phone

GERrard d204.
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Good Investments

NEW COMPONENTS

HANNEY OF BATH offers:-

IF IT IS NEW and GOOD
RADIO STORES
285, CAMBERWELL ROAD,
HOLLEY'S

Have it in stock
SOUND SALES A -Z AMPLIFIER

AND DX FEEDER UNiTS.
LEAK " POINT ONE "

AMPLIFIER AND NEW SUPER HET TUNER
ACOUSTICAL Q.U.A.D. AMPLIFIER

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER AND
TUNER BY GOODSELL

FELICITY L.P. JUNIOR AMPLIFIER, TONE CONTROL AND PRESET TUNER

CHARLES K.I. AMPLIFIER AND
TUNER
Recommended SPEAKERS

WHARFEDALE CORNER DUAL
TANNOY " DUAL CONCENTRIC "
BARKER 148a and 150 UNITS

GOODMANS AXIOM 150
DECCA CORNER SPEAKER AND
LONG PLAYING RECORD EQUIPMENT ; also TWO SPEED MOTORS

AND L.P. PICK-UPS
ARMSTRONG ALL -WAVE CHASSIS

RADIOGRAM AND CORNER
SPEAKER CABINETS.
all day Saturday.
'Phone : RODney 4988

DUKE & CO.
150 Volt H.T. BATTERIES + 11 volt all -dry.
Guaranteed min. 150 volts. Tapped at 21-90. Al are
tested before despateL. 5/8, plus 1/6 post.
CRYSTAL SETS. Guaranteed reception, complete, 8/6.
CRYSTALS. Semi -permanent, 2/6. cons. 1/6. Tuning
cond., 3/6.
LIGHTWEIGHT PHONES at 2/6. Beet quality, 3/6.
METAL RECS., small size 250 v. 60 rn/a., 8/6.
3 GANG CONDENSERS. 2/6 each.
3 WAVE DIALS. Glass 7in. x 810., 6 for 2/,
TRANS. ADTO, esPathe 110-230 v., 15/-.
DIINLOPILLO. Small regular quantities only available,
sizes 32 x 18 x 2in. flat, and 34 x 13 x 31n. wedge,
second hand but good 12/6. Plus poet.
WALKIE-TALKIE. A few left only at 17/6. Only 1
valve (ATP4) and switch (send -receive) short. Free
set of drawings supplied with each one.
CONDENSERS (electrolytics) 32 + 32, 450 v., 3/6.
16 + 16, 350 v., 303. 8 + 8, 350 v., 2/6. 8 + 8, 450 v.,
3/6. Single 8's, 350 v., 2/6. Single 8's, 450 v., 3/6.
Single 16's, 450 v., 3/6.
SPEAKER, NEW.
Extension cabinet, only 14/6
complete.

DOMESTIC RADIO KIT. In walnut bakelite cabinet.
4 valve, T.R.F. Universal or A.C. for only 24/15/6,
or in Ivory cabinet, 6/- extra. Assembled 30/- extra.
CHOKES. 10 Henry, 80 mill., 350 ohms, 9/-. 10 Henry,
100 mill., 300 ohms, 9/6. Also well known make,
m'dget 10 Henry, 50 mIll., 300 ohms, j/ -each.
SPEAKERS. kiln. with trans., 16/8 ; Sin. less 0.ane.,
10/-; Sin. with 12/6: 6in. with 15/6 8in. iess,14/6
10In. less, 19/6; 12in. less, 35/6 ; 6in, Elliptical 19/6 FREE OFFER of phones with No. 18 superhet receiver, Short Wave, complete and working. Frequency
range easily changed (I.F. 465). To clear, 17/6.
Instructions to make this All -Wave led. Money back
guarantee, if not eatisfied. Cash with Order plea.,
and allow sufficient to cover postage. Stamps ONLY
for lista.

219 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD,
ESSEX.

9d; polystyrene varnish, large
bottle 1/10; O.B.A. screwed rod, copper 2/- ft,
brass 1/- ft; Eddystone 583 split stator 7/6:
B.T.H. CG1-C crystals 11/3; H.4/200 rectifiers
28/-' co -axial cable 1/3 yd; Dubilier type 680
condensers, 500v test, 0.001 6/6 each. 0.002 7/-;
Reliance pots, 1k, 2k, 10k, type TW 4/11; 100k,
150k, 2 meg type SG 5/6; Ene resistors, 14 and
1,4 watt, all values 4d; also T.C.C. condensers,
Dubilier drilitics, valves, tube masks. Belling Lee & J -Beam aerials, etc. Mullard tubes, 9in,
8d. 1Y..inX3/.,in

S.E.5

Open

WIRELESS WORLD T,V, superhet, complete set
of 20 coils wound exactly to designer's specification 45/-.
POLYSTYRENE formers, lin. X3/,,in. tapped
O.B.A. for slug, with fixing hole 1/-; 214in x3/4in
8d.
PAXOLIN formers, Hole %in, tapped O.B.A.
for slug, with fixing hole 9d, 11/2in or 2inXI/,in

atom 0295

MW22-14C,

£11/6/9; 12in. MW31-14C, £15/2/5.
WILLIAMSON amplifier, Gardner output transformer 104/6, Woden (potted) ditto 97/6, Savage
2B36B 90/-; Woden mains trans. (potted) 70/-;
Varley ditto 55/-, Woden potted chokes. CH1
24/-, CH2 31/6. CH3 (pre -amp) 33/-: Reliance
100ohm pots; W/W 4/11; Dubilier high stability
resistors, all specified values, '/watt 1/3 ±5%
±1% 2/3, 14watt ±5% 1/- ±1%1/-; silver mica
condensers 25 to 500pfel .±5% 1/-. ±1% 1/3.
1,000pfd 1/3, 4,000pfd 2/-; 5 -bank 6 -position
switch 7/6; matched resistors and matched
valves supplied, ex -stock.
GOODMANS Audiom 60 £6/15. Axiom 12 E8/8.
WEARITE " P" coils, all ranges 3/- each;
Denco type C TRF coils 6/6 pr; Amplion test
meter 77/6; enamelled copper wire, 14.1b to 71b
reels, all gauges; nuts, bolts, washers. 2, 4 and
6RA brass studding, etc., etc.; set of 4 coils for
Band -Pass Converter " 10/6; Eddystone 739
Butterfly 7/-; all other parts ex -stock; also components for " ScroggieS," Wobbulator: list for
these designs Id stamp.
WE supply everything for W.W., P.W., E.E.
and Bernards designs
. get our quotation by
return, retail only. TV *list 2i/0cl stamp; general
list, inc. Williamson
please.

components,

NIFE CELLS. New 12 volt 45 ampere hr. 9
cells in wood crate, 111/10/- each, plus carriage.
MOTOR GENERATORS. A.C./D.C. 2 h.p.
200/250 volt 50 cy. S.P. induction motor direct
coupled on C.I. Base to 100 volt 1.4 kW, D.C.
Generator, 2,950 r.p.m.
DOWTY LIVE LINE HYDRAULIC PUMPS,
25/- each, carr. extra. Water Pumps, 230 volts
A.C., lift 3ft., head 10ft., capacity 100 g.p.h.,
ES/15/-, carr. 2/-. Rotary Suds Pump only ; lift
8ft., head 35ft., capacity 60 g.p.h., 84/10/. each.
Post 2/-.

WIRE. Field wire, new D.8 twin, f mile drum
twin wire, 03/101-.
G.P.O. Wall type Telephone constructors parts,

comprising carbon mike in bakelite case, Transformer, condenser, switch -book and contacts,
long magnet bell receiver, magneto bell in box
x 6in. x 34in., cords, terminal strip, and hand
magneto generators, all with wiring diagram,
35/. per pair, plus 5/- carriage charges.
CRYSTAL SETS. The Lesdix Boudoir Crystal
Set in black bakelite case fitted diode detector.
17/6. The Ivalex Crystal Set in neat white bakelite
case, catwhisker detector, 1516. Postage on either

set 1/6 extra. Headphones, new and tested for
crystal reception, with headband and cord, 10/ pair, post 9d.
RECTIFIER UNITS. Ex.-G.P.O. 230 volts A.C.

50 cy. input. D.C. output 50 volts 5 amps. 50 volts
If amps. 50 volts amp. 30 volts 8 amps. 30 volts
II amps. 12 volts 3 amps., all in vent. metal cases,

new condition ; write for special list " R.U.W. "
THE RAYCRAFT KIT, new, comprising 10,000

ohm. relay, light ray cell in bakelite case, megastat,

valve holder, condenser, etc., with instruction
booklet, 45/-.

3d stamp PRECISION TEMPERATURE CONTROL

OVENS for Quartz Crystals. 230 volts A.C.
L. F. HANNEY, 77, Lower Bristol Road, Bath. 50 cy. will give a stability with suitable crystals of
Tel. Bath 3811.
(6245 better than 2 parts in a million. Fitted precision
RADIO. Chesham House, Deptford

GARLAND
Broadway, S.E.B. Please see our displayed
advertisement under name Garland Brothers on

thermostat and thermometer. Temp. adjustable
40/60 degrees cent., E4/17/6. Carr. 2/6.

EHT Transformers mains transformers. output transformers and chokes; open or

tube 150 ohms 2 amps., 30/...

Page 71.
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bolted types; transformers designed to individual
specification; singles or in quantity.
WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER COMPANY. Ltd..
781. Harrow Rd_ N.W.10. Ladbroke 2846. 10075
DEL Coils.-For the band-pass convertor,
10m, 12/6 the set; also for the wobbulator (Oct. issue). Williamson coils 7/6 pr.;
inductances wound to order: trade enq. invited;
Po.ystyrene rod and cement.
BEL SOUND PRODUCTS Co.. Marlborough
Yard, London. N.19.
(0183

YOU are bo,nd to try an Osmor " Q "

Coil -

pack eventually and be delighted with the
results; why not save time and money now ?
Send a stamp for free circuits and latest lists
of coils. coilpacks, dials, etc.. etc.
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS, Ltd. (Dent.
W.C.A.) Borodgh Hill, Croydon. Surrey.

(Tel.
Croydon 1220 1
10046
M-IVERYTHING for home constructor, chassis.
_12.1
condensers, coils, valves, resistors, gram

units, speakers, test gear, Viewmaster kits. etc.,
cash or H.P.; stamp for lists; quick service. no
Govt. surplus offered.-BCM/EDHWA, Loden.
W .C.1.
ELECTRONICS.-Write to the firm which7
specialises in electronic equipment for your
rezeetirtosnininruel
evrasl,vesetetizraLstr
p.T. hotocells, electron
selsyns, velodynes, etc., as well as all
components.-J. McMillan. 5. Oakfield Rd., Bristol, 8.
rP.R.F. coilpack kits, 2 -stage 3 -station (1//5L9W,
72
_L
2MW) preset, amazing perfc:mance. only
wiring to complete, size 311.0.nX2in, full instructions, circuit diagrams. etc., 12/6, post 6d:
midget relays, size 11/,in X linX541n, weight loz,
coil SIC ohms. contacts SPDT, operates on 3ma,
12/6; all c.w.o.-A. P. Cretton (W), 349, Copnor
Rd.. Portsmouth
F5908
W.F. RADIO PRODUCTS for rapid deliveries of Tungsram valves, T.C.C. capacitors, Erie resistors, suppressors and volume controls, components for the View Master & E.E.
televisors, A.W.F. transformers for all radio

needs and hundreds of other service lines; send
ld stamp for our new monthly bulletin to, 11.
Park View Rd. Bradford. Tel. 41854.
15900

69/9 only consisting

of

tuning

superhet coil pack, pair I.F. transformers, 2 -gang condenser and attractive dial
(81nX6in); each component individually selected
pre -aligned, sealed and the whole matched together as a unit; the superhet you build with
this unit needs no further adjustment! Or
supplied instead with the superb J.B. horizontal
Spin wheel tuner and dial assembly at 90/6
Full details of these and our other high quality
products (coils, IFTs, mains transformers, etc.),
together with many circuits and constructional
tips, contained in the latest edition of the
Home Constructor's Handbook." price 1/6.
30

Mail order office.
SUPACOILS, 98. Greenway Ave. London, E.17.
COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

LITTLEWOODS, North London's best selection
of radio and television components; pay us
a visit or post or phone your enquiries; no lists.
LITTLEWOOD & GRUNER, Ltd.. 27, Ballards
Lane. Finchlev, 11.3. Fin. 3060.
10055

VARIABLE SLIDER RESISTANCES. Double

ELECTRADIX

RADIOS

214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone : MACaulay 2159

OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO
Get this FREE Book !

'ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES

reveals how you can
become technically -gushed at home for a highly -

paid key -appointment in
the vast Radio and Tele.
vision Industry. In 176
pagers of intensely interesting matter, it includes

full details of our uptothe-minute home study
courses in all branches of

TELEVISION

and

RADIO, A.M. Brit.

I.R.E., City

Sc

Guilds, Special Tele-

vision, Servicing, Sound
Film Projection, Short
Wave, High Frequency, and
General Wireless Courses.
We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you're earning less than £to a week, this

enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today. It will be sent FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING* TECHNOLOGY
3885 SHAKESPEARE NOOSE
17/19 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W1
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COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND

-if yours is a
(rare) VA LV E

problemtake for instance EF9 .

.

.

we always have a few of
most critical types. But
send us all your requirements and-order C.O.D.
Lists are

FREE

OBSOLETE. DK1,

C J. EMMS, Ltd,

GEE-IMMO

full wave metal rectifiers. 6 or 12volt 1 amp. 5/6: 6 or 12 -volt 3amp. 10/-: 6 or
12 -volt 7amp. 17/6; 6 or 12 -volt 10amp. 25/-;
24 -volt lamp. 11/-; 24 -volt 3amp, 20/-.
SLIDING resistances. 1 to 4amn 14ohm, 5/6:
12amp lohm, 6/-; 12amp lohm, non -slider.
3/6.
26a, Colherne Mews, London. S.W.10.
Fre-

LTD
FOR

mantle 8941.
10201
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.
50w MODULATORS, complete with power Supplies, 0-110-200/250v, 50c/s. 8 valves. 6C5 into
6C5's p.p., into 807's p.p., 3 rectifiers, paper
smoothing condensers throughout, jacks for key,
mike and line; the power unit gives 500v 200mA
(d.c. smoothed) and 6.3v 5a. in addition to
supplying the modulator: complete outfit with
circuit diagram in metal case (21in rack mounting panel) contained in solid oak case no mod.

QUALITY COMPONENTS & SATISFACTION

METER, Sin, scale, 0-10 amps.A.C./D.C., 12/6.
P.P. 6d.
METER, 2in. scale, 0-28 amps. A.C./D.C., 7/6.
P.P. 6d.
METER, 2in. scale, 0-20 v. D.C., 7/6. P.P. 6d.
METER, 2in. scale, 0-300 D.C., 7/6. P.P. 6d.
METER, 2fin. scale, 0-5 milliamps, 8/6.
P.P. 6d,

DAC1, DF1, DL2, can trans., to clear the remainder of our stock at
price; £8/10 carr. paid.
now be replaced with reduced
AIRCRAFT receivers, C.R.V. 46151. 6-v receivers
and

valves

equivalent

ready -to -plug-in

adaptors.

We can help you here, too.

HIVAC, XSG, XW, XH, XD, XL, XLO,

XP, XY and holders. Please enquire for any
valve. We are fully stocked and well assorted.
Lists sent.

"DEMOBBED VALVES" MANUAL.

Service valves and their commercial equivalents,
2,8 post free.

BOOKS on every aspect of Radio in stock.
We shall be pleased to send special list. Valve
equivalent charts with quick reference. Index,
2/8, post free.

EX-W.D. CHASSIS with brand new valves

1S5, 1T4 and circuit Diagram,

1S4,

showing how this can be converted to a very
excellent Personal Portable.
Post 1/-.

22/6

SERVICE SHEETS. The one you require
on FREE loan if you buy one dozen in/6
assorted at

up to 10 months-and very
near Cash Price on all TAYLOR meters.
EASY TERMS

Catalogue FREE.

THE "Q -MAX" CHASSIS PUNCH

Ir r
9/6

Ii"

1"

sa. 10/8

Key

ir

11-

12/8 ea.

5/1"

rsq.

15/- 25/-

19/8

Key

Key
11-

11"

Key 1/-

9d.

1/-

1

CRYSTAL
RADIO SET
only

17/9

" Crystal set Consruc-

AMERICAN
Electric

for 9 models

only 1/3

LOW

PRICED

PAINT SPRAYER

Just plug in and spray.

Complete unit, no extras to

buy. Works off any 220250v. (A.C. only) light socket or plug point. Easier

than a brush and 3 times as
quick. Extra nozzle discs
supplied free.

PIFCO

all - in - one

A.C. and D.C.
Plus 1/- postage.

RADIO

25/-

used but U.K., to clear, last few £4115, carr.
paid; a.c/d.c. amplifiers, complete kit for con-

structIon of 20w, 8v amplifier, by McMurdo, all
first-class components, by Partridge, Gardner.
etc.. valves 4XCL33, 2XEF37, 2 XUR3C, black
crackle, chassis and case, isolated from mains,
and drilled, circuit diagram supplied, everything
complete, £10/19/6, carr. paid; television focus
coils, for 9 or 12M mag. tubes, res. 10,00012,
average current 20mA. 7/6, post paid.
PERSONAL receivers, 3 valve T.R.F. using IT4's,
contained in handsome bakelite case with lift -up
lid. size 7X61/2X5m with lid closed, plastic
carrying handle, frame AE in lid, these receivers
cover the medium waveband and operate from
self-contained dry batts.. standard types.
W1435 and 02. output to a pair of lightweight
'phones (H.R.) controls, SM tuning and reaction,
opening lid switches on, supplied brand new,
with valves, batteries, 'phones, an ideal set for
invalids, hosp. patients. etc., these receivers
are not Govt. surp.us and are offered ready to
Play; carr. paid. £3/19/6.
CHASSIS Steel 514inX51./inX11/2in. drilled. 4 button base holes, 1/9; eX9X1ihin, drilled 7 button base holes. 2/3; ali., 17 X 91/2 X 2,Y4in,
drilled 7 int., octal and square, open ends, 3/-;
E.H.T. trans. 4kv 1mA. 2v 2a, secs.. primary,
230v, 50c/s, gives approx. 5.500v with usual
smoothing, 29/6; Primary, 0-110-210/240v, 50c/s,
see.. 300-0-300v. 80mA, 4v 2a. 6.3v 2.5a, 15/6:
primary, 230/250v, 50c/s, secs.. 460v, 200mA.
210v 15mA, 6.3v 5a. 12/6; all trans. post paid:
smoothing chokes, 20H 80mA, 350ohm, 6/11:
5H 200mA, 1002 5/6; 6H 200mA 10052, 6/6; 8H
250mA 5052, s.ze 4X3X5. shrouded, 10/6: all
post pd.; electrolytics, 8mf 450v. 2/3; 16+8 350v
Can, 3/-; 32 350v card, 2/-; 32 450v card. 2/6:
60+100m1 350v Can, 3/-; 25 25v, 1/3, 25 50v.
1/3: 50 25v, 1/3; 100 12v, 1/-; 50 12v. 9d: output trans., 2.000/20, 2,500/211, 2,750/211. 3,000/
212, 6.000/212, 7.000/412. all at 3/-; 3 ratios. 7.0003,500-1,750/412, 4/-; switches standard Yaxley,
2p 4w 3b, 2/6; 1p lOw 2b, 2/6' 2p 4w 2b, 2/-: 2p
4w lb. plus additional wafer with shorting
plate, 2/-; all have Sin spindles; superhet coils,
1/2inX154in, formers, Os wave, H.F., Ae., Osc.
Lwave,
Ae., Osc., 1/6 per coi midget
I.F. trans., 465k/cs, iron cored, size 1,/min dia..
1Wi.in height, 10/- fair.
METERS, metal cased 2in circular, 0-15/600v
rail. ext. res. 6/6, 0-20A or 0-40A with shunts.
5/-; bakelite, cased 2in square 0/1mA 8/6,
0/5mA 6/-. 0/50mA 7/-, 0-300v series res. supplied 7/-, 0/20v 5/-; bakelite cased 21/2in circular
0/30mA 7/-, 0/100mA, 0/200mA 8/6, all meters
flush mounting, post extra; visual indicators type
1. crossover needle 2-60 microA movements with
common magnet, 3/-. SM dial as on RF26, etc..
less cursor, 3/11; rotary power units type 104.
12v D.C. input, ou:put 250v 60mA, 6.5v. 2.5A,
D.C. P.M. rotary mounted on chassis with supp..
6/ -,post paid: Type 87, 24v input, output as 104.
5/6; plugs and sockets, bakelite with keyway, 5,
7 and 10 way, 1/6 pair; 8 way " Jones " plugs
and sockets with cover. 1/6 pair; bakelite cases
with lid, inside meas. 6X61/5X31/sin without lid.
lid in deep with former for frame AE, lid re mitres fixing, ideal for personal sets, meters,
etc.. 7/6, post paid; extension speaker controls,
1012 wire wound, 1/,in spindle, 9d each.
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 27. Tottenham
Court Rd.. London, W.I. Tel. Museum 9188.
TRANSRECE1VERS SCR -522, brand new and
complete orig, packing, with £11 accessories. PE94, plugs. payment dollars only.Rousseau, 97 R. de la Tour. Paris, France,
AMATEURS, dealers, servicemen, why pay
fancy prices? " Be in the know." Send

RECTIFIER, 230 v. at 80 mA., 5/, P.P. 6d
RECTIFIER, 3 v. at 10 mA., 2/6. P.P. 6d.
CONDENSER, .1 mfd., 7 kV. wkg., with
clips, 10/-.

P.P. 6d.

CONDENSER, .1 mfd., 2 kV. wkg., 1/3
P.P. 4d.

CONDENSER, 50 mmfd., 5 kV. wkg., 2/6.
P.P. 6d.

CONDENSER, .02 mfd., 8 kV. wkg., with
clip, 4/6.

P.P. 6d.

CONDENSER, .001 mfd., 5 kV. wkg., 1/6.
P.P. 4d.

PHOTO CELLS, 931 a., brand new, complete with base, 32/6.
TRANSFORMERS, 250-0-250,80 mA., 4 v.
at 5 amp., 6.3 v. at 4 amp., 0-4-5 v. at 2 amp.,
Pri. 200-220-240 v., 17/6. P.P. 1/-.
TRANSFORMER, 0-30 v. at 2 amps., tapped
at 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, IS, 18, 20, 24 and
30 volt. Pri. 200-240 v., 17/6. P.P. 1/-.

VALVEHOLDER, 813, Brand new
(Ceramic), 9/- ea. P.P. 6d.
VALVEHOLDER, Large Jumbo (Ceramic),
3/6 ea. P.P. 6d.

VALVEHOLDER for 931a Photocell, 2/6.
P.P. 4d.

TEST SET, 74A, in good condition, E7/I0/-.
Carriage 10/-.
20 -WAY ROTARY STUD SWITCH, 4/6.

,I*

Smallest (and best)

tion

METER, 2in. scale, 0-120 mA., tapped at

40 mA., 6/6. P.P. 6d.
METER, 2in. scale, 0-100 mA., 6/6, P.P. 6d.
METER, nin. scale, 5-0-5 milliamps, 7/6.
P.P. 6d.
RECTIFIER, 500 v, at 2 amps., 32/6, P.P. If-.
RECTIFIER, 24 v. at 10 amps., 35/, P.P. 1/-,
RECTIFIER, 12 v. or 6 v, at I amp., 7/6.
P.P. 6d.

motor, supplied with valves and dynamotor,

HOW TO REPLACE DIFFICULT VALVE
TYPES. 6B5, 6F5, 6N6, 6P8, 6U5/6G5,
12A7, 12F5, 12Z3, 15D1, 25A7, 32L7, 36,
39/44, 41, 45, 47, 50L6, 70L7, 84,'6Z4, etc.

1R5,

covering 195kc/s-9,050kc/s in 4 bands, switched
R.F., mixer, 3 I.F.'s, det. output, BFO. 4X
12SF7, I-12SA7, 1-12A6, power from 28v dyna-

-

P.P. 6d.
R.C.A. CLASS B DRIVER TRANSFORMER for 2 6L6 or 807 valves, 15/..
P.P. 1/-.
R.C.A.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMER,
2-10 v. C/T., at 3.25 amps. Pri. 105-125 v.,15/-,
P.P.

VCR 138, CRT, with base and mask, 25/-.
SIEMENS HIGH-SPEED RELAYS, 2,000
ohms, brand new, 8/6.P.P. 6d.

TUNING UNIT, TYPE 207A, containing
Klystron CV67, 5Z4, 4 Neon bulbs, holders
and host of other components, brand new,
32/6, P.P. 2/6.
Also large selection o.

Transmitting and
Receiving Valves at 13.0.T. prices. Belling
Lee, Jones and (W.) Plugs and Sockets. Also
full comprehensive range of OSMOR
products.

Cash with order pro -forma or C.O.D.

111=111

s.a.e. today for list that will save you pounds;
ods c.w! or c.o.d.; money back guarantee;
dgoon't

RADIOMETER.

Kindly mark

envelope (W.W.)

246.§ALSI

VALVES

dey
la.o.

ANNAKIN, 25, Ashfleld Place, Otley, Yorks.
" ITOU'LL,probably get it at Smith's, Edgware
1 Rd.;
Everything for the constructor, from a 1/10watt resistor to a radiogram
cabinet, lowest prices, biggest variety.-Near
Metropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891.
[0114
VHF T/R SCR 522; A.R.B. released in Q11%12114-

Vtity;

Dynamtors, sockets, connectors, control units and antennae for use with SCR522.
S.C.R 269 radio compass units, brand new stock
with 2 indicators, control box and coupling.
B.C.348 receivers with dynamotor and all tubes.
W.W. sockets, types 10H/404. 405, 413, 414.
416, 417. 418 419, 420; (Ft 1/3 each,
R. GILFILLAN & Co., 52, South St., Worthing,
Su

[62ssex.

06

GEE BROS. RADIO LTD.
15, Little Newport St.

LONDON, W.C.2
GER 8794
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COMPONENTS-SU
ECONDHANDRPLUS AND

RADIO. 746o. Romford Rd., Manor
SUPREME
Pa.... London. E.12. Tel. Ili. 1260. Est.
lo years. New ..arcams!

REOSOUND
D,

P.M. focus units from 15/- each; E.F.50 valve
holders. 6d each: retain.ng ring; for same, 8d.
each; B70 valve holders. Amphinol type, 9d

Pp

each; Alladin coil formers w.th cores. 8mm, 8d.
each. 6mm 6d each: 3 meg carbon vol. controls.
714 each; 100 Kil vol. controls. with long spindle
and 5/P switch, 2/6 each; 0.25 MD vol. control,
long spindle less switch, 2/- each; noise suppressor units, consisting of 2, 0.1mfd cond and
iron cored choke. 6d, each; co -ax cable, 8012
8d. yd, 6011 type 6d yd; twin ba.anced feeder,
5d. yd or 4/6 doz yds; C.V.102 crystal diodes,

2/6 each; Westinghouse type metal rectifiers,
250v. r.m.s.. 65 m/A, 4/- each: 63011. 0.2amp
fiat type mains dropper, tapped for 200-250v,

1/6 each; 2 -pole 2 -way small switches, 8d. each;
fly -back type line -trans. with provision for
EY51 valve. 22/6 each; 16mfd 350v Dryl.tic cond.
1/9 each; 50mfd 59v or 25mfd 25v tuo. cardboard
bias cond. 1/- each, 11,- doz or ass. 4mfd
450v metal cond. 6d. each; i.r.t./s. 405 Kcis,
small type, 12/6 pr; 6 -pole 4 -way 2 -ban.;
switches, 1/6 each. Special lines -just arrived!

SLOPING PANEL INSTRUMENT CASES
Mild Steel Case having detachable back and
bottom, fitted with P.V.C. Feet.
TYPE I. Overall dimensions 4in. x 4in. x

5iin. high approx

12
I

Postage and packing

TYPE 2.

6
0

Overall dimensions 51in. x 51in. x

6tin. high approx.
Postage and packing
TYPE 3. Long version of Type
long
Postage and packing

17
1

6

6

2, 15fin.
El 5 0
2

0

FINISHES : Black Wrinkle Enamel.
Grey or Brown Wrinkle Enamel to order.
CARRIAGE : Paid on Orders over El.
ILLUSTRATED LISTS AND
TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

REOSOUND ENGINEERING & ELECTRICAL
COMPANY, " REOSOUND WORKS,"
COLESH1LL ROAD, SUTTON COLE/FIELD
BUT. 4685. Grams: Rewound, Sutton ColdtleId

^OW

Let your New Year

Resolution be

-towards perfectionLowther's products are
unrivalled as Xmas or
New Year Gifts.

Mains trans, drop through type, primary tapped
0 to 250v, sec, 2/5-0-275v 100 re/a, 6.3v 4amp,
5v 2arnp, with screen, bargain price, 14/11
each; also 465 kc/s, standard size i.f.t./s
8/6 or: p.f. condensers. 40pf. 50. 60. 65, 70,
100, 307. 500, 700, 1.800, 1,980 p.f., all at
2/- doz. or ass. doz.
COMPONENT parts for constructor television
and radio circuits our speciality.

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURIKG CO.
(The Laboratory Production Unit)

Lowther House,
Bromley, Kent

St.

Mark's Road,
RAV. 5225

Read the following extracts from unsolicited

letters sent us by Candler students :-

(Firs/five lessons.) "I recently passei
my G.P.O. Amateurs' Morse Examination atter your
(Junior Course.)
first five lessons."
Ref. No. 2245. (Glad in announce.) " I am glad to
announce that I recently passed the P.M.G. Special
Exam., and as you will see on my report, my sends
are now tar ahead of the speeds needed in the examinaRef. No.3795.

tion.

part."

1 therefore walked through the telegraphy

Ref. 2573.

(Junior Course.)
(A really wonderful course.) " I feel it my

duty to express my appreciation for a really wonderful
course. Before taking the course my' solid ' receiving
speed was about 16 to 18 w.p.m., this I copied letter by

letter-' and was I nervous.' Today I can copy
25 to 26 w.p.m. at one word behind. I can read
30 to 35 w.p.m. as easily as reading a book. Frankly

I think that all the ' profit' I have gained from the
Candler System cannot be represented by -so many
words per minute; but,rather as all f etime's experience
gained in a few weeks. It has been said' you have to
pay to learn' -true, but with Candler you pay so

little and learn so much."

and list.
10021
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY, Ltd.,11, Little1
Newport Street, London,
See our

There are Candler Courses for the
absolute Beginner and for Operators desiring to increase their accuracy and speed in the Receiving

Postage orders under £5; 21/2d. s.a.e. all enquiries

displayed advertisement page 96.
(0016
INDICATOR units type 184A, fitted 3in and 61n
cathode ray tubes, type A.C.R.10 and V.C.R.
517B, and 17 valves, viz., 6 R.92, 5 V.R.91. 3
V.R.54. 3 V.R.65, metal rectifiers, chokes, transformers, potentiometers, resistances, condensers,
etc . £3/10 each, carriage 10/-.
SIEMENS high-speed reays, 75 ohm, double coil,
4/6 each. 45/- per doz.
TUFFNEL jockey pulleys, 2in diam, fitted ball
raze for 14in diam. spindle, 2/- each, 20/- par
doz; ditto, 31/2in diem., 3/- each, 30/- par doz.
SULENOIDS. fitted cantilever action, operating
voltage 10/12 volts d.c.; dimensions, 3in long,
lin diem.; price 5/6 each'' post paid; solenoid;..
heavy duty, 12/24 volts d.c., 10/- each, post
paid; solenoids, operating voltage 12/24 volts,
21/,in long, lin diam., ideal for model train track
controls, etc., 4/- each, post paid; 15 amp Mercury switches, fitted with saddle and clip, 4/each, postage paid.
VOLTAGE regu.ators. 300 ohms, 0.29/1.0 amps.
size 7inX7inX7in, 32/6 each; 12 -volt gong bells
as used by police, nickel -plated, size 71/21n (Lam..
Tin long p:ize 35/- each. post paid.
WESTOOL electric furnaces, 200/220 volts, high
and medium heat control for heating two soldering irons, up to inch diem. bits. 50/- each.
CRYPT() rotary converters, input 24 volts d.c..
output 230 volts a c.. 50 cycles, 100 watts, fitted
carrying case. £4/15 each.
H.F. aerial change -over switches, type 78A.
manual or relay ope-ation, 24 volts, size WhInx
4inX2in £1/7,'6 each.
COLVERN wire wound potentiometers with
switches, sizes 10, 25, 500. 50 and 1.000 ohms, in,
lots of twelve or more, 32/- per doz.
PERFORMANCE meters type No. 2, fitted standard mains 230v a.c.. 50 cycle, power pack, 2
V.R.91. 1 V.R.137, 1 5Z4G. 1 C V.51, 1 V.R.92,
and other useful components, £2/5 each, carriage 3/6
EXTRACTOR motors, complete with fan, 12v
31/2 amps d c./16 volts a.c , new, in original packing, ;once 17/6. postage 1/6.
NEW Klaxon, 200,250 volt, 50 cycle. a.c. motors.
capicitator inductance start. 2.700 rpm. 1/40hp.
fitted in cradle, condenser supplied, price £2/7,6
eah.
2YNCHRONOUS clock units, self-starting, 20050v a c., 50 cycle. fitted Sangamo motors. consumption 21/2 watts, size 23,1in diem., 2in deep,
geared 1 rev 60 mini friction reset.
IDEAL movements for making electric clocks.

time switches, etc.. complete with 1 2to 1 dial
tram and 5in hands, price 22/6. post mid.
SANGAMO as above, final speed one rev per min,
less dial train. ideal for dark room process time,
etc-. price 20/- each. post paid.a.
NEW Roils-Royze Coolant pump; with tower,
inlet 214in diem. twin outlets, Pain diam approx,
aluminium casing, brass impeller, pumps approx.
500 gph. price 30/- each, carriage paid.
WESTINGHOUSE rectifier sets, sty.e 28B. G.P.O..
Input 200-250 volts a c., 50 cycles, output 50 volts
d.c , 11/2 amps''£3/10 each, carr. paid.
DITTO rectifier sets, output 50 volts d.c., 3 amps;
£6 each.
JANETTE rotary converters, input 115 volts d.c..

(Advanced Course.)

and Sending of the Morse Code.
Full details of Candler Courses are given in the

" BOOK OF FACTS "
Sent post free on request.
Courses on Cash or Monthly Payment terms

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(55W).

121

Kingsway,

London,

W.C.

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

NEW S.T.C. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

Largest L.T. range in Great Britain. Current
NOT surplus.
E.H.T. H4/200,
products.
W.W. Televisor, H4/100 VR97, Now replaced
by N2/100, 15/10 and N2150, 11/2. Post 64.

HALF WAVE RECTIFIERS.
16v , fa., 7'- ; I a., 0:6 ; 2a., 9 10
all post 6d. 4a., 18
6., 22 6

;
;

3a., 17 -

;

post 10d.

30v, la., 12 6 ; 2a., 14'6 ; 4a., 26 - ; 6a., 38/6 ;
48v. la., 16 6 ; 2a., 21 - ; 4a., 37 6 ; 6a., 54/- ;
100v. 2a., 36,6 ; 4a., 69 - ; 6a., 100 -, ail p.

HALF -WAVE HEAVY DUTY, fin.
SQUARE COOLING FINS.

16v. 5a., 22/6 ; 10a., 246 ; 30a. 5v., 37/- ; 8a.,
40/6 ; 48v. 2.5a., 27,6 ; 5a., 5016 ; 8a., 57/-,
all post 1/-.

BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL WAVE.

Special price 230v. la., D.C., 90/-.2.5-3a., D.C.
105 -. I7v. I.25a., 12'9; 1.7a.. 16/4; 2.5a., 21 3;
3a., 23 - ; 4a., 26 - ; 5a., 27.6 ; all post free.33v.
/a., 19.6 ; I a., 22 6 ; 1.5a.,29,'6 ; 2a., 32/6 ;3a.,
37 6 ; 4a., 45 6 ; 5a., 46 6 ; all post 10d. 54v.
.5a., 41 ; 2a., SO - ; 3a.,57,- ; 5a., 70/- ; 72v.
I .5a., 53;- ; 2a., 64,- ; 100v. 1.5a., 76/- ; all p. I/ I

BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY

fin. SQUARE COOLING FINS.

17v. 6a., 36/2 ; 10a., 441- ; 12a., 76/- 20a.,
841- ; 33v. 6a., 681- ; 10a., 75/- ; 12a., 132,-;
20a., 148/- ; 54v. 6a., 95 -; I Oa., 106/-; 72v. 6a.,
122/-; 10a., 138,-, 100v. 10a. 200.'-, all p. 1/4.

FUNNEL

BRIDGE

INDUSTRIAL

A LARGE assortment of various ex-W.D. radar
and radio equipment, relays. power packs. oscillograph units, gears, photographic apparatus

971- ;

114/- ; 72v. 6a., 120 - ; 10a.,
6a., 168/- ; 10a., 2026, all

H. FRANKS. 58. New Oxford St., London, W.C.1.
Tel. Museum 9594.
(0057

VALVE CHARGER REPLACEMENTS.

each.

full descriptive folders to: -

will train you for your
MORSE CODE TEST

TERMS c.w.o.. no c.o.d.; send 6d. extra for

output 110 volts a.c., 50 cy., 150 watts; £4/15
Write for

THE CANDLER SYSTEM

available; sae. for lists.

110-230 600 watt. new
AUTO
but transformers.
soiled. 46/-. carr. 2/-; ditto new, 70
watt. 26/-; Rola Bin P.M. speakers, new, 17/6,
less trans.; crystal diodes, new, capsuled. 3/6.
soot 3d; 8 ohms sliders, 4 amp;, 17/6. post 1./2;
high grade 0-6 amp ammeters, flush bakelite,
21/2in. 13/6. past 8d; train set trans. and rect.
for 12v tamp d c output. 37/-.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS. 43, Uplands Way. London. N-21. Tel. Lab. 4457.
10101

COOL.

I7v. I Ia., 80,- ; 20a., 92 - ; 30 a.,
I30/- ; 50a., 198/- ; 33v. 6a., 73 - ; 10a.,
84/- ; I2a., 132/- ; 20a., 152,- ; 54v. 6a.,
10a.,

144/- ; 100v.
post 1/6

Send Circuit, A.C. voltages marked and max.
No. 2v. cells chargeable, for reply.
Wholesale & Retail

T. W. PEARCE

(Est. 19 yes.)

68 GREAT PERU STREET, LONDON, Wel
on Tentonville R,I,

Between K lag's Crow= and Angel
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GALPINS

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

NEW 1355
CONVERSION !
The

7

,Orrot,
11..,h1 i `'- Zhil t0
K

Row

,,

,..4

COMPLETE TV SET -SOUND,
VISION, TIME
BASES,
POWER
PACK AND SPEAKER ON ONE 1355

A

CHASSIS. The absence of any expensive
RF units or EHT transformer, together with
an absolute minimum of extra parts, makes
this one of the most sensational offers ever
made in surplus TV.
Data for London or Birmingham, now available

at 3/- per copy.
1355's in original maker's cases, 55/-.

CONTROL UNIT 214.

In sealed maker's

cartons, these contain 3 EF50's, 2 EB34's,
I DI, 39 resistors, 17 condensers, 8 pots and
a host of switches etc. ONLY 19/6,

POWER UNIT S44IB. Separate HT and
LT transformers, each individually controlled

and outputs of 300 v. 200 mA D.C., 12 v.

3A A.C. and 5 v. D.C. make this a useful unit ;
its grey crackle case, jewelled panel lights

for HT and LT and fuses make it attractive.
In sealed maker's cartons, 65/-. A few soiled
at 50/,

AMPLIFER 1135A. Twin inputs, three
valves (EBC33, EK32 and EL32), circuit and

our "10 min, conversion data", ALL FOR
15/-.

RECEIVER 3547. Fresh supplies of these
have just arrived. With 15 EF50's, 8 other
useful valves, hundreds of components, and a

" Pye 45 Mc/s strip." NOW ONLY £5/12/6.

RECEIVER 21. A battery receiver covering
4.2-7.5 and 18-31 Mc/s, these have slightly
(wafers intact)
damaged switch spindles

and are supplied complete with the vibrator
pack 21 (6 v. input).

and circuit.

Complete with 9 valves

37/6.

TRANSMITTER 21. The transmitter unit

which is associated with the above receiver,
covering the same frequencies, and trans-

mitting speech, CW or MCW.

Complete

with valves, the PA coils and relays of these
have been stripped by the Ministry of Supply,
but may be replaced without difficulty. Complete with circuit, 25/,
RECEIVER P40. Ideal for UHF work, these
have 2 IF stages (2.9 Mc/s) and full audio/des.
stages (6V6 output). Oscillator is crystal
controlled, with subsequent multiplication,
and there is one RF stage. Covering 85-95
Mc/s, they may easily be converted for other
bands, and are complete with 4 EF54's,
BE34, 1635 and
6V6.
EC52, 2 FF39's,
In sealed maker's cartons. 65/-. Soiled, 39/6,
I

I

I

RECEIVER 25. Perhaps the best known
surplus unit for conversion into a domestic
receiver. Complete with 6 (6.3 v.) valves,
circuit and conversion hints. OUR PRICE
19/6.

METERS 0-1 MA, 2in. round,

in sealed

maker's cartons, these are intended for the
Trans/rec. 21 amongst other equipments.
ONLY 616.

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS. Auto
transformers (230/115 v.), these will handle
some 75 watts. OUR PRICE 6/6.

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.,

9, Cauldwell Street,
BEDFORD.

Phone 5568,

AffAGSLIP transmitters, 3M Mk. 2 and Mk. 4,
21/6; Magslip Hunters, 2in Mk. 1, 9/6;
s.a.e., details. -K. Logan, Westalley, Hitch'n.
Herts.
[5889
MICROPHONE handsets: Carbon 4/6 moving
coil 3/6, power (Tannoy) 4/6. Headsets
and microphones: Moving coil 8/6. Earpieces
single: Moving coil 2/, e:ectro-magnetic 810
ohms 9d. 4 ohms 6d. electro-magnetIc microphones 2/6, electrostatic meters 0/2,000 17/6.
PASSINGHAM. North St.. Keigh:ey
03002
OSCILLOSCOPE cabinets, 11 X9 X61,42, complete
with chass.s containing support and holder
for VCR 139 tube, 2 potentiometers, various resistors, etc.; the cabinet has hinged viewing hood
with plate glass window; supplied with full conversion data, 10/- each, plus 1/4 postage; tin
moving coil microphone inserts, 45 ohm, suitaole
for microphones or miniature extension speasers,
3/- each, plus 4d postage.
VALVE volt meter, pocket size, complete kit
of parts for home construction which includes black crackle case size 4,/tinX31/4mX13/4in
already drilled with hinged back, high-class
moving coil meter, miniature valve and base,
switch, leads, battery, etc., with full instructions; this instrument when constructed will
cover ac, audio and RP test work over the low
voltage range of 0-5 volt, price 27/6 and postage
1/-.
TELEKIT SUPPLY COMPANY, 51, Addington
Rd., West Wickham, Kent.
16138
in
stocs,
receivers
COMMUNICATION
Hammunung Super Pro, H.R.O. Sen.ors
liallicraiter 5.55, C.R.100 A.R.881).. A.R.88L.F.,
etc., all in perfect order; R.1155 receivers in new
condition, complete in original transit cases;

ELECTRICAL STORES

408 HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, LONDON, 8.E.13
Lee Green 0,G9

Near Lewisham Hospital

TEEMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against east
EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new).
250 volts input in steps of 10 volts.

All 200/

Outputs,
0, 6, 12 and 24 volts at 10/12 amps., 47/- each:
0.
6,

18, 30, 36 volts at 5/6 amps., 42/6 each; 0,
12 and 24 volts at 25/30 amps., 68/6 each;

0, 6, 12 and 24 volts at 5/6 amps., 35/- each.
PRE -PAYMENT
1/SLOT ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS, all electrically
guaranteed, 200/550 volts, 50 cycs., I ph., A.G.

input, 21 amp, load, 27/6 each; 5 amp. load,

35/- each; 10 amp. load, 42/6 each; 20 amp. load,
50/- each, carriage 2/- extra; in quantities of one
dozen or more a special discount of 10 per cent.

EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS, These

contain a 21in. scale 0 to 450 micro -amp. meter
shunted to
m/amp. calibrated 0 to 10 volts,
moving coil, complete with I m/a rectifier, "mike
transformer," etc., all contained in polished
wood box as new, 17/6 each.
ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS,
quarterly type, for sub -letting garages, apartI

ments, etc., all fully guaranteed electrically for
your enquiries are invited for rotary conver- 200/250
volts A.C. mains, 50 cycs., I ph., 5 amp.
tors and electric motors, most sizes and types
availaole from stock; motor alternators, 110v load, 17/6 each; 10 amp. load, 20/-; 20 amp. load,
25/each;
50 amp. load, 37/6 each; 100 amp. load,
d.c., input 230v a.c., 50 cycles, 250 watt out-

mo,

£8; special 110v-1 clearance of F.H.P. electric
to, rs, 35/ 250v
UNIVERSAL a.c./d.c. motors, suitable for
sewing machines, 40/- each; 12v -15v a.c./

put

d.c. motors with extended spindle, suitable for
models, etc.. 9/3; 20watt P.A. rack mounting
amp.iiies, new and complete, with heavy duty
a.c. power pack, 200/250v, PX25 P2. output.
E4/10, less valves; new moving coil micropnones,
hand type, heavy duty and complete with 12yd
screened cable. £3/15; 2 only as new B.T.H.
Jenson cinema speasers, energised, and twin
unit multi -cellular horn unit; 20ft telescopic
tubular T/V mast. 15/6 each; large selection
of test equipment; multi -range meters, valve
testers, signal generators, oscilloscopes. br.dge
meggers and meggers, etc.. all at reasonable
prices; hand bearing prismatic compasses with
provision for battery in handle, perfect, 40/ each; very large stocks of transmitting valves,
Keystones. of all types, send us your requirements; special offer of new, not ex-W.D.,
mains tra.nformer, semi -shrouded, 200/250v
tapped primary, 250-0-250. 100ma., 5v 3amP,
6v 4amp. 20/- each; large stocks of L.T.
transformers, special sizes and ratings wound
to specification; a.c. and a.c./d.c. gram
motors and auto -record changers in stock from

45/- each; carriage 2/- extra on each; special
discount of 10 per cent. on quantities of one
dozen or more.

POWER TRANSFORMER AUTO WOUND

voltage changer tapped 0, 110, 150, 180 and 230
volts at 1,600 watts, E5/5/- each, carriage 3/6;

ditto, 2,000 watts, £6/51- each, carriage 3/6;

another tapped 0, 110, 200, 230 volts at 350 watts,
at 48/6 each, carriage 2/-.

EX -GOVERNMENT AUTO WOUND

TRANSFORMERS (as new), 1,000 watts from
5 to 230 volts with various tappings inclusive of
110, 150, 60, 90, etc., etc., all tapping at 1,000
watts, £51101- each, carriage paid.

EXTENSION P.M. SPEAKERS.

Makers,

Johnson & Phillips, 3fin. 2/3 ohm, speech coil
will handle If watts (new, boxed), 8/6 each.
Rotary Transformers, ex-R,A.F., D.C. to DX.,
28 volts to 1,200 volts at 70 m/amps., 7/6 each,
carriage 1/6.

MAINS VARIABLE SLIDER RESISTANCES

protected type, by well-known makers, 450
ohms, .9 amps., 22/6 each; ditto, 1,500 ohms to
£10/15; switchboard mounting voltmeters, amp - carry .45 amps., 22/6 each; not protected, 0.4
meters, various ranges a.c. and d.c. available ohms, to carry 25 amps., 10/- each; 14 ohms to
at cheap prices to clear; large stocks of carry 1/4 amps., 12/6 each.
enamelled wire, 28 s.w.g., 18 and 20 s.w.g- CONDENSERS by well-known makers (new,

D.S.G.. No. 15 U.X. base American valves avail- boxed), 2,500 mfd., 50v/wkg., 7/6 each.
able; prices do not include postage.
SERVICE RADIO SPARES, 4, Lisle St., W.C.2. ROTARY CONVERTERS, 24 volts D.C.
[0188 input, 50 volts, 50 cycles,
ph. at 450 watts
Gerrard 1734.
RADIO UNLIMITED offer: Volume controls, output, complete with step up Transformer
I

I/spindle, 10K-2meg. 1/sw 2/6, w/sw 3/9:
valve cans 1/3: Int-oct hldrs. amph 6/- doz;
B7G 9/-, B9G 6/-; twin -coil buzzer 3/9: condensers. fresh stock, 25/25 1/3. 50/50 1/9.
001, 01, .005, .002. .1 7/- doz, 8m/f 2/6. 8X8
3/-, 8X16 3/6, all 450v 8m/f 500v 2/9; 16/500v
3/6; chokes, 711 80m/a 6/-; metal rec. 260v/
80ma 5/6; new vibrator power pack with valve
27/6; bakelite toggles 1/-: throat mics 1/6;
m/coil hand mics 3/6, mic trans 2/6; hundreds
other bargains; stamp list -Radio Unlimited.
Elm Road. - London, E,17. Tel. Key. 4813.
.

WANTED, EXCHANO,E, ETC.
WANTED. Magnetophon Tons B, with spares
(amplifier not required). -Box 2665. [0198
WANTED, dynamometer a.c. test set, also
oscilloscope type 339A. also 1,050A oscillator.
LESLIE DIXON & Co., 214, Queenstown Rd.,
[0176
Battersea, S.W.8. Macaulay 2159.
WANTED, I.E.E. radar convention journals,
vol. 93, Nos. 2, 5, 6, 7. -Knight, Caxton
ouse, H'gh St., Hoddesdon.
16228
ANTED, junction boxes JB-70-A and T-50
microphones.-P.C.A. Radio, Cambridge
Tel.
Riv.
3279.
Grove. London, W.6.
[0080
WANTED-HRO coils, Rxs, etc.. ARM,
BC348s, etc:, details to-R.T. & I. Service,
254, Grove Green Rd., London, E.11. Ley. 4986,
RC.A. U.H.F. signal generator. type 710-A,
covering 370 to 560 me/s.-Box No. 570,
Dorland Advertising, Ltd., 18-20, Regent St.,
S.W.1.
[6129
WANTED, laboratory test equipment including standard signal generator, watt meter,
oscilloscope, bridges, recorders; send price and

details to:
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS, 175, Uxbridge Rd..
Hanwell, W.7. Tel, Ealing 0779.
10037
WANTED. all types of radio equipment, test
instruments, radio receivers, personal
components.
etc.,
etc.;
call.
sets, television,
write, send or 'phone.
MILLER'S RADIO, 38a.

from 50 to 230 volts, L7/10/- each, carriage I0/-,
condition as new.

LARGE RECTIFIER UNITS,

Input 100/250
phase; output 36 volts,
20 amps, D.C. Smoothed as new, weight 21 cwt.
A few only to clear, E15/10/-, carriage forward.

volts KC., 50 cycles,

I

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new), all 200/250
volt primaries in steps of 10 volts. Output
350/0/350 volts, 450 mA, 6.3 v, 8 a., 6.3 v, 8 a.,

4 v. 4 a., 5 v, 4 a., 62/6 each; 500/0/450 volts

300 mA, 6.3 v. 8 a , 6.3 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4 a., 5 v 5 a.,

62/6 each; 500/0/500 volts, 300 mA, 6.3 v. 8 a.,
6.3 v. 8 a , 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 3 v. 4 a., 67/6 each;

350/0/350 volts, 250 mA, 6.3 v. 8 a., 4 v. 8 a.,
4 v, 4 a., 6.3 tapped 2 v. 2 amps. (Electronic),
Carr. 3/6.

57/6 each.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new), all with

200/250 volt primaries in steps of 10 volts; output
350/01350 volts, 180 mA., 6.3 v. 8 a , 5 v. 3 a.,
37/6 each; 350/0/350 volts 180 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a.,

5 v, 3 a., 4 v, 4 a., 37/6 each; 500/0/500 volts,

150 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a., 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., 42/6 each;
42510/425 volts, 160 mA, 6.3 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 3 a ,
5.3 a., 39/6 each. Carriage extra 1/6.

DYNAMOS BY WELL-KNOWN MAKERS.

110 volts,
kilowatt, D.C. output, 2,300 r.p.m.
L5/10/- each, carriage 10/-. A.C. Alternators,
I

output 85 volts at 2f amps., 75 cycles, 2,300
r.p.m., £3/10/- each.

EX-U.S.A. HAND GENERATORS with

3

outputs, all D.C. 415 volts at 110 m/amp. 6 v
21 a., 3 v.

1

a., these machines are as new but less

the winding handle, contain many useful parts
and are completely smoothed, price to clear
17/6 each, carriage 2/6.

Newport Court. MAINS TRANSFORMERS 230 volts, 50 cys.,
15221
Charing Cross Rd.. London.
I ph. input, tapped output 0, 6, 12, 18 volts at
WANTED, surplus relays, impulse switches, 4 amp., at 1716 each, post 1/6 ; another 230 volt
sparking plugs, 5 -way, push-button units: input 700/0/700 volt 70 m/amp. 12 v., a.. 4 v.
any condition; large or small quantities: highest
I

prices paid. -1343 4660.

[5579

2} a., 27/6 each, post 1/6.
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WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.

WANTED, BC -610 Hall:crafters transmitter.
POTENTIOMETERS,

pRr-i8c8e-Write el;

xa n8CI51

roe sppe erg

for abSovXe-2183estA

Service, 69 Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
10081
WANTED, RCA speech amplifiers, type MI -

or K, and telephones, type EE8.
--Offers stating quantity and price to P.C.A.
Radio. The Arches, Cambridge Grove, W.6.
SURPLUS American radio valves identified by
U.S. Army or U.S.A.F. nomenclature in
large quantities; also new television resistors;
airmail complete details, approximate deliveries.

MAGNETIC TAPE1

11220. .J

AMERICAN

EXPORT INDUSTRIES, 111E,
Delaware Place, Chicago, 11, 111.
Cables:
Amexin.
[6253A

4ROAM
Wire wound and Composition types,
Single, Ganged, Tandem Units.
Characteristics : linear, log, semi -log,
non -inductive, etc.
Full details from

RELIANCE
Manufacturing

Co.
;Southwark) Ltd.
Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, Walthamstow E.17
Telephone : LARkswood 3245

WANTED, new surplus valves of all descriptions, large or.small quantities; tubes, type
725A. 723A/B. 829B, 1B24 or 1B22; all types
of test instruments; Selsyns. Magslips receivers
and transmitters; best prices; immediate settlement. -Write G. Lawrence & Co.. 61, Bvrom
St., Liverpool. 3.
[5892
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
MAINS transformers rewound, new transformers to any specification,
MOTOR rewinds and comp.ete overhauls; firstclass workmanship. fully guaranteed.
P.M. ELECTRIC Co.. Ltd., Potters Bldgs.,
Warser Gate. Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.
MAINS transformers rewound promptly, usual
guarantee. -Radio Rewind Service, Brithdir. nr. Dolgelly, N. Wales.
LOUDSPEAKERS rewound and cones fitted,
any make, prompt service. -Model Loudspeaker Service, 34a, Bullingdon Rd.. Oxford.
AINS transformers rewound or constructed
to any specification; prompt delivery. Bede Transformer Co., Ltd., Bedesway, Bede
Trading Estate, Jarrow.
[3198
TELEVISION, radio and amplifier repairs or
modifications; home -built receivers aligned
and tested; quotations by return; any type
transformer or coil supplied.
BERNARDS: 12, Chelverton Rd., Putney, London. S.W.15. Put. 7538.
[0099
ELECTRICAL measuring instruments of every
make repaired and standardised. -The Electrical Instrument Repair Service, 329. Kilburn
Lane. London. W.9 Tel. Lad. 4168.
13715
REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. cones;
coils fitted. field rewound or altered;
speaker transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed satisfaction. prompt service.
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE. 49, Trinity Rd.. Upper
Tooting. London, S.W.17. Balham 2359. F0110
AISM rewinds. -No delay transformers, mains,
TV. output, chokes, also to your specification; vacuum impregnation, interleaving, new
tag panels; our aim ---your satisfaction.

Recording Equipments and
Components
OSCILLATOR UNIT.

Requires 250v. h.t. and 6.3v. for operation.
Complete with 6V6 valve,

OSCILLATOR COIL ASSEMBLY. Com-

prises high " Q " coil and condenser tuned
to 45 kcis. Specially designed to provide
highly symmetrical sine wave output for low
tape noise.

If you care to call

at

MODERN
ELECTRICS LTD 1
164, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2
Temple Bar 7587

we shall be pleased to
demonstrate the G.L.

"SOUND MAGNET"
Tape Recorder.
TWIN TRACK.
3 speed.
10 watt, output.

£50 complete.
THE SOUND MIRROR
Tape Recorder.
REALISTIC reproduction of
MUSIC,
SPEECH,
SOUND
the
effects, invaluable for
business man.

£62 complete.
S.A.E. please for Catalogue.

liveries. -139, Goldhurst Terrace, N.W.6. [Ma992i5.
6133.

or low impedance.
Totally enclosed.

24[351911017R
Finchley Rd., London, N.W.11. Tel.
10130
Speedwell 3000.
WORK WANTED
T1RAUGHTING, tracing and photoprinting
1021.

services; estimates free; contractors to the
Ministry of Supply and the Admiralty for drawing and tracing work to their requirements and
specifications sub-contracting work of this
nature undertaken.
DRAWING & TRACING Ltd., 456a. Ewell Rd.,
Tolworth, Surbiton. Tel. Elmbridge 7406. [5975
T. MORT, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.. offers to the
trade and amateur a service of technical
advice. design and construction of special test
gear. receivers and other apparatus, including
correction of faults in home -built apparatus.J. Mort. BCM/HIFIDEL, W.C.1.
15752
MISCELLANEOUS

MANUFACTURERS electrical surplus stocks.
TRANSFORMER winding materials. bobbins.
wire, laminations, electric motors, rectifiers,
switches etc.: lists available.
SOUND RENTALS, Ltd., West Norwood. LonS.E.27.
don,TXTALNUT

radiogram cabinets; stamp learfl6e2t4s6.

VY -Cabinetware. la. Heyes St.. Blackburn.
APPROX. 700 service sheets: nearest 120. Garton. 30a. William St.. Newark, Notts.

High

High quality response.
Gap length
mil. L2121.
I

REPROD UCE HEAD. As above but gap
length 0.5 mil. (suitable for 2 -head systems).
£2121-.

ERASE HEAD. Capable of erasing new
high coercive force tape when used with
oscillator unit above.

i2(2/-.

TAPE. New high coercive force tape suit-

able for high fidelity recording at slow speeds.
Tin. (1,200ft.) reels. L1/10:-.
I I in. (1,000 metre) reels also available.

RECORDING and reproducing amplifiers,
desks,

complete

and

machines

available

shortly.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

CABOT RADIO
COMPANY LIMITED
Electronic

Equipment

Manufacturers,

28 BEDMINSTER PARADE, BRISTOL 3.
Telephone 64314.

NEW ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Co.
281

LEEDS ROAD, FAGLEY,

" SERVICE with a smile." -Repairers of all

1.7 types of British and American receivers:
coil rewinds; American valves, spares. line cord.
-F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum
5675.
[0112
" STURDY " rewinds, mains transformers,
1.J chokes and fle:ds, first-class work.
prompt deliveries and satisfaction guaranteed.
--Sturdy Electric Co., Ltd., Sturdy Works,
Buoptield, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
01
SECOND -to -none rewind service,,
reliable,
neat, return of post service; your television
requirements promptly executed, EHT, LHT and
heater transformers; stamp for quotations. R. E. F., 137a, Ashton Rd., Oldham.
service. 6 months' guarantee, any
transformer rewind, mains outputs and
i.f.s., etc.;.all types of new transf., etc., supplied to specification; business heading or service card for trade prices. Majestic Winding
Co.. 180, Windham Rd., Bournemouth.
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE for rewinds. mains and E.H.T. transformers,
chokes and field coils; new transformers
designed and manufactured singly or in quantities. -Metropolitan Radio Service Company,

10/6.

RECORD:REPRODUCE HEAD.

AISH & Co. Ltd., Vanguard Works, Poole,
Dorset.
REPAIRS.-E.H.T.. mains and O.Y. transformers. field coils and chokes; also armatures and motors; new transformers designed to
any specification; all work fully guaranteed.
WILLESDEN TRANSFORMER Co.. Ltd., 781.
Harrow Rd.. N.W.10. Tel. No, Ladbroke 2846,
RADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE for guaranteed rewinds and repairs; armatures, F.H.P.
motors, vac. units, portable tools, etc.; good de -

Constructed on

small chassis suitable for sub -assembly,
provides r.f. for erase and bias at 45 kc s.

BRADFORD,

YORKS.

MAIL ORDER ONLY.

ALL THE FOLLOWING 200/250 INPUTS
VARNISH IMPREGNATED AND HARD

F == FULLY SHROUDED.
S
SUNK TYPES.
LARGE OR SMALL SPECIALS QUOTED FOR
BAKED.

HALF SHROUDED OR

WITHIN 48 HOURS FROM RECEIPT AND
MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE
5275. 250/0/25075 tr./A 6.3 v. 3a., 5 v. 2a . at17/6

*5350 350/0/350 90 m/A
*5 250 250/0/250 110 m/A
°5300 30010/300110 m/A

at 18/6
at 21/at 21/6

*5310350/0/350 110 m/A
at 221_
"Above 4 have L.T.s 0-4-6.3 v. 4 a.0-4-5 v. 2 a.
S315.350/0/350 150 m/A 6.3 v. 3 a. C.T.
5 v. 3 a.

at 28/6

F425 425/0/425 200 m/A 6.3 v. 4 a. C.T
6.3 v. 4 a. C.T. 5 v, 3 a.
at 52/6
F3 15 350/0/350 150 m/A 6.3 v. 6 a.,6.3 v.

3a5 v.3 a.

*F350 350/0/350 90 in/A
5F250 250/0/250 110 m/A
*F350 350'0/350 110 m/A

.Above 3 L.T.s 0-4-6.3 v. 4 a., 0-4-5 v
FM63 200/250 in 6.3 v. and 2 a.
FMI 26 12.6 Tapped 6.3 v. 3 a
Above 2 Skeleton Finish.
Williamson O.P.T. to Specification at
30H 20 m/A choke

at 42/6
at 20/-

at 22/6
at 25/ 3 a.
as

8/3

at 17/3
E3/18/9

1011150 m/A choke

at 16/at 29/9

B.I. Condensers Carton type 8 mfd
B. I. Condensers carton type 8+8

at
at

4/9

at

5/ -

3/2

B.I. Condensers can type 8+8 (clip
4d. extra)

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. CARR. PAID
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MISCELLANEOUS
WALNUT radiogram and television cabinets.
sample designs, few only, stamp details.-

Shaw. 69. Fairlop Road, Leytonstone.

QELENIUM photo -electric cells, 45mm dia,
10/-; 40mmX22mm, 7/6; all standard -size
/(3
photo -cells in stock; s.a.e. for details.-G. R.
Products. 22, Runnymead Ave., Bristol, 4.
-UNGRAVING, amateurs and trade could take

the opportunity of engraving problems in the
future by getting in touch with A. G. Engraving.
19a. Windmill Rd., London. S.W.18. Brass.
bronze, erinoid, perspex dials; one knoo or
repetition equally entertained.
t3s ,
ALLSCREWS, Ltd., for B.A. screws, nuts,
E

,

studding, grub -screws, bolts,
washers,
soldering tags, woodscrews, etc., Pain or nickel
or cadmium plated, one -gross packets or large
quantities; stamp for lists. -270a, King St.,
Hammersmith, W.6. Riv. 7762.
T last! You can easily motorise your sewing6
Amachine at low cost. Send for our small

mains motor fitted with pulley wheel and flex
to run off 220-240v a.c., price 24/- carriage
paid; list available.-Malden Transformer Supplies, Opposite G.P.O., George St., Richmond,

[0038
Surrey.
COPPER wires enamelled, tinned, Litz, cotton,

An ultrasonic
soldering iron
Can be used for soldering
aluminium, magnesium,
duralumin and other metals
which form refractory oxides.

silk covered, all gauges; B.A. screws, nuts.
washers, soldering tags, eyelets; ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels. tubes, coil formers:
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes, etc.; latest radio
publications, full range available; list, s.a.e.;
trade supplied.-Post Radio Supplies, 33, Bourneroi38
Gardens, London, E.4.
ADVANCE information on the new Spencer -

West indoor television aerial is ava..ao.e
on request, s.gnal strength is equal to a well

Though uncertain as we write when
this will appear, we send you our hope

that traditional Good Cheer be yours
this Christmas 1 Wassail and sorg,
and what you wish for your stocking.
May some perfect friend or relative
give you a perfect present-a BARKER
UNIT in a 501 cabinet.
If you have cause to suspect that this
ideal climax to your search for really
satisfying sound will not materialise,
why not be your own benefactor?
It can be done in more than one way,
and the outlay may be spread over a
fair period if necessary.

But if you want to be able to enjoy

BARKER NATURAL SOUND during
Christmas itself, act NOW ! Recommendation

and

actual

performance

are the main reasons for our rising
sales and reputation. Our dual drive
is equivalent to a perfectly matched

instai.ed outsiae dipo.e out interference is cons.derabiy lower. comp.ete.y automatic in operation and becomes operative when the television
receiver is switched on; radio dea.ers will find
this unit the ideal answer to the television aerial
problem, illustrated leaflets and full particulars
on request.
SPENCER-WEST Quay Works, GL Yarmouth.
ALUMINIUM cfiass.s, plain or punched; 8X4X
2in, 3/6; 9 X7 X 21Ain, 4/3; 12 X 7 X 21/2in,
5/6; 12X9X21/2in, 6/3; 14X1OXiVin, 7/3; 18X
9X3in, 9/-; all bright half hard 18s.w.g., with
four sides, special sizes, panels, etc., to your
requirements, punched holes up to ,Ain dia., 2d;
*in to Blain dia., 3d: 11/,,in and over 6d: 11/,,inX
Vein AE or E or PU slots. 3d; X 'former cutouts
(any size) 6d; s.a.e. please with enquiry or cash
with order; c.o.d. 1/- extra.
TAYLOR & TOY, Dog & Duck Ferry, Worcester.
THE Spencer -West chassis set permits all
types of chassis to be manufactured in a
few mmutes, no holes to drill, holes of any
diameter and irregularly shaped holes; squares,
rectangles, transformer cut outs can be punched,
expensive punch sets are not required and
tool is suitable both in price and performance
for amateur constructors, small manufacturers,
.aboratories, etc.; illustrated leaflet on request;
we regret delay in deliveries of this chassis set.
the position is now much better and a limited
numoer of these sets are available ex -stock.
SPENCER -WEST, Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.
SITUATIONS VACANT
HIS

MAJESTY'S COLONIAL SERVICE-

MALAYA.

A VACANCY exists for an Engineer in the
Department of Broadcasting, Malaya, to Matsl
and manage broadcasting studios, recording
channels, and transmitters on a salary scale of
$460 to $1,065 per month (equivalent to £644£1,491 per annum). In addition a cost of living
allowance is payable, and varies from £210 per
annum for a single officer to a maximum of
£525 for a married officer with children. Income

tax is at a low rate.

THE appointment is permanent and pensionable
but subject to a probationary period of 3 years.

drive and air. The result is full frequency range plus definition of unique
clarity and a naturalness which brings
life to sound.
Send now for details of the 148a and
150, twelve inch units, and the 501

Free passages are provided for the officer, his
vife and up to 3 children on appointment: and
for the officer and his wife in respect of each
tour, while assistance is given towards children's
Furnished quarters are provided if
passages.
available, at rates varying from $20.5 to $71
per month (equivalent to just under £29-£100
per annum). Vacation leave will be granted at
the rate of 4 Pays per month of resident service
in a tour of 3-4 years. Free medical attention.
CANDIDATES, between the ages of 23 and 35.
should have an Engineering Degree. Graduate ship of the Institute of Electrical Engineers or
equivalent, and at least 2 years' general experience with an organization handling studio and

cabinet.

mwialllalyater be required to pass an examination in

twin unit with built-in crossover, plus
feedback. Our cone provides smoothly
self adjusting coupling between the

BARKER

NATURAL
REPRODUCERS
BCWAADU
LONDON, W.C.I.

The soldering iron has a nickel silver bit
driven by a magnetostriction transducer. The
transducer is arranged to run at its natural
resonant frequency by a feed -back system.
A conventional low voltage winding heats
the soldering bit.

problem of soldering metals which form
refractory oxides has now been overcome.

THE

A new soldering iron, developed by Mullard,
destroys oxide film by ultrasonic stimulation and
provides a " clean " metallic surface.

This means perfect soldering of aluminium,
magnesium, duralumin, etc., can now be achieved

without scraping or brushing molten metals.
Standard soft solders can be used. And no flux
is needed.
A small electronic amplifier supplies the ultrasonic power. There are no controls, apart from
the mains switch, to operate. Unskilled workers
can use the apparatus without discomfort, -since
the ultrasonic frequency used is inaudible to the
human ear. Full information about the Mullard

Ultrasonic Soldering Iron - the only commercial model in the world - is available on
request.

transmitter equipment. The successful candidate

CANDIDATES should write for an apolication
form, stating age. experience and qualifications,
to the Director of Recruitment (Colonial Service), Colonial Office, Sanctuary Buildings.
Great Smith Street, London, S.W.1, quoting
16073
reference No. 27326/39.
RADIO television engineer, first-class only;
accommodation available.-Box 7036. 16140
TECHNICAL assistants are required by Airmec
Laboratories, Ltd., Cressex, High Wycombe,

Bucks.

APPLICANTS should have had previous experience in light engineering and electro-mechanical
engineering and have technical qualifications to
the Higher National Certificate standard.
APPLY to the Personnel Officer, stating age,
qualifications, experience and salary required.
TELEVISION and radio specialists require
thoroughly experienced and capable service engineer.-Henrys, 54, High St., Margate.
1,97ALESMAN required for television and radio
department: previous experience essential.-

Apply. Barnes & Avis. Ltd.. 140-1, Friar St..
Reading.

f6204

The Mullard Ultrasonic Soldering Iron and
Amplifier. The unit operates from A.C. mains
and

is

robustly made to suit workshop

conditions.

Mullard IM(1,d1
MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.,
EQUIPMENT DIVISION, CENTURY HOUSE,
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.
TELEPHONE:, GERRARD 7777
(M1340E15
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THE

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL
ESTD. 1940

'Mist) all readers the
Compliments of the Season
*

*

*

NOW IN OUR Ilth YEAR AND STILL

NO B.N.R.S. STUDENT

HAS EVER FAILED
to pass his examination(s) after completing our appropriate study course!
NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS

and what we have done a thousand
times already, for others, we can do
again, for YOU !
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

and

CITY and GUILDS Radio and
Telecommunications Exams., etc., etc.
Six months' trial period without obligation
to continue.
lease mention this advt. and send for free
booklet and sample lesson to:STUDIES DIRECTOR

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
66, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON
Phone : Addistombe 3341

electronic, industrial and medical equipment, invites applications for appointments
below:DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS.-Good electronic

knowledge and experience with sound engineering bac4ground is essential; senor grade (Ref.
SE) to be capable of taking full responsibility for
projects; B.oc. A.M.I.E.E. or equiv.; junior
grade (Ref.
) with National Certificate and
good experience or H.N. Certificate with limited
experience.
DRAUGHTSMAN.-Vacancy also for progressive
draughtsman with knowledge of similar work
(Ref. GD).
INSTALLATION ENGINEER.-Required to undertake installation and servicing of very complex equipment; good personality, confidence in
tracing obscure electronic faults absolutely
essential; previous association with medical
work an advantage (Ref. Ix).
GOOD salary and permanency for first-class men
with interesting work and opportunities; write
stating full details and salary required, quoting
particular reference.-Box 7356.
[624'7
VXPERIENCED and qualified radio and

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,

CHARGER KITS, CHARGERS
New Goods with Full Guarantee
S.T.C. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS up to 300 watts,
bridge h.w. or c.t. 40 um. to 10 amp. A few of our large
stock t 2 v./6 v. amp., 4/10 ; 2 v, amp. with transformer,
-; 6 v. 2 amp., 9/-; 6 v. 4 amp., 1643;

0 v.10 amp., 22/6 ; 12/16 v. 1 amp., 10,6; 12/15 v. 2
amp., 13/-; 12 v. 4 amp., 1916 ; large finned 12 v. 6
amp., 27/6 ; 18 v. 4 amp., 26/-. Add postage ad. to
12/6, 1, - above.

FOOLPROOF CHARGERS

AND KITS. "Automat"
6 v./12 v. car or radio cell

v4.7,a6.c;.

virtually unwreekable, 1
amp.
v./13
6 lb., 2 amp. standard,

5716 ; 2 amp. " Export "
with 4in. met., 651-;
v./12 v. 5 amp. truck
charger,
tototO
/-

vision engineer required, Kensington area
highest wages to experts only.-Tel. Frodishe:

6

E XPERIENCED television and radio engineerl6173
of high standard required by well-estaohailed firm.-Apply, Barnes & Avis. Ltd., 140-1,
Friar St., Reaa.ng.
ENGINEERS required for high frequency (ca6213
testing.-Apply. giving age, experience and
salary required, to Ref. 423, Siemens Bros. &
Co., Ltd.. Woolwich, S.E.18,
required for R.F. glueing departmust be fully capable of designing jigs
and controlling R.F. generators; excellent salary.
-App_y Exeloak, Ltd., Garman Rd., N.17. 16213
K. C.OLE LTD. (Malmesbury Division),
..124 invite applications from electronic engineers
for permanent posts in development laboratories
engaged on long-term projects involving the
following techniques: 1.
PULSE generation and transmission.
2. SERVO mechanisms.
3. CENTIMETRIC and v.h.f. systems.
4.
VIDEO and feedback amplifiers.
5
V.H.F. transmission and ieeeption.
THERE are vacancies in the senior engineer,
engineer and junior grades; candidates should
have had at least 3 years' industrial experience
in the above types of work, together with educational qualifications equivalent to A.M.I.E.E.
examination standard; commencing salary and
status will be commensurate with qualifications
and experience; excellent opportunities for
advancement are offered with entry into pension

2 amp. kit for 2 v., 6 v.,

cell

7464 appointment.

ment;r6214
FOREMAN

after a period of service.-Forms of
application may be obtained from Personnel
scheme

radio

charger, 813/15/-.

KITS.

12 v., transformer, selenium rectifier, ballast bulb,
38/6, Post 1/7, I amp. kit for 2 v./6 v./12 v., 32/6 ;
6 v. 2 amp. kit, 38/- ; 6 v. 4 amp. kit, 46.-. Case for
above, 3243 extra, post 117. Heavy duty 3 amp. kit,
for 2/6112 v.. 4 amp. rect., 70 watt trans., baretter, fine
value at 531 post 1/7, wt. 9 lb.
HEAVY DUTY HITS. B.T.C. 12 v. 4 amp. rect., 100

watt trans., slider res., ammeter for 6 v., 12 v., 77/-.

poet 2/ weight 14 lb. Ditto but 6 amp., nip-. Ditto
but 18 v. 4 amp., 87/-, For small radio store 1 to 20 cell

2 amp. kit, trans. 150 watt, 2 amp rect., baretter,

54/15/-. Case, ammeter 6 -way switch £3.
ELIMINATOR MT, For 120 v. 20/30 roA. elim.

20 watt trans., selenium h.t. and trickle recta., 2 x 8

mfds. condensers for 120 v.20/30 mA. elim, with trickle

charge, 351-, case 9/-, post 1/2.

SELENIUM SMALL SPACE H.T. REOTS.,250 v.60 raA.

7/6 ; 250 v. 120 mA. bridge, 12/6 ; 110 v. 60 mA. for
U.S. midgets, 6/6 ; 350-0-350 v. 80 mA. for A.C. sets,
13/6, post tid. on all.
NBWRAT, accumulator cell desulphater and conditioner, 1/6, Pent 9d.

CHAMPION PRODUCTS
43 Uplands Way,London, N.21. Phone LAB 4'57

Manager, Ekco Works, Malmesbury, Wilts. [5974
PILOT RADIO Ltd., requires immed.a.e y
fault finders, testers and mechanical inspectors for radio and television alignment,
experienced in factory production, five-day week

A REMARKABLE
ACHIEVEMENT IN

FILTER DESIGN
Pat.
Applied
For

with good rates of pay.
4PPLY or write to:- Park Royal Rd.. London
relict
w 10
TELEVISION and radio engineers required for
service department; able to drive service
van; permanent positIon with good working conditions; staff discount.-Write or call Staff
Controller, Bentalls of Kingston.
JUNIOR test engineer for P.A. and electfr6o1n8-7s
musical instruments; experience in latter

not necessary but should have good musical

ear; most suitable opening for a technician just
leaving the Services.-Write, Box 7318.
16209
WIREMEN required for electronics section
of large ele-trical instrument manufacturers.-Apply. with details of experience. etc..
to Personnel Manager, Ell'ott Bros. (London).
Ltd,. Conington Rd.. Lewisham, S.E.13.
16205
RADIO and television engineer required immediately. fully qualified and able to drive:
state salary required, wl'h details of qua/liketions and experien-e; good prospects-Apply E
Barden & Sons. 257. Bexley Rd. Erith. 16217
ELECTRICAL inspector for mains and audio
transformer test department, previous
similar experience essential; N.W. London.Write, with full details of age and salaries
earned, to Personnel Manager, Box 7315.

ELECTRICAL engineers or physicists required
with experience in the theory and practice of servo mechanisms and analogue comeutors
for interesting new development work near
STEEP -CUTTING
London.-Apply, mentioning ref. DEF. to Box
6252.
mechanic required for leading hearINFINITELY
VARIABLE
FILTER SERVICE
ing aid firm, West End; must be fully qualified and experienced in miniature L.F. ampliCuts at any selected frequency between 4,000
fiers; state age, experience and salary required.
end 8,000 c.p.s.
-Box M.1908, Haddons, Salisbury Sq., London,
Ave t age steepness of cut 30 db. per octave.
E.C.4.
Connects between secondary of output transTELEVISION/RADIO service engineer, Li6.84
u1
former and speaker (15 ohms, rated it:apedexperienced, ab:e to drive; permanent position with excellent opportunities; full parrt5ic880uSpecially valuable for use with new microlars, references and salary required to W. J.

E.M.G.

groove records.
Greatly reduces needle -hiss on ordinary records

with minimum high note loss, and suppresses
high pitched interferences on red io.

No distortion. and no appreciable
volume.

loss of

Leaflet available from the manufacturers.

Nom/

patppIS

t4 - 10 - 0
Trade Enquiries invited

E.MG.

HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES, LTD.

6, Newman St., Oxford St.,
Telephone: Museum 9971-2-3,

W.I.

SOLON electric soldering irons have proved
their capacity for continuous service under
the Most exacting conditions. 5 models:
240

watt oval tapered bit; 525 watt oval

tapered and round pencil bits and 65 watt
oval tapered and round pencil bits. Each
model complete with 6 feet of Henley 3 -core

flexible. Now available from stock. Write
for folder V.io.

Elliott Ltd.. Howardsgate. Welwyn Garden City.
Elliott
EXPERIENCED television aerial riggers re-

quired for Colchester and Maidstone; current driving licence and working knowledge of
radio essential; write, stating age and wages
required.-Antiference Installations. Ltd., Watford Way, N.W.7.
[6201
SERVO engineers for experimental work are
requried by a prominent aircraft concern,
apolicants, preferably under 35 Years of age,
must be educated technically to degree standard
and have experience in the design of one or more
of the following: hydraulic systems, servo amplismall electrical mechanisms.-Apply
fiers,

stating age, experience and salary required to
Box 6953.

16066

ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRONS
W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD
51-58 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

DECEMBER, 1950

WIRELESS WORLD

SENSATION !

SENSATION I

We can supply from stock the following
wonderful new apparatus :

DECCA LONG - PLAYING

GRAM.

UNITS. MODEL 33A (33+ r.p.m. only),

A.C. motor, 10in. turntable, lightweight
Crystal pick-up, handsome portable case.

Price 9 Gns. MODEL 33AG, as above,

with change -over switch, for use with existing

78 r.p.m. motor. Price 9f Gns. MODEL
3378T, as above, but for 331 and 78 r.p.m.,
pickups with reversible head fitted ACOS
GP20 Sapphire Styli and automatic circuit
Price 16 Gns.

comoensation.

DECCA LONG-PLAYING RECORDS by

Post. Send 24d. for list of titles and DECCA
Dual -Speed Record Players.

No.

1

A.C. AMPLIFIER. '4 -watt output

with special negative feedback circuit, volume

and tone control, pickup and curer inputs,
output impedance 3 ohms or to order.
Price, ready built, £5/19/6. Complete kit
and instructions, £51101-.

No. 2 PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER.

12 -watt Push-pull output, special negative
circuit, gram., mike (separate
controls for mixing) and tuner
3, 7.5 and 15 ohms output. Transformers, choke and chassis as for No. 2
Symphony. Price 10 Gns. Complete kit
with instructions, £9.
SYMPHONY No. 1 (Amplifier) by N.R.S. !
The most versatile domestic Audo Amplifier
on the market to -day ! Independent control
of Bass, Middle and Top, separate Scratch
feed back

volume
inputs

Cut, negative feedback. For A.G. 213-250 v.,

input for magnetic, crystal and hi-fi .kups,
also Tuner 5 -watt output. Price 3 -ohm model,
E8/19/6 ; 15 -ohm model, 19/7/6. Money
refunded if not delighted
SYMPHONY No. 2. Same theme as No. I
but having 10 watts Push -Pull output:

3, 7.5 and 15 ohms, inputs as No. I, lull provision for Tuner.

Built on

black -crackle

Woden Mains transformer, Output

chassis.

trans. and Choke.

Price 13 Gns.

No. I TUNER . Specially recommended for
above amplifiers and Leak, Williamson, and

other Quality Amplifiers.
T.R.F.,

neg.

feedback

L.

& M. wave

detector,

virtually

Price of Complete Kit and
Constructional Manual, f4/10/-, or Readydistortionless.

built,E5/10/-.

No. 2 QUALITY SUPERHET TUNER

L.M. & S. waves, special bandwidth, large

full -vision Dial Assembly, spin -wheal tuning.
As Kit, £71151- ; Ready -built. OW-.

COLLARO STANDARD MICROGRAM

CASES, take any gram unit, brown rexine

covered, carrying handle, uncut motorboard,
161in. x I3in. x 7in.
Price 50/-,
measure
carr. pd.
RECOMMENDED HI -F1 SPEAKERS :

Wharfedale Super 8in. with cloth surround
and

aluminium

speech -coil

(giving

extra

octave of "top "), 85/-. Wharfedale Colden
C.S., 95/- and the Vitavox KTIO I2in. at E7.
Send 24-cl. now for new CATALOGUE AND

BARGAIN SUPPLEMENT indispensable to all
Quality Enthusiasts. TERMS c.w.o. or c..o.d,

NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES,
16 Kings College Read, London, N.W.3
Phone : PRI-nrose 8314

95

SITUATIONS VACANT
ASSISTANT mechanical engineer required by
large,
well-known firm to undertake
.nechan.cal design of interesting new e.ectro
mechanical equipments; the wont will be varied
and the prospects good. -Apply, quoting Ref.
D1H. to Box 7312.
[6195
FOREMAN for assembly of radio and e.ectronic equipment in factory located South
Wales; wide experience in Government contract
work desirable; apply giving full details of experience to -Personnel Department, Murphy
Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden City.
[5983
TEST engineers required for design and manufacture of apparatus for production testing
of radar. communications and electron:c equipment: salary acoord.ng to qualifications and exper.ence.-Full details to the Personnel Manager,
E. K. One. Ltd. Malmesbury. Wi is
16087
DESIGNER of mains and audio transformers
required; experience of commerc.al design
work necessary; must be able to produce full
manufacturing and test specifications; interest.ng position; N.W. London area. -Write, stating
experience, age and salaries earned, to Personnel
Manager, Box 7314.
[6197

MECHANIC required for the construction and
servicing of industrial electronic apparatus, maintenance of electro-mechahical transducers, etc.; West London area. -Forward
details of education, experience and sa:ary
required to Box A.E.151, Central News. Ltd..
17. Moorgate, London. E.C.2.
16154
RADIO engineers required; the General E.ectr.c Co. Ltd., are expanding the:r radio

When the

development laboratory at Coventry, and a number of vacancies for senior and junior engineers
exist at present and a further considerab_e
number of vacancies will occur during the next

label

few months in the new laboratory.

APPLICATIONS are invited from deve:opment
engineers with experience of microwave radio or
radar techniques who are capable of developing
equipment and components, to service specifications.
WRITE, quoting Ref. CHC.(3) to Personnel
Officer, Genera: Electric Co.. Ltd.. Radio & Tele(5879
vis:on Works. Spon St. Coventry

experience says

A TELEVISION receiver manufacturing company in the North West requires a chief

( Model

rang of high quality receivers for quantity production need aPPlY; write giving full details
[6011
mentioning ref. DDG to -Box 6783.

An 8 -stage all radiochasais.
EX P83/3 wave
Fly -wheel drive

and Juni' r vacancies for
ANUMBER
of sensor
elects' nic. television. etc.,
radio. radar,
service engineers,

...

!_le
red Rawo

engineer; only experienced engineers interested
in the design and progressive development of a

development

"ARMSTRONG"

says

draughtsmen,

wiremen. testers, inspectors. etc.. urgently required 30 television service engineers. -Write in
confidence. Technical Employment Agency. 179.
C:apham Rd., S W.9. (Brixton 3487).
10103
ELECTRONIC engineer required for development work by expanding industrial electronic team of well-known manufacturing company, previous experience of servo mechanisms
and industr.al process control, together with
degree or H.N.C. essential. -Write. g.v.ng full

and 8 watts output. A.C.
20 0-2 5 o volts £15. 8. 8.

have vacancies for qualified engineers in
connection with the deve:opment, manufacture
and application of radio valves; please apply by
letter stating particulars and salary required
to -Personnel Department, The M.O. Valve Co.,
Osram Works, Brook Green, Hammersmith.
RADIO engineer or physicist with experience
of des.gn and construction of electronic

wave radio chassis
for A.C. operation, 200-250 volts.

PLUS P.T.

Model
RF 103/3

16196
details. quota ng Ref. GBH. to Box 7313.
RADIO valve engineers; the M.O. Valve Co.

A ro-valve all -

£19. 19. 0.
PLUS P.T.

equipment used in research and able to develop
new equipment; salary up to £500 p.a, according
to qualifications.-App,y in writing to Laboratory
Superintendent, Physics Department, Imperial
College of Science, South Kensington, S.W.7.
[6236
with qualifications covering
RADIO
full engineers,
City and Guilds course in radio communications required by large radio manufacturer in eastern area of London: applicants having experience with manufacturer of in the
Forces will be preferred. -Kindly state full details, including age and salary required. to Box
16223
engineer required
PHYSICIST
or electronic
for the development
of apparatus fps physical measurements' preferably honours degree
standard. or equivalent, with several years in - I*
mistrial exper.ence; full particulars, age. qualificat.ons, experience, salary required, etc. -Box
A.E.94. c/o Central News, Ltd., 17 Moorgate,

Model

,

A r4 -valve

125/2

five -

band radiogram

chassis with S.W. bands down
to 10.9 metres. £33. 12.
0.
A.G. 200-250 volts.
PLUS P.T.

/Armstrong

\ TN 20

THERE'S MORE TROUBLE
caused

by unreliable or

worn-out potentiometers

than by almost anything else you ran mention in
Radio or T.V. Why not eliminate this trouble once and
for all by fitting the new AMPLION " moulded track "

volume and tone controls? (Product of one of the
finest research labs.) Each unit Is numbered, and
covered by a unique guarantee service. Values:
10K, 25K, 50K, 100K, k, 1, 1, 211. Les. switch 4/-;
with single pole switch 5/9; d.p.e. &C. Only 1f In.
dia. N.B. We can also supply new ex -Govt. pots. most
values, lees switch 2,9, with switch, 441
Two unrepeatable bargains,
Ex -GOVT. CHOKES
26 by..

80 InA., 8'6 ; IS hy., 60 mA., potted type,

4 8. Both new, very ,onservatively rated.
JONES PLUGS AND SOCKEIS : new, 6, 8, or 12 way,
less cover, only 6d. pair.
Essnlreka We have a good selection or new ex -Govt.
redstors from 211. each. send for full list.
Our latest list gives full details of the above and man
other bargains and interesting lines, It will pay you to
send a. A E

Please add postage to orders of less than 15/, For
prompt service (Mail Order only) write to

PEED and
FORM
Road, SOUTHPORT
46B G

London, E.C.2.
I6001
RAUGHTSMEN (electrical) with experience
of schematic or detail wiring diagrams, are

with 02"

ces of the English Electric Co., Ltd..
Liverpool. -Write, giving full particulars quoting
ref. 140 to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co.. Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham Street.
London, S.W.1.
16059
ADMINISTRATIVE engineer with experience
of technical correspondence and preparation of contracts required by department of Midlands firm engaged in electronic control equipments and R.F. heating; salary £400-S600 per
annum, according to experience. -Write, giv ng
details of age and experience, mentioning reference HB3 to Box 7311.
16194
AVACANCY exists with a well-known radio
engineering firm near London for a tech-

available.

D
invited Utnppiy for progressive positions in the
Draw.ng

Young engineer: applicants should have a good
general knowledge of telecommunications, be
between 21 and 30 years of age and have an
ability for this special kind of writing. -Apply
BGH to
giving03 full details. mentioning Ref.16

Box 71.

125

Tube.

Models for

both London and Sutton Cold field transmitters £52. 10. 0.
PLUS P.T.

Detailed specification
and data on request

nical writer; duties will he to originate technical sacs literature of all kinds. to deal with
printers and typogranhers. and to liaise with

design engineers within the company; experience gained would range over the company's
many products and would be invaivable to a

A wide range 20 valve instrument

THE CHASSIS PEOPLE
Armstrong Wireless and Television Co.

Ltd., Warlters Road, Hollowat
London, N 7.

Telephone I NORth 3213
536i

96

WIRELESS WORLD
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SITUATIONS VACANT

K. cpLE, Ltd.. have vacancies in their elf:eE.
tropicsdivision at Malmesbury. Wilts. for
senior and intermediate draughtsmen in the

Development Drawing. Office, for work on radar.
communications and electronic projects: previous
experience in this field desirable but not essential. -Apply in writing to the Personnel Manager
Ekco Works Malmesbury. Wilts.
16086

A NORTH- Midlands firm requires electronic
engineers experienced in maintenance and
design of electronic equipment,. to work on the
measurement of vibrations of engines, etc.; some
mechanical knowledge, strength of mater.als,
etc.. an advantage; Higher National Certificate
minimum qualification: salary £400 to £500
P.a, according to experience. -Box 6787. [6021
LECTRICAL component mar,Qacturers, situated in W. London, require intelligent person to take charge of special test section;
applicants should possess Inter-B.Sc.. or equivalent, have previous experience of test and
measuring equipment and be capable of maintaining accurate records. -Write, stating age,
experience and salary required, to Box 6796.
reDEVELOPMENT
engineer (electronics)
quired by old -established
company, to be
responsible for the design and development of
specialized radar and electronic instruments;
applicant should have good circuitry experience
in time -base, pulse and C.R.T. techniques; preferably conversant with Service design require-

Luxury 9 valve Radiogram chassis with
7 watt triode push-pull output stage and
wide range electronic tone control circuit.
Designed to provide high fidelity reproduction from microgroove recordings as well as

the standard 78 r.p.m. recordings. Circuit

1

includes variable selectivity, cathode follower
detector, audio frequency response 20-20,000
cycles within one d.b. Price £21151-.

Other models in our range are:

Fidelia Standard 7 valve model £18/5/-.
Fidelia Plus 8 valve model £201121-.

ments; state age,
expected. -Box 6965.

experience

and

ham St., London, S.W.1.

?reckon 5 valve model £1211716.
All Fidelia models have variable selectivity,

salary
[6113

RADAR, radio and/or electronics senior development engineer wanted for work on important defence project in special English
Electric Co. laboratory; salary £600-5900 P.a.
according to experience; write giving details of
qualifications and previous experience mentioning reference 456A to -Central Personnel Services, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24/30, Gilling[6105

RADAR technicians are required by a Wellknown firm of radio manufacturers for a
factory in South Lancashire; experience in the
servicing and/or installation of radar equipment
is essential; persons who have had experience

wide range electronic tone control. Triode
output stages, cathode follower detectors.

Three wavebands 0-50, 185-550, 1,0002,000 metres. All equipment guaranteed

in tly.s 'type o/ work in the Services would be particu.arly suitable; good salaries, according to
experience; write. Oving full details. mentioning
Reference HAI-I. to: Box 6959.
[6089

12 months. Technical data sheets willingly
sent on request.

VACANCIES exist at Chelmsford for a rate fixer with a knowledge of time study for
light engineering machine shop, and planning
and time study engineers for sheet metal and
framework sections. -Write, giving details of
age, previous experience and salary required,
mentioning reference 445A, to Central Personnel
Services, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30, Gil-

lingham St., London, S.W.1.
[6211
A N experienced valve engineer is required
empioyment at Che.msford; applicants
should be 25-35 years of age, qualified engineers
and preference will be given to applicants with
previous design or production experience of
small transmitting valves; write giving full details of previous experience mentioning ref.
497B to -Central Personnel Services. English
Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham St., London,
[6099
S.W.1.
A WELL-KNOWN radio manufacturing cornpany in the South require senior experienced
radar development engineers to lead teams work-

SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
R.3515 TELEVISION UNITS.

21 valves with 6 -stage

14 Mo. I.F. STRIP. Recommended for ideal TV
experts. BRAND NEW in original

wooden cases,
R.1355 RECEIVERS. Brand New and unused as
specified f or ine xpensive television, 8315/0.

T.R.1196. 6 -valve Superhet Receivers. Perfect and
guaranteed. With circuit, 22/8, plus 1/4.
BENDY% COMMAND RECEIVERS. B.C. 454 (49-100

metres), B.C. 455 (39-49 metres). Complete with
6 valves. Perfect condition, 35/ -each, plus 1/4.
C41113NT14r916CeABLachES,

14ft., with adaptors for (LC

DIAL DRIVE ADAPTORS for BC453/4/5-2/9.
R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Complete, brand
new, with motors, gyro gears, blowers, etc., etc. Ideal
for model makers,eta The beet component value ever
offered, 65/ -each, plus 5/-.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from 51n. to
3 lin. for use on wood, metal, plastic,e tc.,
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES by Smith or Venom..

10 -hour movement with thermostatic control, 2 im-

pulses pe r second. Complete in sound -proof case,
plus 1/4.
HAND GENERATORS, 6 volts at 5 amps. Complete
Lawttsite4h4r61.;770AITTORS,

12 volts input, 480 volts output,

RADIO COMPASS INDICATORS with internal Selsyn

motor,3 in. dial, 13/6 5in. dial, 15/6.
THE CHANCERY LONG PLAYING ATTACHMENT
(333 -for using Long Playing Records on your existing

Radiogram or Record Player, complete with High
Fidelity Decca Crystal Pick-up, 84/17/8, Plus 5/carriageand packing.
CONDENSERS, 100 assorted. All useful sixes up to
2 microfarad. Tubular and mica, 3.5/ -Per 100.
ALL GOODS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED STILL
AVAILABLE
Pull list of RADIO PUBLICATIONS, 24d.

Please Note New Address:

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.

II Little Newport St., London, W.C.2
GERrard 6653

A

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

34, Hanover Street, Park Lane, Leeds.
BRAND NEW GUARANTEED GOODS
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Fully interleaved and impregnated.
250 v.

Primaries 200-230-

Screened.

Drop through types, with TOP Shroud
260 0-260 v. 70 ma.,6.3 v. 3 a.,5 v. 2 a.
250-0-250 v. 70 ma.,6.3 v. 2 a.,5 v. 2 a

Midget, 4-3-24in

12/11
14/11

.

350-0-350 v. 70 ma., 6.3.v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a.
350-0-350 v. 80 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 ma.,6.3 v. 3 a. , 5 v. 2 a.
350-0-350 v. 120 ma., 6 3 v. 4 a., 5 v.3 a.
350-0-350 v. 150 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v.3 a.

15/9
17/9
19/6

23/9
25/9

Fully Shrouded Upright Mounting Types
250-0-250 v. 60 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
15/6

250-0-250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v.6 a.,.5 v. 3 a.

350-0-350 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4a.

350-0-350 v. 150 ma., 6.3 v.
6.3 v.2a.,5 v.3 a.
425-0-425 v. 200 ma., 6.3 v.-.4

23/9
21/6

2 a.,

27/9
V.

4 a.

C.T., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. C.T., 0-4-5 v. 3 a....

42j6

;

3/6 ea.; 50 mfd. 12 v., 8d.; 4 mfd. 200 v. Tubs,

6/. doz.

SMOOTHING CHOKES. 40 ma.

10 h.

360 ohms, 313 ; 60 ma. 15 h. 400 ohms,
4/3 ea., 42/- doz. ; 80 ma. 12 h. 350 ohms,
5/3 ea., 45/- doz. ; 100 ma. 10 h. 100 ohms,
200 ma. 5 h. 100 ohms, 7/6 ea., 66,- doz.
OUTPUT TRANS. 6V6 to 2-3 ohms
(Small), I'll ; Push-pull 10 w. 6V6 PX4,
6L6 to 3-5-8-15 ohms, IS!-. Williamson type

exact to author's spec., 63/-.

MISC. ITEMS.

Ex -Govt. Aladdin Coil
Formers, slug tuned, 4/. doz. CI ix Int. Oct.
Valve Holders, 2;9 doz. Ex -Govt. Chokes
90 ma 15 h. Trop., 3/9. 8in M.E. Speakers,

1 000 ohm Field, with 5,000 ohm Pentod

Trans., 14/11. T.V. Masks, 12in. Cream, 12/9.

TERMS. C.W.O. or C.O.D. over CI.

Post

under L2. Full list 3d. Special List for
Trade. 3d.
3xtra

applicants; houses will be available for key men;
the company has an excellent pension scheme. Apply giving full details of qualifications and
previous experience mentioning ref. DGD to Box
[6122
6991.
ERRANTI, Ltd., have vacancies in their
radio works at Moston, Manchester, for
engineers,
both
senior
radio/television design
and junior; generous scale of payment, extending liberally into the four figure range, according to qualifications and experience; permanent
staff, appointfents with superannuation benefits.
-Forms of application from the Staff Manager,
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancs. Please quote

N

MINIATURE

SHORT-WAVE RADIO KIT
Probably the smiles one salve Short -Wove Radio receiver in
the world using standard pars with landspread tuning &eke.
"Magnificent performance"
ride testimonials Briikh his
and Abroad. Audi and designed a precision standards, complete

kit ails only 49/6d -write today for descriptive analogue

JOH NSO PIS 41/1,14)MNiswrtc 11501

F

[6190
reference R.E.
required to service school and
commercial radio equipment; applicants
MECHANIC

must also be competent to service 16mm film
projectors (sound and silent) and other visual
aids equipment, and should be able to drive a
small van; post will be permanent and superannuable after two years; full details of age.

and present position to -County
Supplies Officer, Kent County Council, Supplies
[6234
Department, Sandling Rd., Maidstone,
to take chits° and
MANAGER
required
develop service
department of home company trading in British Central Africa, handling
radios, refrigerators. typewriters and sewing
machines, etc.; sound electrical and radio knowledge essential; preliminary training will be
given in other service requirements before departure: four years' contract with passage, housing,
paid leave, etc., etc.; good salary and prospects.
-Address. 1,301, Wm. Porteous & Co., Glasgow.
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH Co.,
Ltd., have vacancies for two engineers for
experience

ELECTROLYTICS. 8 mfd. 450 v. Small Met.
1/1 I ea.
16 mfd 350 v. Small Cans,
23 ea., 18/6 doz. ; 8-16 mfd. 450 v. Cans,
Tubs,

ing on nationally important radar projects;
attractive salaries will be offered to suitable

gI"MANVEL

*Oobe-IIja

(RECD)

work on VHF development, applicants for the
first post must have good practical knowledge
and experience on VHF low power transmitters
for the second post experience on multiplex
channelling audio and/or video is required.
applicants must be familiar with problems on
linearity distortion, etc., and a knowledge of
centimetric

techniques

would

be

an

asset:

will be not less than £650 per annum
and may be higher for candidates with outsalary

standing

company

qualifications and experience; the
has a staff pension fund. -Please

apply giving full details. quoting Ref. 822. to
Central Personnel Services. English Electric Co.
Ltd.. 24-30. Gillingham St.. London. S.W.1

NOW AVAILABLE

GERMANIUM

CRYSTAL DIODES
Latest, Smallest, Supreme Crystal Rectifier.
Midget Size, 5/16in. x 3/16in.
Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.
4/6 each, postage 21d.
Technical Details and Selected Types available.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
Most gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4
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SITUATIONS VACANT

SPENCER -WEST
The

1
A

following

Units

are

available Ex -Stock and can
be delivered for Christmas.
TYPES AC/3L (London) and
AC/3B (Birmingham) Pre -

Amplifier. " Unquestionably the best
Pre -Amplifier."

Specification Includes two triode valves
ensuring lowest possible " noise "
level, self-contained power supply and

interference filter unit.
Price 10 gnu. complete.
TYPE AC/4 Convertor Unit. Per.'" mits reception of Birmingham
on a London -type receiver without
alterations or adjustments of any kind.

A double mixer stage is employed which

is the only method of ensuring correct
reception of the partially suppressed
side band transmission from Birming-

ham. Incorporates Its own power supply
and Pre -Amplifier stage.

Price 15 gns. complete.

3 TYPE AC/7 Convertor Unit.

A

new Convertor similar in specification to the above and having the double
mixer stage feature incorporated.
No Pre-Amplifler stage is included
however. Suitable for ranges up to

40 miles from the transmitter. Complete with self-contained power supply
unit. Price £9. 18. 6. complete.

This Unit can also be supplied less
power supply unit. Price and details
on application.

4TYPE AC/6 Loft Aerial Unit.

A new type of Electronic Aerial

which can be

fitted in an

hour or so and
will give a per-

formance
equal

a

well installed

dipole aerial.
No unsightly

chimney or

roof structures and
solves completely the
Television
Aerial
lem.

prob-

Illustrated leaflets, prices and
technical report available on
application.

SPENCER -WEST
Quay Works, North Quay,

GREAT YARMOUTH

frequency induction heating applicaHIGH
tions engineer required by progressive and
expanding company specializing in the manufacture of high frequency equipment; experience in
Induction heating essential and a good knowledge
of metallurgy would be considered as an additional qualification; the position offers excellent
opportunities for advancement to a really energetic man having the requisite experience; write
giving experience and salary required.-Box

COVENTRY RADIO
SPECIAL OFFER OF
NEW RESISTORS i -1 Watt
A selection of popular values
100

10 6

POST PAID
(SOO for SOH post paid)
FOR

SEND NOW WHILE STOCK LASTS

COVENTRY RADIO,
189 Dunstable Road, Luton, Beds.

OFFER
THE

EDITION OF THE

LATEST

[6141

7037.

McM:CHAEL RADIO. Ltd., require senior
project engineers in their Equipment Division
Deve.opment Laboratory at S-ough; training and
experience in the field of Ann:led Electronics (inciuding communications) and experience of work-

ing with Government departments, are the chief
qualifications required; salary will be commensurate with abilO:ty: write. stating age and full
details of training. qualifications and experience.
to the Chief Engineer. Equipment Div.sion. Mc(6080
Michael Radio. Ltd.. Slough. Bucks.
VACANCIES exist for electro-mechanical
designers,
used to engineering the
mechanical side of communications and similar
projects, and also associated with heavy
mechanisms; a good degree in mechanical and
electrical engineering or similar qualification
is desirable as well as several years' experience
in a laboratory or factory design department;
salary according to qualifications-Apply to
Personnel Officer. Mullard Electronic Research
Laboratory, Salfords, nr. Redhill, Surrey.
have vacancies for
ENGLISH
ELECTRIC
senior design
draughtsmen for employment
in the Midland and West London areas;
draughtsmen with good light/medium mechani-

cal engineering experience preferably with some
knowledge of design for quantity production are
invited to aialIiY; these are permanent vacancies
offering much scope on new types of electric
mechanical equipment.-Write giving full details
quoting ref. 156, to Central Personnel Services,
English Electric Co., Ltd., 24/30, Gillingham
16182
St.. London, S.W.1.
M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd.,

from time to time, in the course of

their gradual expansion, interesting vacancies
for senior design engineers, who have had several
years experience of the design and development
of electronic equipment; suitable applicants must
have proved experience in responsible positions
and will be engaged with the view to taking
charge of project teams, or sections. The posts
are for permanent staff and carry good salary
and prospects. Applications will be welcomed

at any time and should be sent with full details
to-Personnel Department, ED/S E.M.I. Engineering Development, Ltd., Blyth Rd., Hayes,
(6242
Middlesex.
MARINE radar engineer required by major
British oil company for service at a Midd:e
East port; applicants must not be over 35 years
of age, and must be Associate Members of the
Institute of Electrical Engineers, or possess comparable academic qualifications, coup:ed with a
wide knowledge and experience of post-war
Mercantile Marine radar equipment maintenance; genera: knowledge and some experience of
marine radio communication systems would be
an advantage: the successful applicant will be
required to institute a small maintenance depot
capable of offering emergency service to ships
fitted with a variety of radar equipments; he
would also be required. as a secondary commitment. to service marine radio communication
systems, including VH/F radio telephone equipment; the post carries an attractive salary
commensurate with the above. plus a generous
allowance in the local currency; there is a pension scheme, and terms and conditions of service
giving personal particulars
are goo .-Write.qualifications
and experience.
and de; Cs of
quoting . -^_irtment F.205. to Box 2908 at 191.

15883
Gresham noose. E.C.2.
SITUATIONS WANTED
EX -SERVICE man, Inter. B.Sc.. with some
knowledge of electronics, seeks employ[6199a
ment.-Box 7316.
(43) seeks responsible post
with scope for initiative and administrative
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
ability. 61/4 years wire broadcasting (chief engineer). 2 years assistant patent manager to
well-known radio and electrical combine.-Box

HOME
CONSTRUCTOR'S

HANDBOOK
No keen radio enthusiast should be without
this invaluable booklet which is of equal use
to beginner, amateur or professional radio
engineer. It contains, among other things

Circuits

of Feeder units, Superhet
receivers, Test equipment, Amplifiers
and power packs, etc.

Pages of servicing and constructional information which will assist you in YOUR
radio problem.

Complete resistance colour code.

considerable amount of invaluable
general Radio information.
A

A comprehensive catalogue.
Above all it is profusely illustrated with
half tone blocks and costs 1/6 only or a

copy will be given FREE with ever:, order
for LI or more.
We also offer the following selection from our
stocks of quality components :

COILS. A complete series of High Q

variable iron dust cored coils (as recommended for the P.W. 9 valver) in wavelengths

10-30,

16-50,

30-75, 75-200,

190-550 and 800-2000 metres Aerial.
or Oscillator at the remarkable

H.F.

price of 3/- each.

MODEL 30 famous 3 waveband superhet
Coil Packs, aligned,

40/11

inc. full connec-

tion details and instructions given with
every pack.

MODEL 40 Coil Packs-similar, with
R.F. stage, aligned, 70/3 inc.

MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT consisting

of 30 Coil Pack, pair of I.F. Transformers,
matched 2 -gang and attractive Dial.

Components aligned together as a unit
and sealed. 69/9 inc.

MODEL 40 TUNING UNIT,

similar
99/6 inc.
aluminium
chassis in stock for 5 v. Rec. I I/- ; 6 v.

with R.F. stage

CHASSIS.

quality

Good

12/,
etc., from

Amplifiers and Feeder Units,

to suit
above

Coil

Rec.

7/-

J.B,SL8 SPIN WHEEL Tuning Assembly
Packs

and

Chassis

25/- each
very popular
Coil Group A
26/9
Coil Group B
4319
GRAM components of all types in stock.

COIL GROUPS. The

SUPACOILS MAIL ORDER OFFICE

98, Greenway Ave., London, E.17

16202

7317.

Component Specialists since 1925

SUPACOILS

BUSINESSES FOR SALE AND WANTED
cycle and hardware, etc.,
RADIO.
electrical,
Mid-Devon
area, Bush, Ekco, Pye and Ultra
agencies, Raleigh cycles, good living accommodation, all main services, excellent workshop and
storage facilities, established 1920, rice includ500, s a.v.
ing freehold. fixtures, fittings, etc.,
[6243
(approx. £500-£600).-Write Box 7 55,
NOTICES

ANOTHER OF BROOKES
FAMOUS CRYSTALS

BRITISH SOUND RECORDING ASSOCIATION.
THE current lecture season is meeting with

TYPE SM"

keenly interested In high quality sound recording and reproduction; lectures and demonstrations on all aspects of electro-acoustics are given
at the meetings; reports, papers and other valuable material appear in the journal; a few specimen copies of which are available to nonmembers, price 2/9 p.f.; the very successful 1950
Exhibition will again be held in 1951 and preparations have already commenced, this will be
the outstanding event of the coming year and
is free to members; full information is contained
in the brochure and other material which, with
a Membership Application Form, may be obtglned
from the Membership Secretary: Barrie J. Xing,
48, Mount View Rd., North Chingford, London,

Hermetically

great success; membership of the Association has
become essential to everyone actively engaged or

E.4.

10119

Range 3 to 17 mils.
sealed
metal can 1.125" high

under pins, 0.825" wide,
0.457" thick, with 3'32"
diameter pins at 0.490"
centres.

BROOKES CRYSTALS

10, Stockwell St., Greenwich London, S.E.10.
Phone : GREenwich 1828. Cables : Xtals London.

Grams: Xtals Green London.
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PATENTS
SATISFIED
proprietor of British patent No. 573313.
CUSTOMERS THEentitled
" Multiple Section Electronic Tuae
and Method of Making it." offers same for

SUCCESSFUL
SALES!

PEnMnE
RADIO
THE ALL SEASON SENSATION. ACCLAIMED THE COUNTRY OVER. THE INTIMATE
RECEIVER WHICH COMBINES APPEARANCE AND PERFORMANCE. HOUSED IN
A BEAUTIFUL WALNUT CABINET. EACH
SET FULLY GUARANTEED.

HEIGHT 10", WIDTH 12f, DEPTH 51"
4 Valve SUPERHET
UNBEATABLE

THE SET
THAT SELLS
ITSELF!

VALUE

Ell 9 7
INC.

TAX.

"THE ROVER"

SUPPLIED ONLY THROUGH SELECTED
WHOLESALERS. ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS

AND ATTRACTIVE

DISPLAY

CARDS.

PENNINE AMPLIFIERS
ELLAND

ENGLAND

YORKS
TEL. ELLAND 2107

FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER TEST
figures as required.

Correct adjustment for complete stability and
minimal ringing on reactive load-essential
for optimum performance of home-made
A valuable and inexpensive
instruments.
Laboratory Service.

DUN ELECTRONICS,

Riley Works, Riley Street, Chsisea, S.W.10.
Telephone: FLA 3217.

WALTON'S OF WOLVERHAMPTON

Have you received a copy of our
Latest List ?
today.
You

not, send S.A.E.

If

Don't Know What
Here are a few

You Are Missing !

popular items :-

Dipole

Television

Aerials,

special

for Sutton only, complete elements
and

centre

insulator,

10 6

each.

Carr. 2/-.
455 Kc s Crystal Unit in case, R.C.A.,
sealed boxes, 10 -. Post free.

Step-down Transformer, 200-250 v.
Mains to 24 v., 3 amp. 12/6 each.
Post I!-. Instruction Sheet Free.
U.H.F. TX/RX, covers 420 Mc/s. 79/6.
popular 25
1196 Receivers. The

Unit.

Post

7/6.

I

-.

Small Motor, A.C. or D.C. 24 volt.
Mounted
10,6.

on

Aluminium

Chassis,

Post 9d.

Head Office and Mail 0.'ders only :-

203, STAVELEY RD., Wolverhampton
Telephone : 22039

Call"rs:-48, STAFFORD ST., Wolverhampton

license or otherwise to ensure practical working

in Great Britain.-Inquiries to Singer, Stern &

Carloerg. 14, East Jacason Boulevard, Chicago 4,

Illinois. U.S.A.

1621.2

TECHNICAL TRAINING
Pass-No Fees " terms. Over 95% suc-

CITY & Guilds (Electrical, etc.), on "No
cesses. For full details of modern courses in all
branches of Electrical Technology send for our
176 -page handbook, free and post free.-B.I.E.T.
(Dept. 388A), 17. Stratford Place, London, W.1.
TUITION

Tv
TELEVISION minded?

E.M.I. gave the world
electronic television.
E.M.I. is now giving
the finest home study television courses; moderate terms. Facilities for easy payment; Iree
brochures giving full details on application to
-Registrar, Dept. W.W.6, E.M.I. Institutes, 10,
Pempridge Sq., London, W.2. Bayswater 5131/2.

[0001

TELEVISION.

THE only school in Great Britain devoted solely
to training in television. Postal course prospectus.-Principal, Gothic Television School. 13.
North Ave., London, W.13.
[0051
OROL OR POLYTECHNIC. Borough Rd.,
Do1PARTMENT of Electrical Engineering. Lectures on Pulse Techn.ques.
A SPECIAL course of 12 lectures for advanced
students on Pulse Techniques will be held at
the Polytechnic on Mondays from 7 to 9 p.m.,
beginning on Monday. January 22, 1951. The
fee for the course is two guineas. App.icat.ons
for admission should be made to the Secretary.
RADIO training-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
D.ploma; prospectus free.-Technical College, Hull.
[0111
AITIRELESS operating; attendance and pc.s.a.
VV courses; stamp for reply to Manager. The
Wireless School, Manor Gdns.. London. N.7.
15901
NOTHING succeeds like success! What we

have done a thousand times we can do
you.-See the B.N.R.S. Advt. on
10172
NE the world. 600 Radio Officers required;
).7 send 2d stamp for prospectus to Britain's
again, for
page 94,

leading college; we train most. in shortest period.
at lowest cost.-Wire.ess College. Colwyn Bay.
A .M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds, etc. on " no pass-no fee " terms'
over 95% succec4es. For details of exams. and

A

courses in all branches of eng:neering, building, etc., write for 176 -page hand'000k-free.B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387B), 17. Stratford Place, London. W.I.
10118
course for radio trades
TELEVISION
postal
Examination
Board's diploma; also postal
courses for P.M.G. 2nd and 1st class Certificates and Amateur Radio Transmitting licence.
-App:y British School of Te:egraphy. Ltd..
179. Clapham Rd.. London, S.W.9. (40 years'
in wire'ess
te:egraphy and allied subjects.)
f0124
rg1HE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers

experience

in

coaching students

1 have available home study courses in every
of radio and television engineering.
specialising in the practical training of apPrentires in the retail trade; enrolments limited. fees
moderate.-The Syllabus of Instructional Text
may be obtain.d post free from the Secretary.
I.P.R.E., Fairfield House, 20, Fairfield Rd..
1:0088
Crouch End. London. N.8.
ROOKS INSTRUCTIONS. ETC
; multiWEBB'S 1948 radio map of world.
colour printing. with up-to-date call signs
and fresh information on heavy art paper 4/6.
post 6d; on linen, on rollers. 11/6. post 9d.phase

Webb's Radio. 1-4. Soho St., W.1. Gerrard 2059
[0115
P.R.E. Technical Publications; 5.000 alignmenf peaks for superheterodynes. 4.'9 post
free: The Practical Radio Engineer. quarterly
publication of the Institute. sample copy 2/- post
free: membership and examination data 1/oost free.-Secretary, I.P.R.E.. 20, Fairfield
[0089
Rd.. London. N.8.

3 NEW EDITIONS
of
Important Wireless World Books
TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

By W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E., 3rd Edition.
Much of this thoroughly revised and enlarged
edition has been entirely rewritten and
includes all the very latest developments.
Price 18/- (Postage 8d.)

RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK
By M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E. 5th Edition.
Additional new material in this revised

edition includes the more recent developments in valve oscillator design.

Price 1S/- (Postage 5d.)

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL
By W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E. 8th Edition.

The chapter on Television Receiver defects
has been completely rewritten and this
manual has been revised and brought fully
up-to-date.
Price 12'6 (Postage 5d.)

We have the finest selection of British and
American radio books in the country.
Complete list on application.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
(Dept. W.12)

19-23 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2
P4Ddington 4185

ELECTRONICS

D MPIL
LTD.
CRANMER AV. EALING.W 13.
Transformer and Coil Manufacturers to the Trade

Telephone: EA Ling 568a

CHASSIS

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
FOIL THE

VIEWMASTER, "P.W." & " E.E."
TELEVISORS IN STOCK
Price Lists el ape. itied and alternative components for
PAIL" and "E. E." TV. available.

MAYPOLE ESTATE,

J. T. FILMER

BEXLEY,KENT.
Tel.

Beyleyheath 7267

RADIO G200 OFFERS

VOLTAGE STABILIZER type NSI

STV

stabilizer regulates
simultaneously at the five following voltages 73, 143, 205, and 283 volts, at currents up to
80 Ma.
Price 16,6
Trade and overseas enquiries invited.
55, UNIN STREET
280 80.

This versatile

ARTHUR HOILE MAIDSTONE, KENT
Phon2: 2812

HAYES RG/120 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. Write
now (or full details and circuit data of this outstanding 5 -valve chassis, co.t ing only £13'7.6 with matched 8" loudspeaker. Delivery anywhere by rail.

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS. We hold full stocks of
this famous chassis ranging from 7-14 valves and
including T.V. Demonstrations in our Showroom.
Full details will be sent on request.

We shall be closed Irons December 24th to January
14th for alterations to our premises.
Postal
business as usual during this period.

THE HAYES COMPANY

1 ALCESTER RD., MOSELEY, BIRMINGHAM, 13
Phone SOUTH 0207
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M. & J. PEARSON

NUSOUND PRODUCTS

263, GALLOWGATE,
GLASGOW, C.4

136 WARBOUR ST., LONDON, W.1

Offer the following Clearance

NUSOUND QUALITY AMPLIFIERS.
81 WATT OUTPUT. PP 6 Ws -independent bass and

Tel. GERrord 8845
(Oxford Street End)

Lines :0.500

Micro

Flush Type.

21in.

New 16 6 each.

0.100 Micro Ammeters, 21in. Flush
Calibrated 0.1500, 16 6 each.
0.20 Volt A.C., 2-i- Flush Type, 8 Type.
each.

3 6 each.

0.50 MiAmp., 21 surface mounting,
6 6 each.

100 k;c. Crystal R.C.A. or Bliley,
12 6 each.

91 WATT OUTPUT -independent bass and treble

Our Type :44 is

boost -pre amp. -provision radio feeder unit, £10.10,
Constructional booklet 1'8, Post free. Complete kit,

the ideal Quality Tuner
for your high quality amplifier. T his

ES.

24

volt,

4

position -air snared trimmers for stability of tuning:

112
tivity 7K.C. and 10E.C. Wave -hand
coverage 16-30m, 193.550m, 900a .13. 4 P.T. 2,000m.
Using latest Millard Valves

Pre -set S/Het. -Home, Light and Third -choice of
111W or LW Light -Gram. position. Size 6in.-7in.,
height 41in, £8110/8 Inc. (Please send S.A.E. for

VENTEX CABINETS

Sire bin.-7in., height 4in., 2,110/8, inc. Constructiona.
booklet, 118 Poet free. Can he built for 33/10/ -

ECH42, EF40, EF41, DB94.

descriptive leaflet on all our products.)

The accepted standard for highquality

REFLEX CABINET

loudspeakers.

Selenium Rectifiers,

12

volt,

descriptive leaflet.

4

full wave, 15/- each.

TYPE 1275

Made by Parmeko, 25/- each.

Swinging Chokes, 3.6.4.2H.
Parmeko.

250

PRICE 12 gns.
TYPE 1255

Connoisseur P/ups,

for Wide ltange low

GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT.

L.weight, one head, £514/8; Micro -groove head,
£3'1118; Trans. 15/- Fibre P/uP, £4/3:-; Special
Trans. 25,- : Garrard plug-in heads, standard, 28,S;
Miniature. 43/-; ID Fi, 64,3 ; Adaptor, 6/-. New
EMI changer, 10in. or 12in., 612471-; Conrad

33t r.p.m. motor, 85/4 : Collaro AC47 78 r.p.m. centre
drive, 65'18'2 : Wharfedale Micro -groove Equalizer,

41 x 4 x 31,

7/6.

THE NEW GOLDRING 3 -WAY 6,111,, for Standard
and L.P. records, £3,4(4, inc. two Sapphires.

All prices include postage.
Cash with Order and please write name clearly.

for standard 12 in.

Price Eggs', Please write for

Standard L/weight, g3,19/.; Trans. 13/-: Super

Choke 1.0.H., 650 m a., totally
enclosed, 7x 7x 7in., weight 301bs.
Totally enclosed.

10In. Sneakers. Sizes 30in, 15in., 121n. Complete with
reflector -Bass port -Polished finish. A handsome

piece of furniture.

amp. full wave, 25,- each.

four valve Super -Het Unit has a
lively performance with very low
distortion. Fitted variable selec-

PRICE

NUSOUND QUALITY FEEDERS.

At last, a reflex cabinet for the famous Wharfedale

Selenium Rectifiers,

m a.
7Ibs.

unit-freq.
d.b.-hum 80 d.b.
feeder

down at 6.5 watts -feedback 14 d.b.-sensitivity .05
volt. Price only $14,141-.

Pre-set TRF-Rome, Light and Third with gram -

0.5 amp. R.F. meters, 2 square,

amp.

treble boost and cut -switch for L.P. records-neg.
feedback -provision for radio
response 23 to 21,000 e.p.s.

Ammeters,

TUNERS

We stock all the well-known makes of speakers and
quality components inc. Wharfedale, vitavos, W.B.,
Goodmam, etc.

resonance 12in. or
151n. unite.

PRICE 14 gns.
Either type available

in

a

wide

variety of veneers

Hand French
Polished.

C. T. CHAPMAN
(Reproducers) LTD.

RILEY WORKS, RILEY STREET,
FLAxmon 3217
CHELSEA, S.W.I0.

TELEVISION.

We stock all the parts for the Viewmaster and Electronics televisors Inc., W.B. Table Model Cabinet,
25117'6. Post 716. The New Black Filters. Sin.,
lain., 22'6. Haynes Latest Focus Unit, 313/-. 9 or
lens with built-in Black Filter, 55,-. Engraved
knobs, brown or white, gold tilled. Price 1/3 each,
Focus -Brill. -Contrast -Volume -Rase -Treble, etc.

NUSOUND TRANSFORMERS.

"You can rely on us"

A selection from our range and we can wind to your

FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS AT

Fme., delivery 7 days. Estimates free.
Williamson Mains Trans. SOS in,a.. 03/6.
2 i0-0-250 v. 10 in m.51.3 v. IA. 4 v. 1.5 A., DV&
6.3 v. I a. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, 7/-.
4 v.2 a. Heater trans. 230 pri. only,
6 v.6 a. C.T. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, 10/3.
6.3 v. 3 a. C.T. Heater trans. 230 pct. only, 12/6.
12 v.1 a. C.T. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, 8/6.

THE " FLUXITE QUINS " AT WORK
" Upside-down vision to -night,
Our TV's gone crazy all right."
Said 00 " Dcn't be lazy,
It's you that are crazy,
You should know all it needs is FLUX IT E."

MIDGET COIL -PACKS
miniature Coil -Pack
are an ideal
especially suited where space is limited.
They consist of iron -cored miniature coils
These

NUSOUND CHOKES.
C114, 10 R., 15O ohms. 75 mfa.. 419.

CH i, 10 H., 300 ohms, 60 m/a.. tag.
CH10,15 H., 230 ohms, 80 mt., shrooded,11/6.
CH8, 10 H.. 300 ohms, 100 ma., shrouded. 10/6.
C119, 10 H., 21111 ohms, 150 m/a., ahrended 13/9.

CH2, 5 H., SO ohms, 250 m 'a., shrooded,19 6.
Our comprehensive list of TV -Radio and Gramophone
equipment, etc., is now available. Price 4d. post free.

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in

Used for over 40

TYPE -R200-550

metres,

TYPE .5"

RELAYS

For stronger wheels
that will remain round and true, here's
a time tested tip. Tie the spokes where
they cross with fine wire AND SOLDER.

for A.C. and D.C.

IMPORTANT.

tion from 2 to 600
volts and tested to

TO CYCLISTS!

2VA Coil consump-

It's simple - with FLUXITE - but

volts.

Aerial

Changeover

Relays,

2000

The FLUXITE GUN pate FLUX TE where you want
31.
it by a simple pressure Price 2 6, or

Mel cury Relays,

FLUXITE

Measurin 7 Relays and

Time Delay Relays.

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Midget Relay ML .0

for Rook on the Art of" SOFT'"Solde,ing and
fertile' on CASE -11 A EDEN! NG STEEL .atil
E RI NU TOO Lei min, PLEXIT E. Prier letraeli

Write

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. WW), BERMONDSEY
STREET LONDON S.E.I.

trouble -free superhet.

SIZE : Length 2iin. Width Iiin. Depth

years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all ironmongers -in tins, 10d., 1;6 and 31,

int
TE

for both Aerial and Oscillator stages. built-in
Wavechange switch and midget trimmers.
They are intended for an I.F. of 465 Kcis and
I.F. Transformers type RSIG8 465 (12,6d.
per pair) are the ideal companions for a

MW,LW/GRAM Ranges
800-2,000 metres.

the house - garage - workshop - wherever
speedy soldering is needed.

COMPETITIVE

PRICES

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

4sk for leaflets
RE1W W

LONDEX LTD Manufacturers of Relays
207

ANERLEY

LONDON,
ROAD,
SYDenha-n 6258

S.E.20.

MW/SW/GRAM
17-50 metres.

Ranges

200-550

metres,

SIZE : As Type " Ft."

TYPE "C"
metres.
LW'MW/SW Ranges 800-2,000
200-550 metres, 17-50 metres,
SIZE : Length 3iin. Width Iiin. Depth 1}in,

TYPE " R " and " S " each 251-. TYPE " C "
each 28I6. Post 6d.
iron -dust cores
coils enclosed -All
adjustable.
Completely wired, only five
Connections needed to external circuit.

All

Catalogue

with Data, 3d.

RADIO SERVICING Co.
444, Waniswo,ti RoaJ, London,
'Phone: 111ACeulaw 4155.

77, 77A,Bus ; 28, Train, Wandsworth Rd. 0.1. it Lt
Open till 6.30 p.m
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100

100 kcs.

B. & H. RADIO

ANISA

QUARTZ

EAST STREET, DARLINGTON

spells Quality in
Tape Recording

CRYSTAL

UNIT

BASS & TREBLE SEPARATOR
Enables

Constructor's Envelope : Amplifier Equip-

for Secondary Frequency Standards
* Accuracy better than 0.01%. * Temperature

of

use
bass

separate

treble.

and

treble relative to bass and also

ORDER YOUR HIGH QUALITY
TAPE MECHANISM NOW 1

Q5/ 00

for

Permits adjustment of amount of

Heads, Amplifiers, Tape, etc.

Type

the

speakers

allows speakers of different impedance to be used. Kit of parts El

"Magnetic Tape Recording ", 4th Edition

Give marked reduction of scratch
level without serious effect on
treble response

Write for Latest Price List.

VARIABLE SELECTIVITY I.F.

ment.

4 3 Post Free (G.B.)

7/- Post Free (G.B.)

rev.sed & enlarged.

coefficient 2 parts in a million per degree Centigrade temperature change. * Gold electrodes
applied by cathodic sputtering direct to the faces
of the crystal, giving permanence of calibration.

TRANSFORMERS.

AUDIGRAPH LTD

Give

3

degrees

465

mount of compact dimensions. PRICE 45/- Past Free

Is very simply
inserted in the
speaker wiring and gives a very
sharp, narrow cut which com-

BULLANC0.66QUEENS R5 S. E.I5 NEWCROSS

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.
63-71 Kingston Road,

NEW MALDEN, SURREY

ALUMINIUM

Telephone: MALden 0334

1097
SHEET
EXPANDED
TUBES.
ANGLES.
BARS.
RODS.
MOULDINGS,
RIVETS

IS

0

LI

0

0

LI

13

6

k/cs.

Per pair

Full details of the Q5/100 including circuit
are contained in our leaflet QI. Send stamp
today for your copy.

6

of selectivity

* Simple single valve circuit gives strong harmonics Dept. MR3, 74, Great Hampton Street,
HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, IS.
at 100 kcs. intervals up to 20 Mcs. * Octal based

5460A

9

SCRATCH FILTERS

WHISTLE FILTER

pletely eliminates 9 kc/s whistle

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Is

a

complete,

portable

and

accurate signal source operating
from a 4.5 volt battery
E2 10
Further particulars on request.
R.F. Coils rewound.

0

siq ANY SIZES CUT OR FOLDED

towzz-::;s Qualify

TELEVISION

KIT (or

AISIPL"
HOME CONSTRUCTORS
A complete set of components to construct a 10
watt amplifier including Woden potted mains
transformer. 5 valves. 10in, speaker with transformer. Components of the highest quality. No
Govt. surplus. Three switched inputs, negative
feed back, push-pull output,
Price
Complete
tone control, steel chassis.
to the last screw
Suitable home or small hall.

CASH WITH ORDER.

9

DEMONSTRATION
of

Sets

and

Components

TELEVISION CIRCUITS
FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR

£8 0 0

New Second Edition 1/6 post free.

LTD

Manufacturers of the complete range of Television

(Subject)

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
BEETHOVEN
Chapel Lane, Sands, High Wycombe

Tel: 1152/3,,

HAYNES RADIO Ltd.
Receiving Equipment.

Enfield,

Queensway,

Parts

every

Friday 8-10 p.m.

Middlesex,

''')Oltalitfl
THE

SERVICE ENGINEER'S
FIRST CHOICE

TO DEALERS
We can offer

a

limited number of Dealers

a reliable and quick

RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR
SERVICE

LYONS RADIO Ltd.

REGO-FRASER

RECTIFIER UNIT TYPE 45. Incorporating a metal
rectifier, this unit was designed to supply the T rammItter 1154. Input voltage 200 to 230 v. A.C. mains.
Output Is 1,200 v. smoothed D.C. at 200 mA. The
whole is housed In a metal ventilated case approx.

TELE-RADIO ENGINEERS
62, Hare Street: Woolwich. S.E.18
Tel. WOO. 1804

Itiin. high x 19In. x bin. and weighs about 100 lb.
Assembled

in

a

metal

case

81 x 81 x Sin., with carrying handle that folds flat
when not in use. Rated at 12 v. 14 amp.-houre.

Connections from each cell terminate to it threaded
stem no that It is quite easy to form an accumulator
to supply say 2 v.or S v. with, of course, a proportionate
mcrease in amp.hour capacity. In Unused condition,
but outside of cases may bee little soiled. PRICE 26/-,
carriage 41,

AERIAL COUPLING UNIT 941. Fitted with an
0,2.5 A. Thermocouple ammeter, varionieter with

graduated dial and rev. counter, a two -gang variable
condenser about 15 pfd. each sectn. and other useful
parts.
Fitted in wood case with lid, size about
101 r 10 x Tin. PRICE 10/-, Post 1i6.
HAND GENERATOR, TYPE C. In brand new condition and supplied in maker's transit case. Generates
800 v. at 30 mA. and 6 v. D.C. at 2.6 A. Overall length
16in. 0 Olin. max. dia. PRICE 30/-, carriage 4/6.
SPECIAL VALVES. All brand new and unused.
VU120A, 6)6 ; Will, 5/- ; CV67 with tuning unit
(13lystrori), 5/-. Postage all types bd.
CERAMIC ROTARY SWITCHES.
3 wader; let and
Ord 10 -way 2nd 6 -way, all single pole. PRICE 5/..
post free.

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, (Dept. M.W.)
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone

Shepherds Bush 1723

Ilin, diameter,
extremely sensitive. 12/6, post 9d.
CO -AXIAL CABLE, 30ft. lengths, complete with
Pye female plug each end.

7/6, post 1/3.

Brand new.

80 ohms.

HEAVY DUTY AUTO TRANSFORMERS,

PRICE 82, carriage 15/-.
ACCUMULATORS.

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
CRYSTAL LAPEL MIKES,

tapped at 110v., 150v., I90v., 230v., 1.6 K.V,A.,
Carr. 5/-.
MASTER VOLTMETERS.
0-20 v. A.C.,
6in. mirrored scale. Made by Metro -Vick. Brand
new. 17/6, carr. It-.
12 v. 16 A.H. BATTERIES. By Pritchett and
Gold.
Brand new. In oak containers. Dim.
6kin. x Skin. x 8kin. 29'6 each, Carr, 2/6.
14/10/0.

ENGINEERS
Whatever your age

or experience, you must read
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES". Full detail of
the easiest way to loon A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E.,
CITY & GUILDS (Electrical, etc.), MATRIC., etc., on
NO PASS-NO FEE"
terms 11110 details of

176 PAGES

Free:

Courses In all branches

of Engineering-.

Mechanical, Electrical.
Auto., Aero.,
Civil,

Radio, etc.. Building,
etc. If you're earning
less that title week,tell
no what interests you
and write for your copy
of
"ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES"
today - FREE I

B.I.E.T.
557 Shakespeare Hee.
11-19. Strafford Place.

London, W.I.

NIVICIAMIVIIINfOMMENRWIT

BRAND NEW TRANS-RECE1VERS, Type
58.
Freq. range 33-50 metres, complete with
'phones, mike, power supply unit, spare valves,
and instn. book. LI7/10/0. Carr. 5/-,

BRAND NEW WILLARD 24

v. II

/LH.

BATTERIES. Size 8in. x 7fin. x 71 in. 49/6.
Carr. 4/-.
NIFE " ALKALI BATTERIES. 2.5 v.,/2 v., 10
A.H. As new, made by Brittania Batteries,
Ltd., 12/6, post 1/..
HEAVY DUTY SLIDE RESISTER. 152
ohms 2 amps. Twin coils with wheel control.
Brand new, 32/6, post 1/6.
169/171 Edgware Road, London, W.2. Pad 7851

125 Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.

Eus 4982

All orders and enquiries to our Edgware Road branch,
please.
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BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD. BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE..

3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES
No Quanti'y too Small.

List

an

application.

London:H.ROLLET & CO., Ltd. Liverp'l:
6, Chesham Place S.W.1. Kirkby Estate.

The VOIGT Loudspeaker is still ahead of all
others. P.M. Unit with 22,000 line gap flux
f40 ex Works.
Corner Horns (in the
white) C19- 10- 0 or
C47. 10 0 ex Works.
H o rn e demonstrations
arranged in London area.
Order from

fi

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.

SIMONSWOOD 3271/3

SLOane 3463.

101

Sydenham, S.E.26

Syd 6666

TRANSFORMERS & COILS
TO SPECIFICATION.
MANUFACTURED OR REWOUND

Filter coi/s ± 1% a Speciality.

PAY SPOT CASH

TO ANY SPECIFICATION

cHo J. E. THORNBER & SONS EST.
3849

3, DEAN AV., MANCHESTER, 18

1925

YOUR METER DAMAGED?

Simple sell -teed speeds up

so.dering. Better work.
Saves solder,

tvlite for leaflet 3f,..f.

RUNBAKEN MAKHESTER 1

don

Instrument

Repairers
to
the
Industry.

11-3
Repairs by skilled craftsaren to all makes and types of

Voltmeters, Ammeters, Alicroammeters, Multirange Test
meters, Electrical Thermometers, Recording Instruments,
Synchronous Clocks, etc. Quick deliveries-for speedy
estimate send defective instrument by registered post to

GLASER
Electrical Instrument Repairers
L,

341 CITY ROAD, E.C.I
Tel. Terminus 2489

Telephone

Fully guaranteed.
Technical data
available. Mains or Battery. 40/6 inc. tax.
AMPLION " High " Q
I.F.
TransPack.

or ROUND SHANK
e+,

18'6 pr.

AMPLION " A.C./D.C. 10 -range Test
Meter (Immediate delivery). 77/6.
Fully

guaranteed.

Less/Sw.,

4- ;

5/9.

.4 MONTROSE " A.C./D.C. 7 -range Test
Meter. 42/,
0.500 Microamp Meter. 7/6.
Guaranteed brand
new.
By famous maker. Bin. P.M., with
transformer. 2I/-, post free.
MiCoil.

SPEAKER SPECIAL.

in. H.S.S. BIT

Capacity : 1-4 ins. dia.

AMPLION " Semi -midget Volume Con-

trols.

VERNIER ADJUSTMENT

THE PARALEX
PRECISION

HOLE

ADJUSTABLE

CUTTER

ALFA PRECISE INSTRUMENT CO.
111 Greencroft Gardens. London, N.W.G

_

15 c/s to 100 mc/s
-

Regulator, control and special purpose valves.
Radar Units and Accessories.
Receiving and transmitting equipment.
Cathode Ray Tubes.
V.H.F. and S.H.F. valves.
Wave guide sections and pieces.
Centimetric instruments and equipment.
Klystrons and magnetrons.
Test Instruments and Laboratory Equipment.
Large or small quantities.

- IN 9 RANGES -

-

_

AUDIO
RADIO
_

_

AF.

-

-

__

TELEVISION

_

RF. SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE K3

meets the need of those requiring a good instrument f or routine testa, measure-

ments or experiments on amplifiers. Radio, Television or other electronic ap-

paratus.

A clear Gin. scale, f oreach range, with only the one in use visible

eliminates the confusion so often encountered in multi -range instruments.
Individual Calibration. 1% accuracy. C.W. or M.C.W. (400 c/s)
on H.F. ranges Output unattenuated--2 volts, variable and
Step attenuation to 2uV also 20 volts variable on A.F. Ranges.
SEND FOR LEAFLET.

LIST PRICE

ALTAIR INSTRUMENTS

Details to Box Office No. 7010

WANTED?
Silver Mica Tubular Mansbridge
American
British
High and low impedance
Thermo Moving Coil Moving Iron

All types
Carbon and wire wound

VOLUME CONTROLS Carbon and wire wound
We hold large and comprehensive stocks of new components
and units, both Government and Manufacturers' Surplus

Your specific requirements are invited
Wholesale and Export only.

ANDERS RADIO LTD.

167, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
EUS. : 1639

po.tage

SQUARE. TAPERED

81111111111

formers Mains, 470 kc., Battery 455/465 kc.

All types of receiving and transmitting valves.

RESISTORS

13,- each

KEY 4813

" AMPLION " High grade, 3 -waveband Coil

SURPLUS

HEADPHONES
METERS
PLUG & SOCKETS

Prov. Patent applied for

ELM ROAD, LONDON, E.17

WANTED

CONDENSERS
CRYSTALS

for American surplus radio equipment and British component
bargains.
Offers to Box No. 7348.

RADIO UNLIMITED

Leading
Electrical

'Phone: Torquay 2162

U.S.A. FIRM WILL

TRANSFERMERS, COILS, ETC.
LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING A SPECIALITY
SPECIAL. 6.3 q 7A. & 0 2 6.3
2A, 24!6

JOHN FACTOR LTD.

9-11 EAST STREET, TORQUAY, DEVON

EST. 1928

6 Gns.

LONDON

leLph

D: 0 PADdinSgTt; 56.628

HOME & OVERSEAS
RADIO DEALERS & SERVICE ENGINEERS
to write for our new 1950-51
Season's list. T. C. C. Capacitors, Erie resistors, suppressors, volume controls. Tungsram
valves, Brass BA Screws etc., and hundreds o!'
other lines. Postage 3d. Inland, 2 - Overseas
are invited

Air Mail.

A. W. F. RADIO PRODUCTS
TATLER CHAMBERS, THORNTON ROAD,
BRADFORD.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Acoustical Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Acru Electric Tool Mfg. Co., Ltd., The
Adcola Products, Ltd.
Advance Components, Ltd.
Aerielite, Ltd.
Air Ministry
Albert Mfg. Co.
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14
84

18

20
18

101
46
32
101

Antiference, Ltd.
Armstrong Wireless & Television Co., Ltd
Ashworth, H.
Astor Boisselier & Lawrence, Ltd.
Audigraph, Ltd.
Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipt.
Co., Ltd., The
Automatic Telepnone & Electric Co., Ltd

B. & H. Radio
Bakers " Selhurst " Radio

95
72
30
100
1

21

6
93

100

48. 84

91
71
59

Hogg, F. Livington
Hoile, Arthur
Holley's Radio Stores
H.P. Radio Services, Ltd.

International Correspondence School, Ltd

30

Johnsons (Radio)
Lasky's Radio
Lawrence, G., & Co.
Leak, H. J., & Co., Ltd.

96

Londex,

59
4486

Ltd.

99

London Central Radio Stores
London Radio Supply Co.
92 Lowther Mfg. Co.
76 Lyons, Claude, Ltd.
Lyons
Radio
90
38
94

41

Mail Order Supply Co

34

Miers, N., & Co., Ltd.
Modern Book Co.
17. 35 Modern Electrics, Ltd.
97 M.R.Supplies, Ltd.
M.S.S. Recording Co., Ltd.
Mullard Electronic Products, Ltd. .. 31. 50,
12 Multicore Solders, Ltd.
Cove,
102 Murex, Ltd.
19
88 New Electronic Supplies Co.
98 Northern Radio Services
98 Nusound Products
Osmor Radio Products, Ltd.
9
88 Painton & Co., Ltd.
96 Park Radio, Ltd.
26 Parmeko, Ltd.
18 Partridge Transformers, Ltd.
64, 65 P.C.A. Radio
94 Pearce. T. W.
39 Pearson, M. & J.
58. 82 Pennine Amplifiers
60

52

69
45
798

14
3

78
42
98
92
26
27
93
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Philips Electrical, Ltd.
Post Radio Suppdes
Prates Radio

74
96

80

Premier Radio Co.

61, 62, 63, 76

QuarteCrystal Co., Ltd.

100

Radio Exchange Co.

91

Ramomenders, Ltd.
Radio Merchandise Co., Ltd.
Radio, Radar & Television
no.,...o serv.cmg t.o.
Radiospares, Ltd.
Radio Supp.y Co.
Radio Unlimited
Rainbow Radio Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Redif on, Ltd.

102
87

40
99

100
96

101
34
26
95

Reed & Ford
Rego -Fraser
Re,iance Mfg. Co. (Southwark), Ltd.
Reosound Engineering & Electrical Co.
Reproducers & Amp.ifiers, Ltd.

100
92

90
81
22

Roding Laborator_es
Rogers Development Co.
Rollet, H., & Co., Ltd.

24
101
101

Runbaken Electrical Products

Salford Electrical Instruments, Ltd.
Samsons Surp.us Stores
Sangamo Weston, Ltd.
Savage Transformers, Ltd.
Scharf, Erwin
Sifam Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd.

75
100
57
38

42
20

Simmonds Aerocessories, Ltd.

13

s.mon sound serv.ce
20
Smith, G. W. (Radio), Ltd.
87
Sound Rentals, Ltd.
IS
bound Saes, Ltd.
54
Southern Radio Supply, Ltd.
96
Sphere Radio, Ltd.
44
Stability Radio Components, Ltd.
22
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd. .... 51, 56
,

Steatite & Porcelain Products, Ltd.
Stern Radio, Ltd.
Stewart Transformers, Ltd.
Stratton & Co., Ltd.
Sugden, A. R., & Co. (Engineers), Ltd

47 Supacoils
90 Szymanski,
84
100

Marconi Instruments, Ltd.
McMurdo Instrument Co., Ltd.
12,
Measuring Instruments (Pullin), Ltd. ....
Metro Pex, Ltd.
Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd
Midland Instrument Co.

77
99
25
66

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
Electradix Radios
Electro Acoustic Developments
Electro Technical Assemblies
Electronic Instruments, Ltd.
Electronic Precision Equipment
E.M.G. Handmade Gramophones, Ltd.
.
E.M.I. Factors. Ltd.
E.M.I. Institutes

67
80

Lewis Radio Co.
Lockwood & Co.

78

Davis, Alec, Supplies, Ltd.
Davis, Jack (Relays), Ltd.
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
Duke & Co.
Dun Electronics
Dupley Electronics, Ltd.

34, 94
8
47
36
98
88
72

Hivac, Ltd.

16

Brierley, J. H. (Gramophones & Record58
ings), Ltd.
14
Bristol Gine Service
70
Britain, Chas. (Radio), Ltd.
British Institute of Engineering Tech88.
100
nology
British Insulated Callender's Cables, Ltd.
Cover ii
94
British National Radio School
46, 77
British Physical Laboratories
97
Brookes Crystals, Ltd.
40
Brown, S. G., Ltd.
Bulgin, A. F., & Co., Ltd. .... Edit. 464, 84
89
Bull, J., & Sons
100

Charles Amplifiers, Ltd.
Cinema -Television, Ltd.
Clydesdale Supply Co., Ltd.
Cohen, D.
Cosmocord, Ltd.
Cossor, A. C., Ltd.
Coventry Radio

98
99
28

Ltd.
Henry's

44

Cabot Radio Co., Ltd.
California Radio & Electronics Co.
Candler System Co.
Celestlon
Champion Products
Chancery Precision Instrument Service,
Ltd.
Chapman, C. T. (Reproducers), Ltd

15

Garland Bros.
Gee Bros., Radio, Ltd.
General Electric Co., Ltd.
33, 83
4
General Lamination Products, Ltd.
Glaser, Ltd.
lq.
Goodman Industries, Ltd.
4
Goodsell, Ltd.
2
Grampian Reproducers. Ltd.
16
22
Gray, Arthur. Ltd.
Hallam, Sleigh & Cheston, Lid.
36
Hartley, H. A., Co., Ltd.
86
Hatfield Instruments
86
Hayes Co., The
98
Haynes Radio, Ltd.
100
lieniey's, W. T., Telegraph Works Co ,

1(ff

Bullanco
Hullers, Ltd.

101
101

Galpins

100

Barker, A. C.
Beethoven Ltd.
Belling & Lee, Ltd.
Bird, C. S., & Sons, Ltd.
Birmingham Sound Reproducers, Ltd.
Booth, Jas., & Co., Ltd.

10
28

Factor, J., Ltd.
Feldman, A. W.
2erranti, Ltd.
Filmer, J. T
Flux.te, Ltd.
Frith Radiocraft, Ltd.

43

Alfa Precise Instrument Co.
Allan, Richard, Radio, Ltd.
All -Power Transformers, Ltd.
Altair Instrument Co.
Ambassador Radio
Anders Radio, Ltd.
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Enthoven, H. J., & Sons, Ltd.
Erskine Laboratories, Ltd.

Ii

,

7
63

80
16
81

97

S.

52

Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd
28, 30
Telecraft
75
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.
Cover fit
Telegraph Construction & Maintenance
Co.. Ltd., The
24
Tele-Radio (1943), Ltd.
20
Thermonic Products. Ltd.
4
Thornber, J. E., & Sons
101
Trans World Airlines
83
Trix Electrical Co., Ltd.
Edit. 462

Universal Electrical Instruments Corpn.
University Radio, Ltd.

73

74

iv Valradio, Ltd.
8

92

95
99
36

38
79

5

85
84
90
99
98

82
37

Vitavox, Ltd.
Voigt Patents, Ltd.
Vortexion, Ltd.

101

55

Walton's Wireless Stores
Wayne Kerr Laboratories, Ltd., The
Webb's Radio
West Spencer
Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., Ltd.
Wharfedale Wireless Works
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd.
Wilco Electronics

98

40

10
97

24, 42
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RELAYS

RADIOMENDERS LIMITED

AND

FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND REWINDS

KEY SWITCHES

AMATEURS' WINDINGS, TRANSFORMERS

We specialise in

LARGEST EX -GOVT. STOCK

IN GT. BRITAIN
Types 600-3000 Relays - Siemens High Speed
Also A. C. 250 volts 50 cycles
Uniseiector Switches, Telephone Switch -boards,

Telephone

Components,

ALL TYPES, CHOKES, PICK-UP COILS,

INSTRUMENT COILS, Etc.
Highest workmanship

Good Delivery

RADIOMENDERS, LTD.

Plugs, Jacks. Handsets. Co -Axial Cables - Government Contractors

Television & Radio Apparatus, Transformer & Coilwinders.

JACK DAVIS (RELAYS) LTD. (Dept. W.)
30
PERCY STREET, LONDON, W. I

THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

Phones : MUSeum 7960, LANgham 4821

123-5-7 Parch more Road,
L1V 2261. Trade enquiries invited.

Established 16 years.

Printed in Great Britain f or the Publishers, ILLS'S% E Solis, LTD., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.E.1, by Tao CoaNwALL. PRESS Los., Paris Garden.London, S.E.1. Wireless
World can be obtained abroad from the following : Ausntems Ann Now Ze.eLseo Gordon & Got, h, Ltd. Inns A. It. Wheeler & CO. CANADA 'the Wm. Dawson Subscription

Sallee Ltd.; Gordo, A Getch, Ltd.

Sorra Austen: Central New, Agency, Ltd., William Dawson & Sone (S.A.), 1.1d. than. SoarCo : The International ties, Co.
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Condenser leadership

--from the his/de/

The most comprehensive range

of Electrolytic Condensers offered
by

one

manufacturer.

Features

include robustness, compact construction, and a very wide tem-

perature

it

rating varying between

- 30°C. +to 60°C. for plain

foil

types.

Not only are they suitable for
working up to the voltage stated
but they will operate up to 71°C.
at 80",', of the rated voltage.

Concentric winding of
pure aluminium foil
and absorbent interleaving tissues.

Viscous electrolyte
ensures low power
factor and long life
over wide temperature
range.

"ALL -ALUMINIUM"

non -corrosive internal
construction.
Full hermetic sealing
by means of special

rubberised disc.
Hot -tinned solder tags:
distinctive negative.

Efficient safety vent for
fault conditions.

"LECTROPACK" DRY
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD . RADIO DIVISION LONDON W.3

Tel: Acorn 0061 (9 lines)

Wireless World
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HAVE TESTED EVERY MAKE OF U.S.A. AND EUROPEAN CORED SOLDER, BUT

I

prefer ERSIN MULTICORE

-it's always

so

reliable"

SAYS MORTON LEE, U.S.A. CUSTOM
TELEVISION AND RADIO SPECIALIST

Mr. Morton Lee, who builds specialised television, radio and gramophone
installations for wealthy homes and institutions, uses only Ersin Multicore

Solder in the equipments he makes.

A typical installation, built into

a room, includes a 12 channel 19" tube television receiver, high fidelity
FM and AM radio receivers, a 3 -speed high fidelity record reproducer,

disc and tape recorders, and a cine film synchronised reproducer.

For each equipment he must be sure that every one of his
thousands of soldered joints is a perfect electrical connection, and will
remain sound and free from corrosion during the life of the equipment.
Mr. Lee says : " In my laboratory I try all cored solders and over 10
years I have found that Ersin Multicore is the only solder which is of
the same consistent high quality-I use only this for my installations."
7 lb. Red
(prices on request)

USED BY LEADING U.S.A. MANUFACTURERS

Many leading U.S.A. Television manufacturers - some
with an output of more than 1,500 sets per day-prefer

to pay the import duty and freight charges on British -made
Ersin Multicore, rather than use American -made solder.
They find that Ersin
lticore, the only solder containing
3 cores of extra-activ on -corrosive Ersin Flux, gives them
faster production, grea soldering reliability, and lower cost

per soldered joint. It always pays to use only Ersin
Multicore Solder-The Finest Cored Solder in the Worldfor economy with quality.
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14
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